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Abstract	
Mathematics presents specific challenges for primary preservice teachers and fractions is 
among the most problematic of topics. This thesis investigates preservice primary teachers’ 
understanding and use of fractions and fraction representations. Preservice teachers have 
particular difficulty explaining the rationale behind fraction operations, often only 
demonstrating superficial knowledge of symbolic procedures. This level of knowledge is 
insufficient for teaching and, thus, initial teacher education presents a crucial opportunity to 
deepen teachers’ knowledge before they begin their teaching careers. The study addresses the 
crucial need for further research into the initial teacher education of preservice teachers at a 
time where there is a national agenda for improving education in Australia. 
However, despite the potential to redress preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions, there is a 
dearth of studies elucidating how fraction knowledge develops over a program in initial teacher 
education, particularly in an Australian context. To address this gap, the current study aimed to 
investigate the development of preservice primary teachers’ knowledge about teaching 
fractions during a Graduate Diploma of Education (GradDipEd) program with a focus on their 
understanding and use of fraction representations. To focus the study, the following research 
questions were posed: 
RQ1. How do preservice teachers’ understandings of fractions and fraction representations 
develop over a teacher education program? 
RQ2. How and why do preservice teachers use fraction representations for learning and 
teaching tasks over the course of a teacher education program? 
The study was grounded in Barmby et al.’s theory of Representational-Reasoning which 
characterises individuals’ knowledge as networks of internal representations. Understanding is, 
in turn, inferred from the external representations that learners produce. With this framing, 
preservice teachers’ external representations including fraction notation, fraction language, and 
fraction models and the connections made between these were used to interpret knowledge of 
fractions. To address the exploratory nature of the topic, the study adopted a qualitative 
research design and, more specifically, a case study approach. A within-case analysis used semi-
structured interviews, examination responses, interview tasks, concept maps, transcripts of 
teaching episodes, and children’s work samples to interrogate aspects of three preservice 
teachers’ conception and use of fractions and fraction representations. A particular focus of the 
research was the participants’: perspectives of mathematics and fractions; substantive 
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knowledge of fractions including content and pedagogical knowledge; and syntactic knowledge 
including the approach taken in using fraction representations and the warrants given for 
fraction representation selection. 
Study results showed that despite intentional effort to explicitly develop and support preservice 
teachers’ knowledge for teaching fractions, all participating preservice teachers demonstrated 
limited conceptual understanding of fractions. All three participating teachers exhibited a 
reliance on fraction notation, both to articulate their understandings and to reason about 
fraction situations. Several factors impacting on knowledge development were identified. 
Firstly, the participants’ approaches to learning about fractions emphasised memorisation and 
sought automaticity with modelling and calculating fractions, hindering the participants’ 
abilities to connect meaningfully with the representations. Secondly, motivation to challenge 
their own content knowledge was undermined by views of primary school mathematics 
teaching as informed by common sense or teaching experience rather than advanced through 
research-based evidence or initial teacher education curricula. 
Although the participants expressed reform-oriented views about effective mathematics 
instruction for teaching primary school children, views of mathematics as a collection of 
procedures resulted in one preservice teacher adopting a teaching approach that emphasised 
the steps of procedures for operating with fractions. Limited content knowledge also impacted 
their pedagogical decisions, for example, impeding attempts to address children’s fraction 
misconceptions or resulting in misleading uses of fraction representations. Furthermore, the 
way the participants used fraction representations in their teaching did not reflect 
consideration of the conceptual essence of fraction representations. 
These findings suggest the need for teacher education to prompt preservice teachers to 
interrogate prior assumptions and beliefs about mathematics through critical reflexive practice. 
Recommendations from this study include incorporating tasks into initial teacher education 
programs that explicitly interrogate preservice teachers’ epistemological views of mathematics 
and prompt these teachers to challenge their own understandings and assumptions about 
mathematics and fractions. Additionally, gateway mechanisms for entry into and exit from 
initial teacher education programs should aim to provide a more comprehensive assessment of 
preservice teachers’ knowledge of mathematics than through calculation abilities alone. Finally, 
a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding can provide a productive lens for further 
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Drill	and	practice:	A method of teaching or learning that emphasises systematic repetition in 
order to perfect a skill. Distinct from rote learning as drill and practice is intended as the basis 
for meaningful learning. 
Epistemology:	 Theory of knowledge that positions the nature of knowledge, parameters of 
justification, and its intersection with belief.	
Fraction	sense: Deep fraction knowledge that allows the navigation and successful application 
of knowledge to provide solutions appropriate to the situation. Comprises different 
components, including: (a) the five sources of meaning for ; (b) measurement and fractions as 
numbers; (c) quantities and covariance; (d) proportional reasoning; (e) unitising and reasoning 
up and down; (f) sharing and comparing; (g) operating with fractions; and (h) a sensemaking 
disposition. 
Mathematical	knowledge	 for	teaching:	Work by Ball and her colleagues (Ball, 1991, 1993b, 
2000; Ball & Bass, 2000, 2002, 2009; Ball et al., 2009; Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005; Ball, Lubienski, & 
Mewborn, 2001; Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008; Hill et al., 2008; Hill, Sleep, Lewis, & Ball, 2007) 
has led to a model of teachers’ knowledge that includes subject matter knowledge (such as 
common content knowledge, specialised content knowledge, and knowledge at the 
mathematical horizon) and pedagogical content knowledge (such as knowledge of content and 
students; knowledge of content and teaching; and knowledge of the curriculum).	
Ontology:	The philosophical consideration of the nature of reality and its relationship with 
existence. 
Orientations	for	teaching:	Descriptions of three different approaches to teaching and learning 
mathematics developed by A. G. Thompson, Philipp, Thompson, and Boyd (1994). A 
calculational	 orientation	 means	 teachers create lessons focused on carrying out fraction 
algorithms resulting in numerical answers which are viewed as sufficient solutions. Students’ 
difficulties with fraction concepts are redressed by reinforcing correct procedures rather 
through exploration of the underlying fraction ideas. These teachers mainly use the language of 
numbers and their operations and tend to find solutions that are distilled from the context of 
the problem. A teacher with a computational	orientation focuses only on the computational 
procedures through memorisation rather than having a rationale for the calculations. Lastly, a 
teacher with a conceptual	orientation	for teaching gives explanations which support students to 
understand the interrelated mathematical concepts and ideas underpinning the context. 
Teaching mathematics for conceptual understanding means focusing on the context of problems 
and making sense of these situations. Rather than reinforcing meaningless procedures, a 
conceptually oriented teacher’s pedagogical goals are to highlight the relationships between 
mathematical ideas, models, language, notation, and situations, giving them meaning and using 
them to solve problems. 
Perceptions:	 The way in which preservice teachers regard, understand, or interpret 
mathematics, fractions, fraction representation, and their own mathematical knowledge as 
inferred by the researcher through the preservice teachers’ actions, explanations, fraction 
models, fraction language, and fraction symbols. 
Reform‐oriented	 practice:	 Best practice in mathematics teaching as informed by current 
research. Generally incorporates children’s mathematical discourse, activities involving 
manipulatives, and student-led investigation (often with problems that have multiple solutions 
or approaches). 
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Representational	 systems	 lens:	A representational system is a network of representational 
forms, comprising the forms themselves and the ways they interact with each other. These 
representational systems include both external	representational systems, that is, those that can 
be observed and are materially instantiated, and internal	 representational systems, those 
occurring within a person’s mind. External representations include the accepted mathematical 
entities and conventions that form disciplinary knowledge, as well as learner-generated forms.	
Through a representational systems theoretical lens, the body of mathematical disciplinary 
knowledge is portrayed as an external representational system that has both conventional and 
objective qualities. Internal representational systems are used to characterise learners’ 
understandings (see Understanding). 
Representations:	A representation can be conceived as an object that captures a mathematical 
concept or relationship in some form (NCTM, 2000). Representations can be internal, mental 
structures that constitute an individual’s understanding or manifest as external representations, 
such as drawings, diagrams, words, or actions. A learner’s produced external representations 
serve to convey internal representations and reasoning (Barmby, Harries, Higgins, & Suggate, 
2009). Several representations can be used for the teaching of fractions. These can broadly be 
categorised as (a) fraction notation, (b) fraction models, and (c) fraction language. 
Rote	 learning:	 An approach to learning facts or processes through memorisation without 
understanding, such as mnemonic devices. Distinct from drill and practice because rote learning 
precludes meaningful applications. 
Substantive	 knowledge:	 Used in the current thesis to refer to substantive knowledge of 
representations. It includes content and pedagogical knowledge about representational forms, 
such as mathematical topics, procedures, and concepts and the relationships among these. 
Syntactic	knowledge:	Specifically refers to syntactic knowledge of representations.	Syntactic 
forms of pedagogical content knowledge include knowledge of the accepted methods, 
verification, analysis, and justification within a given discipline, that is, knowing how	 to use 
representations. 
Understanding:	 Barmby et al.’s (2009) idea of Representational-Reasoning model of 
understanding characterises a learner’s understanding as a network of concepts 
(representations) connected through reasoning that is either robust or weak, constructed by the 
learner themselves. Sparsely connected concepts may indicate a learner has instrumental (or 
no) understanding, according to Skemp (1976), and richly connected concepts suggests a 
learner has a relational	understanding of a topic. 
Warrants	 for	 selecting	 representations:	A term introduced by Ball (1988a) to refer to the 
reasoning and justification teachers employ for their selection of mathematical representations 

























































































































Primary preservice teachers’ mathematics knowledge is under particularly close scrutiny from 
the general public and ministers who expect both higher-level entry qualifications and 
advanced skills and knowledge on graduation. Yet many primary preservice teachers have 
avoided studying mathematics at the senior high school level and thus enter teacher education 
programs with weak mathematical background knowledge. Consequently, there is increased 
pressure for initial teacher education programs to help preservice teachers develop strong 
content knowledge and pedagogical skill for teaching mathematics. The push for reform-
oriented teaching in which teachers are expected to cater to individual students’ needs as well 
as support children to perform on national numeracy tests places increased demands on 
teachers’ knowledge. Conceptual teaching approaches are called for, particularly at the primary 
level where children's attitudes and skills are highly malleable. Thus, the educational needs of 
preservice teachers are complex and high quality professional preparation programs are 
needed to successfully develop preservice teachers’ knowledge and skills. This study examines a 
notably challenging area of the school mathematics curriculum – fractions. 
1.1 Research	Problem	
Overwhelmingly, the fraction knowledge research has focused on children’s understandings 
(see for example, Drew H. Bailey, Hansen, & Jordan, 2017; Behr, Wachsmuth, Post, & Lesh, 1984; 
Clarke, 2011; Empson, 1999; Gould, 2005a, 2011; Niemi, 1996; I. Resnick, Rinne, Barbieri, & 
Jordan, 2018; Wong, Evans, & Anderson, 2006) and although preservice teachers demonstrate 
misconceptions similar to those of primary school students (Tirosh & Graeber, 1990b), 
preservice teachers have unique educational needs. For example, they have more extensive 
educational experiences than primary school students. Further, preservice teachers are unable 
to draw on professional experience as inservice teachers can (Beswick & Goos, 2012). 
Preservice teachers’ mathematics education needs also differ from those of mathematics 
majors, as teaching mathematics requires specialised knowledge (Ball et al., 2008). Support for 
learning about fractions must also be intertwined with pedagogical considerations, such as how 
representations can be used effectively for teaching and how to interpret mathematical 
reasoning through children’s representations (Hill & Ball, 2009). 
Despite the potential for initial teacher education to support preservice teachers’ knowledge of 
fractions, there is a dearth of studies elucidating how this knowledge develops (Olanoff, Lo, & 
Tobias, 2014), particularly in an Australian context (Ingvarson, Beavis, Kleinhenz, & Elliott, 
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2004; TEMAG, 2014). There remain questions about how preservice teachers’ fraction 
knowledge, particularly understanding of fraction representations, might be developed over the 
course of a teacher education course (Ball et al., 2009; Confrey et al., 2008). For example, 
studies of children’s fraction knowledge have elucidated the transition from visual and concrete 
representations of fractions to symbolic representations, such as the fraction notation, yet little 
is known about the reverse transition preservice teachers must make from their current, 
limited conceptions of symbolic representations to an understanding of modelling fractions 
with visual representations (Luo, Lo, & Leu, 2011). In light of the crucial nature of 
representations for teaching (Shulman, 1986), a conceptual framework that positions both 
cognition and mathematics as essentially activities of representing could provide a productive 
lens for examining preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions. Thus, the current study applies 
a representational systems lens (Goldin, 2008) to further investigate the development of 
preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions over the course of a teacher education course. 
1.2 Fractions	as	a	Productive	Context	for	Research	
The decision to focus the research on knowledge of fractions specifically was supported by 
several considerations. Firstly, the topic of fractions is deep in the sense that it is underpinned 
by foundational mathematical ideas (Ma, 2010). Behr, Lesh, Post, and Silver (1983) make the 
case that research into students’ fraction knowledge as a specific topic elucidates these learners’ 
mathematical understandings more broadly. This is because understanding fractions demands 
an integration of a rich array of concepts including measurement, probability, coordinate 
systems, and graphing. Additionally, there are “complex relationships among the meanings and 
representations of fractions and basic arithmetic operations” (Leinhardt & Smith, 1985, p. 247). 
These complex relationships mark a qualitative transition from earlier mathematical ideas such 
as whole number. Behr et al. assert that learning about fraction concepts and their many 
representational systems demands a cognitive reorganisation from concrete to formal 
operational thinking. This transition can be better understood through examining learners’ 
fraction understandings. 
Secondly, the topic of fractions is broad. Broad mathematical topics are fundamental to many 
other mathematical ideas (Ma, 2010), and fraction ideas serve as a foundation for later 
mathematical topics in the school curriculum. Empirical findings highlight that fraction concepts 
inform understanding and competence with percentages, algebra, decimals, and fraction 
calculations (e.g. D. H. Bailey, Hoard, Nugent, & Geary, 2012; G. Brown & Quinn, 2007; Peter 
Brown et al., 2011b; Van de Walle, Karp, & Bay-Williams, 2015). Peter Brown et al. (2011b) 
underscore the importance of introducing fraction ideas to support the understanding of 
decimals. Additionally, G. Brown and Quinn (2007) studied the algebra performance of 191 high 
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school students and illustrated that proficiency with fractions was positively correlated with 
students’ success in algebra. They concluded their study by stating that if “algebra is for 
everyone” (a popular slogan for promoting equality in mathematics education in the US, see 
Gamoran & Hannigan, 2000), then “all students must first become familiar and fluent with 
fractions” (G. Brown & Quinn, 2007, p. 15). Further, studies have shown that fraction 
understandings influence achievement in later school success. D. H. Bailey et al. (2012) found 
that Year 6 students’ competence with fractions predicted their mathematical achievement in 
high school. The study also confirmed their hypothesis that fraction abilities were a greater 
predictor of future achievement than computational abilities with whole numbers. This result is 
unsurprising considering that fraction understandings contribute to levels of numeracy because 
they “underpin the notion of proportion on which so much of our everyday life depends” 
(Siemon, 2003, p. 2). Taken together these studies show that examining fraction understandings 
can indicate learners’ future success or difficulties with mathematics.  
Although the US National Mathematics Advisory Panel (2008) recognises that proficiency with 
fractions is “foundational for algebra” (p. xvii), the panel identified fractions as a severely 
underdeveloped concept for students. Substantial evidence indicates fractions as a topic with 
which students have particular difficulty. In the US, the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress (NAEP) consistently shows that students struggle with fraction concepts (Drew H. 
Bailey, Siegler, & Geary, 2014; Behr et al., 1983; Coburn, Beardsley, & Payne, 1975; Lankford, 
1972; Namkung & Fuchs, 2016; School Mathematics Study Group, 1968; Siegler, Fazio, Bailey, & 
Zhou, 2013; Sowder & Wearne, 2006; Wearne & Kouba, 2000). In 2004, the NAEP showed that 
half of all Year 8 students could not order three fractions from least to greatest (NCTM, 2007). 
Similar trends in Australia are evident in the National Assessment Program, Literacy and 
Numeracy (NAPLAN) results. The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority 
(ACARA, 2008, 2009) reported that only 53% and 61% of Year 7 students (in 2008 and 2009 
respectively) could correctly perform a fraction division question even when allowed to use 
calculators. In 2015, only half (49%) of Year 7 students could place different representations of 
fractions in ascending order, and less than half (39%) were able to find the value of an unknown 
in an equation involving simple fractions (Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority, 
2015). Further difficulties were highlighted in a study by Gould (2005b) which found only 53% 
of 100 Year 6 students could correctly determine whether 9 tenths was bigger than 12 
thirteenths. This mounting evidence suggests that many Australian primary students’ 
knowledge of fraction concepts is insufficient for them to meet the curriculum outcomes 
(outcomes MA2-7NA and MA3-7NA; New South Wales Board of Studies, 2012).  
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Internationally, Australian students are also outperformed on fraction knowledge questions. 
The results of the 2007 Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) show 
only 21% of Australian students could successfully recognise  as equivalent to , significantly 
less than students from the United States (45% correct) and Chinese-Tapei (47% correct; 
Thomson & Buckley, 2007, p. 20). Further, more than half of the Australian respondents 
identified  as equivalent to , indicating a fundamental misunderstanding of fraction notation 
and appropriate ways to determine the equivalency of fractions. In the same study, teachers of 
these students were also surveyed. Only half (53%) reported that they had taught equivalent 
fractions (Thomson & Buckley, 2007), even though Year 4 students are expected to “find 
equivalence between halves, quarters, and eighths; fifths and tenths; and tenths and 
hundredths” (New South Wales Board of Studies, 2006, p. 63). It seems reasonable that a lack of 
experience with this topic partly explains the poor performance of the Australian students, 
however, fractions also posed particular difficulties for the Year 8 participants (Thomson & 
Buckley, 2007) which seems to indicate that the issues are not being redressed in later years. 
The results from the most recent TIMSS assessment in 2015 show fractions continue to be a 
problematic area. Only 23% of Australian Year 4 participants gave an explanation referring to 
the numerator and denominator to correctly identify which circle had  shaded (Thomson, 
Wernert, O'Grady, & Rodrigues, 2017). Fractions are clearly still problematic for Australian 
students, providing further justification for continued research into the teaching and learning of 
this topic. 
Teaching fractions in order to address students’ difficulties with fractions requires a strong 
knowledge of fractions (Ward & Thomas, 2006). However, several studies have found that 
teachers demonstrate a weak understanding of fractions (Afamasaga-Fuata'i, Meyer, & Falo, 
2008; Li & Kulm, 2008; Ma, 2010; Newton, 2008; Son & Crespo, 2009; Tobias, Olanoff, & Lo, 
2012; Whitehead & Walkowiak, 2017; Yeping & Kulm, 2008). A study by Afamasaga-Fuata'i et 
al. (2008) showed that teachers experience problems with ordering fractions, demonstrating 
equivalent fractions with models, and generating equivalent fractions. Research has also 
highlighted teachers’ difficulties with selecting and generating appropriate representations for 
division of fractions (Alenazi, 2016; Ball, 1990a; Jansen & Hohensee, 2016; Whitehead & 
Walkowiak, 2017), explaining the meaning of operating with fractions (Borko et al., 1992; 
Eisenhart et al., 1993; Li & Kulm, 2008; Ma, 2010; Vula & Kingji-Kastrati, 2018; Yeping & Kulm, 
2008), flexibility in fraction operations (Newton, 2008; Tirosh, 2000) and solving word 
problems involving operating with fractions (Baek et al., 2017; Jung, 2016; Simon, 1993). 
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Thus, the mathematical topic of fractions provides an important focus for the current research 
as it underpins other key mathematical topics and connects with fundamental mathematical 
ideas. Additionally, fractions present challenges for both students and teachers. In order to 
address challenges faced by students and teachers with understanding fractions and 
mathematics in general, a host of educational reforms are currently being implemented. 
1.3 Study	Background:	The	Context	of	Mathematics	Education	
In recent years there has been a national agenda for improving education, prompted by global 
measures of student achievement (such as the PISA, McGaw, 2007; and the TIMSS, Thomson et 
al., 2017) and calls for national education reform (Ministerial Council on Education [MCEETYA], 
2008). Subsequent changes have been made to the Australian education landscape and 
emphasis is currently placed on competition, standardisation, school choice, and test-based 
accountability as the solution for better student performance. However, Dinham (2013) 
cautions that employing performance-based solutions have not proven successful elsewhere. 
This approach to teaching and assessment can lead to an emphasis on rote learning and 
“teaching to the test” (Griffin, 2014), which is problematic because rote learning encourages the 
memorisation, rather than understanding, of mathematical content. 
There have been calls for evidence to counter the dominant, misinformed views of 
performance-focused education (see for example Dinham, 2013; Priess & Butt, 2013) because of 
problems with assessing knowledge and skills solely through testing. For example, it 
encourages a calculational approach to teaching mathematics, where emphasis is placed on 
achieving correct answers rather than a conceptual approach that foregrounds the analysis of 
problem contexts and meanings (A. G. Thompson et al., 1994). While a calculational approach is 
possibly effective in supporting students to demonstrate correct answers in the short term, 
students who receive instruction focused on meaning outperform rote learners in the long run 
(Lamon, 2007). However, because these effects are not observed until up to two years later, 
views that procedural teaching is more effective may be reinforced (Lamon, 2007). Thus, 
educational reform must focus more broadly on encouraging and supporting instructional 
approaches that emphasise the meaning of mathematics rather than procedural skills. 
The current performance-focused climate of educational reform has also prompted renewed 
scrutiny of the quality of teachers and teaching, including preservice teachers (Bruniges, Lee, & 
Alegounarias, 2013). For example, the National Education Reform Agreement (Council of 
Australian Governments, 2013), purportedly capable of initiating the “biggest change to school 
education in Australia for 40 years” (Australian Government, 23 April 2013, p. 1), aimed to 
achieve “stronger requirements for entry to teaching courses” and “higher teaching standards” 
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(Australian Government, 23 April 2013, p. 1). There are currently stringent standards outlined 
for preservice teachers’ knowledge upon entry into the workforce, for example, preservice 
teachers are expected to: 
x “know the content and how to teach it” (AITSL, 2011, p. 10); 
x have “sound, coherent knowledge of the mathematics” (AAMT, 2006, p. 2); 
x be “confident and competent users of mathematics who understand connections within 
mathematics, between mathematics and other subject areas” (AAMT, 2006, p. 2); and 
x “develop a thorough knowledge of the content they will go on to teach and a solid 
understanding of teaching practices that are proven to make a difference to student 
learning” (TEMAG, 2014, p. x). 
Yet, as Jasman (2016) notes, the standardisation of teacher education nationally through tighter 
government control of initial teacher education correlates with “little evidence of changes in 
quality” (p. 95). Efforts to increase the quality of the preservice teacher cohort specifically 
targeting teacher knowledge include gate-keeping measures such as entry qualifications and 
exit tests. The Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL) expects 
graduating preservice teachers to be in the top 30% of the Australian population for personal 
literacy and numeracy skills (AITSL, 2011) 1 as indicated by measures such as the Australian 
Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR), the ranking given to high school graduates based on their 
final year assessments. However, a report issued by the AITSL (2014) found an increasing 
proportion of the preservice teacher intake from 2005 to 2012 had low ATAR scores, with the 
majority of students (69%) commencing initial teacher education with an ATAR of 80 or below 
compared with only 46 per cent of all university entrants in 2012. Concerningly, 13% of these 
entrants had an ATAR of 60 or below (AITSL, 2014, p. vii) and in 2013 the intake of prospective 
teachers included students in the 45th percentile or below (Priess & Butt, 2013). 
The ATAR is currently the only standardised national measure of entrants’ knowledge and is 
used by many stakeholders to quantify the calibre of preservice teachers (see for example 
Conifer, 2019). However, whilst the broadening of entry standards is likely to have a 
detrimental effect on both teacher status and quality (Dinham, 2013), ATAR scores are poor 
predictors of the quality of teacher candidates (TEMAG, 2014). Thus, it is the role of initial 
teacher education programs to ensure that preservice teachers’ knowledge is sufficient for 
teaching mathematics conceptually. 
                                                             
1 The Literacy and Numeracy Test for Initial Teacher Education (LANTITE) was subsequently developed by the 
Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER), a national assessment that preservice teachers must pass before 
commencing their certification with the educational authority. However, at the time of research, the test had not yet 
been implemented. 
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Fractions is a mathematical topic that presents particular challenges in teacher education. 
Preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions is often “rule-bound and thin” (Ball, 1990a, p. 449) 
and studies show these teachers have difficulty explaining the rationale behind fraction 
operations (Alenazi, 2016; Ball, 1990a, 1990b; Behr, Khoury, Harel, Post, & Lesh, 1997; 
Chinnappan & Forrester, 2014; Jansen & Hohensee, 2016; Jung, 2016; Khoury & Zazkis, 1994; 
Ma, 2010; Simon, 1993; Tirosh, 2000; Toluk-Uçar, 2009). Many preservice teachers have a level 
of knowledge insufficient for teaching (Ball et al., 2008) and are thus unable to teach fractions 
for deep understanding (Ma, 2010). Consequently, a cycle is perpetuated where teachers’ 
insufficient knowledge results in students’ poor fraction knowledge. The problem, of course, is 
that these students subsequently become future preservice teachers who lack fraction 
knowledge (Borko et al., 1992; Newton, 2008; Olanoff et al., 2014; Toluk-Uçar, 2009; Zhou, 
Peverly, & Xin, 2006). Initial teacher education programs are thus important for interrupting 
this cycle of insufficient fraction knowledge and as Ma (2010) clearly showed, initial teacher 
education is a crucial time to change the quality of these teachers’ knowledge before they begin 
their teaching careers. 
1.4 Motivation	for	the	Research	
I have come to this research from my own experiences in learning to be a primary school 
teacher. From my undergraduate studies in early childhood education, it was clear that 
developing a deep understanding of the mathematics was crucial, and yet many of my 
classmates were reluctant to challenge their own ideas. There was a general sense that primary 
school mathematics was basic and required little intellectual investment. As a high school 
student, I had always enjoyed mathematics and chose to study the advanced subjects and this 
did not seem to be a common experience among my peers at university. Although fairly 
confident in my mathematical abilities, studying the topic of fractions with the aim of being able 
to teach it well made me realise my own conceptual knowledge was superficial and required a 
conscious effort to improve it. I wondered how other preservice teachers coped with the 
learning challenges, especially if they were not initially confident in their own abilities. This 
interest instigated my Honours thesis which looked specifically at how representations in 
mathematics illustrated the general lack of sophistication of preservice teacher fraction 
understandings. Alongside my work as a mathematics teacher educator, the Honours thesis 
project led me to consider how a more specific focus on representations-as-pedagogy could 





The purpose of this study is to investigate the development of preservice primary teachers’ 
knowledge about teaching fractions during a teacher education program with a focus on the 
understanding and use of fraction representations. A qualitative paradigm was considered 
fitting due to the exploratory nature of the research (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007; 
Creswell, 2014). To guide and focus the research, the following research questions were posed: 
RQ1. How do preservice teachers’ understandings of fractions and fraction representations 
develop over a teacher education program? 
RQ2. How and why do preservice teachers use fraction representations for learning and 
teaching tasks over the course of a teacher education program? 
Conceptually, this study was grounded in Barmby et al.’s (2009) theory of Representational-
Reasoning. From this perspective, individuals construct knowledge which is characterised as 
networks of internal representations. These representations form a meaningful part of 
participants’ mathematical communication because internal representations serve to support 
the production of external representations. Conversely, external representations can be used to 
interpret learners’ understandings, in this case, preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions. The 
study characterised deep fraction knowledge as fraction	 sense and provided a detailed 
exploration of what this comprises. 
In alignment with a Representational-Reasoning model for understanding, preservice teachers’ 
knowledge and use of fraction representations for teaching fractions were explored through the 
representations they produced during teaching and learning tasks throughout two university 
primary mathematics content and methods subjects and professional experience. Three 
preservice teachers were chosen as participants of the study. Each preservice teacher 
constituted a case study in which their perceptions, substantive knowledge, and syntactic 
knowledge of fractions and fraction representations were interrogated. The participants’ 
interpretations, defined here as preservice teachers’ perceptions of fractions and their own 
knowledge, were explored through semi-structured interviews before and after the first of two 
mathematics content and methods subjects, Subject	1,	with a view to illustrating shifts in their 
perspectives. The participants’ substantive knowledge of fractions and fraction representations 
was also assessed at different time points to investigate the development of this knowledge over 
the course of their initial teacher education program. The preservice teachers’ substantive 
knowledge comprised both content and pedagogical knowledge for teaching fractions. Content 
knowledge was assessed through examination responses and interview tasks before, during, 
and subsequent to the mathematics subjects in the initial teacher education program. 
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Pedagogical knowledge was interrogated through interviews and the participants’ concept 
maps.  
Additionally, syntactic knowledge was characterised as comprising the preservice teachers’ 
approaches to teaching fractions and their pedagogical reasoning for choosing fraction 
representations. Approaches to teaching were conceptualised through orientations for teaching 
(A. G. Thompson et al., 1994). Video footage and transcriptions of lessons that the participants 
taught during their professional experience, in addition to children’s work samples and 
collected artefacts, indicated the approaches the preservice teachers took for teaching fractions. 
Participants’ pedagogical reasoning about fraction representations was explored through Ball’s 
(1988a) warrants for choosing representations and were investigated through participants’ 
interviews, lesson transcripts, and researcher field notes. The findings of the study have 
implications for initial teacher education, professional experience placements, and preservice 
teachers. 
1.6 Significance	of	the	Study	
The study comes at a particularly crucial time as preservice education in Australia has recently 
been highlighted as a site for reform and calls have been made for these changes to be informed 
by further research (TEMAG, 2014). The study provides an original contribution to the evidence 
base needed to inform productive curriculum design and instruction for preservice teachers’ 
fraction understandings. Fractions as a mathematical topic of study continues to be identified as 
consistently problematic for primary preservice teachers, not just in Australia (Chinnappan & 
Forrester, 2014; Clarke, Roche, & Clarke, 2018) but also internationally (Alenazi, 2016; Baek et 
al., 2017; Jansen & Hohensee, 2016; Jung, 2016; Whitehead & Walkowiak, 2017). Studies show 
that teacher education entrants with restricted knowledge receive limited instruction focused 
on mathematics content knowledge and thus are not sufficiently prepared to teach primary 
students (AITSL, 2014; Ball & McDiarmid, 1992; Conference Board of the Mathematical 
Sciences, 2001). The curricula of initial teacher education programs are often not evidence-
based, with TEMAG (2014) stating that “both structural and cultural change is needed to 
strengthen initial teacher education” (p. x). In the pursuit of best practice for initial teacher 
education, teacher educators need current research to guide their pedagogical decisions and 
anticipate and address the difficulties preservice teachers experience. 
Specifically, the current study seeks to employ a new theoretical lens to better understand how 
and why the learning and teaching of fractions continues to be problematic for preservice 
teachers. A Representational-Reasoning model of understanding (Barmby et al., 2009) is 
employed as a way to better understand the transition that preservice teachers must make from 
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the symbolic fraction notation with which preservice teachers are familiar to the visual and 
verbal fraction representations needed for teaching primary school children (Luo et al., 2011). 
Through an investigation of three preservice teachers’ knowledge and use of fraction 
representations throughout their initial teacher education this transition is illustrated and 
factors impacting their knowledge development are examined. 
The current study also makes a contribution to further understanding the complexity of the 
topic of fractions. The thesis collates some prior characterisations of fractions and presents a 
new framing of deep understanding of fractions: fraction sense. Furthermore, the fraction sense 
that teachers need is explored and recommendations are given for teaching with fraction 
representations effectively. Thus the current study is significant for teacher educators, inservice 
teachers, and preservice teachers as it may inform pedagogical practice for the teaching and 
learning of fractions. 
1.7 Overview	of	Thesis	Structure	
The current chapter, Chapter 1, gives an overall introduction to the study by providing context 
for the research and outlines the aim of the study to further investigate the nature of preservice 
teachers’ fraction knowledge over the course of their initial teacher education program. 
Chapter 2 navigates the tensions within and between theoretical perspectives of mathematics 
and learning, arguing for a conceptual framework that positions mathematics as a 
representational activity. A representational	 systems	 view (Goldin, 2008) is proposed and 
individuals’ understanding of mathematics is conceptualised through a Representational‐
Reasoning	model of understanding (Barmby et al., 2009). 
Chapter 3 argues that teachers’ knowledge is domain-specific and presents two framings of 
mathematical knowledge needed for teaching: Profound Understanding of Fundamental 
Mathematics (PUFM; Ma, 2010); and Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching (MKT; Ball et al., 
2008). The need for an alternative view is highlighted and a representational systems view is 
advocated. In order to inform the analysis of preservice teachers’ knowledge, a thorough 
unpacking of fraction concepts and representations is presented and preservice teachers’ 
knowledge of fractions and fraction representations is characterised. The chapter concludes 
with the identification of research areas needing further work. 
Chapter 4 presents the qualitative methodology for the study, further conceptualising the 
research problem through a Representational-Reasoning theoretical lens. An overview of the 
analysis procedures is then given, enhancing the credibility of the study. Next, Chapters 5, 6, and 
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7 each present an exploration of data that comprise the three individual preservice teacher 
cases. Each case investigates the perceptions and knowledge of a preservice teacher. 
Chapter 8 presents a discussion that constructs themes across the preservice teacher cases, 
interrogating the relationships between perceptions, substantive knowledge, and syntactic 
knowledge for teaching fractions. Finally, Chapter 9 summarises the key findings of the study 
and explicitly addresses each of the research questions. The implications that the research 
findings have for different stakeholders are then outlined. The thesis concludes with some of its 
limitations and recommendations for future research.   
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Chapter	2 Conceptual	Framework	
Within the mathematics education community, debate continues about what it means to know 
and learn mathematics. The confluence of theories of mathematics and theories of learning can 
be seen in the discourse and research concerning the discipline of mathematics education. As an 
interdisciplinary field, mathematics education engages perspectives from many disciplines 
including social science, science, humanities, and the arts (Ernest, 2016). Yet no universally 
accepted theory unites the varied standpoints (Nunez, 2015). Reviewing different perspectives 
can ground research in the theoretical work already done. In this way, theory might serve “as an 
under-labourer in clearing the ground a little, and removing some of the rubbish that lies in the 
way to knowledge” (Locke, 1975, p. 10). Thus, it is important to review the philosophical views 
of mathematics in order to make clear the position of the present study. 
The following section (2.1) explores theoretical perspectives of mathematics and mathematical 
knowledge with the aim of identifying the ontological and epistemological tensions present 
within and between the dominant ideological views. The crucial role that representations play 
in mathematics is then highlighted in section 2.2. Subsequently, an alternative perspective of 
mathematics, a	representational	systems	view, is advocated in 2.2.1, characterising mathematics 
as an essentially representational activity. This perspective is then used to interpret the nature 
of external and internal representations (sections 2.2.2–2.2.3), leading to a conceptualisation of 
learners’ understanding through a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding. 
2.1 Mathematical	Knowledge	and	Understanding		
Contrary to studies of natural sciences where direct experimentation is possible and variables 
might be controlled, suitable theoretical frameworks for education must consider the various 
factors and interacting mechanisms that form the fabric of the social context or “open 
conditions of reality” (Nunez, 2015, p. 186) in which the study takes place. These open 
conditions support the treatment of theory as “sources of ideas to be appropriated and adapted 
to our purposes as mathematics educators” (Lester, 2005, p. 461), justifying and validating 
theory choice for mathematics educational research (Nunez, 2015). Thus, it is crucial for the 
current study to elucidate its position ontologically and epistemologically because results of 
studies in this field can be interpreted through a myriad of perspectives. This also highlights the 
necessity for the current study to elucidate a conceptual framework with clarity. By way of 
developing a suitable theoretical framework for the current study, several of the more 
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prominent philosophies of mathematics including realism, sociocultural theory, and radical, 
simple, and social branches of constructivism will now be discussed. 
Over the centuries that mathematics has been studied as a discipline, philosophy has played its 
part in considering the nature of mathematics (Ernest, 1994, p. x). An ontological question that 
divides the philosophical spectrum is the degree to which mathematics reflects reality, if at all. 
This involves interrogating the subjective-objective character of mathematical knowledge 
(Ernest, 2016, p. 7). The philosophical spectrum of views on this character spans from realism, 
which considers mathematical entities to exist in an objective reality independent of the human 
mind and regards mathematics as objective truth, to radical constructivism, which denies an 
ontological reality and views mathematics as an entirely human construction. Located at the 
realist end of the philosophical continuum, Platonists view mathematics as an “objective, 
absolute, incorrigible, and rigidly hierarchical body of knowledge” (Ernest, 1994, p. x) or “as a 
unified body of knowledge with an ontological certainty and an infallible underlying structure” 
(Sriraman & English, 2010, p. 8). This school of thought stems from the early efforts of Plato and 
has been a predominant philosophy for two millennia (Ernest, 2016). A Platonist perspective 
characterises mathematical knowledge as external to individuals and society. Realism fits with a 
formalist view, characterising mathematical knowledge as composed of intrinsic and verifiable 
logic communicated through symbols that reflect its innately hierarchical structure. 
Although realism continues to influence research in the sciences, tensions arise when adopting 
a realist philosophy of mathematics. This view of mathematics designates mathematics as truth, 
presenting mathematics as ahistorical rather than acknowledging the constructed nature of the 
body of mathematical knowledge. Yet the modifications and additions to the body of 
mathematical knowledge that have occurred over time challenges the idea of mathematical 
knowledge as objective and neutral, as highlighted by Ernest (1994). He asserted that 
mathematics has been socially constructed incrementally to address the requirements of 
civilisations, evident through an historical study of mathematics. Implicit here is the argument 
that mathematics cannot be open to constant revisions yet simultaneously be equivalent to an 
objective reality. Ernest lists many philosophers of mathematics who also acknowledge the 
constructed nature of the body of knowledge, including Witgenstein; Putnam; Wang; Davis and 
Hersh; Kitcher; and Tymoczko. One of the most prominent philosophers of mathematics, 
Lakatos (1976), observed that mathematics as truth “disconnects the history of mathematics 
from the philosophy of mathematics” (p. 1). A theoretical perspective that would bridge the 
divide between the history of mathematics and the philosophy of mathematics must 
acknowledge the impact that culture and society has had on mathematics rather than describing 
the body of mathematics as objectively reflecting an ontological reality. Herein lies the first 
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philosophical tension. On one hand, mathematics can be conceived as intrinsic and verifiable 
logic and on the other, as a constructed body of knowledge. 
A perspective that acknowledges the constructed nature of mathematical knowledge is radical 
constructivism. Ideologically, radical constructivism as a philosophy of mathematics contrasts 
ontologically with realism, contending that all knowledge is constructed. As von Glasersfeld 
(1989) writes, “the function of cognition is adaptive and serves the organization of the 
experiential world, not the discovery of ontological reality” (p. 182).  
Unlike realism where reality equates to knowledge, radical constructivism rejects the notion 
that it is possible to detect an objective reality and advances the idea that all knowledge is 
developed by the individual. Like radical constructivism, social constructivism posits knowledge 
as constructed, although not by individuals alone. In its most radical form, mathematical truth is 
seen as “social consensus” (Goldin, 2003, p. 282). Mathematical proofs are valid when accepted 
by the community (Sriraman & Haverhals, 2010) rather than following a logical deduction from 
facts. A mathematical community can be fluidly interpreted as any group of people who seek to 
develop this social consensus, for example, mathematicians in general, mathematical education 
researchers, or students in a classroom. An epistemological consequence of this is that the proof 
required depends on the mathematical community in which it takes place (Sriraman & 
Haverhals, 2010, p. 37). Although a social constructivist view also disconnects mathematics 
from an ontological reality, it differs from the radical constructivist’s intrapersonal view of 
knowledge because the location of the knowledge, according to social constructivists, is 
interpersonal. Cobb (2002) illustrates how this perspective circumvents the relationship that 
mathematics has with an ontological reality. Following a social constructivist view, students 
who violate the social norms of mathematics developed in the classroom are viewed as “not 
understanding how the world [stands] mathematically” (p. 191). Essentially, the norms that 
have been developed within this community are treated as truths. Rather than reflecting on 
students’ understanding of an ontological reality, social constructivism posits that knowledge of 
mathematics can be judged as true or not by comparison with the community’s shared 
conceptions. 
Both radical constructivism and social constructivism posit that all knowledge is constructed. 
Consequently, examinations cannot be made of the relationship between claims of knowledge 
and absolute truth. Noddings (1990) observed this disconnect between ontology and 
epistemology and recommended that constructivists “break with epistemology” (p. 12), 
claiming that constructivism is a post-epistemological perspective. She argued that a 
constructivist lens means mathematicians “need not answer the question [of] what knowledge 
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is generally; they need only describe mathematical knowledge and the tests a proposition must 
pass to be admitted to that body of knowledge” (p. 12). This position advocates the separation 
of ontological enquiry from epistemological enquiry. 
However, theoretical perspectives that completely disconnect mathematics from any 
relationship with an objective reality have also been criticised. Depicting mathematical truth as 
the formation of an individual or shared view disregards ways that reasoning might be 
objectively evaluated as correct and, taken to its logical extreme, might lead to the devaluing of 
correct answers in some mathematics classrooms (Goldin, 2003). Others, for example Gold 
(1999), assert that social constructivism conflates mathematical knowledge and mathematics 
itself. She acknowledges that mathematical knowledge is a socially constructed body, but 
advocates that mathematics itself is objective. She draws a comparison to the work of scientists 
to illustrate her point, stating “physical objects either are or are not made up of atoms, and it is 
not the community of physicists that makes that true or false” (p. 377). She further claims that 
the body	of	mathematical	knowledge is revised rather than mathematics itself. Support for this 
view also comes from Sriraman and Haverhals (2010) who distinguish between theoretical 
mathematics and applied mathematics. They use the example of theoretical mathematics 
developed before its application as evidence that mathematics is more than a socially 
constructed body of knowledge developed only to meet the needs of a community. It follows 
that if the result of reasoning with logical concepts precedes its practical application, 
mathematics must be more than a solution to society’s problems. For example, Ramanujan was 
a famous mathematician known for making mathematical discoveries through inductive 
reasoning rather than deductive proof (Toumasis, 1997). He managed to develop many 
theorems through interaction with mathematical objects without engaging in previous ideas 
developed by the mathematical community (Sriraman & Haverhals, 2010). This suggests that 
social consensus, as posited by social constructivism, is not the only source of mathematical 
validity but that there also exists an internal logic that governs mathematics. The ontological 
conflict between philosophical perspectives arises again here between conceptions of 
mathematical validity and its relationship with an ontological reality. 
The second philosophical question debated is an epistemological issue concerning the role that 
social and cultural contexts play in cognition and how personal meaning is developed (Ernest, 
2016). As previously discussed, a realist perspective of mathematics equates mathematics with 
direct knowledge of the world. This conflates matters of ontology and epistemology as 
knowledge is coupled with truth. If knowledge constitutes observations of reality, conclusions 
are limited to a logical cause and effect model. Nunez (2015) refers to this as the epistemic 
fallacy where ontology and epistemology become inseparable. Further, as Bhaskar (2008) notes, 
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classical empiricists homologise ontological reality with the experience of the senses and 
subsequently knowledge is implicitly equated with reality. Knowledge transfer from this 
perspective thus aligns with naïve empiricism or classical behaviourism as simple transmission 
and portrays the learner as a passive receiver (Ernest, 2010). As a consequence, realism does 
not provide a psychological account for the way learners develop personal meanings of 
mathematics, or acknowledge that culture shapes the body of mathematical knowledge as 
described above. 
Alternatively, other paradigms frame mathematical understanding as constructed solely by 
individual actors. From this view, mathematical thinking is equivalent to constructed personal 
meaning. This way of thinking fits with the cognitive strand of constructivism as advanced by 
Piaget (1970). He considered cognition to be the act of an agent who, through reflecting on 
actions performed on objects, constructs understanding by either assimilating ideas that fit with 
his or her own previous conceptions into the existing cerebral structure (schema) or, 
alternatively, accommodating new ideas by reconfiguring these schemas. This branch of 
constructivism makes enquiry about the cognition of learners possible and provides a 
psychological account for learners’ misconceptions and alternative views of mathematics as 
they interact with the environment. However, a limitation of Piaget’s genetic epistemology is 
that individuals are considered in isolation from their cultural milieu.  
The respective roles that individuals and collective society play in the development of 
knowledge was a point of contention between Piaget and the sociocultural views of Vygotsky 
(Piaget, 2000). A socioculturalist view of mathematics posits that learning mathematics 
constitutes being enculturated into mathematical norms that establish the purpose of 
mathematics, standards of argumentation, and ways of reasoning with mathematical tools 
(Cobb, 2002). As Noddings (1990) notes “in an important sense, at any given time, there is a 
world of mathematics already established to be discovered by individual students” (p. 12). Here 
Noddings characterises mathematical knowledge as a shared body into which individuals are 
initiated. Piaget’s view of the development of knowledge, on the other hand, is centred on the 
individual learner rather than her or his cultural location (Schliemann, 2002). Cognitive 
constructivist views, such as Piaget’s, have been criticised by some as not accounting for the 
importance of social interactions in mathematical learning (Papalia, Olds, & Feldman, 1998). 
Alternatively, a socioculturalist	view recognises that “human language, rules, and agreement 
play a role in establishing and justifying the truths of mathematics” (Ernest, 1991, p. 42). Thus, a 
socioculturalist perspective acknowledges that mathematics is a shared body of knowledge. 
Vygotsky (1962, 1978) was arguably the most influential of sociocultural constructivists. 
According to Vygotsky (1978), the human mind is socially constructed and formed through the 
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internalisation of conversation. A faithful account of sociocultural theory from a Vygotskian 
perspective or in line with work by Leont'ev (1978) argues that the individual and the social 
world are inextricably connected (Sriraman & English, 2010). This framing of mathematical 
knowledge makes it difficult to conceptualise individual minds.  
Theoretical perspectives that provide no conception of individual cognition become 
problematic for research in educational settings as teaching and learning is often concerned 
with students and their subjective knowledge. Schliemann (2002) notes that researchers who 
work from a sociocultural perspective “sometimes los[e] sight of the role of an individual’s 
logical reasoning processes and of their previous experiences and understandings” (p. 302). 
Researchers who are interested in understanding how cultural and social factors impact on 
learning, Schliemann contends, actually demand that an individual student’s “perspective, 
reasoning, and construction processes be taken into account” (p. 301). Here Schliemann points 
out that examining the ways cultural factors could influence the mathematical ideas of students 
is potentially limited through a socioculturalist lens.  
Additionally, van Oers (2000) cautions that assuming individuals are always engaged in pre-
existing sociocultural activities rather than independent thought precludes the possibility that 
individuals can hold conceptions that differ from conventional mathematical explanations and 
procedures or make mathematical innovations. By dismissing the possibility of considering an 
individual’s mind as theoretically discrete means a sociocultural lens does not permit an in-
depth inquiry of the interplay between the social and cultural worlds and learners’ agency. For 
the work of investigating the interaction between external context and the internal cognition of 
an individual, a paradigm would need to allow a conception of both simultaneously. This 
summarises the second philosophical tension. Whilst it is important to acknowledge the 
influence of sociocultural factors on the development of mathematical knowledge, individual 
cognition is also an important facet of educational research and the interplay between these 
needs to be explored. 
These epistemological views of mathematics present philosophical questions about where and 
how knowing takes place (Minick, 1989). Is knowing located within an individual and developed 
through acts of active construction, as posited by Piagetian constructivism? Or is cognition 
inextricably situated in society where learning is a process of enculturation into a community of 
practice, as aligned with a Vygotskian sociocultural view? Cobb (1994) argues that the two can 
be reconciled. He sees mathematical learning as “both a process of active individual 
construction and a process of enculturation into the mathematical practices of wider society” (p. 
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13). Yet adopting this position requires a theoretical framework that carefully bridges the 
divide between the individual and social worlds. 
In summary, there exists a diverse range of philosophical views of mathematics that offer 
various lenses with which to examine mathematical education practices. Yet tensions arise 
when considering these views of mathematics and knowledge (see Table 2-1). An ontological 
tension arose in considering the possibility of an external, objective reality and its relationship 
to mathematics. Realism equates mathematics with truth yet does not account for the revisions 
to mathematical knowledge over time, yet radical forms of constructivism disconnect 
mathematics from objective reality and create tensions by pairing realism about theories with 
realism about entities (Barad, 1996). A theoretical framework that might resolve this tension 
would need to recognise the inherent logic of mathematics, yet acknowledge revisions to the 
body of mathematical knowledge over time. Additionally, mathematical validity needs to be 
appreciated as arising from both social consensus and logical deductions from facts. Social 
constructivism offers another view – mathematics as social consensus. Although this accounts 
for the revisions to the discipline over time by acknowledging that mathematics has changed 
with the needs of society, it also disconnects mathematics from an ontological reality which 
obviates the examination of relationships between mathematics and truth and may lead to the 
devaluation of correct answers. Further, an epistemological tension transpired when different 
perspectives of the relationship between individual cognition and social interactions were 
reviewed. In easing these tensions, a theoretical framework must acknowledge the influence of 
a learner’s sociocultural context on cognition whilst simultaneously considering the subjective 
nature of individuals’ conceptions. 
Reconciling these tensions is one of the central difficulties of traditional epistemology (Cobb, 
2007). Barad (1996) identifies “a need to elaborate further upon the crafting of ontologies” (p. 
163). A pragmatic aim of the above review of philosophical perspectives of mathematics was to 
position the current study both ontologically and epistemologically. Having identified some 
tensions in the existing worldviews of mathematics, an alternative view of mathematics will be 
presented that eases some of the philosophical tensions. Firstly, the role of representations in 
mathematics will be discussed, highlighting the crucial role they play in mathematical activity. 










Realism Mathematics is an objective body 
of knowledge. Knowledge equates 
to reality. 
Presents mathematics as 
ahistorical, at odds with 
historical revisions to the 
body of mathematics. 
Direct knowledge of an external, 
objective reality. 
Knowledge equated with truth. 
Empiricists conflate epistemology and 
ontology. Learner as passive, no 
psychological account for personal 
development of meaning. 
Constructivism 
(all branches) 
Mathematics as a constructed 
body of knowledge. 
Circumvents relationship 
between mathematics and 
ontological reality. Claims of 
knowledge cannot be judged 
against absolute truth. Break 
with epistemology. 
Devaluing of correct 
answers. 
Knowledge as human 
construction.  
Does not acknowledge the 
mathematical discoveries that pre-
empt practical applications which 
suggest mathematics has internal logic. 
 Radical	
constructivism	
All knowledge is constructed by 
the individual. 
Does not acknowledge 
possibility of confirming an 
objective reality, no common 
referent. 
Intrapersonal (individual) 
knowledge. Mental schema 
developed through experiences. 




Mathematical truth equated with 
conventional norms developed 
through social consensus. 




shared meanings. Mind as 
socially constructed. 
Individual inextricable from social 
world. Examining individual, 
subjective knowledge problematic (as 
is the goal in educational research). 






Mathematics is widely recognised for its distinctive signs and representational activity (Ernest, 
2006) and many authors consider the development, application, and refinement of 
representations, especially symbolic ones, as central to mathematical pursuits (see for example 
Bishop, 1988; Ernest, 2006; Freudenthal, 1973; Kaput, 1991; Struik, 1987; van Oers, 2000). P. J. 
Davis, Hersh, and Marchisotto (1995) describe mathematics as the “symbolism of quantity and 
space” (p. 6) and view the goal of mathematical pursuits as mathematising reality. Dreher, 
Kuntze, and Lerman (2016) contend that mathematical concepts can only be accessed through 
representations, which emphasises the central role they play in mathematical pursuits. This 
view of mathematics aligns with a semiotic perspective, the “study of signs encompassing all 
aspects of human sign making, reading, and interpretation across the multiple contexts of sign 
usage” (Ernest, 2006, p. 67). Advanced by early proponents such as Peirce (1931), semiotic 
theories have a long history in other disciplines including anthropology, computing studies, 
literature, culture studies, biology, and education. Although new to the discipline of 
mathematics education (Sriraman & English, 2010), semiotics has broadened the philosophical 
views of mathematics. 
As a subsidiary branch of semiotics, a representational	 systems	view presents an alternative 
perspective of mathematics compared with the philosophical worldviews reviewed in the 
previous section (2.1). A representational systems view frames mathematics as the workings of 
representational systems which capture, constrain, and communicate meaning in the pursuit of 
understanding the world and allows an examination of how individuals produce 
representations in the context of social interactions (Ernest, 2006). The following section 
provides a brief introduction to the theory of representational systems proposed by Goldin and 
Kaput (1996) and further developed by Goldin (2003). Subsequently, it will be argued that a 
representational systems view of mathematics can offer a unifying perspective in addressing 
the ontological and epistemological tensions acknowledged above, harmonising realist, 
constructivist, and sociocultural views for research in mathematics education. The ensuing 
sections, 2.2.2–2.2.3, further elaborate the nature of representations in mathematics, clarifying 
the current study’s conceptions of mathematics, the mathematical body of knowledge, and 
cognition. 
2.2.1 Introduction	to	a	representational	systems	view	of	mathematics.	
Identifying a need to clarify the construct of representation in mathematics learning and 










A	 representational	 systems	 view	 of	 mathematics	 uses	 the	 lens	 of	 representations	 to	
conceptualise	 the	 nature	 of	 mathematics	 and	 cognition.	 Goldin	 (2003)	 writes	 that	 a	
representation	is	“a	configuration	of	signs,	characters,	icons,	or	objects	that	can	somehow	stand	
for,	or	 ‘represent’	something	else”	(p.	276).	Representation	 is	both	a	process	and	a	product;	 it	
describes	 both	 the	 act	 of	 capturing	 a	 mathematical	 concept	 as	 well	 as	 the	 form	 this	 takes	
(National	Council	of	Teachers	of	Mathematics	[NCTM],	2000,	p.	67).	A	representational	system,	
then,	 is	 a	 network	 of	 these	 representational	 forms,	 comprising	 the	 forms	 themselves	 and	 the	
ways	 they	 interact	 with	 each	 other.	 At	 a	 theoretical	 level,	 defining	 the	 boundary	 between	
representational	 system	 and	 representation	 is	 arbitrary;	 the	 essential	 idea	 is	 that	
representational	 systems	 are	 structured	 on	 various	 levels.	 These	 representational	 systems	
include	 both	 external	 representational	 systems,	 that	 is,	 those	 that	 can	 be	 observed	 and	 are	
materially	instantiated,	and	internal	representational	systems,	those	occurring	within	a	person’s	
mind.	External	representations	include	the	accepted	mathematical	entities	and	conventions	that	
form	 disciplinary	 knowledge,	 as	 well	 as	 learner	 generated	 forms	 (section	 2.2.2).	 Internal	
representations	 form	 representational	 systems	 that	 constitute	 a	 person’s	 understanding	
(section	2.2.3).	
As	 acknowledged	 in	 the	 previous	 section,	 there	 have	 been	 valuable	 contributions	 from	many	
theoretical	 perspectives	 of	mathematics	 knowledge,	 yet	 tensions	 remain	 between	 paradigms.	
Seminal	work	by	Goldin	and	Kaput	(1996)	identified	the	pressing	need	for	a	unifying	theory	for	
mathematics	 education.	 Although	 a	 representational	 systems	 paradigm	 may	 not	 be	 entirely	
convincing	 for	 anti-representationalists,	 Goldin	 and	 Kaput	 contend	 that	 a	 theory	 of	
representational	 systems	 would	 allow	 the	 valuable	 contributions	 from	 other	 theoretical	
frameworks	 to	 coalesce.	 The	 ontological	 and	 epistemological	 assumptions	 made	 by	 a	
representational	 systems	 theory	 will	 now	 be	 discussed.	 This	 has	 the	 dual	 aim	 of	 further	
elucidating	the	positions	taken	by	this	theory	and	highlighting	the	ways	that	a	representational	




Through a representational systems theoretical lens, the body of mathematical disciplinary 
knowledge is portrayed as an external representational system that has both conventional and 
objective qualities. The ontological question of the relationship between mathematics and truth 
is interpreted as a distinction between the conventional and objective characteristics of 
mathematics as a representational system. External representational systems are structured by 
their foundational conventions. Goldin (2008) gives examples of mathematics that begin with 
shared assumptions, such as logical systems developed from axioms and theorems and 
conventional notation for branches of mathematics, such as algebra and arithmetic. Both logical 
systems and ways of notating arise from conventions developed and adopted by communities as 
agreed ways of operating mathematically. For example, it is not objectively true, in a Platonic 
sense, that there is an order of operations; the order is judged as correct by reference to 
established conventions. Yet, as Goldin emphasises, when mathematical rules are established, 
there is an important sense in which the patterns that emerge are no longer arbitrary. These 
patterns are “present to be discovered” (p. 180) once conventional practices are adopted. The 
ontological assumptions made here are that, although the representational systems that form 
mathematical knowledge are acknowledged as constructed by humans, there is nothing to 
prevent other communities (or other intelligent life, as Goldin suggests) from developing 
essentially identical mathematical systems of representation from an external real world. This 
means that, from a representational systems view, an objective reality is accepted and true 
representations of reality are acknowledged as possible. Yet ontologically a representational 
systems theory is not a pure correspondence theory in that it does not attribute all meaning as 
arising from correspondence with the ‘real world’ in accounting for conventional meaning. 
The first philosophical tension identified in the previous section was the possibility of an 
ontological reality and its relationship to mathematics. Presenting mathematics as equivalent to 
ontological reality was highlighted as problematic as it precludes an explanation of learner 
misconceptions and portrays mathematics as ahistorical. The discipline of mathematics is an 
evolving one and has been subject to revision historically. Yet dismissing the role of an 
ontological reality downplays the importance of judging mathematics as correct or incorrect 
and denies the internal logic within mathematics.  
Conflicts between ontological views can be resolved through a representational framework 
because this framework acknowledges that objective reality can exist, yet only interactions 
between internal and external representational systems are possible (Goldin, 2003, p. 283). 
Representational systems are developed to reflect objective reality as closely as possible; 
mathematics from this view is derived from an ontological truth, yet mathematical knowledge is 
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the human constructed representational system that is the current model of the world. This 
eases the ontological tension between other worldviews as both a realist view of mathematics 
(mathematics as objective reality) and a constructivist view of mathematics (mathematical 
knowledge constructed over time) can be satisfied. A representational systems view of 
mathematics allows that true representations of an objective reality are possible but that 
revisions made to mathematics reflect the reorganisation of the body of knowledge of 
mathematics at a disciplinary level rather than of mathematics itself. This recognises that the 
body of mathematical knowledge is not fixed and mathematics as a discipline is not static. A 
representational systems view of mathematics acknowledges that revisions can be made to the 
“norms, rules, concepts, and conventions” (van Oers, 2000, p. 136), yet it posits that the 
consistent objective of mathematics is to describe the world through the systematic 
organisation of representations. 
Epistemologically, by acknowledging the objective and conventional qualities of disciplinary 
knowledge, a representational systems view conceptualises mathematical validity as arising 
from both the logical properties of mathematics and through the social consensus of 
communities. Demonstrations of mathematical reasoning can be judged as correct or incorrect 
through comparison with mathematical disciplinary knowledge, including logical deductions 
from facts or agreed norms within the community. Consequently, a representational systems 
theory does not downplay the importance of syntactical rules in mathematics, yet allows that 
mathematical meaning is also constructed by societies. The body of external mathematical 
knowledge, as viewed through a representational systems lens, is both the closest modelling of 
reality at the time and encompasses the norms, rules, concepts, and conventions against which a 
sample of mathematical reasoning can be judged, thus acknowledging the role of social 
consensus.  
A representational systems theory posits that external representations can have disciplinary 
meanings but may not possess inherent meaning for learners. Representations come to have 
meaning for individuals through a process of enculturation to the field in which they are used. It 
is through an active process of mathematising, or representing,	that individuals attach meaning 
to external representations. Learners’ internal representations, that is, their mental schemas, 
interact with external representations. In this way, the more ambiguous heuristic qualities of 
individuals’ invented methods, misconceptions, and interpretations can also be acknowledged 
through recognition of cognition as a system of internal representations without downplaying 
the importance of more formal logical processes (Goldin, 2003; see sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 for 
an unpacking of the nature of internal and external representations). 
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In a representational systems view, cognition is distinct from the external body of mathematical 
knowledge and is conceived as the organisation of an individual’s internal representational 
system. Learning is thus the interaction between external representations and the individual’s 
internal representational system. In this way, learners’ internal representations may differ from 
disciplinary knowledge. Additionally, interaction with external	 representations encompasses 
social interactions with others as all communication is conceived as mediated through external 
representations. This resolves the third tension, which arose as the relationship between 
individual cognition and its connection with wider social and cultural worlds was considered. 
Mathematics is at once a collective and a personal activity involving the actions of individuals. 
An individual may make decisions about how to solve a particular problem, drawing on 
mathematical concepts and selecting procedures, but this solution can be accepted or rejected 
based on cultural norms of validity or accepted qualifications for mathematical arguments. In 
other words, cognition is an individual activity whose products can be judged against the 
collective body of mathematics knowledge as correct or incorrect. As stated above, a theory of 
representational systems considers mathematical knowledge as an external and shared body of 
knowledge. This body of knowledge can be framed as a system of external representations, 
satisfying a formalist perspective which calls for a study of the structural composition of 
mathematical knowledge outside of individual cognition. 
Simultaneously, the influence of culture is recognised by a representational systems perspective 
as shaping the external body of representations, including “normative systems of cultural 
expectations” (Goldin, 2003, p. 283). Another sociocultural idea, Vygotsky’s (1962) notion of 
language as thought, is compatible with a theory of representational systems. According to this 
theory, language is conceived as an external representation when embodied as speech. The idea 
of conversation serving as the basis for thought can be theorised as the external representation 
of shared language being adopted as an internal form of representation. The representational 
systems framework also makes possible the theorisation of an individual’s cognitive functions. 
This lens describes the development of a learner’s knowledge as internal representations 
constructed over time. This fits with paradigms such as constructivism that describe the 
development of individuals’ mental processes as achieved through the construction of 
knowledge. Through a representational systems view, mathematics is a collective body of 
knowledge consisting of external representational systems through which meaning is shared. 
Individuals’ interactions with external representations allow the development of their own 
internal representational systems. Goldin (2003) contends that consideration of 
representational systems as a guiding theory can recognise important contributions from other 
perspectives without reducing the significance of individual and collective cognition or 
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sociocultural contexts. Thus the tension between collective and individual knowing can be 
resolved. 
In summary, representational systems as a theoretical lens for mathematics eases some 
philosophical tensions between traditional paradigms. Having addressed these ontological and 
epistemological issues, representational systems as a theoretical framing of mathematics and 
how it characterises learners’ understanding of mathematics will now be explored more 
extensively. Thus far, representations have been treated in a theoretical and general way. This 
“abstract correspondence approach” (Kaput, 1998) was adopted to keep open the nature of 
representational forms and the relationships among them. The representational forms will now 
be more concretely defined. This section will firstly introduce the concept of representation in 
mathematics and develop broad characterisations of external representations and how they 
acquire meaning. This will highlight the need to elucidate the nature of internal representations, 
leading to the introduction of a theory of understanding that aligns with a representational 
systems view of mathematics. 
Moving towards more specific definitions of representational systems, the work of Kaput 
(1991) helps to distinguish between external and internal representations. He makes the 
distinction between the external “notation systems as materially realizable cultural or linguistic 
artifacts shared by a cultural or language community” and the internal “mental structures as 
means by which an individual organizes and manages the flow of experience” (p. 55). External 
representations, including the systems they comprise, will be further elucidated presently, 
followed by an examination of internal representational systems as learners’ understandings. 
2.2.2 External	representations	and	meaning	production.	
An important part of any conceptualisation of mathematics is its characterisation of the signs 
and symbols used in the discipline. More broadly, this includes any materially instantiated 
entity or external	 representation	 (Kaput, 1991). Specifically in mathematics, these kinds of 
representations are “external manifestations of mathematical concepts” (Pape & Tchoshanov, 
2001, p. 119). Examples of external representations include written words, numerals, graphs, 
algebraic expressions and equations, tables, diagrams, charts, physical apparatus, marks on 
paper, pictures, symbols, sounds, spoken words, and computerised objects (Goldin, 2008; 
Kaput, 1991; Pape & Tchoshanov, 2001). External representations are endowed with meaning 
in several different ways. Goldin (2008) describes the relationship a representation has with the 
things outside the representational system as creating semantic meaning. Most commonly, the 
meaning of the representation is inferred from comparisons with the signified entity, as Goldin 
writes, an external representation can “act in place of, be interpreted as, connect to, correspond 
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to, denote, depict, embody, encode, evoke, label, link with, mean, produce, refer to, resemble, 
serve as a metaphor for, signify, stand for, substitute for, suggest, or symbolize” the entity being 
represented (p. 178). For example, the symbol ‘5’ might be compared with a group of five 
objects in order to develop the concept of ‘fiveness.’ It is within this interplay between the 
external representation and the reference context in which meaning can be generated 
(Steinbring, 1997). An example of the interaction comes from Hiebert (1984) who believed that 
external representations, such as symbols, acquire meaning when connected with their concrete 
or real-world referents. He used the word problem “John has five apples. His father gave him 
three more apples. How many apples does John have altogether?” as an example of an addition 
situation. The connection between this situation and the ‘+’ symbol then endows this symbol 
with the idea of joining things together. When a student connects the addition symbol with the 
idea of joining, Hiebert maintains, the student “knows what the symbol stands for” (p. 499). 
Yet a representational systems view does not adhere strictly to a correspondence theory where 
an external representation is equivalent to a single real world object. As van Oers (2000) points 
out, mathematical symbols can be endowed with a multiplicity of meanings. The addition 
symbol can stand for more than just the action of joining; it can also indicate that an integer is a 
positive number, signify exclusive or logical disjunction in programming languages, or signify a 
hospital or first aid. Although mathematical symbols are often mistakenly ascribed as having 
only one meaning, thus restricting the representation’s possible interpretations, external 
representations have numerous meanings (van Oers, 2000) and the context of a representation 
is often needed in order to infer the intended meaning of the symbol. Concordantly, the meaning 
of an external representation is not solely derived from the relationship with the signified 
entity, but may be inferred from the structural relationships within a representational system. 
Constructing meaning from within a representational system or “intra-representational 
coherence formation” (Seufert, 2003, p. 228) conveys syntactic meaning (Goldin, 2008). For 
example, comprehension of a written representation can be achieved through identifying 
relevant text components and making connections between these components. A similar 
process takes place within a visual representational system where pictorial elements can be 
identified and related to other elements to construct imagistic information. 
Intra-representational coherence is a complex process because of the multifaceted nature of a 
representation. Meaning is produced differently across different forms based on sensory 
properties, modality, dimensionality, dynamism, and abstraction (Ainsworth, 2006). The level of 
abstraction of external representations has received much attention in mathematics education 
literature. Research has shown that the representational modes of abstraction require different 
computational properties (Ainsworth, 1999) and are also processed in different ways (Mayer, 
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1997; Park & Brannon, 2013; Tabachneck-Schijf, Leonardo, & Simon, 1997). Bruner (1963, 
1966) postulated three levels of abstraction – enactive, iconic, and symbolic. Enactive 
representations are action-based and develop meaning through repeated movement, while 
iconic representations describe image-based forms. Symbolic forms such as words, language, 
and mathematical symbols fit in the final stage where abstraction is achieved. 
An external representation may be imbued with meaning if it is used to simplify or generalise a 
real world situation representations, however singular external representations are rarely 
interpreted in isolation and are often understood as part of configurations of a wider network of 
representational systems (Goldin, 2008). Seufert (2003) refers to this as “inter-representational 
coherence formation” (p. 228) and maintains that working with several representations can 
serve many functions, such as distributing information in order to simplify complex messages, 
constraining interpretation, or capitalise on the specialised, complementary roles of 
representations. Ainsworth (2006) asserts multi-representational systems have 
“representational chemistry” where the dimensions of each form interact. This creates a 
“potentially vast space” for meaning production (p. 185).  
Within multi-representational systems, the translations between forms of representations need 
to be considered in terms of how meaning is produced. Lesh (1979) regards the act of 
representing as essentially one of translation. Representing involves simplifying the original 
situation, mapping between this situation and an external representation, and then 
investigating properties of the representation to generate and check predictions about the 
original situation. Lesh, Post, and Behr (1987) purport that these “between-system mappings” 
give representations meaning, that is, it is the translations between external representations 
that endow each representation with information. The movement between representations has 
long been examined (Janvier, 1987; Kaput, 1987; Lesh et al., 1987). Engaging with the 
translation process has been found to enhance conceptual understanding of ideas (Cramer, Post, 
& delMas, 2002; Lesh et al., 1987) and is thought to be crucial for learning mathematics 
(Clement, Lochhead, & Monk, 1981).  
Multi-representational systems can also work to constrain interpretations, either by familiarity,	
or through their inherent properties. As Skemp (1971) illustrates, the constraining of meaning 
occurs when the chosen representations are “alike in the way they are to be abstracted, and 
otherwise different enough for the properties irrelevant to this particular concept to cancel out” 
(p. 33). For example, text describing a triangle might convey information about its form, but give 
no details as to its size or orientation, whereas a visual representation of the signified triangle 
could indicate all of its geometric properties (Schnotz, 2002). In this way, the interpretation of 
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the accompanying text is constrained to include those properties conveyed graphically. Goldin 
(1998) asserts that “ambiguities in one system are resolved by means of unambiguous features 
of another system that stands in a symbolic relationship to the first” (p. 145). Alternatively, 
multiple representations can deepen understanding through abstraction. In this way the learner 
may make connections to the fundamental structure of the mathematical topic being 
represented, an idea proposed by Dienes (1971) in his theory of perceptual variability 
(reviewed in detail in section 3.1.4). 
In summary, the current thesis regards the mathematical body of knowledge as comprised of 
external representations which are “external manifestations of mathematical concepts” (Pape & 
Tchoshanov, 2001, p. 119). These external representations are endowed with meaning in 
several different ways. Firstly, semantic meaning can be inferred from comparisons with a 
signified entity (Goldin, 2008), or via intra‐representational	coherence	formation (Seufert, 2003). 
Additionally, external representations can work together in networks to construct syntactic 
meaning (Goldin, 2008). The representational chemistry created by relationships between 
external representations constructs meaning through inter‐representational	 coherence	
formation	 (Seufert, 2003). These systems work together to perform complementary roles, 
constrain interpretations, and construct deeper understanding within the same system 
(Ainsworth, 2006). However, external representations from a representational systems view 
are not inherently meaningful and require interpretation from a learner. 
External	representations	and	learners’	understanding:	What	does	it	mean	to	understand?	
The current section has presented external representations as meta-individual constructs that 
form the shared body of mathematical disciplinary knowledge. These representations serve to 
“act as stimuli on the senses” which then “help us understand these concepts” (Janvier, 
Girardon, & Morand, 1993, p. 81), yet the manner in which external representations help 
students learn is still an area of contention. Before exploring the relationship between external 
representations and learning, a conceptualisation of learners’ understanding will be presented. 
The word understanding is often used synonymously with correctness or accuracy (Nickerson, 
1985). In common use, to “understand” mathematics is to have conceptions that align with 
disciplinary knowledge (P. W. Thompson & Saldanha, 2003) which is a typical measure of 
understanding. Many studies employ measures of correctness implicitly and do not examine the 
means by which the mathematics is judged as correct (e.g. Cincinatus & Sheffet, 2016; 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2010; Thomson & Buckley, 
2007). From a representational systems view, the veracity of a learner’s ideas is important in 
light of the mathematical body of knowledge as well as the normative meanings in the context 
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the learning takes place. Yet the links that learners construct may not be those teachers intend 
(Gould, 2011; Kieran, 2002) or valid from a disciplinary view (Ball, 1988a). Referring to the 
kinds of conceptions that do not align with disciplinary knowledge as ‘understandings’ or 
‘knowledge’ is problematic (Scheffler, 1965) because students cannot be said to ‘understand’ if 
they hold misconceptions. Determining that a learner ‘understands’ a concept involves a 
judgement that a learner’s conceptions align with conventional meanings of mathematical 
representations. For example, Nickerson (1985) asserts that “one's understanding must depend 
on the amount of knowledge one has about the concepts involved” (p. 217). Here knowledge 
refers to the external body of knowledge, which is compared with a learner’s conceptions to 
indicate understanding. He contends that the result of understanding is agreement with experts. 
Noddings (1990) argued in a similar vein, stating that understanding or strong “act[s] of 
construction” (p. 14) are those recognised by mathematicians. Thus, the current study 
differentiates between a learner’s understanding	as a measure of the accuracy of their ideas and 
their conceptions	as a description of their internal representations.  
However, learners’ mathematical conceptions can be too complex to be adequately assessed as 
simply correct or incorrect. Nickerson highlights that the depth of understanding varies; rather 
than describing a learner’s understanding as right or wrong it should instead be conceptualised 
as “more or less right and more or less complete” (p. 118). To provide a more nuanced 
exploration of learners’ understandings, a framework compatible with a representational 
systems view of mathematics is needed. One such framework is the Representational-Reasoning 
model for understanding (Barmby et al., 2009). 
2.2.3 Cognition	as	internal	representations:	A	Representational‐Reasoning	
model	for	understanding.	
To characterise the complexity of individual understanding, a theoretical framework for 
describing the internal configurations of learners’ knowledge is needed (Goldin, 2008; Goldin & 
Shteingold, 2001). Following the ontological and epistemological assumptions made earlier in 
the chapter, the current study will explore a model of understanding that is ideologically 
compatible with a representational systems lens for research in mathematics education. From a 
representational systems view, cognition is composed of internal	 representations that are 
interconnected to form a network or internal representational system (Goldin, 2008).  
To further illustrate the nature of these systems, the current study draws on the work of	
Barmby et al. (2009). These authors have developed a model of understanding that aligns with a 
representational systems view of mathematics and learning. According to Barmby et al., a 
learner’s mental structures are composed of internal representations that are connected by his 
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or her reasoning. These authors term their conception of cognition a Representational‐
Reasoning	model	of	understanding. According to this model, deeper understanding is indicated 
by more internal representations and stronger reasoning connecting the representations (as 
depicted by the thickness of connections in Figure 2-1). 
A Representational-Reasoning model of understanding conceptualises cognition as composed of 
a network of internal representations. This idea garners support from a wide range of theorists 
whose descriptions of internal representations characterise their nature as concepts within the 
mind (Bolden, Barmby, & Harries, 2013). Skemp (1971), for example, writes of internal 
representations as concepts that allow the processing of past experiences in a way that is useful 





cognitive structure that has been formed to represent a concept. He includes pictures, examples 
and non-examples, processes, and properties as the internal representations that make up this 
concept image. 
Barmby et al. (2009) contend that any conception a learner has must be represented in the 
mind in some way. Sfard (1991) distinguishes between two kinds of internal representations; 
structural representations, which are entities (for example, mental pictures, or images) and 
operational	representations, which are mental processes. Building on the two characterisations 
of internal representations as entity and process, Goldin (1998, 2008) reconceptualised internal 
representations as including verbal/syntactic, imagistic, formal notation, 
planning/monitoring/executive control, affective systems, natural language, personal 
symbolisation constructs, visual and spatial imagery, and problem solving heuristics. These 
categories span both concepts and processes to describe any internal representation that a 





examples of different internal representations, such as algorithms, images, and concrete 
examples that might exemplify a procedure’s steps. 
These internal representations collectively comprise a learner’s conceptions and understanding 
of a concept or idea, and according to Barmby et al.’s (2009) model of understanding, are 
connected and form networks that compose an internal	 representational	 system. Internal 
representational systems are “mental structures as means by which an individual organizes and 
manages the flow of experience” (Kaput, 1991, p. 55). These mental structures are composed of 
both the internal representations themselves, as well as the relationships between them. The 
connections between the representations are given as much importance as the representations 
themselves. For example, Hiebert and Lefevre (1986) consider conceptual knowledge to be 
developed through “the construction of relationships between pieces of information” or the 
“creation of relationships between existing knowledge and new information that is just entering 
the system” (p. 4). Here, the emphasis is placed not on the internal representations themselves, 
but on the interconnected nature of the internal representational system. Deep understanding is 
supported when the “relationships pervade the individual facts and propositions so that all 
pieces of information are linked to some network” (Hiebert, 1986, pp. 3-4). Earlier conceptions 
of cognition as the development of mental structures or schemata were popularised in 
psychology by the work of Piaget (1970). This theorisation became, and is still, pervasive in 
education literature (for e.g. Baroody, Cibulskis, Lai, & Li, 2004; Baroody, Wilkins, & Tiilikainen, 
2003; Paula Brown, 2017; Carter, Cooper, & Anderson, 2016; Ioannides, 2017). 
Characterisations of the quality of learners’ understandings through a Representational-
Reasoning model align with descriptions from the extant literature. Weak understanding, 
variously termed	routine	expertise	(Hatano, 2003), instrumental	understanding	(Skemp, 1971), 
and drill	 theory (Brownell, 1935), is characterised as disconnected, isolated, unrelated, or 
independent facts, notions, and skills. This aligns conceptually with a Representational-
Reasoning perspective, where learners with weak understanding have developed few or poor 
connections among internal representations and use limited or superficial reasoning. Weak 
knowledge can be thought of as instrumental (Skemp, 1971) and is associated with 
memorisation, discrete facts, imitation, trial and error, and following procedures. Skemp (1971) 
theorised that these learners are successful only in limited contexts because “unconnected rules 
are much harder to remember than an integrated conceptual structure” (p. 31). Knowledge that 
does not go “beyond the memorizing of facts and rules, together with practice using these” (p. 
158) means learners cannot demonstrate adaptability and have difficulty attending non-routine 
problems (Hatano, 2003). Further, Star (2005) noted that learners with instrumental 
understanding may not be able to solve unfamiliar problems and are likely to use standard 
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techniques rather than efficient methods. Additionally, without understanding the meaning of 
mathematical symbols or the rules of manipulation, Skemp conjectured that these learners 
derive little benefit or enjoyment from mathematics. 
Conversely, a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding characterises deep 
understanding as a rich network of internal representations connected through robust 
reasoning (Barmby et al., 2009). These learners have a relational	understanding as they know 
both what to do and why (Skemp, 1971). Relational understanding is directly related to the 
capacity to visualise (i.e. internally represent) images, allowing flexibility in translating between 
external representations (Pape & Tchoshanov, 2001). Nickerson (1985) contends deep 
knowledge allows learners to connect many mental representations in order to interpret 
mathematical situations. Tall (1992) describes learners with deep knowledge as having a rich 
concept	image,	that is, mental structures composed of an integrated network of representations. 
This rich concept image allows cognitive flexibility to move between internal representations in 
meaningful ways. Relational understanding is associated with comprehension, generalisation, 
abstraction, analytical abilities, critical evaluation, and transferability across contexts (de Jong & 
Ferguson-Hessler, 1996). Hatano (2003) contends that this kind of knowledge informs adaptive	
expertise	which allows learners to use procedures in flexible and creative ways and to invent 
new procedures in new problem contexts. It requires an integration of conceptual and 
procedural knowledge because the meaning behind procedures necessarily involves 
understanding mathematical concepts.  
A Representational-Reasoning model of	 understanding allows the theorisation of the 
relationship between internal and external representations. This theory contends that the 
external representations that learners produce reflect their internal representations and 
external representations can help to develop learners’ internal representations. 
Internal	to	external	representations:	Learner	produced	representations.	
A Representational-Reasoning model of understanding, as outlined above, provides a 
theoretical model of cognition as composed of a system comprising internal representations. By 
nature, these internal	 representations cannot be accessed directly by observers, a point of 
contention in theoretical discourse between cognitivists. A Representational-Reasoning model 
acknowledges that internal and external representations are not equivalent. Some researchers 
consider the external representations that students create as observable embodiments of 
students' internal conceptualisations (Beswick & Goos, 2012). However, this is a “naïve and 
restricted” (Lesh et al., 1987, p. 33) view which does not allow that there are tacit kinds of 
knowledge that are difficult for students to express. Sinclair (2010) gives an extensive list of 
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phrases used in the literature to refer to this kind of knowledge – “tacit, implicit, aesthetic, 
emotional, holistic, qualitative, creative, subconscious, intuitive, personal, insightful, visual, 
instinctual, imaginative” (p. 595). Termed the “ineffable domain” by Polanyi (1958), this 
knowledge is tacitly understood in a way that precludes the learner from expressing it. Polanyi 
asserted that "nothing we know can be said precisely, and so what I call ‘ineffable’ may simply 
mean something I know and can describe even less precisely than usual, or even only very 
vaguely" (p. 88). 
However, an indication of deep mathematical understanding is being able to demonstrate one’s 
knowledge (Goldin, 2008). As Goldin (2008) writes, “Mathematical power consists not only in 
being able to detect, construct, invent, understand, or manipulate patterns, but also in being 
able to communicate them to others” (p. 184). The current study acknowledges that both 
mathematicians and primary students learning mathematics work with intuitive and tacit 
understandings (Broaders, Wagner Cook, Mitchell, & Goldin-Meadow, 2007; Noddings, 1985), 
yet demonstrating understanding through external representations is necessary for 
communicating ideas to others. As Barmby et al. (2009) suggest, “we must observe the 
connections that a person can demonstrate and infer their understanding from these” (p. 221). 
The characterisation of a particular learner’s cognition can be strengthened through collating a 
composite of many of his or her external representations. Sfard and Linchevski (1994) note that 
a detailed account of the students’ productions and utterances can give insight into students’ 
thinking. 
Further, a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding maintains that the more 
representations learners are able to construct to illustrate a concept, the deeper their 
understanding of that concept (see Figure 2-1; Barmby et al., 2009). Nickerson (1985) believes 
that the deeper the understanding, the more ways in which learners are able to demonstrate 
connections among their knowledge. Moving flexibly between external representations is 
considered by many authors as an indication of deeper understanding (Cramer, 2003; Hiebert, 
1984; Lamon, 2007; NCTM, 2000; Post, Behr, & Lesh, 1982; Shaughnessy, 2009; Tall, 1992). 
Learners with deep mathematical understanding are able to demonstrate their understanding 
in multiple ways because relational knowledge is mentally composed in a way that makes it 
available for mathematical tasks (Star, 2000). 
While the external representations that learners produce can give indications of understanding, 
learner conceptions are not always the ones that teachers intended to foster (Gould, 2011). The 
role of pedagogical representations in developing students’ understanding is the subject of 
ideological discussion and is explored in the following section. 
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External	to	internal	representations:	Teaching	with	external	representations.	
The controversy about the degree to which learners can derive the mathematical concepts from 
the external representation has led to two opposing standpoints. One view is that internal 
representations are equivalent to external representations. This view is a “picture” theory (Pape 
& Tchoshanov, 2001) as it characterises learning as the creation of mental pictures of exactly 
what is seen, heard, and experienced. Proponents of this theory, such as W. J. T. Mitchell (1994) 
and McKim (1980), argue that the chosen representations are sufficient for developing 
understanding as the representation is adopted wholesale by the learner and stored in a way 
that preserves the underpinning concepts. 
However, critics of this perspective argue that it is a view of representations biased towards an 
expert’s ability to recognise and embody mathematical ideas in representations. External 
representations are constructed and used in teaching contexts and are adapted with learning 
goals and learner qualities in mind (Greeno & Hall, 1997). Yet there are cognitive obstacles that 
can prevent learners from making connections among external representations (Bossé, Adu-
Gyamfi, & Cheetham, 2012) and even mathematically capable students may experience 
difficulties when translating between external representations (Gagatsis & Shiakalli, 2004). In 
other words, the mathematics as represented in the external body of disciplinary knowledge is 
often separate from how learners think and reason about these concepts (K. P. E. Gravemeijer, 
2002). 
The second perspective, adopted within a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding, 
is that external representations are tools with which learners think. Ainsworth (2006) contends 
the function of a representation depends on the learner’s knowledge and goals, rather than the 
intent of the person designing the representational system. For example, she writes that the 
function of a representational system might be to extend	the knowledge of a learner introduced 
to a graph if the learner is already familiar with tables, yet the same system may function to 
demonstrate the relation	 between these two representations for a learner who is already 
acquainted with both forms of representation. As Goldin (2008) flags, external representations 
are processed internally. He points out that how learners interact with external representations 
determines their usefulness and contends that representational systems contain ambiguity that 
require interpretation on the part of the learner. Authors such as Cobb, Yackel, and Wood 
(1992) and Kaput (1987) contend that meaning is not inherent in the representations 
themselves, but is developed through a learner’s interactions with them. Seufert (2003) also 
highlights that the connections between representations are not intrinsic and do not emerge of 
their own accord. It is the learners who must construct the connections between the external 
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representations in order to build on their mental conceptions and gain meaning from the 
“complementing and constraining functions of multiple representations” (p. 228). 
Rather than being interchangeable, external representations act as tools for cognitive activity 
(Pape & Tchoshanov, 2001). The external representational tools can initiate and support the 
development of concepts and processes for the learner that otherwise do not exist (Cobb, 
Gravemeijer, Yackel, McClain, & Whitenack, 1997; Empson, Brinker, Ambrose, Pligge, & Baek, 
1999), but the emphasis is on the new forms	of	thinking that the tool enables rather than ideas 
inherent in the representation itself (Empson, 1999). Rather than using “representation” to 
mean an instantiation, Pape and Tchoshanov (2001) introduce an alternative interpretation of 
“representation” referring to “the act of externalizing an internal, mental abstraction” (p. 119). 
They use the term cognitive	 representation	 (p. 126) to encapsulate both internalisation and 
externalisation of representations. They conceptualise learning as the development of 
representational thinking as learners interact with external representations. Pape and 
Tchoshanov illustrate this conceptualisation with different external representations for the 
concept of five	 as interacting with a child’s mental representations that constitutes their 
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Pape and Tchoshanov’s (2001) depiction of the interaction between internal and external 
representations illustrates relationships consistent with a Representational-Reasoning model of 
understanding. Firstly, Pape and Tchoshanov see representational thinking as both an 
externalisation of the internal mental representations and an internalisation of external 
representations. In a classroom, these interactions are facilitated by the selection of external 
representations, such as the number, form, sequence, information distribution, and translation 
in a multi-representational system (Ainsworth, 2006). Pape and Tchoshanov assert that the 
nature of external representations influences the nature of internal representations and vice 
versa. These authors contend that representing mental conceptions externally is a dynamic 
process where external representations are used as tools for discussion and further 
representation rather than embodying a result of understanding. Pape and Tchoshanov 
consider representational thinking as the learner’s ability to “interpret, construct, and operate 
(communicate) effectively” (p. 120) with internal and external representations. Thus, a 
demonstration of representational thinking is indicative of deep mathematical knowledge in 
accordance with a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding (Barmby et al., 2009). 
2.3 Summary	of	Conceptual	Framework	
This chapter began by exploring conceptual framings of mathematical knowledge and 
understanding. The ontological and epistemological implications of several theoretical 
perspectives were drawn out and tensions within and between these views were identified. A 
representational systems view was subsequently proposed as a response to these ideological 
tensions and subsequently elucidated. The disciplinary body of mathematical knowledge was 
framed as an external representational network and cognition as an internal representational 
network through a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding. 
External representations were defined as “external manifestations of mathematical concepts” 
(Pape & Tchoshanov, 2001, p. 119) that derive meaning from: links with signified entities; intra-
representational coherence; modality; dimensionality; dynamism; and abstraction. Multi-
representational systems were identified as having representational chemistry, with external 
representations fulfilling complementary roles, constraining interpretations, or constructing 
deeper understanding within the same system (Ainsworth, 2006). Multi-representational 
systems gain inter-representational coherence from the number, form, sequence, and 
information distribution of external representations (Ainsworth, 2006). Translating between 
external representations is also theorised to endow representations with meaning (Lesh et al., 
1987). 
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Learners’ knowledge was then conceptualised through a Representational-Reasoning model of 
understanding (Barmby et al., 2009). The nature of cognition was conceived as composed of 
internal representations that are interconnected through reasoning, forming a network or 
internal representational system (Goldin, 2008). Internal representations can be structural 
(entities) or operational (mental processes) and include formal notation, 
planning/monitoring/executive control, affective systems, natural language, personal 
symbolisation constructs, visual and spatial imagery, and problem solving heuristics (Goldin, 
1998, 2008).  
Several implications of adopting a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding were 
drawn out. Firstly, this model of understanding characterises cognition as composed of internal 
representations linked through reasoning. Thus, the deeper the understanding, the more 
representations and the more robust the reasoning connecting them. This kind of 
understanding enables cognitive flexibility to move between internal representations in 
meaningful ways. Secondly, internal representations can be inferred from the external 
representations a learner produces. A Representational-Reasoning model of understanding 
posits that deep understanding of mathematics entails being able to communicate knowledge to 
others. Concordantly, characterising a learner’s understanding is facilitated through a detailed 
account of learners’ productions of external representations. The more representations learners 
are able to construct to illustrate a concept, the deeper their understanding of that concept. 
Thirdly, learners’ representations may be idiosyncratic and connote meanings not intended by 
the teacher. External representations are conferred with meaning in complex ways and need to 
be considered in light of interactions between internal and external representations. Finally, 
representational thinking is both an externalisation of the internal mental representations 
(Pape & Tchoshanov, 2001), and an internalisation of external representations. Thus, external 
representations are tools for thinking and can help to develop understanding.   
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Chapter	3 Literature	Review	
Thus far, the nature of mathematics and mathematical knowledge have been positioned through 
a representational systems view and learners’ knowledge was conceptualised through a 
Representational-Reasoning model of understanding (Chapter 2). However, teaching is a 
complex task and requires specific kinds and qualities of knowledge. Understanding the 
demands that teaching mathematics, and specifically fractions, places on teachers’ knowledge 
requires consideration of an extensive range of issues. Firstly, views about the nature of 
mathematical content knowledge and the specific roles and relationships between specific kinds 
of mathematical knowledge are still contested, calling for the need for the present study to 
elucidate its position (section 3.1.1). Debate also continues about the kinds of knowledge that 
teachers need for teaching (section 3.1.2) and some authors argue that specialised knowledge is 
required for teaching mathematics (section 3.1.3). One such task that requires particular kinds 
of teacher knowledge is selecting and using representations (section 3.1.4-3.1.5). 
To illustrate the complexity of knowledge needed for teaching, a particularly difficult primary 
school mathematics topic was chosen, that of fractions (section 1.2). Through a thorough 
unpacking of this topic, deep knowledge of fractions or fraction	sense	is characterised (section 
3.2.2) and the knowledge needed for teaching that supports children’s fraction sense is 
examined (section 3.2.3). Subsequently, the need to examine representations of fractions is 
highlighted (section 3.2.4) and recommendations are made for teaching fractions effectively 
(section 3.2.5). As a challenging mathematical topic, fractions present particular difficulties for 
preservice teachers (section 3.3.2), suggesting the need for initial teacher education programs 
to address these challenges (section 3.3.3). 
3.1 Teacher	Knowledge	
Teachers must know the subject they teach. Indeed, there may be nothing more 
foundational to teacher competency. The reason is simple: Teachers who do not themselves 
know a subject well are not likely to have the knowledge they need to help students learn 
this content. (Ball et al., 2008, p. 404) 
Many authors contend that content knowledge is crucial for the work of teaching (Ball et al., 
2008; Kazemi & Rafiepour, 2018; Ma, 2010; Salinas, Feldman, Callis, & Chapin, 2016; Shulman, 
1986, 1987; H.-H. Wu, 2018), yet the nature of mathematical content knowledge is still 
currently debated in the mathematics education community. There remain questions about the 
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kinds of knowledge that best facilitate effective teaching practices, particularly in mathematics 
teaching where specialised kinds of knowledge are needed. 
3.1.1 The	nature	of	mathematical	content	knowledge	for	teaching.	
Knowledge and its relationship to being able to perform tasks has long been a philosophical 
question (Ryle, 1949) and one asked of mathematical knowledge and abilities (Hiebert, 1986). A 
longstanding issue taken up by the mathematics education community is the importance of, and 
relationship between, two kinds of mathematical knowledge – procedural and conceptual 
knowledge. Broadly speaking, procedural knowledge refers to knowledge of the rules and 
sequences of actions for specific kinds of operations and conceptual knowledge is knowledge of 
mathematical concepts and the connections between them. Controversy remains about the 
nature of these two strands of knowledge and the role each plays in mathematical 
understanding and performance. 
Early accounts of procedural knowledge, such as those from Ryle (1949) and Scheffler (1965), 
considered this knowledge to exist along a continuum from rote performed, unintelligent 
behaviours to knowledgeable performance of actions (Star, 2000). Over the past few decades, 
however, mathematics education discourse has portrayed procedural knowledge as a surface 
knowledge of operating in mathematics indicated by a “step-by-step presentation of rules and 
algorithms as well as strategies for remembering them” (Eisenhart et al., 1993, p. 9). For 
example, this would include knowledge that is isolated and lacks connection with other pieces 
of information (Baroody, Feil, & Johnson, 2007), and further, implying this knowledge is inferior 
to conceptual knowledge (Baroody, 2003; Mahir, 2009). The widespread use of the term 
‘procedural knowledge’ followed from the work of Hiebert and Lefevre (1986) who commented 
that the way students hold this kind of knowledge likely resembles “chains of prescriptions for 
manipulating symbols” (p. 8). Yet this describes the quality	of the procedural knowledge rather 
than the knowledge itself. Portraying this knowledge as a shallow kind of knowledge makes 
differentiating between degrees of procedural knowledge difficult (Star, 2005). 
Procedural knowledge, according to Hiebert and Lefevre (1986), includes “familiarity with the 
individual symbols of the system and with the syntactic conventions for acceptable 
configurations of symbols” and the “rules or procedures for solving mathematics problems” (p. 
7). Other authors maintain that procedural knowledge goes beyond more than simply knowing	
how to enact processes and includes the reasoning behind the steps of the procedures (Baroody 
et al., 2007; R. B. Davis, 1983; Ohlsson & Rees, 1991; Rittle-Johnson, Schneider, & Star, 2015; 
Star & Stylianides, 2013; VanLehn & Brown, 1980; Vula & Kingji-Kastrati, 2018). Defining 
procedural knowledge as knowledge of mathematical processes and the reasoning behind them 
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allows that the quality of this kind of knowledge can vary. Procedural knowledge that is deep 
allows “comprehension, flexibility, and critical judgement” (Star, 2005, p. 408). Conversely, the 
common use of “procedural knowledge” to refer to the rote memorisation of procedures is more 
accurately described as weak	procedural knowledge.  
Similarly, conceptual knowledge is also depicted in the literature in ways that conflate 
knowledge type with knowledge quality. While Hiebert and Lefevre (1986) brought the term 
conceptual knowledge into common use in mathematics education, their definition implies that 
this kind of knowledge is always held by the learner in a meaningful and carefully connected 
way. They construe conceptual knowledge as “rich in relationships…as prominent as the 
discrete pieces of information” (pp. 3–4). When conceptual knowledge is intrinsically well-
connected it implies a rich knowledge of concepts. This creates a dichotomous situation within 
which students either possess or do not possess conceptual knowledge, characterising 
conceptual knowledge as inherently deep, thus precluding discussion of weak conceptual 
knowledge, which of course it might be. And while areas may lack specificity on what counts as 
quality in conceptual knowledge, the dichotomising makes discussions of the quality of 
conceptual knowledge difficult. As S. A. Gelman, Star, and Flukes (2002) contend, the quality of 
an infant’s conceptual knowledge of dog	is less well-developed than an adult’s knowledge and 
thus quality of knowledge more generally differs in its composition, connections to other 
concepts, abstraction, and sophistication. As Star (2005) argues, applying Hiebert and Lefevre’s 
(1986) definition limits discussion only to deep conceptual knowledge. 
A more neutral description of conceptual knowledge is given by the National Research Council 
in the US as the “comprehension of mathematical concepts, operations, and relations” 
(Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell, 2001, p. 5). Correspondingly, de Jong and Ferguson-Hessler 
(1996) proposed that conceptual knowledge is “static knowledge about facts, concepts, and 
principles” (p. 107). Defining conceptual knowledge in this way does not specify its quality, 
allowing that conceptual knowledge may not be necessarily connected or deep. This allows the 
interrogation of a learner’s conceptual knowledge while acknowledging understanding can fall 
on a continuum from richly connected and thus deep, to sparsely connected, or weak conceptual 
knowledge. 
Perspectives of the meaning, importance, and relationships between conceptual and procedural 
knowledge vary widely in the mathematics education community. Studies exploring procedural 
and conceptual knowledge have been “inconsistent in how they have defined and measured 
these two kinds of knowledge” (Newton, 2008, p. 1083). While some authors view these kinds 
of knowledge as distinct yet related and suggest the need to consider each individually (e.g. Star, 
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2005), others acknowledge that separating the kinds of knowledge is difficult in practice and 
question the benefits of attempting to do so (e.g. Baroody et al., 2007). Alternatively, 
conceptions of the quality of learners’ mathematical understanding emphasise that deep 
knowledge occurs when conceptual and procedural knowledge are intertwined (Baroody et al., 
2007). Groth and Bergner (2006) consider deep understanding as composed of complementary 
conceptual and procedural knowledge. Whilst still drawing a distinction between the kinds of 
knowledge, this description emphasises that a learner’s mathematical content knowledge draws 
on both kinds, which is also acknowledged by other authors (Crooks & Alibali, 2014; Kilpatrick 
et al., 2001; Ma, 2010; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2009). Gray and Tall (1994) go further to describe 
the integration of conceptual and procedural knowledge. This amalgam of knowledge they term 
“proceptual” understanding, a portmanteau of process and concept. This deep understanding 
allows the learner to think ambiguously about symbols, viewing them both as products and 
processes. Proceptual thinking also supports the flexible decomposition, recomposition, 
manipulation, and linking of facts when working mathematically, emphasising the relationship 
between the two kinds of knowledge. Groth and Bergner (2006) and Gray and Tall (1994) 
contend that learners who successfully connect these kinds of knowledge have deeper 
knowledge of mathematics. 
The current study also argues that both procedural and conceptual knowledge are important for 
developing deep mathematical understanding. Teachers need deep mathematical knowledge in 
order to recognise incorrect answers, use discretion when choosing mathematical definitions, 
and choose and use mathematical terms and notation correctly (Ball et al., 2008). Yet possessing 
deep mathematical knowledge alone is not sufficient for the work of teaching (Ball et al., 2008). 
Teaching also requires knowledge of how	 to teach content effectively to support students’ 
understanding. This kind of knowledge is commonly referred to as pedagogical	knowledge. 
3.1.2 Content	knowledge	and	pedagogical	content	knowledge.	
If teaching was simply the transfer of teachers’ subject matter knowledge to the student, then a 
direct correlation between teachers’ subject matter knowledge and student achievement would 
be evident in the literature (Hattie, 2009), which of course is not the case. In understanding how 
student achievement is affected by teachers’ subject matter knowledge, studies examining 
teaching practice have yielded some clues about the important relationship between teachers’ 
knowledge and their effectiveness as teachers. An important factor contributing to the 
effectiveness of teaching is teachers’ knowledge of how to teach, that is, pedagogical knowledge. 
When bolstered with strong pedagogical knowledge, increasing a teacher’s content knowledge 
can support student achievement (Baturo, 2004). Conversely, evidence shows that lower levels 
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of subject matter knowledge can undermine pedagogical practice (Stein, Baxter, & Leinhardt, 
1990). 
The knowledge teachers use for teaching is much broader than subject matter alone (Ball et al., 
2008). Yet simply possessing more mathematical knowledge does not ensure better teaching – 
pedagogical and content knowledge interact in complex ways. Perhaps surprisingly, for teachers 
whose pedagogical knowledge is less driven by constructivist ideas, higher levels of 
mathematics content knowledge are associated with teaching less consistently reflective of 
quality teaching (Schwartz & Riedsel, 1994). This suggests that if teachers do not have a strong 
pedagogical knowledge grounded in relevant learning theory, higher levels of subject matter 
knowledge can adversely affect the quality of their teaching practices. Kilpatrick et al. (2001) 
identified the need to “study more closely the nature of the mathematical knowledge needed to 
teach and to measure it more sensitively” (p. 375). Clearly teachers need subject matter 
knowledge, but they also need to understand it in a way that supports their students’ learning. 
The question arises as to how these types of knowledge interact and convene for the work of 
teaching. Much work has been done, both theoretically and empirically, to interrogate, describe, 
and define the kinds of knowledge teachers need in order to teach effectively. 
A seminal author who brought about a shift in the discourse around teachers’ knowledge was 
Lee Shulman (1986, 1987). It was Shulman (1986) who noted the lack of research at the time 
into the role of a teacher’s content knowledge. So acute was this absence that he called content 
knowledge “the missing paradigm” (p. 6). To counter its absence, he proposed that discourse 
return to teachers’ understanding of content in pursuit of exploring the knowledge most 
germane to teaching. A teacher, according to Shulman, must have a depth of understanding of 
each subject area that goes beyond that of “the subject matter major” (p. 9). Teachers must not 
only know isolated facts, but also how to connect concepts in meaningful ways. Teachers need 
to understand whether ideas are considered valid or if they are valued within that discipline. 
Clark and Walsh (2002), in a discussion of Shulman’s work, add that content knowledge also 
incorporates an understanding of, and the ability to discern, the important concepts and 
interconnections between concepts, ideas, and skills of a subject and is considered prerequisite 
to effective teaching within a discipline. Effective teaching requires more than simply mastering 
the mathematics, as Shulman argued, “mere content knowledge is likely to be as useless 
pedagogically as content-free skill” (p. 8). Further, he contended that effective teaching actually 
calls for an amalgam of both subject matter and general teaching knowledge. Shulman termed 
this pedagogical	content	knowledge and articulated it as including: 
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Analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations, and demonstrations – in a word, the 
ways of representing the subject that make it comprehensible to others.…Pedagogical 
content knowledge also includes an understanding of what makes the learning of 
specific topics easy or difficult: the conceptions and preconceptions that students of 
different ages and backgrounds bring with them to the learning of those most frequently 
taught topics and lessons. (p. 9) 
Pedagogical content knowledge, then, is a teacher’s knowledge of ways to transform the content 
to be taught into forms that are didactically effective through considering the nature of the 
content and needs of the students simultaneously. Shulman’s ideas have sparked substantial 
research interest into teachers’ thought processes (Ernest, 1989). For example, Baumert et al. 
(2010) constructed a testing instrument that directly evaluated secondary mathematics 
teachers’ content and pedagogical content knowledge and linked this data to the teachers’ 
instructional methods and student outcomes. Baumert et al. reported that pedagogical content 
knowledge had a substantial positive effect on student learning gains. A further important 
finding from this study was that the teachers’ content knowledge was empirically distinct from 
their pedagogical content knowledge. Hill, Schilling, and Ball (2004) similarly detected content 
knowledge as related to, but separate from, pedagogical content knowledge through factor 
analysis. Both studies lend empirical support to Shulman’s postulation about pedagogical 
content knowledge as a blend of content and pedagogical knowledge. 
Although Shulman’s work continues to be widely influential in educational research, Ball et al. 
(2008) argue that others have used Shulman’s ideas in a way that “remain[s] theoretically 
scattered, lacking clear definition” (p. 394). For example, vague definitions like “the intersection 
of knowledge of the subject with knowledge of teaching and learning” (Niess, 2005, p. 510) or 
simply as “knowledge to make subject matter accessible to students” (Kleickmann et al., 2013, p. 
91) do not make clear what is included or excluded as pedagogical content knowledge. 
Another aspect of Shulman’s concept of pedagogical content knowledge that limits its 
application is that it is generalised across disciplines. As Ball et al. (2008) note, Shulman and his 
colleagues did not “seek to build a list or catalogue of what teachers need to know in any 
particular subject area” (p. 392). His research with the Knowledge Growth in Teaching project 
examined teachers of different subjects in order to look for the common characteristics of the 
knowledge teachers used for teaching (Ball et al., 2008). In an interview with Brandt (1992), 
Shulman acknowledges that in collating all of the Knowledge Growth in Teaching observations, 
“you’re putting into the same pot a lot of different observations” (p. 14). This suggests the need 
to contextualise observations of teaching in order to build a consistent picture with regards to 
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specific subject matter. This need is underlined by research that suggests the knowledge that 
teachers require is domain specific, for example, teachers require certain kinds of knowledge 
for teaching mathematics (Hill et al., 2004). 
This section has highlighted pedagogical content knowledge as crucial for the work of teaching, 
yet it remains difficult to use as a research construct if broadly defined and not domain-specific. 
Moving towards a more focused description of teacher knowledge, the following section will 
look specifically at the knowledge needed for teaching mathematics. Two conceptions of 
mathematical knowledge for teaching prominent in the literature are presented, with a third, 
alternative conception proposed. 
3.1.3 Knowledge	needed	for	teaching	mathematics.	
Research in the late 1980s and early 1990s showed that teaching mathematics requires a 
knowledge of mathematics that is different from that needed by other adults and professionals 
(e.g Ball, 1988a, 1990a; Borko et al., 1992; Leinhardt & Smith, 1985). Since then, much work has 
been done to interrogate the knowledge needed for teaching mathematics. For example, 
research has been conducted in South Africa (Adler, 2000; Adler & Davis, 2006), Cyprus 
(Agathangelou, Charalambous, & Koutselini, 2016), Germany (Krauss et al., 2008), the Middle 
East (Isiksal & Cakiroglu, 2011), Ireland (Delaney, Ball, Hill, Schilling, & Zopf, 2008), Canada 
(Dalgarno & Colgan, 2007), the US (Charalambous, 2010; Hill & Lubienski, 2007; Kane, 2007; 
Olanoff et al., 2014) and Australia (Beswick & Goos, 2012; Callingham, Chick, & Thornton, 2012; 
Chick, Baker, Pham, & Cheng, 2006; Livy & Vale, 2011; Marshman & Porter, 2013; Stacey et al., 
2001; Sullivan, Clarke, & Clarke, 2009; Way, Bobis, Anderson, & Cameron, 2013). Two of the 
most prominent authors have undertaken significant empirical and theoretical work in 
characterising what this specialised mathematics knowledge entails. The first section presents 
the work of Liping Ma (2010) whose conception of Profound Understanding of Fundamental 
Mathematics offers a description of idealised teachers’ mathematical knowledge. The second 
section presents the culmination of work by Ball and her colleagues (e.g. Ball, 1990a, 1990b; 
Ball & Bass, 2002; Ball et al., 2008; Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005; Hill et al., 2004) on the 
development of the Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching model. Major contributions to 
understandings of teachers’ knowledge are discussed in both sections, with a critical lens 
applied to assessing their application to the current study. 
Profound	Understanding	of	Fundamental	Mathematics	(PUFM):	The	ideas	of	Ma.	
One conception of the mathematical knowledge needed for teaching is presented by Liping Ma. 
Based on her PhD research, Ma (1999) published the book Knowing	and	Teaching	Elementary	
Mathematics.	The book	has substantially influenced the theoretical conceptions of teachers’ 
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mathematics knowledge in the mathematics education community (Shulman, 2010). In a 
reprinted edition of the original research, Ma (2010) compared the mathematical knowledge of 
23 US teachers and 72 Chinese teachers. She found that the Chinese teachers demonstrated 
deeper and more coherent mathematical knowledge than their US counterparts, which Ma 
argued stemmed from the mathematical substance of the Chinese teachers’ knowledge. Drawing 
together all of the interviews where teachers were given teaching scenarios of subtraction with 
regrouping, multidigit multiplication, division by fractions, and relationships between 
perimeter and area, Ma proposed a description of excellent subject matter knowledge which she 
termed Profound	Understanding	of	Fundamental	Mathematics (PUFM). A teacher who possesses 
PUFM, Ma clarified, knows mathematics in a deep, broad, and thorough way. Depth of 
understanding of a topic means connecting it with “more conceptually powerful ideas” (p. 121), 
that is, ideas that are closely connected to the discipline, while breadth refers to the connections 
to ideas of similar or lower conceptual power. 
Ma (2010) presented PUFM as a desirable depth of mathematical knowledge for teachers to 
possess, however, PUFM describes only the composition of teachers’ subject matter knowledge, 
rather than a complete mathematical knowledge needed for teaching. The argument she made 
was that the degree of conceptual knowledge, the pinnacle of which is PUFM, determines a 
teacher’s ability to teach effectively. Whilst a convincing case was made that limited 
mathematical knowledge leads teachers to give procedurally-driven explanations and use 
procedural instructional strategies, the complementary argument – that deep subject matter 
knowledge guarantees an effective teaching approach – does not necessarily follow. Teachers’ 
instructional methods were inferred from responses to the interview questions which were 
specifically designed to examine teachers’ knowledge through its application to a teaching 
context, as outlined in the preface of the book (p. xxx). Thus the interview responses are 
indicative of these teachers’ instructional approach to teaching. Firstly, Ma found the Chinese 
teachers were more likely to give a mathematical rationale of an algorithm. These mathematical 
rationales were more conceptually based than descriptions of the procedure, although more 
“mathematically formal” (p. 40), and contained technical terms (p. 108) which demand a more 
sophisticated understanding from the audience. Unpacking such an explanation requires a 
secure knowledge of the mathematical concepts and technical language, and would likely be 
difficult for a less knowledgeable other, such as a student, to understand. 
Secondly, the Chinese teachers often followed their explanations with symbolic derivations. 
These served to demonstrate how mathematical properties underpinned algorithms, such as 
using the distributive law as the rationale behind the multidigit multiplication algorithm. The 
interviews aimed to ascertain the teachers’ pedagogical reasoning and, thus, their responses 
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suggest their lessons would be designed to illustrate the derivations of the algorithm. However, 
the power of symbolic derivations as pedagogical tools is limited; only students who are able to 
follow the logical development of an algorithmic demonstration benefit from the derivation. 
When mathematics is presented in a logical development such as a symbolic derivation, its 
purpose is to convince an audience conversant in mathematical argumentation who possess 
conceptual understanding of the significance of the symbols; it presents the end product of 
mathematical discovery, rather than encouraging the process of mathematical thinking (Skemp, 
1971, p. 13).  
The third feature of the Chinese teachers’ interview responses, Ma noted, was that they 
demonstrated multiple approaches to computational procedures. Ma contended that the 
procedural flexibility the Chinese teachers demonstrated by displaying multiple algorithms to 
solve a calculation was rooted in deep conceptual understanding (p. 111). However, 
demonstrating flexible, cohesive, and deep procedural knowledge does not necessarily convey 
the conceptual significance of the procedures (Star, 2005). Although Ma claimed being able to 
calculate in several ways demonstrated the “underlying mathematical ideas and principles” (p. 
112), the performance of algorithms may not make mathematical ideas apparent for	students. 
Overall, the interview responses of the Chinese teachers seems to indicate an approach to 
teaching that presents mathematics as a formal, hierarchical body of knowledge with a focus on 
algorithmic logic. 
While Ma presented the Chinese teachers as holding cohesive and deep procedural and 
conceptual mathematical knowledge, it is not clear that their approaches to the teaching of 
mathematics can foster the same understandings in their students. The tendency of the Chinese 
teachers to explain mathematics through algorithms might indicate that they have what A. G. 
Thompson et al. (1994) term a “calculational” orientation to teaching mathematics. This 
orientation means teachers are “driven by a fundamental image of mathematics as the 
application of calculations and procedures for deriving numerical results” (p. 86). Teachers with 
a calculational view of mathematics place emphasis on performing calculations and consider 
numerical operations to be sufficient solutions to problems. As an example, the Chinese 
teachers’ approach to justifying multidigit multiplication seems to indicate a predisposition to 
solve mathematical problems through calculations. Ma praised the way in which the teachers 
followed a verbal explanation of multidigit multiplication with the symbolic derivation of the 





Ma (2010) writes that this derivation “illustrate[s] how the distributive law works in this 
situation and why it makes sense” (p. 110), although it is not clear to whom this explanation 
makes sense. If this explanation is meant for primary students, the students who are unable to 
follow the rationale for the algorithm are also unlikely to follow a derivation, as presented in 
Figure 3-1, to enable a greater understanding of multidigit multiplication. Alternatively, a 
teacher’s disposition to teach with a conceptual orientation might lead her or him to teach in a 
way that emphasises reasoning and draws heavily on the problem context for the students to 
make sense of the mathematics. A. G. Thompson et al. state that a conceptual orientation means 
teachers focus on features of materials and activities themselves that can cue students into the 
mathematical implications, working from specific methods in order to make generalisations. 
Teachers with this approach ask questions such as “To what does (this number) refer in the 
situation we’re dealing with?” (p. 86). To illustrate, Figure 3-2 shows a contextual approach to 
the multidigit multiplication problem that highlights some of the concepts underpinning 
multiplication. The same algorithm 123 645  could be represented with a model highlighting 
the significance of the numbers within a context. When posed as a problem concerning area, 
such as designing a rectangular paddock with sides measuring 123 metres and 645 metres, both 
the distributive law and partial products are highlighted. 
 
Figure	3‐2	Using	a	conceptual	approach	to	illustrate	multidigit	multiplication	
If teachers have a conceptual orientation to teaching, they are more likely to use conceptually 
motivated instructional practices, such as illustrating situations with visual models. Area 
models are a key conceptual model for multiplication (Barmby et al., 2009). The model in Figure 
123 645 123  600 40 5  
   123 600 123 40 123 5 
   73800 4920 615 
   78720 615 








100 x 600 
20 x 600 
100 x 40 
3 x 600 
20 x 40 
3 x 40 
100 x 5 
20 x 5 







*Not to scale 
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3-2 demonstrates the distributive law through the decomposition of both multiplicand and 
multiplier, with the commutative nature of multiplication explored through the orientation of 
the rectangle. Partial products are represented by each of the smaller rectangles, highlighting 
the place values of each factor. Additionally, this model allows students to connect meaningfully 
with the mathematical concept represented in each step of the algorithm; it shows the symbolic 
representation of the algorithm as a visual representation of area. 
Even if teachers develop PUFM, in order to teach conceptually they also need to transform the 
mathematics into “the most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most powerful 
analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations, and demonstrations” (Shulman, 1986, p. 9). 
Teaching mathematics requires a specialised kind of knowledge. Further research is needed 
into the ways teachers might operationalise their content knowledge, particularly with regards 
to whether teachers take up conceptual or calculational approaches to teaching. (Teachers’ use 
and knowledge of representations will be explored in sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5). 
PUFM is a conceptualisation of teachers’ subject matter knowledge that enables teachers to give 
mathematical explanations and rationales that clearly demonstrate the teachers’ own content 
knowledge. However, it is not clear that possessing PUFM ensures this mathematical knowedge 
is operationalised as a conceptually driven approach to teaching. Conceptualising teachers’ 
knowledge through PUFM gives insight into deep mathematical content knowledge for teaching, 
but does not conceptualise teachers’ instructional actions. PUFM was developed by Ma through 
interviewing teachers about teaching; alternatively, an approach that uses observations of 
teaching in	action	would allow further exploration of the kinds of knowledge teachers employ in 
the classroom. 
Mathematical	Knowledge	for	Teaching	(MKT):	The	ideas	of	Ball	and	colleagues.	
Following the line of inquiry into the work teachers do and the demands this work places on 
teachers’ mathematical knowledge, this section presents the extensive body of empirical and 
theoretical work that Deborah Ball and her colleagues have contributed. Ball (1988a) began this 
work with her thesis, interrogating what it means to know mathematics for teaching. The 
contribution of this thesis was the beginning of a framework of teachers’ mathematical 
knowledge generated and elaborated through her inquiry. The framework outlined four 
domains: subject matter; teaching and learning; students; and context. This four-part 
framework was used to investigate the knowledge, beliefs, and dispositions that preservice 
teachers need to teach mathematics. Within the thesis, Ball outlined subject matter knowledge 
as “substantive knowledge of mathematics,” arguing it consisted of mathematical topics, 
procedures, and concepts and the relationships among these (pp. 43-44). Along with knowledge 
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of	mathematics, she also thought teachers needed to have knowledge about	mathematics in 
terms of syntactic knowledge, that is, knowledge about the discipline of mathematics. This 
included knowing which topics are central, being able to discriminate between logical 
arguments and those that are merely conventional, and having a sense of philosophical debates 
of the field. In other words, teachers need knowledge of what it means to know and do 
mathematics. 
Continuing investigations into teachers’ subject matter knowledge of mathematics, Ball (2000) 
further identified the need to interrogate the entwinement of content and pedagogy in 
mathematics, requiring the identification of key content knowledge needed for teaching and 
how this knowledge is held and practised. In 2002, Ball and Bass put forward an approach that 
began with identifying the actual work of a mathematics teacher and the demands this work 
placed on the teacher’s knowledge. Through a longitudinal study involving the analysis of 
classroom observations such as video recordings, transcripts, student work samples, and 
homework, Ball and Bass identified that the teachers needed more than common	 content	
knowledge, that is, pure mathematical content knowledge. They found the mathematical 
knowledge teachers must hold is qualitatively different from that held by others such as 
mathematicians. Tasks such as: unpacking mathematical concepts; choosing or composing and 
using definitions, representations, explanations, and justifications; and making sense of and 
appraising others’ reasoning were demonstrated as particular to the work of mathematics 
teachers. 
Building on the ideas of Ball and Bass (2002) and Shulman (1986), Hill et al. (2004) continued 
this line of inquiry, developing and validating survey measures of mathematical knowledge for 
teaching. Hill et al. conducted factor analyses on 138 mathematics items across three equivalent 
surveys given to 1,552 primary teachers to investigate the kinds of knowledge on which the 
teachers drew. This helped establish specialised	 content	 knowledge	 as a distinct knowledge 
category for teaching mathematics. The analysis indicated that specialised content knowledge 
did not intersect with knowledge of pedagogy, students, curriculum, or other non-content 
domains. Teachers needed to know mathematics in a specific way for key teaching tasks, such as 
analysing non-routine algorithms and procedures and providing a rationale for mathematical 
rules. Teachers also need specialised knowledge to represent numbers and operations, such as 
the multiplication of fractions, with manipulatives. These tasks clearly concern mathematical 
concepts rather than knowledge of students, requiring content knowledge instead of 
pedagogical knowledge. Yet the content knowledge needed by teachers is different than that 
required of students. Taken together, specialised content knowledge seems to be unique to the 
work of teaching mathematics. The analysis by Hill et al. also illustrated that common	content	
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knowledge	and knowledge	of	students	and	content are empirically distinct forms of knowledge. 
Knowledge of students and content is the intersection of knowing about mathematics and 
knowing about students, such as their misconceptions or interests or anticipating student 
difficulties. 
Later work by Ball et al. (2008) helped further characterise specialised content knowledge as 
having “aspects that do not depend on knowledge of students or of teaching” (p. 402). It is 
distinct from pure content knowledge because the composition of teachers’ mathematical 
content knowledge is unique; it must exist in a decompressed or “unpacked” way in order to 
make the salient concepts and processes involved in sophisticated mathematics visible to 
students. Ball et al. maintain that the work of teachers demands this specialised knowledge 
because teachers: 
Must be able to talk explicitly about how mathematical language is used (e.g., how the 
mathematical meaning of edge is different from the everyday reference to the edge of a 
table); how to choose, make, and use mathematical representations effectively (e.g., 
recognizing advantages and disadvantages of using rectangles or circles to compare 
fractions); and how to explain and justify one’s mathematical ideas (e.g., why you invert 
and multiply to divide fractions). (p. 400) 
Ball et al. (2008) brought specialised content knowledge together with other categories of 
knowledge to generate the conception of Mathematical	 Knowledge	 for	 Teaching (MKT; see 
Figure 3-3), as a way to describe the domains of teachers’ mathematics knowledge that are 
widely recognised in the mathematics education field (Olanoff et al., 2014). Along with the 
categories of common content knowledge, specialised content knowledge, and knowledge of 
students and content, Ball et al. elucidated Knowledge	of	content	and	teaching,	the knowledge of 
the design of instruction, such as sequencing content and evaluating the pedagogical 
affordances of representations. Additionally, Ball et al. adopted Shulman’s (1986) idea of 
knowledge	of	the	curriculum.	This includes knowledge of curriculum programs, the instructional 
materials available, and when to use them.	Knowledge	at	 the	mathematical	horizon	was also 
included,	an idea from earlier work (Ball, 1993b) that describes a teacher’s knowledge of how 
mathematical topics are related hierarchically across the curriculum. The MKT model (see 
Figure 3-3) conceptualised teachers’ mathematical knowledge as comprised of two main parts 
— subject matter knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. Subject matter knowledge is 
composed of common content knowledge, specialised content knowledge, and knowledge at the 
mathematical horizon. Pedagogical content knowledge concerns a teacher’s knowledge of 




Although framing knowledge according to Ball et al.’s (2008) MKT model seemingly provides a 
distinct way to think about each of the domains of teachers’ mathematical knowledge, in 
practice these categories are difficult to distinguish. Ball et al. note that this impacts on the 
precision of the definitions of each of these knowledge types. This means that using the MKT 
model as the conception of teachers’ mathematical knowledge may not clearly identify what 
kind of knowledge is needed to perform particular teaching tasks. For example, specialised 
content knowledge is not always clearly bound in practice. Ball et al. illustrate this point with an 
example of interpreting a visual model of a fraction. The circles presented in Figure 3-4, Ball et 
al. argue, represent five-eighths of two. They question whether knowing that this is five-eighths 
of two is only required for the specialised work of teaching or whether there may be other 
professionals who need to be able to decode such representations. The tentative conclusion 
reached by Ball et al. is that, although crucial for the work of teaching, people other than 




One could argue, however, there are others who need detailed knowledge of fractions and their 























deep conceptual understanding of mathematical content, including being able to interpret 
different fraction models and diagrams. This suggests that the knowledge needed to interpret 
Figure 3-4 is not specialised content knowledge but common	content knowledge of fractions. 
Kane (2007) argues that the boundaries between the domains are ill-defined and that the 
mathematical knowledge for teaching mathematics is likely intertwined with knowledge of 
mathematics. These overlaps in the domains and the lack of precision of definitions present 
difficulties when using the MKT model as an organising framework to interrogate teachers’ 
mathematical knowledge in practice. For example, the imprecise definitions of the MKT model 
makes it difficult to identify which kinds of knowledge a teacher might draw on for teaching 
tasks, such as choosing and using representations. To illustrate, the fraction in Figure 3-4 was 
named by Ball et al. (2008) as five-eighths, yet teachers might recognise that naming a fraction 
depends on the given unit used to define the whole. If the ‘unit’ is two circles, the model does 
represent five-eighths, however, if the unit is one circle, the same model represents one and a 
quarter. Similarly, if the unit is four circles it then represents five-sixteenths, and it represents 
two and a half if the chosen unit is half a circle. Correctly identifying the unit demands flexible 
use of different kinds of knowledge simultaneously: common	 content	 knowledge in 
understanding the relationships represented by a fraction; specialised	 content	 knowledge in 
recognising the importance of defining the unit; and knowledge	 of	 content	 and	 students	 for 
anticipating students’ interpretations of the same model. The teaching task of selecting the most 
appropriate representation to demonstrate these relationships also requires both specialised 
knowledge of teaching and of students, although how teachers draw on their knowledge to 
select representations is an area Hill et al. (2004) identifies as requiring further research. 
MKT as a model is widely used in the mathematics education literature (Olanoff et al., 2014) and 
is useful insofar as it makes clear that there are specialised kinds of knowledge for teaching 
mathematics. Teachers of mathematics need common and specialised mathematical knowledge, 
as well as knowledge	at	the	mathematical	horizon. Teachers also draw on knowledge	of	content	
and	students, knowledge	of	content	and	teaching	and knowledge	of	the	mathematics	curriculum. 
However, the imprecise definitions of these knowledge types and overlaps in the categories of 
knowledge make it difficult to discern what kind of knowledge teachers draw on for specific 
teaching tasks. Thus, analysing specific teaching tasks, such as choosing and using 
representations, provides a window into the types of knowledge teachers draw on in their 
decisions as teachers. 
3.1.4 Teaching	mathematics	with	representations.	
The use of multiple representations for teaching is a central feature of mathematics education 
theory. One of the more prominent mathematics education theorists, Zoltan Dienes (1960, 1964, 
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1971, 1973), advocated using varied presentations of mathematical concepts from multiple 
perspectives. Dienes’s (1973) mathematical	variability	principle theorises that concepts should 
be explored through many related yet different concepts, enabling learners to draw inferences 
across them in order to generalise about their mathematical properties. For example, 
understanding the concepts of our base-10 number system can be deepened through 
explorations of other bases, such as base-5 or the binary number system. Additionally, Dienes 
proposed a multiple	 embodiment	 principle which promotes the presentation of a common 
concept through many different representations. Working on these isomorphic problems 
embodied by different representational forms allows students to see the mathematical concept 
in new ways and abstract conceptual underpinnings. For example, the concept of base-10 can be 
explored through multi-arithmetic blocks, ten-frames, place value in a numeral system, or with 
paddle pop sticks. Using multiplication as an example, students should experience the same idea 
of repeated addition as embodied through groups of blocks, arrays of counters, and on a 
number line.  
The notions of mathematical variability and multiple embodiment fit with a Representational-
Reasoning model of understanding. Encountering multiple representations, according to Dienes, 
allows both generalisation and abstraction of mathematical concepts. At the heart of both 
Dienes’s ideas and a representational systems perspective is the idea that the principal aim and 
benefit of learning mathematics is the recognition and manipulation of relationships between 
representational structures (Dienes, 1964). Dienes defined success in mathematics as 
understanding and symbolising mathematical relationships, analogous to translating between 
internal and external representations, and applying the resulting concepts to the real world. 
Dienes theorised that this can be achieved through the use of multiple representations 
highlighting a common concept, as well using a common representational form emphasising 
different conceptual properties. 
Teaching with multiple representations finds support from a number of studies confirming the 
benefits of this instructional approach (Acevedo Nistal, Van Dooren, Clarebout, Elen, & 
Verschaffel, 2009; Brenner et al., 197; Cox & Brna, 1995; Dreher & Kuntze, 2015; Freitas & 
Sinclair, 2012; Greeno & Hall, 1997; Heinze, Star, & Verschaffel, 2009; Kuntze, Dreher, & Friesen, 
2015; Rau, Aleven, & Rummel, 2009). The advantages of using multiple representations have 
long been recognised. For example, Lindner (2003) found multiple external representations 
were conducive for effective learning and promoted cognitive	flexibility, “the capability to switch 
fluently between different mental representations of an object” (p. 36). Cognitive flexibility is an 
idea conceived by Spiro and Jehng (1990) who believed it to be fundamental to successful 
learning. Mallet (2007) also found that students’ cognitive flexibility was supported through the 
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use of multiple representations. Working with both visual and numerical external 
representations assisted students in transferring their understanding to more advanced and 
conceptually difficult tasks. Additionally, Niemi (1996) found that students with cognitive 
flexibility or representational	fluency gave more principled explanations and justifications. The 
students were also able to generate fraction representations more effectively to solve problems. 
Further, ascertaining students’ level of representational knowledge predicted their 
understanding and proficiency with problem solving, explanation, and justification. This 
suggests that investigating students’ knowledge of representations will indicate their ability to 
reason about and resolve mathematical situations. 
The use of multiple external representations can also aid learners’ self-explanations, that is, 
expressing their own understanding to themselves. Berthold, Eysink, and Renkl (2009) assisted 
learners’ self-explanations by using external representations as prompts. Berthold et al. found 
that learners who had been given pictorial representations of a tree diagram in conjunction 
with a numerical representation were more able to give a rationale for their solutions. Berthold 
et al. concluded that the representational prompts for the students’ self-explanations enhanced 
the development of conceptual knowledge. Developing the ability to work with multiple 
representations also supports students’ mathematical skills. Gagatsis and Shiakalli (2004) found 
that the ability to shift between one representation and another was associated with success in 
problem solving, highlighting the importance of ascertaining students’ translation ability when 
assessing their mathematical skills.  
Yet there is still room for further research (Moon, Brenner, Jacob, & Okamoto, 2012). Merely 
presenting learners with multiple representations does not guarantee that learning will be 
enhanced (Ainsworth, 2006). Much is still unknown about the relationship between external 
representations and learners’ cognition or internal	representations,	even as the current study 
draws on research that illustrates how these are related. As Nathan, Alibali, Masarik, Stephens, 
and Koedinger (2010) point out, translating between representations can be more difficult than 
interpreting a single representation. Multiple external representations are not innately 
beneficial so careful, considered planning is still required in order for the representations to 
support understandings. For example, T. White and Pea (2011), found that while most students 
demonstrated capability and creativity in the way they interpreted multiple representations, 
there was evidence that some students made superficial connections between representations. 
These students made associations between the representations without attempting to develop a 
conceptual understanding of the connections and, in turn, the informational distribution of the 
representational system was undermined.  
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Overall, there is wide support for use of multiple representations as they are beneficial for 
learners’ mathematical understanding. However, careful consideration is needed of the ways 
representations are used in teaching. Consequently, teachers need to develop understandings 
about the pedagogical implications of representations. 
3.1.5 Teachers’	knowledge	of	representations.	
It is widely acknowledged that in order to teach mathematics effectively, teachers must know 
the ‘‘most useful forms of representation of those ideas” (Shulman, 1986, p. 9). External 
representations can give learners access to mathematical concepts and are thus crucial for the 
development of conceptual understanding (Dreher et al., 2016). Hiebert and Carpenter (1992) 
considered representations as central to helping students construct and develop 
understandings of the relationships between mathematical concepts. Many consider the most 
important element of pedagogical content knowledge to be knowledge of representations (Ball, 
1988a; Sprague, 2018; Wilson, 1988). Being aware of the range of possibilities of 
representational forms is a fundamental requirement for teaching with them. Yet, as Ball 
(1988a) cautions, a repertoire of representations is not sufficient. She points out that teachers 
must be able to assess the potential of different representational forms in light of the teaching 
context and make pedagogical decisions that achieve the instructional goals. Making 
assessments about appropriate representations is a complex task that draws on a wide range of 
teachers’ knowledge. 
Firstly, it demands knowledge of the content to be taught. Within Ball’s (2008) MKT model, 
representational knowledge spans all categories of knowledge – common content knowledge, 
specialised content knowledge, knowledge of content and students, knowledge of content and 
teaching, knowledge of the curriculum, and knowledge at the mathematical horizon. As Graeber 
(1999) emphasises, today’s teachers are not only expected to know and use multiple external 
representations, but the focus on supporting students in a reform oriented classroom requires 
teachers to judge the validity, generalisability, and efficacy of students’ representations, and to 
help students to analyse these properties themselves. Graeber warns that when teachers are not 
proficient in recognising the validity of representations, student generated representations can 
be undervalued, or judged as invalid when valid or vice versa. Graeber again highlights the 
importance of a teacher’s content and representational knowledge, as well as a teacher’s 




What	do	 teachers	need	 to	know?	Representational	knowledge,	 fluency,	and	warrants	 for	
using	representations.	
If being able to teach with multiple representations is important, what does teaching with 
representations demand of teachers’ knowledge? Certainly teachers need to know of	 the 
representations themselves. That is, being aware of the range of possibilities of representational 
forms is a fundamental requirement for teaching with them. Teachers may draw from a wide 
range of sources when collecting, selecting, and devising representations for teaching 
mathematics. For example, sources may include textbooks, colleagues, the internet, professional 
development, and their own educational experiences including teacher education and personal 
experiences in primary and high school settings. Yet teaching often demands the use of multiple 
representations and thus the knowledge and skill to translate between representations. 
Teachers must also support their students to move flexibly between representations. This skill 
is referred to as representational	 fluency	and is described as the “ability to reason with and 
among multiple representations” (Nathan, Stephens, Masarik, Alibali, & Koedinger, 2002, p. 1). 
It involves identifying, generating, and using mathematical representations (Nathan et al., 
2010). Many authors suggest that representational fluency is one of the central components for 
mathematical meaning making (Ainsworth, 2006; Kaput, 1989; Lamon, 2007; Lesh, 1981; 
Lindner, 2003; Moschkovich, Schoenfeld, & Arcavi, 1993; Nathan et al., 2010; Nathan et al., 
2002; Nickerson, 1985; Niemi, 1996; Pape & Tchoshanov, 2001). Effective teachers, then, must 
develop representational fluency and model how to move flexibly between representations 
when teaching mathematics. 
Teachers must also make judgements when selecting these representations. As Ball (1988a) 
cautions, simply having a repertoire of representations is insufficient for teaching with them. 
She contends that teachers must be able to assess the instructional potential of different 
representational forms in light of the teaching context. Teachers need to use representations in 
ways that best support their students’ understandings and empower them mathematically. Ball 
draws a distinction between knowing about and knowing how	 to use representations. She 
applies the work of Schwab (1976, 1978) to distinguish between substantive and syntactic	
knowledge. Ball considers the substantive aspect of pedagogical content knowledge as knowing 
about representations. Syntactic forms of pedagogical content knowledge, on the other hand, 
include knowledge of the accepted methods, verification, analysis, and justification within a 
given discipline, that is, knowing how	to use them. Carrillo-Yañez et al. (2018) further clarify 
syntactic knowledge as “an understanding of the logic underpinning” (pp. 244-245) the 
practices of teaching mathematics. 
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Teachers’ representational knowledge, then, includes the representations (the substance of the 
knowledge) and the accepted ways of reasoning about, and with, the representations (the 
syntax). Accepting Ball’s (1988a) premise means that teachers need not only know the 
representations, but also the permissible ways to use them as interpreted from a disciplinary 
perspective. This involves an understanding of the normative ways of operating in the teaching 
context and a view of external representations as tools for cognitive activity, which goes far 
beyond the construction of a representation as an end product (Pape & Tchoshanov, 2001).  
When teachers enact their substantive and syntactic knowledge of representations, they 
appraise representations with regards to a multitude of considerations. An example of an expert 
teacher’s considerations about instructional representations comes from Lampert (1986). By 
analysing Lampert’s teaching episode, Ball (1988a) illustrates the ways in which the 
experienced teacher reasons about and justifies the use of representations for teaching 
mathematics. She describes these as warrants	for using representations.	These warrants include 
a representation’s mathematical properties, the extent to which it supports learning, the 
compatibility with learners, and considerations of the context in which it is used. These 
categories, along with their sub-categories (see Figure 3-5), will now be discussed. 
 
Figure	3‐5	Warrants	for	using	representations	in	mathematics	(from	Ball,	1988a,	p.	173)	
The first consideration is how the representation relates to mathematical concepts and 
processes. Ball (1988a) writes that a representation can be appraised in terms of its conceptual	
essence,	epistemological	appropriateness,	and the extent to which it encourages appreciation	of	
and	propensity	towards	mathematics.	The conceptual essence of a representation is the extent to 
which it relates to the underlying mathematical ideas rather than surface, instrumental features. 



















learn to do long division is to memorise the mnemonic “divide, subtract, multiply, bring down.” 
This emphasises the steps in the procedure for the algorithm, but does not connect with 
underlying ideas of place value or division as sharing. In contrast, a story where money is 
shared evenly among people using hundred, ten, and one dollar groupings is a representation 
that more clearly connects the division process with sharing and place value understandings.  
Within this consideration is the notion that a representation’s epistemological links can be 
considered by examining the way it portrays a disciplinary view of mathematics. Does it suggest 
mathematics as a collection of facts to be memorised, or as a means to test and validate claims 
that require justification? This aspect cannot be assessed in isolation from the representation’s 
use. For example, the representation of a graph could portray mathematics as binary in nature, 
as either correct or incorrect, or the knowledge as closed if accompanying questions are asked 
in yes/no format. Further, providing students with an answer key to the questions paints 
mathematical validity as established by reference to expert, predetermined answers. 
Alternatively, when open-ended questions lead students to interpret information from a graph, 
requiring them to demonstrate their reasoning processes, mathematics is promoted as a sense-
making activity. Finally, a representation can be appraised by considering how it contributes to 
the appreciation of, and propensity towards, mathematics. Students who appreciate 
mathematics as a sense-making activity and have a disposition or inclination to use 
mathematics can be described as having ‘number sense,’ that is, the disposition to make sense of 
numerical contexts (Markovits & Sowder, 1994, p. 5). Possessing number sense means students 
have an “expectation that numbers are useful and that mathematics has a certain regularity” (B. 
Reys, 1995, p. 1) and have an “ability to assess magnitude information represented by number 
symbols” (Obersteiner & Hofreiter, 2017). To foster number sense, representations need to 
empower students to be confident and competent users of mathematics. 
The second consideration that can be made when assessing a representation is its 
appropriateness for learning. A representation’s focus,	 differentiation,	 and multifacetedness 
contribute to its capacity for teaching content. The focus of a representation, though related to 
its connection to the conceptual essence, emphasises the context of teaching. A representation 
needs to capture the conceptual essence of the topic, but also allow learners to focus on these 
concepts. Ball (1988a) writes that representations should key students in to the central 
elements or “big ideas” of the topic. She presents a non-example to highlight this aspect. A 
preservice teacher that she observed chose the representation of mangoes to model subtraction 
with regroupings. Ball does not consider this representation as focusing on the central 
understanding of place value by developing the concept of ten or “tenness” as the twenty-four 
mangoes were treated as one group (developing “twenty-fourness”). Thus, the nature of the 
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representation distracted, rather than focused on, the central ideas of regrouping. Next, 
differentiation describes a representation’s ability to demonstrate different ideas and how they 
fit together. That is, representations can be used to connect the concepts. Ball gives the example 
of using graph paper to illustrate the area of a rectangle. This can elucidate the formula for area 
and the relationship between area and perimeter. Multifacetedness is the term Ball uses for 
describing multi-representational systems. She contends that examining multiple external 
representations can show that mathematics needs to be interpreted in context. This idea is 
consistent with Dienes’s (1973) idea of perceptual variability discussed earlier in section 3.1.4, 
also known as the multiple embodiment principle, which proposes that inferences drawn across 
multiple representations allow the abstraction of their mathematical properties. 
Ball (1988a) also acknowledges learners’ needs must be taken into consideration when 
choosing and using representations. Representations for teaching mathematics must connect 
with students. A representation’s accessibility to learners as well as learners’ interests can 
determine the appropriateness of a representation. Representations can be made more 
accessible if the learners’ prior knowledge is taken into account. Connecting with contexts and 
experiences that are familiar for learners can support their interpretations of representations. 
For example, electrical charges may provide a useful analogy for the multiplication of negative 
numbers only for learners who have background knowledge of the concept of electricity as 
movement of negative charges. Alternatively, some representations can be inhibited by 
students’ prior knowledge. For example, the “borrowing” analogy for regrouping in multi-digit 
subtraction proves unhelpful as everyday notions of borrowing involve paying the debt back. 
This makes “borrowing” an inaccessible representation for subtraction and may encourage 
misconceptions about the process of decomposition of numbers. Learners’ interests may also be 
a consideration when appraising a representation. Ball includes both topics that students care 
about as well as those that will encourage interaction with the content. This not only promotes 
engagement, but also the notion that mathematics itself is interesting. 
Finally, the appropriateness of a representation depends on the setting or situation and includes 
its feasibility	and sensitivity. Representations must be feasible	for, and sensitive	to, the context in 
which they are used. A feasible representation is a reasonable means of accomplishing the task 
at hand. For example, it is not feasible to partition a concrete representation such as chocolate 
into 1000 pieces to explore the fractional ideas of thousandths. However, engaging students in 
appraising the reasonableness of this task is feasible. Feasibility can also be measured against 
the teacher’s abilities and confidence. Additionally, the sensitivity of a representation is an 
important consideration and refers to a representation’s receptiveness within the given social 
and cultural context. Some representations are considered inappropriate or may carry different 
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meanings for certain groups of people. For example, by analysing the Mi’kmaw language spoken 
by Aboriginal students in Atlantic Canada, Lunney Borden (2013) found that words with 
assumed shared meanings like “flat” and “middle” had different meanings for these students. 
Lunney Borden argues that developing an understanding of the way language is used enables 
teachers to support learners of mathematics more effectively. Teachers must know the cultural 
and social context in which representations are employed for them to be used appropriately. 
The warrants that Ball (1988a) describes are attributes of representations as used in a teaching 
context that a teacher may consider when choosing and using mathematical representations. 
Important to note, though, is the complex nature of pedagogical contexts. Ball calls attention to 
the limitations of the warrants as merely signposting aspects that can be regarded rather than 
prescriptive measures of pedagogical reasoning. The considerations can compete in a teaching 
context making it impossible to satisfy all conditions or goals of learning. Ball also notes that no 
representation is absolute; as a distillation of a mathematical idea or situation, it is necessarily 
selective and not a comprehensive or exact depiction of the concept. The warrants serve as a 
broad categorisation of the considerations that are made when teaching with representations. 
These considerations lead to different approaches to teaching and, in turn, impact the way 
teachers use representations while teaching. 
How	should	representational	knowledge	be	enacted	in	teaching?	A	conceptual	orientation	
to	teaching	mathematics.	
Any external representation – concrete, pictorial, verbal, or symbolic – is not used in isolation; 
much depends on how	 a representation is used. The pedagogical context in which a 
representation is embedded is just as important as the representation itself. As Ball (1992) 
notes, the manner in which students use the materials, the goals set for learning, and the kinds 
of discussions and justifications that occur create a shared learning context which influences the 
meanings of representations. These interactions are firstly shaped by teachers’ pedagogical 
decisions such as the selection of representations using warrants, the sequence of introduction, 
connections to other representations, and the substance of the ensuing discussions. These 
decisions are guided by the teachers’ beliefs, attitudes, and dispositions towards mathematics 
and mathematics teaching. Teachers’ orientations impact what they perceive as worthwhile for 
students to learn and provide a rationale for teaching mathematics. In turn, a teacher’s focus, 
priorities, standards, and questions will be guided by her or his orientation.  
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Two vignettes 2 illustrating markedly different approaches to explaining mathematical concepts 
and drawing out students’ thinking were presented by A. G. Thompson et al. (1994). These 
authors contrast the two approaches, deeming one teacher to have demonstrated a 
“calculational orientation” and the other a “conceptual orientation” (p. 85). A. G. Thompson et al.  
describe teachers with calculational orientations towards mathematics as viewing the purpose 
of mathematics as deriving numerical solutions to problems through the application of 
calculations and procedures. From this perspective, the knowledge that a teacher needs consists 
mainly of flexible procedural knowledge such as appropriate and efficient ways of calculating 
answers. When teaching, a calculational orientation leads to an emphasis on learning and 
performing algorithms through language of numbers and numerical operations. Whilst 
contextual problems may be employed, these are distilled into their essential details in order to 
find a numerical solution.  
Alternatively, a conceptual orientation for teaching means teachers see mathematics as a 
system of ideas where understanding is cast as developing a “rich conception of situations, 
ideas, and relationships” (A. G. Thompson et al., 1994, p. 86). These teachers aim to encourage 
their students to reason about mathematical situations in ways that connect context and 
conceptual elements of mathematical ideas. They facilitate productive ways of thinking about 
specific situations that might be generalised to other circumstances through the choice of 
activities, materials, and explanations. Students in classrooms of conceptually-oriented teachers 
are expected to share their mathematical reasoning and justify the reasonableness of their 
solutions. 
Both teachers and students can be described as having these orientations, although teachers 
“set the tone for the kinds of discussions in which students engage” (A. G. Thompson et al., 1994, 
p. 87). A. G. Thompson et al. (1994) conjecture that students with conceptual orientations will 
likely engage in lengthier, more meaning-driven discussions rather than being answer-focused. 
Presenting a calculational explanation, A. G. Thompson et al. observe, engages only those 
students who understood the problem to begin with and solved it with similar calculations. 
Alternatively, a conceptually oriented teacher will facilitate students’ conceptual 
understandings more effectively because these teachers are more likely to draw out students’ 
reasoning and focus on the underlying mathematical concepts, rather than just the procedures. 
However, to teach with a conceptual orientation, teachers themselves need a deep conceptual 
understanding of the concepts to be able to navigate the subject matter in a way that deals 
directly with the underlying concepts. Which of these orientations supports the most effective 
                                                             
2 A third orientation is also mentioned by A. G. Thompson et al. (1994) in the footnotes, that of a “computational 
orientation” (p. 86). This is an approach that emphases computations with no connections to underlying concepts. 
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use of fraction representations? Ball (1992) makes the argument that we need to shift from an 
emphasis on calculational skills, individual practice, numbers and operations, and unjustified 
correct answers to emphasising meaning, estimation, discussion, reasoning, strategies, multiple 
modes of representation, investigation, and communication. This position clearly advocates for 
teachers to have a conceptual orientation. Accordingly, this means that the use of 
representations in teaching mathematics needs to reflect a conceptual approach to instruction. 
Representations should be used in ways that: emphasise connections to mathematical concepts 
rather than as procedures; make connections among representations; are carefully sequenced 
to build mathematical ideas from concepts rather than calculations; embed representations in a 
problem solving context rather than as end goals; and treat representations as tools for thinking 
rather than end products. 
3.1.6 Summary.	
This section began with a discussion of the nature of mathematical content knowledge for 
teaching. The importance of developing different kinds of knowledge, including procedural and 
conceptual and content and pedagogical content knowledge was highlighted. A comprehensive 
model that  elaborated the kinds of knowledge teachers need was then discussed (Shulman, 
1986), and two conceptions of teachers’ knowledge of mathematics for teaching were identified. 
The first, PUFM (Ma, 2010), was highlighted as a desirable level of conceptual mathematical 
knowledge for teachers to have. However, it was argued that teachers’ instructional approaches 
are informed by further kinds of mathematical knowledge. Alternatively, examining the 
demands that teaching mathematics places on teachers’ mathematical knowledge led Ball et al. 
(2008) to develop the MKT model. This model highlights the importance of teachers’ specialised 
knowledge of mathematics for teaching. However, in practice specialised knowledge is 
intertwined with pedagogical and content knowledge, making MKT a difficult model for 
analysing teachers’ knowledge in action.  
Teachers’ representational knowledge was then conceptualised through Ball’s (1988a) ideas of 
substantive	 and syntactic	 knowledge of representations, and Ball’s warrants for using 
representations were outlined. The question of how	 teachers should enact representational 
knowledge in teaching addressed through the orientations for teaching proposed by A. G. 
Thompson et al. (1994). These orientations – conceptual and calculational – were then 
described and a conceptual orientation for using representations in teaching was 
recommended. Further examination of specific mathematical teaching tasks was suggested as a 
way to elucidate how teacher knowledge of content and representations is operationalised. To 
focus the exploration for the current study, a specific mathematical topic is needed to further 
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investigate teachers’ knowledge. Considerations were made regarding the potential for 
investigating the depth and breadth of knowledge of mathematical topics (Ma, 2010). 
3.2 Fractions	
Many researchers believe the topic of fractions is particularly difficult for learners (e.g. Lamon, 
2012; Namkung & Fuchs, 2016; Olanoff et al., 2014; Vula & Kingji-Kastrati, 2018). Smith (2002) 
asserts that “No area of school mathematics is as mathematically rich, cognitively complicated, 
and difficult to teach as fractions, ratio, and proportion” (p. 3). The complexity of fractions 
makes the topic inherently difficult to teach. In turn, learning to teach fractions is likewise 
challenging and thus provides a productive context for research (Lamon, 2007). 
In order to assess preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions, a thorough unpacking of the 
complexity of fraction concepts is called for. For the current, this review serves several 
purposes. Firstly, it grounds the framing of the initial teacher education program which aimed 
to support the development of a deep knowledge of fractions or fraction	 sense.	Secondly, it 
informs the analytical framework in defining and categorising the kinds of knowledge that 
preservice teachers need for teaching fractions. Finally, this review informed the development 
of research tasks that aimed to probe the preservice teachers’ understandings of fractions and 
fraction representations. 
Broadly speaking, a fraction is a term meaning part of something, however, the meaning of 
fractions is influenced by context. For example, in common usage, the term fractions has come 
to mean a small part of something (Cambridge University, 2003), yet mathematically it refers to 
fraction notation or fractions as numbers (section 3.2.1). There are many underlying ideas and 
skills that inform good fraction understanding or fraction	sense	(section 3.2.2), particularly for 
the work of teaching (section 3.2.3). To elucidate the multifarious nature of fractions, ways of 
representing fractions are explored (section 3.2.4) leading to recommendations being made for 
effective fractions instruction (section 3.2.5). 
3.2.1 Mathematical	definitions	of	fractions.	
From a mathematician’s perspective, the purpose of symbol schemes and the conventions that 
govern their use is to encapsulate, convey, and standardise the essential meanings of 
mathematical concepts. As P. W. Thompson and Saldanha (2003) point out, symbol schemes 
such as fraction notation were developed over centuries to capture the shared yet tacit 
meanings of number, with the additional aim of enhancing the accuracy, precision, and 
efficiency of the symbol schemes. P. W. Thompson and Saldanha note that fraction notation 
addresses a “history of paradoxes and contradictions” (p. 98) which gave rise to the formal 
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mathematical perspective of fractions. Historically, the term “fraction” comes from the Latin 
fractio	derived from frangere	– “to break” (Bennett, Burton, Nelson, & Ediger, 2015, p. 242). The 
meaning of the term ‘fractions’ is underpinned by many different ideas within the field of 
mathematics. Firstly, fractions can mean the fraction	notation and the associated conventions 
within the discipline of mathematics. Lamon (2007) writes that one meaning of fractions is the 
bipartite symbols for writing numbers in the form . This notational convention consists of an 
integer (the numerator) written above another integer (the denominator), separated by a line 
called the fraction bar (alternatively referred to as the vinculum, see Peter Brown et al., 2011b). 
Currently, there is no universally accepted definition for fractions in the mathematics education 
literature. Teachers are likely to encounter varied definitions for fractions across publications, 
although most sources use fraction notation in their descriptions to highlight the properties of 
the numerator and denominator as integers and the denominator as non-zero (see for example 
ACARA, 2010; Bennett et al., 2015; Borowski & Borwein, 2002; Morrison & Hamshaw, 2012; 
Stepanov, 2013). Of importance to teachers are the definitions included within the mathematics 
curriculum. In New South Wales, the wording included in the syllabus comes directly from the 
Australian mathematics curriculum document for kindergarten to Year 10 (ACARA, 2010) and 
was adapted from the definition given in the Collins Dictionary of Mathematics (Borowski & 
Borwein, 2002). The NSW	Mathematics	K‐10	Syllabus	gives the following definition for fractions: 
The fraction  (written alternatively as a/b), where a	is a non-negative integer and b is a 
positive integer, was historically obtained by dividing a unit length into b	equal parts 
and taking a	of these parts. For example,  refers to 3 of 5 equal parts of the whole, taken 
together. In the fraction  the number a	 is the numerator and the number b	 is the 
denominator. It is a proper fraction if a<b and an improper fraction otherwise. (New 
South Wales Board of Studies, 2012, p. 470) 
This definition constrains fractions to the domain of positive numbers by defining the 
numerator and denominators as non-negative integers, precluding negative fractions. Although 
other sources acknowledge the possibility of negative fractions (for example, ACARA, 2017; 
Bennett et al., 2015; Peter Brown et al., 2011a; New South Wales Board of Studies, 2006), the 
current study adopts the NSW mathematics syllabus definition of fractions as composed of a 
non-negative integer numerator and denominator. This was a considered decision as this 
syllabus document guides the pedagogical decisions and actions of primary teachers in New 
South Wales and is one of the primary sources of mathematical definitions for the preservice 
teachers in the current study. 
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Care must be taken to distinguish between fraction notation and the signified fraction ideas. 
Contributing to the confusion, some sources simply equate a fraction with its symbolic 
notational form (see for example Binns, Carrozza, & Yen, 2008; New South Wales Board of 
Studies, 2006). The current NSW syllabus definition goes beyond the fraction notation to 
incorporate a part-whole idea of fractions. Specifically, it refers to the division of a length into 
parts. Teacher education handbooks, mathematics dictionaries for teachers, and high school 
textbooks commonly refer to fractions as parts of things, drawing on the idea of units being 
divided equally into a number of parts with a subset of these parts being highlighted (see for 
example Bennett et al., 2015; Booker, Bond, Sparrow, & Swan, 2014; De Klerk & Marasco, 2014; 
Morrison & Hamshaw, 2012; Stepanov, 2013). Such definitions reflect the notion that a fraction 
represents a part of the whole, yet the part-whole interpretation is only one of many 
interpretations that can be made of the fraction notation and a complete understanding of 
fraction ideas requires a definition that goes beyond narrow interpretations such as that 
presented in the NSW syllabus. These interpretations are addressed in section 3.2.2 (a). 
In addition to the part-whole interpretation, each fraction symbol represents an underlying 
rational number which gives a fraction its value. Lamon (2007) writes that fractions can be 
interpreted as non-negative rational numbers, although each fraction symbol does not 
necessarily correspond to an exclusive rational number. For example, ,  , , and  all 
correspond to the same rational number, and have the same value of two (2). At this point it is 
important to distinguish between rational numbers and fractions. As P. W. Thompson and 
Saldanha (2003) highlight, many textbooks confound fractions and rational numbers. The 
distinction is nuanced and varies between publications. 
Bennett et al. (2015) write that “Fractions whose numerators and denominators are integers 
are also called rational numbers” (p. 242). The distinction is that a rational number can	be	
written in a fractional form, but it does not have to be written this way to be called a rational 
number. Lamon (2007) made these further distinctions: 
x All fractions are not rational numbers,  is not a rational number although it is written in 
fraction form. 
x All rational numbers can be written as fractions, but they may be written in other forms 
as well. 
x Percents, terminating decimals, and non-terminating, repeating decimals are rational 
and can be written in fraction form. 
x Non-terminating, non-repeating decimals are not rational and are not fractions, 
although can be written in fraction form. 
Here, Lamon (2007) distinguishes rational numbers as the overarching category within which 
the sub-category of fractions is situated. Some numbers are rational, yet not represented in 
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fraction form, for example the number ‘2.’ However, fraction	notation can be used to represent 
numbers that are neither rational nor fractions. Lamon’s example of  illustrates a number that 
uses fraction notation to represent a value, yet it is not a fraction	since the numerator is not an 
integer. The current thesis will adopt Lamon’s definitions. Thus, the word fractions will refer to 
the subset of rational numbers represented using fraction notation. This precludes decimal and 
percentage representations as these are not represented with fraction notation. Lamon’s 
definition is consistent with the NSW Syllabus definition because both define fractions as non-
negative, yet Lamon’s definition provides additional specificity, differentiating between 
fractions and rational numbers. To distinguish the written form of fractions from the concepts 
being signified, fraction	notation,	a term commonly used in the mathematics literature (Cramer, 
Behr, Post, & Lesh, 2009; Gould, 2011; New South Wales Board of Studies, 2012) is used to refer 
to fraction symbols and fraction	ideas to the represented concepts, as used by many authors 
(Cramer et al., 2009; McGee, Kervin, & Chinnappan, 2006; Olanoff et al., 2014). (Further 
discussion of the nomenclature concerning fraction representations is presented in 3.2.4). 
The current section has presented the mathematical definitions given for fractions, yet Van de 
Walle et al. (2015) point out that there are many underlying fraction ideas that fraction notation 
can represent, extending beyond the commonly implied part-whole meaning or definitions. 
Teachers need to acknowledge a range of underlying concepts as students benefit when other 
meanings of fractions are addressed, a view supported by many researchers (Clarke, Roche, & 
Mitchell, 2008; Lamon, 2012; Siebert & Gaskin, 2006; Van de Walle et al., 2015). Some 
characterisations of what it means to have a deep understanding of fractions describe a learner 
as having fraction	sense	(Lamon, 2007, 2012), an idea developed from descriptions of a learner’s 
number	sense. 
3.2.2 Number	sense	and	fraction	sense.	
Arguably, the goal of reform-oriented mathematics pedagogy is to support learners to develop 
deep understandings of mathematics. One framing of deep mathematics knowledge describes 
learners as possessing number	sense.	The idea was elaborated by B. Reys (1991) who describes 
number sense as: 
An intuitive feeling for numbers and their various uses and interpretations; an 
appreciation for various levels of accuracy when figuring; the ability to detect 
arithmetical errors; and a common-sense approach to using numbers. Number sense is 
not a finite entity that a student has or does not have, nor is it a unit that can be “taught 
then put aside.”…Above all, number sense is characterized by a desire to make sense of 
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numerical situations. Number sense is a way of thinking that must permeate all aspects 
of mathematics teaching and learning if mathematics is to make sense. (pp. 3-4) 
This characterisation emphasises that number sense is both a set of skills that can be employed 
and the disposition to comprehend mathematics. Previous descriptions of number sense denote 
an intuition and understanding of the size of numbers (Greeno, 1991; McIntosh, Reys, & Reys, 
1992; Sowder, 1992a, 1992b; Threadgill-Sowder, 1984) and the effect of operating on numbers 
(NCTM, 1989). It is characterised as open-ended and flexible thinking about numbers that 
promotes efficient and effective strategies for solving problems (Greeno, 1991; McIntosh et al., 
1992; NCTM, 2000). Number sense is both the disposition to make sense of mathematics 
(Markovits & Sowder, 1994) and the belief that mathematics makes sense (Sowder, 1998). 
Sowder and Schappelle (1995) applied meanings of number sense to the way rational numbers 
might be understood, terming this rational	number	sense. Lamon (2007) further developed the 
idea of fraction	 sense, building on Sowder’s work (1992a, 1992b; Threadgill-Sowder, 1984). 
Lamon maintained that students who develop rational number sense: 
Have an intuitive feel for the relative sizes of rational numbers and the ability to 
estimate, to think qualitatively and multiplicatively, to solve proportions and to solve 
problems, to move flexibly between interpretations and representations, to make sense, 
and to make sound decisions and reasonable judgements. In general, they should feel 
comfortable in reasoning, computing, and problem solving in the domain of rational 
numbers. (p. 636). 
Later, Lamon (2012) asserted that students should “develop an intuition that helps them make 
appropriate connections, determine size, order, and equivalence, and judge whether answers 
are or are not reasonable” (p. 136). She considered the following ideas as central to constituting 
deep fraction understanding: (a) the five sources of meaning for	 ; (b) measurement and 
fractions as numbers; (c) quantities and covariance; (d) proportional reasoning; (e) unitising 
and reasoning up and down; and (f) sharing and comparing. Lamon writes that these ideas are 
crucial not just for developing fraction sense, but also for mathematical thinking in general. 
Additionally, de Castro (2008) highlights the ways that an understanding of (g) the effect of 
operating with fractions also forms part of a student’s fraction sense. These ideas are 
interconnected and overlap, but together form the foundation for strong understandings of 
fractions. Having fraction sense also implies (h) a disposition to make sense of fractions and 
apply knowledge in ways that emphasise the conceptual underpinnings (Lamon, 2007). Each of 
these ideas are considered pivotal for the understanding of fractions and they underpinned the	
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analytical framework adopted by the study by defining and categorising the kinds of knowledge 




The first of the fraction sense aspects, the	five	sources	of	meaning	for	a/b,	is based on the seminal 
work of Kieren (1976, 1980, 1988). Kieren (1993) recognised the importance of distinguishing 
between the formal mathematical definition of fractions and fractions as a “humanly knowable” 
(p. 51) personal system of meaning. Mathematics educators are also interested in the wide 
range of conceptual meanings of fractions and fraction notation. Kieren approached this by 
asking “What would a person know – be able to do – if he or she knew fractional or rational 
numbers?” (p. 57). There are many conceptual meanings for the fraction notation. According to 
Dienes’s (1967) idea of mathematical variability, concepts with multiple variables should be 
experienced from these different perspectives to build a generalisation about that mathematical 
concept. Through these experiences, the irrelevant aspects of the concept vary, making clearer 
the relevant aspects.  
Following this idea of mathematical variability, exploring the conceptual perspectives of 
fraction notation allows a better understanding of fraction ideas. There exist many conceptual 
perspectives of fraction notation, referred to by Behr et al. (1983) as “faces” or by Kieren (1976) 
as sub‐constructs. Substantial work has been completed by Kieren (1976, 1980, 1988, 1993, 
1995) to describe these different conceptual meanings. Although the sub-constructs do not 
directly describe learners’ understandings, they elucidate the meanings that can be interpreted 
from fraction notations. Kieren delineated five sub-constructs of fractions – the part‐whole,	
measure,	quotient,	ratio,	and operator	sub-constructs.	A brief overview of each is given in Table 
3-1 using the fraction  to illustrate. Additionally, an example is given for each sub-construct 















Part/whole A number of equal parts of 
a unit out of the total 
number of equal parts into 
which the unit is divided. 
3 out of 4 equal 
parts of a whole 




Measure A measurement of an 
attribute, such as area or 
length. 
A distance of 3 (  
units) from 0 on 




Quotient A division operation with 
the numerator being 
divided by the 
denominator. 
3 divided by 4,  






Ratio An expression of relative 
magnitude, conveying a 
comparison between two 
quantities. 
3 parts cement 







Operator An act of transforming an 
amount into a conceptually 
new quantity which 
maintains the same ratio as 
the acting fraction. 






calculate	 	of	30.”	(p. 209) 
*Outcome codes as used in the NSW K-10 mathematics syllabus (New South Wales Board of Studies, 2012) 
The fraction sub-constructs in Table 3-1 represent mathematical meanings of the fraction 
notation rather than intuitive ways children understand fraction concepts. Although the sub-
constructs have been reorganised in various ways over time, they have been widely adopted in 
research in fraction education, variously functioning as an analytical framework, an explanatory 
framework for fraction concepts, or as an organising structure for research (S. P. Marshall, 
1993; Van Den Kieboom, 2008). Many of the sub-constructs of fractions are connected with the 
other key ideas identified throughout the current section. For example: all five sub-constructs 
can be conceived of as a measure, as outlined in section 3.2.2(e); the ratio sub-construct is 
closely related to ideas of quantities and covariance, see section 3.2.2(e); a part-whole 
interpretation of fractions can facilitate a (limited) understanding of unitising, as addressed in 
section 3.2.2(e); and the quotient sub-construct is closely related to sharing and comparing, 
explored in section 3.2.2(f). 
Before students can develop fraction sense, they need to understand the fraction symbol system 
(Sowder & Schappelle, 1995). This involves understanding the part-whole, operator, measure, 
quotient, and ratio sub-constructs described by Kieren (1980). When students are able to 
interpret fraction notation, meaningful development of algorithms and computational strategies 
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such as mental calculation and estimation can be supported. Kilpatrick, Swafford, and Findell 
(2001) argue that from a student’s point of view, rational numbers (and therefore fractions) are 
not single entities but have “multiple personalities.…The task for students is to recognise these 
distinctions, and at the same time to construct relations among them that generate a coherent 
concept” (p. 233). Empirical evidence supports the idea that children need to experience more 
than a single interpretation of fractions. For example, Moseley (2005) conducted an experiment 
that compared children’s understandings when they were given instruction using a single sub-
construct (the part-whole model) or were instructed with more than one fraction interpretation 
(the operator and ratio sub-constructs). Moseley found that the students’ representations were 
influenced by the perspectives of fractions to which they were exposed. Students who 
experienced multiple sub-constructs more frequently produced representations that conveyed 
the underlying mathematical relationships, which suggests that the representations that 
learners produce are viable artefacts for examining students’ exposure to the various 
interpretations of fractions. Lamon (2012) also believes that no single sub-construct provides 
learners with a comprehensive knowledge of fractions and cautions that the fraction sub-
constructs do not provide support for deep understanding equally.  
(b) Measurement	and	fractions	as	numbers.	
The second aspect of fraction sense involves consideration of fractions as measures and as 
numbers. Firstly, measurement “enables the identification and quantification of attributes of 
objects so that they can be compared and ordered” (New South Wales Board of Studies, 2012, p. 
38). Early measurement skills are built from counting discrete objects, but with the introduction 
of fractions, students begin to measure and develop understandings of continuous quantities 
(Lamon, 2012). Fraction notation from a measure perspective gives the measurement of an 
attribute, such as area or length (Lamon, 2012). For example,  can indicate a distance three 
one-quarter lengths from an origin or three-quarters of the total distance measured. Van de 
Walle (2007) addresses the measurement of length in his definition, writing that a fraction 
indicates a distance from zero on the number line. Thus, the concept of measure is associated 
with fractions as numbers because the fraction acts as a quantification of measurement (Lamon, 
2012). Measurement principles are closely related to all five of the fraction sub-constructs. 







Part-whole Measures the multiplicative relationship of a part to the whole to which it 
belongs 
Measure A rational number directly quantifies a quality, such as length or area 
Quotient A measure of how much one person receives when m people share n objects 
Ratio Measures relative magnitude or a rate, such as speed which is a quantification 
of motion 
Operator A measure of some change in a quantity from a prior state 
 
Secondly, identifying the rational number represented by a fraction relies on interpreting the 
fraction notation as a value. This involves complex abstractions of relating all fraction notation 
to the same theoretical object. Gould (2010) calls this a fixed	 unit	 whole	 and	 makes the 
important point that the value of a fraction can only be determined if the same whole is used as 
a common referent. For example, a fixed unit whole must be used when comparing the size of  
and . Claiming  is larger than  is only meaningful because the underlying rational numbers 
are located with respect to the same fixed unit whole (Gould, 2010). If the comparison is not 
made with reference to the same thing, no consistent determination can be made about the 
sizes of the respective fractions. For example, half of a large block of chocolate might prove 
bigger than three-quarters of a smaller block. Interpreting fractions as numbers, then, relies on 
using the same, consistent standard against which a fraction’s value can be judged. That is, an 
abstract unit with no dimensions (such as length, area, or volume) must be used to compare the 
relative value of fractions as numbers. This abstraction is one of the aspects of fractions that 
make them challenging to teach and learn about. 
Fractions as numbers also emphasises the relationship between the numerator and 
denominator as important, rather than their individual values. When fractions are interpreted 
as numbers, the numerator and denominator are not viewed as whole numbers in their own 
right. Rather, the fraction’s value relies on a multiplicative comparison of units. For example, the 
fraction notation  is interpreted as one‐third	rather than one and three. Gould (2010) referred 
to this as the intensive	property of fractions. In the fraction , it is the relationship between 1 and 
3 that conveys a value with reference to a unit-less quantity rather than the quantity of one or 
the quantity of three. In this way, , , and  convey the same rational number as  because the 
relationship between the numerator and denominator remains that same. Lamon (2007) 
illustrates this, writing that although , , and  have different fractional notations, they all 
represent the same proportion of . The underlying rational number might be expressed 
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variously as a common fraction , in decimal form (0.25), or as a percentage as (25%). This 
relationship can also be demonstrated through a variety of visual models (see Figure 3-6). Each 
model (1-7) presents a different form, displaying (1) a set of discrete objects, (2) different 
shaped regions of a parallelogram, (3) a point on a line, (4) liquid in a cylinder, (5) an array of 
counters, (6) a quadrant of a circle, and (7) a section of a grid. Additionally, the proportional 
relationship of one-quarter is displayed through four different physical attributes: number in (1)	
and (5); area in (2), (6), and (7); length	in (3); and volume in (4). 
 
Figure	3‐6	Visual	models	of	fractions	with	the	same	underlying	rational	number		
Finally, another concept implied by fractions as numbers is that between any two fractions 
exists an infinite number of fractions and each distance between two fractions can be 
partitioned into further fractional measurements. Lamon (1999) refers to this as the “density” 
(p. 119) of fractions because it conveys the idea of fractions as tightly packed. Clarke (2011) 
describes this interpretation of a fraction as “a number that can be placed in its appropriate 
position on the number line with whole numbers, decimals, etc.” (p. 37). Studies developing 
ideas of fractions as measures involve locating fractions on number lines or identifying fractions 
that have a value between two given fractions (Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2005; Hannula, 
2003; Lamon, 1999; S. P. Marshall, 1993). Tasks involving rulers (Larson, 1987; A. Mitchell & 
(1) (2) 
(3) (4) (5) 
(6) (7) 
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Horne, 2011) and paper strips or tape	 diagrams (Common Core State Standards Initiative 
[CCSSI], 2010; Murata, 2008) also help students interpret fractions as a length measurement. 
(c) Quantities	and	covariance.	
The third aspect of fraction sense, quantities	and	covariance,	acknowledges that fractions can be 
interpreted as a comparison between quantities. This comparison can reveal the ways that the 
quantities are linked or how they change together or covary	 (Lamon, 2012). Developing 
conceptions of the ways quantities change together allows learners to address ideas such as 
stretching, shrinking, enlarging, distortion, being in or out of proportion, and ideas of scale 
(Lamon, 2012). When two quantities change together consistently they are in proportion to one 
another. This is the covariance-invariance property, that is, although the quantities may grow or 
shrink (covary), their relationship to each other remains the same or invariant	(Charalambous 
& Pitta-Pantazi, 2007). Understanding of this relationship is considered fundamental for 
establishing an understanding of fraction equivalence (S. P. Marshall, 1993). 
The concept of quantities and covariance is closely related with the ratio sub-construct of 
fractions. As Behr et al. (1983) write, a ratio is an expression of relative magnitude; it conveys a 
comparative index rather than a number. Ratios are equal to one another when they convey the 
same relationship between quantities, that is, they are proportional. Livy and Vale (2011) 
delineate three kinds of ratios. Firstly, a comparison can be made between parts, part‐part	
ratios, for example, three parts sand for every one part cement is a ratio that can be used to mix 
concrete. Part-part ratios are the most commonly used of the ratio interpretations of fractions. 
One illustration of the part-part ratio is the concentration	model which is helpful for thinking 
about the strength of mixtures. An example comes from Gould (2010) who describes mixing 
soda water with orange juice with the two ingredients forming a part-part ratio. He explains one 
cup of orange juice mixed with two cups of soda water, where the concentration of orange juice 
is 1:2 or . If two cups of orange juice are mixed with four cups of soda, the ratio remains the 
same, although the total cups made is six. In both ratios of 1:2 and 2:4, the concentration of 
orange juice remains the same – the orange juice is half as concentrated as the soda water. 
Secondly, comparisons can be made between the size of the part and the whole, part‐whole	
ratios.	This kind of ratio is considered a separate sub-construct by Kieren (1993) but overlaps 
here as a ratio describes the relationship between the part and whole. Finally, whole‐whole	
ratios	compare two wholes using scaling.	Livy and Vale give the example of using a scale on a 




The fourth aspect of fraction sense relates to reasoning about proportions. Proportional 
reasoning is “the ability to scale up and down in appropriate situations and to supply 
justifications for assertions made about relationships in situations involving simple direct 
proportions and inverse proportions” (Lamon, 2012, p. 3). Proportional reasoning, also termed 
multiplicative	thinking	(Cramer & Wyberg, 2009; Empson, Junk, Dominguez, & Turner, 2006; 
Seah, 2013; Siemon, 2003; Ward & Thomas, 2006) and relative	thinking	(Lamon, 2012; Van Den 
Kieboom, 2008), has been the focus for much discourse on learners’ understandings of fractions 
(Ball, 1993a; Behr et al., 1983; Chow & Jacobs, 2015; Jung, 2016; Lamon, 2007). 
The underlying structures of proportional reasoning are multiplicative rather than additive 
(Simon, 1993). Learners who have not developed proportional reasoning skills find it difficult to 
identify the multiplicative nature of change in fraction situations and indiscriminately use 
additive strategies (Lamon, 2012). To develop multiplicative thinking, learners first need to be 
able to reason about intensive	quantities,	that is, new quantities formed by reasoning about two 
quantities simultaneously (Gould, 2010; Lamon, 2012). Lamon (2012) identified characteristics 
and abilities of learners who have developed proportional reasoning. These learners can move 
beyond unit rates and think in terms of complex units, such as composite units like three 10-
units or four 12-units. Proportional reasoners understand equivalence and can flexibly interpret 
fractional amounts and compose composite units. Their ability to unitise allows them to look at 
sub-units without neglecting the whole. Learners who think multiplicatively can reason about 
quantities that change together and analyse the direction and rate of change and can use scaling 
strategies effectively. Importantly, these learners do not apply algorithms uncritically but are 
able to see appropriate solutions and apply procedures efficiently.  
Proportional reasoning with fractions is developed alongside partitioning skills and 
understandings of area. A study by Gould (2011) found that students who had not yet 
developed multiplicative thinking model fractions with “growing wholes” in which students 
added pieces when the denominator was larger, rather than further partitioning a shape. These 
students display additive rather than multiplicative thinking for area because the students are 
“counting units of area rather than multiplicatively subdividing a unit” (p. 68). Students with 
rudimentary multiplicative thinking made useful generalisations when working with unit 
fractions such as “the bigger the denominator the smaller the fraction” or the “greater the 
number of pieces the smaller the pieces” (Gould, 2005b, p. 397). This idea supports 
proportional reasoning for unit fractions as students connect the denominator changing 
proportionally relative to the size of the pieces. However, it holds limited value for non-unit 
fractions, such as comparing two-thirds and five-sixths. Gould also recorded more sophisticated 
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proportional reasoning, with one student responding “as the denominator gets bigger it gets 
further away from 1” (Gould, 2011, p. 65). This is necessary for comparing the size of non-unit 
fractions, such as two-thirds compared with five-sixths. Gould writes that proportional 
reasoning that considers the proximity of each fraction’s value to one whole is more developed 
that considering just the numerator or denominator. As students’ proportional reasoning 
develops, so too does their ability to use area models multiplicatively and partition models 
appropriately. 
However, the development of proportional reasoning can be inhibited if experiences with 
fractions are limited to the part-whole sub-construct of fractions. Gould (2005a) writes that 
fraction notation itself emphasises “‘two whole numbers, the numerator and the denominator” 
(p. 6). This leads many students to interpret “ ” strictly as “three out of seven.” However, this 
interpretation means  is read as seven out of three which no longer has conceptual meaning 
(Mack, 1995). Students without proportional reasoning skills can rely on an additive conception 
of fractions, observing only the number rather than equality of parts. In this way, the part-whole 
sub-construct can also lead to a “static double count image” (Kieren, 1988) where students 
simply count the number of shaded parts and total number of parts. Kieren (1988) points out 
that this conception of fractions is “inappropriately inclusive (parts of a whole), rather than a 
powerful measure of inclusion (comparison to a unit)” (p. 177). Consequently, students are 
likely to include non-examples of fractions by disregarding the inequality of the part sizes and 
ignore the proportional relationship to the whole. Lamon (2012) warns that “students whose 
instruction has concentrated on part-whole fractions have an impoverished understanding of 
rational numbers” (p. 256). For proportional reasoning to be supported, understandings of the 
multiplicative nature of area and other fraction ideas such as equivalence of parts and wholes 
must be supported. Moving from reliance on additive thinking strategies to multiplicative 
strategies supported by proportional reasoning is difficult for both students and teachers 
(Fischbein, Deri, Nello, & Marino, 1985; Olanoff et al., 2014; Tirosh & Graeber, 1989). 
(e) Unitising	and	reasoning	up	and	down.	
Another aspect central to understanding the concept of a fraction is that of the unit. Lamon 
(2012) emphasises that “[e]very fraction depends on some unit.…Every fraction is a relative 
amount; that is, it tells you how much you have relative to the unit” (p. 65). The ability to 
identify and work flexibly with units is referred to by Lamon as unitising.	She describes this 
process as creating “chunks” with a given amount and asserts unitising is a subjective process. 
For example, when thinking of 24 eggs, learners may think of them as 2 (dozen), 4 (6-packs), 1  
(18-packs), or 12 (pairs; , p. 79). Learners who become adept at unitising think flexibly about 
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the most effective and efficient ways to group quantities, thus enhancing problem solving 
abilities (Lamon, 2012). 
Leinhardt and Smith (1985) contend unitising assists movement between different 
representations, such as discrete and continuous models, while maintaining the relationship 
between the parts and the whole. The visual model in Figure 3-7 can illustrate both five-eighths 
and five-quarters equally; this ambiguity is only resolved when the size of the unit is specified 
(see Figure 3-4, section 3.1.3 for the implications this idea has for teachers’ knowledge). When 
the unit is two rectangles, the model represents five-eighths. Alternatively, when the unit is one 
rectangle, the model shows five-quarters. Understanding that modelling fractions requires a 
specificity of the value of the whole means students need to develop the concept of a unit. 
 
Figure	3‐7	An	area	model	with	potential	to	illustrate	both	5/8	and	5/4	
Working with different fraction models emphasises that units vary across representations. Behr 
et al. (1983) highlighted that units are conceptually different as treated by discrete and 
continuous models. The difference is that continuous models often have an explicitly defined 
whole consisting of one object that is partitioned into sub-parts, whereas a discrete model is 
composed of smaller ‘wholes’ considered together as the unit. Behr et al. contend that working 
with each model is psychologically different. As Lamon (2012) explains, it is a conceptually 
different task to share out candy into equally sized groups than it is to divide a pizza into 
equally-sized pieces because sharing discrete objects such as candy lends itself to counting 
strategies, whereas dividing the continuous pizza demands proportional reasoning and 
partitioning skills. 
Understanding the unit is also fundamental to determining a fraction’s value when interpreted 
as a number because it relies on relating the fraction to a fixed	unit	whole	to compare across 
fraction notation, as discussed earlier in 3.2.2(b). The idea of a unit supports an understanding 
of fractions as a quantified measurement. Lamon (2012) writes that in order to quantify or 
know “how much?” relies on being able to use a unit of measure to determine the amount. The 
size of the unit changes the outcome of the measurement process. Lamon calls this 
understanding the compensatory	principle,	where the smaller the unit is, the more units there 
will be (and vice versa). 
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When the unit whole is not explicitly specified, an opportunity is given to reason	up	and	down 
(Lamon, 2012).	Reasoning up and down begins with a given amount that is expressed as a 
fraction of a whole. To find the value of the unit, learners must reason down to a unit fraction 
(one part) and then up to the whole. For example, if five-sixths of the whole is ten blocks, 
learners can reason down to a unit fraction by thinking about a fifth of these as one-sixth (two 
blocks), and reasoning up to a whole by multiplying this by six (12 blocks). This process is 







Lamon (2012) highlights some of the problems with traditional teaching of fractions concerning 
the development of the concept of the unit. She asserts that many problems given to students 
treat the unit as unimportant by either not specifying the unit or not giving enough information 
for the learner to identify it. This means that children are often unaware that units can vary and 
many adults only have experience with the unit as one object such as a pizza or pie. Lamon 
contends that problems should either explicitly or implicitly include information about the unit 
to strengthen learners’ abilities to unitise. 
(f) Sharing	and	comparing.	
Developing fraction sense also means interpreting fractions as opportunities to share or 
compare. Early fraction tasks often involve a situation where a substance is to be shared among 
an number of people. Sharing is an interpretation of fractions as division and underpins the 
quotient sub-construct. A fraction in symbolic form represents a division operation with the 
numerator being divided by the denominator. For example the fraction  operates as 3÷4. Two 
kinds of division situations can be interpreted from the context in which the fraction is located. 
The first represents a sharing situation and results in determining the number in each group 
10 blocks representing five-sixths of the whole 
Reasoning down: If 10 blocks are five‐sixths, one‐sixth 
is two blocks 
Reasoning up: If two blocks are one-sixth and a whole is six‐sixths, six lots of 




(partitive division). For example, the fraction  could represent three things that are shared 
among four groups, with each group receiving . Alternatively, a quotitive division sub-construct 
results in determining the number of groups that can be formed. For example, if there were 
three things and each full group needed four things, then  of a group can be formed. Fischbein 
et al. (1985) assert the partitive model of fraction division is better understood by students up 
until Year 9, when the quotitive model becomes the dominant model. However, a study 
conducted by Roche and Clarke (2013) found that preservice teachers’ knowledge of quotitive 
fraction division and appropriate representations was still not well established at the time of 
their teacher education. As Clarke (2011) observed in a teaching demonstration for middle 
school teachers and students, many people do not see that two things divided into or shared by 
three groups will result in each obtaining . 
Sharing is an everyday situation that reflects children’s lived experiences. However, when 
teaching fractions through sharing it is important to acknowledge that real world materials are 
rarely, if ever, partitioned precisely. Students need to recognise their fraction models and 
drawings should aim to represent equivalent parts, but that this is pragmatically difficult. It is 
important to ascertain the students’ natural thinking but also to assess the mathematical 
correctness or appropriateness (Zevenbergen, Dole, & Wright, 2004). NSW DET Professional 
Support Curriculum Directorate (2003) suggest that sharing diagrams, where learners draw a 
sharing situation, are representational tools to facilitate understanding of sharing and 
comparing. These diagrams also serve to highlight the link between sharing and fractions as 
division. 
(g) Operating	with	fractions.	
Possessing fraction sense also implies procedural and conceptual knowledge of operating with 
fractions. Procedural abilities with fraction operations are important for being able to calculate 
answers quickly and efficiently, but learners should also develop procedural fluency and 
flexibility (Newton, 2008). Berk, Taber, Gorowara, and Poetzl (2009) write that procedural 
flexibility is the ability to solve different problems in multiple ways and to strategically select a 
method that will reduce the complexity and enhance the efficiency of computation. 
Alternatively, fluency supports students to choose appropriate procedures and implement them 
accurately, efficiently, and appropriately, and to recall definitions, use facts, and manipulate 
expressions and equations (New South Wales Board of Studies, 2012). 
However, conceptual understanding must be developed before fluency with fraction algorithms 
(Cramer et al., 2002). Cramer et al. (2009) write that the relative size of a fraction needs to be 
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known in a meaningful way before students can assess the reasonableness of outcomes when 
operating on fractions. Judging the size of a fraction requires an understanding of fractions as 
numbers (Amato, 2005; Gould, 2005a, 2010; Lamon, 2012). This means that quantitative 
intuitions for fractions are just as important for developing fraction sense as they are for 
developing number sense of whole numbers. However, children’s intuitions about whole 
number can confuse their understanding of fractions (Gould, 2005b). De Castro (2008) asserts 
that whole number understandings are particularly misleading for operating with fractions 
because fraction operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division are not 
consistent with the principles associated with natural numbers. She asserts that unlike whole 
numbers, the addition and subtraction of fractions is not supported by the sequence of natural 
numbers. Unlike for whole number operations, it is not appropriate to simply add or subtract 
across numerators and denominators when using fraction notation for operating with fractions. 
Moreover, the effect	of	operating	with	 fractions can transgress intuitions developed through 
experience with whole numbers. De Castro (2008) points out that operating with whole 
numbers leads to consistent results – multiplication gives a product that is always larger than 
(or equal to) its factors, and the division gives a quotient smaller (or equal to) the dividend. Yet 
multiplying or dividing with fractions can give results that are either higher or lower than the 
product or quotient respectively. Consequently, quantitative intuitions for number sense 
concerning fractions are additional to those developed by operating with whole numbers. 
Number sense for fractions, then, is qualitatively different than number sense for natural 
numbers. 
(h) Disposition	for	making	sense	of	fractions.	
In addition to the capabilities and understandings already outlined, fraction sense is also the 
capacity and disposition that fractions and their operations make sense, and requires a 
confidence in one’s own abilities with fraction concepts and calculations. As Sowder (1992b) 
highlights, number sense cannot simply be transmitted, it “represent[s] a certain way of 
thinking rather than a body of knowledge” (p. 3). Fraction sense implies an inclination to make 
sense of fraction situations. Although, as Sowder notes, this cannot be transferred to students, it 
follows that the learning experiences teachers set up for students should create opportunities 
for the development of fraction sense (Way, 2011). 
In summary, the current section interrogates the complexity of the topic of fractions by 
outlining the interrelated fraction sense elements. This exploration has importance for teachers 
of mathematics as the effective teaching of this topic requires both content knowledge and 
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recognition of the complicated nature of fractions. However, teaching for fraction sense also 
requires certain dispositions which will now be outlined. 
3.2.3 Teaching	for	fraction	sense.	
Research into fraction learning shows the importance the conceptual underpinnings of fractions 
rather than emphasising algorithms and procedures for operating with fractions (e.g. 
Brousseau, Brousseau, & Warfield, 2004; Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2005; Eisenhart et al., 
1993; Lazić, Abramovich, Mrda, & Romano, 2017; Zhang, Clements, & Ellerton, 2015). Having a 
deep understanding of the central fraction ideas is not enough to ensure that fractions are 
taught for understanding. Teachers also need effective pedagogical strategies that allow 
students to explore fraction concepts (Utley & Reeder, 2012). For teachers, this means 
developing a disposition to teach	in ways that emphasise the conceptual meaning of fractions. A. 
G. Thompson et al.’s (1994) orientations	 to teaching (introduced in section 3.1.5) provide a 
productive framing of the emphasis teachers place on meaning when teaching fractions. 
Teachers with a calculational orientation create lessons that are focused on carrying out 
fraction algorithms resulting in numerical answers which are viewed as sufficient solutions. 
Students’ difficulties with fraction concepts are redressed by reinforcing correct procedures 
rather than through exploration of the underlying fraction ideas. A. G. Thompson et al. assert 
teachers with a calculational orientation mainly use the language of numbers and their 
operations and tend to find solutions that are distilled from the context of the problem. When 
teaching fractions, these teachers emphasise language that supports fraction notation rather 
than the contextual fraction models. Another orientation that A. G. Thompson et al. elucidate is a 
computational	orientation that leads teachers to focus only on the computational procedures. 
Rather than having a rationale for the calculations being completed as a teacher with a 
calculational orientation might, this approach emphasises the instrumental use of procedures, 
that is, the “rules without reason” (Skemp, 1976). Fraction algorithms taught with this 
orientation emphasise the memorisation of conventional rules for operating with fractions 
rather than exploring the most efficient or effective procedure. Conversely, a teacher with a 
conceptual orientation for teaching gives explanations that present mathematics as “a system of 
ideas and ways of thinking” and focus on “a rich conception of situations, ideas and 
relationships among ideas” (p. 86). For fractions, this means teachers support students to 
understand the interrelated fraction concepts and ideas that inform fraction sense. Teaching 
fractions for conceptual understanding means focusing on the context of fraction problems and 
making sense of these situations. Rather than reinforcing meaningless procedures, a 
conceptually oriented teacher’s pedagogical goals are to highlight the relationships between 
fraction ideas, models, language, notation, and situations. These aspects in turn give meaning to 
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the procedures and fraction operations that help solve problems. Concordantly, a teacher with a 
conceptual orientation requires knowledge of representations of fractions and the ability to 
translate among representations. 
3.2.4 Representations	of	fractions.	
The importance of external representations for emphasising the conceptual meaning of 
fractions is widely acknowledged (R. E. Reys et al., 2013). There exists an extensive array of 
ways in which fraction ideas and concepts can be represented, from physical, pictorial, verbal, 
and real world examples to symbolic representations (Cramer et al., 2002; R. E. Reys et al., 
2013). A review of the range of representations is needed for several reasons. Firstly, as with 
definitions of the term fractions,	 the literature presents varied terms describing fraction 
representations. To clarify the terms used in the current study, a clear language needs to be 
developed for naming and describing fraction representations. Secondly, each of the 
representation types has pedagogical implications that preservice teachers are expected to 
consider when selecting and using fraction representations, as addressed in the initial teacher 
education program. Finally, through a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding 
(Barmby et al., 2009), an explication of preservice teachers’ fraction knowledge requires the 
description and categorisation of fraction representations because they serve to support the 
analysis of preservice teachers’ understandings. 
Types	of	fraction	representations.	
As mentioned in section 2.2.2, Bruner (1963, 1966) theorised that external representations 
could be classified into three levels of abstraction – enactive, iconic, and symbolic. Subsequently, 
these categories were applied to fraction representations by Lesh (1979) and colleagues (Behr 
et al., 1983; Lesh, 1981; Lesh, Landau, & Hamilton, 1983; Lesh et al., 1987). The enactive mode 
was reconceptualised as real world situations, or practice based “scripts” that represent 
experiences of the world. Lesh (1979) also further partitioned the iconic and symbolic 
categories. The iconic mode was divided into manipulative models, which encompasses 
Cuisenaire rods, arithmetic blocks, fraction bars, or number lines and static pictures, such as 
diagrams, graphs, and figures. Lesh then split the symbolic mode into written symbols 
(including phrases such as 1 and English sentences) and spoken language (such as 
verbal exchanges and specialised languages e.g. logic). Enactive forms were re-categorised as 
real world situations, iconic forms as manipulative models and static pictures, and symbolic 
forms as written symbols and spoken language. These categories were reconceptualised and 
applied to rational numbers by Shaughnessy (2009). Rather than differentiating 
representations by their written or spoken characteristics, she categorised the forms on the 
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grounds of whether they were language-based lexical	expressions,	 including both spoken and 
written language, or numerical	 notations	 including written symbols, such as fraction and 
decimal notations. Lastly, Shaughnessy describes graphical	 notations,	 such as points on a 
number line, shaded parts of area, and parts of a set. Important to note here is that Lesh’s 
(1979) category of real-world situations does not align with any of Shaughnessy’s categories. 
Figure 3-9 outlines the development of the categorisation of fraction representations that is 
discussed in the current section, beginning with the work of Bruner (1963, 1966) and moving to 
the categories adopted by the current thesis. 
Overall, the categories adopted by Shaughnessy (2009) distinguish the semantic differences 
among the representations rather than between different forms of fraction representation. 
Consequently, this system of categorisation accommodates an exploration of the differences in 
the conceptual meanings of the representations and the distinct ways they represent learners’ 
understandings. By grouping the lexical expressions together, Shaughnessy recognises that 
language as a representation is qualitatively different from both the symbolic and visual forms 
of fraction representation. Many theorists and mathematics educators see language as a 
foundational representation for organising and encoding experiences into thinking (Cobb, 
Wood, & Yackel, 1993; Ernest, 1991; Pimm, 1987; Vygotsky, 1962). Language expedites the 
learning of primary concepts and assists the connection of subsidiary concepts to higher order 
concepts (Skemp, 1971). Language is also important for encoding the actions performed on 
other forms of representation (Gal'perin, 1969, 1976; Sfard, 2000; van Oers, 2000). Some 
mathematical tasks are better supported with language such as performance on spatial 
judgement tasks as compared with visual representations (Tapiero, 2001). Additionally, 
language presents more ambiguity than visual representations (Schnotz, 2002; Stenning & 
Oberlander, 1995). 
Graphical notations or pictorial representations, in contrast, capture more specificity than 
language (Stenning & Oberlander, 1995). Rather than describing a situation that could be 
interpreted in several ways, a picture gives information about position, colour, relationships, 
proximity, size, and other attributes more concisely and less ambiguously than text (Ainsworth, 
2006). Consequently, Z. Wu (2001) argued that pictorial representations are the most 
appropriate representations for analysing the patterns in, and reasoning about, fraction 
problem contexts and allowing learners to justify their thinking. Hall (1998) argued that 
pictorial representations are also easier to discuss, describe, and analyse than language 
representations. It is clear that graphical notations, as Shaughnessy (2009) categorises them, 
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Distinguishing between the graphical notations and the numerical notations also reflects the 
semantic differences between these representational systems. Symbolic representations are the 
most abstracted from a real world scenario and present learners with unique challenges 
(Cramer et al., 2009; Gould, 2005b; Siegler et al., 2010). Schnotz (2002) points out that symbolic 
representations, such as mathematical equations and notation, are suited for embodying 
abstract meanings as they have an arbitrary structure that relies on convention and can 
represent a broader concept. Alternatively, visual representations encode meaning concretely, 
thus increasing the efficiency as specific information can be read directly. 
Whilst Shaughnessy’s (2009) three categories draw semantic distinctions between the 
representation types, the nomenclature is not widely used in mathematics education literature. 
Her category of ‘lexical expressions’	 is more commonly referred to as fraction terminology 
(Empson et al., 2006; Wright, 2008) or fraction	 language	 (Behr, Wachsmuth, & Post, 1988; 
Kieren, 1988; Seah, 2013; Siemon, 2003; Tobias, 2013; Watanabe, 2002). Further, the category 
of ‘graphical notations’ as used by Shaughnessy is problematic in two ways. Firstly, as 
mentioned above, it does not include physical or real world situations as representations of 
fractions. Shaughnessy’s study emphasised pen and paper models and did not incorporate real-
world situations, hence graphical	notation	 refers only to pictorial representations. Secondly, 
this category of fraction representations is referred to variously as pictorial representations 
(Wong et al., 2006; Wright, 2008), manipulatives (Ball, 1992; Behr et al., 1988), concrete 
representations (Cramer & Wyberg, 2009) and, most commonly, fraction	models	(CCSSI, Ball, 
1992, 1993b; Clarke, Roche, & Mitchell, 2011; 2010; Cramer et al., 2009; Cramer & Wyberg, 
2009; Gould, Outhred, & Mitchelmore, 2006; Lamon, 2012; A. Mitchell & Horne, 2011; Olanoff et 
al., 2014). Yet the term “fraction models” can produce ambiguity as some authors use the term 
synonymously with “fraction representations” (see for example Son & Lee, 2016). However, 
these terms are not equivalent (Watanabe, 2002), and the current thesis adds clarity to the 
distinction between these terms by using fraction	 representations as the overarching 
description of physical embodiments and fraction	models	as a subset of these. 
Finally, Shaughnessy’s (2009) ‘numerical notations’ could be interpreted more broadly than 
specifically circumscribing fractions. The term fraction	notation more precisely refers to the 
written form of fractions rather than numerical representations in general. Fraction notation is 
the prevalent term used by scholars (J. Anderson & Wong, 2015; Brousseau et al., 2004; Cramer 
et al., 2009; Gould, 2010, 2011; Noura, 2009; Seah, 2013; Shaughnessy, 2009; Victorian 
Curriculum and Assessment Authority, 2005; Watanabe, 2002; Wright, 2008). 
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The current primary school mathematics syllabus (New South Wales Board of Studies, 2012) 
uses the terms fraction	 models,	 fraction	 language	 and	 fraction	 notation	 in ways that are 
consistent with the wider literature. Using these three categories in the current study reflects 
the semantic and material differences of the representations (see Figure 3-9): fraction	models 
encompass real world situations, manipulative models, and static pictures from Lesh (1979) 
and graphical notations from Shaughnessy (2009); fraction	language includes both written and 
spoken forms of language from Lesh and Shaughnessy’s lexical expressions; and fraction	
notation	 covers Lesh’s subcategories of mathematical written symbols and Shaughnessy’s 
numerical notations. The categorisation of fraction models as adopted by the current thesis is 
illustrated in more detail in Figure 3-10. 
Fraction	models. Fraction models can be further classified into different types. Firstly, fraction 
models can be continuous or discrete (Behr et al., 1988). Continuous models, including area, 
length, and volume, represent quantity with no separation between consecutive units (Clarke et 
al., 2011). Alternatively, discrete or set models use separated depictions of objects to represent 
units (Watanabe, 2002). Behr et al. (1988) assert continuous and discrete models can convey 
similar fraction ideas. For example, both models can be used to identify the unit and to partition 
the unit into equal parts, either in number or size. However, Behr et al. also noted these models 
differ in the cognitive demands placed on the learner. 
Firstly, the discrete model requires learners to perceive a collection of distinct objects as a unit, 
that is, a single entity. This interpretation is also required for learners to identify the sub-set 
that is in focus. For example, to find a third of 12 muesli bars, learners must consider the 12 
bars as an entity, then four bars as a unified sub-part. A continuous model is already contiguous 
and so does not need to be amalgamated in order to perceive the unit or part. Secondly, Behr et 
al. (1988) point out that the attribute that signifies equality of parts differs between these 
models. For a continuous model, the parts must be equal in size (e.g. in length, area, or volume). 
However, although most discrete models have parts that are equal in size and shape, the 
attribute for comparing the size of parts in a discrete model is cardinality. That is, although the 
shape and size of the parts may differ, the number	of objects in each of the parts must be equal. 
Behr et al. contend that because a discrete model does not require units to be of the same shape 
and size, the perceptual distortion is increased, creating additional cognitive demands on the 
learner. Subsequent research suggests continuous models are more suited to developing certain 
fraction ideas as compared with discrete models. English (1997) contends that because the unit 
is more prominent in continuous models, these models are better for developing the part-whole 
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to introduce the discrete model as “using continuous embodiments facilitates learning from 
discrete embodiments” (p. 14). Learners are thought to reconceptualise the fraction ideas 
connections as presented in the continuous model to accommodate and make connections to 
the new discrete model. 
Different types of continuous models can be described based on their dimensionality. One-
dimensional continuous models use length to convey the size of the unit and partitions. These 
include number lines, Cuisenaire rods, tape diagrams, and rulers. Two-dimensional continuous 
models use partitions of area to represent proportional relationships. These models can be 
shaped differently, such as rectangular models (e.g. paper folding, drawings), circles, (e.g. pies, 
pizza), or other 2D shapes (e.g. triangles, hexagons, octagons etc.). Three-dimensional models 
encompass real life objects which have width, depth, and height or virtual objects which depict 
three dimensions. These models include objects such as cake, playdough, sandwiches, or objects 
displayed on a computer such as photographs, videos, and computer-drawn objects. 
Fraction	language. Mathematical terms that students encounter outside of school do not always 
align with formal mathematical meanings. As mentioned in the introduction to the current 
section, the common meaning of a fraction is a “small piece.” Although everyday, natural 
language can lead students to connect mathematical problems to the real world, it also brings 
an ambiguity in meaning (Muzheve & Capraro, 2012). It is therefore important that learners be 
able to distinguish between the everyday, informal use of terms and the precise use of 
mathematical language (Gough, 2007). Bay-Williams (2013) suggests that to support learners to 
focus on conceptual meanings of fractions, care must be taken in the language used to describe 
fractions. She promotes the importance of using precise language that emphasises the meaning 
of fractions, operations, and fraction representations. For example, she suggests the fraction  
be read as three-eighths rather than three over eight to communicate the value of the fraction 
rather than reading its written notation. Ball (1993a) illustrates the power of this in a teaching 
and learning episode. At the beginning of the lesson, her students interpreted  as a prompt to 
“divide something into 2 pieces and take 4 of them.” This language does not connect the 
symbols with their conceptual meaning as it implies that four pieces are being taken from two 
pieces, suggesting a possible result of negative two pieces. The idea of the denominator as 
describing the size of the parts rather than the number was developed over the lesson, and at 
the coda to the lesson her students referred to the fraction as “four twoths.” This language, 
although not formal mathematical language, suggests the students had explicitly connected the 
“2” as the size of the pieces, twoths,	and the numerator as the number of these pieces. Ball 
concluded that this language revealed their comprehension of fraction concepts, such as the 
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relationship between the fraction notation and the part-whole relationship, was now more 
principled. Alternatively, Mack (1993) documented students’ fraction language that hindered 
their interpretations of the fraction notation. Students referring to  as “a	out of b,” a part-whole 
interpretation of the notation, had difficulty reading improper fractions. When given the 
fraction , a student commented that it “doesn’t make sense. You can’t have 7 out of 3” (p. 91). 
This suggests the need to develop students’ fraction understandings beyond the part-whole sub-
construct. Van de Walle et al. (2015) write that it is not whether formal or informal language is 
employed when teaching about fractions, but whether the explanations given about terms are 
conceptually founded and correct. This underscores the importance of connecting fraction 
representations such as fraction notation with conceptual meaning. 
Fraction	notation. Fraction notation, as defined in section 3.2.1, is the convention for writing 
fractions as bipartite symbols in the form . These representations of fractions embody abstract 
meanings through their structure (Schnotz, 2002). By itself, fraction notation is context-free and 
can be interpreted as a number (see section 3.2.1), or through any of the fraction sub-constructs 
(see section 3.2.2). As the New South Wales Board of Studies (2012) points out, the “symbolic 
nature of mathematics provides a powerful, precise and concise means of communication” (p. 
10). Fraction notation enables dynamic ways of reasoning about concepts as it acts as a symbol 
system, which Pape and Tchoshanov (2001) argue decreases the cognitive load for the learner. 
They assert that learners, rather than holding all the various interpretations of fractions in their 
minds, can reduce the problem space to the symbols, allowing them to recognise the 
implications more easily. Symbols and symbol schemes support problem solving, and assist 
with making connections, predictions and justifications (Perkins & Unger, 1994). Yet many 
studies have shown that learners find it difficult to interpret and use fraction notation 
meaningfully (Ball, 1993a; Cramer et al., 2009; Mack, 1995; Niemi, 1996; Osana & Royea, 2011; 
van Oers, 2000). Common problems include not internalising the notation as a single entity 
(Cramer et al., 2009), interpreting the fraction notation as two whole numbers (Gould, 2005b), 
or simply viewing fraction symbols as meaningless (Siegler et al., 2010).  
Translating	between	fraction	representations:	Representational	fluency.	
Rather than considering fraction representations in isolation, Lesh (1981) recognised that these 
representations are interactive. He gave emphasis to the relationships the modes have with 
each other, and illustrated how translations can occur between them (see Figure 3-11). 
Lesh (1981) theorised the processes by which one mode of representation is converted into 
another, thus further endowing the representation with meaning. For example, manipulative 
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models can be used to concretise written symbols and, conversely, written symbols symbolise 
manipulative models (see Figure 3-11). Lesh et al. (1987) contend that it is not only the 
representations themselves that are integral for meaning making, but that the translations	
between representations and transformations	within representations are also important. Lesh 
and his colleagues (Lesh, 1981; Lesh et al., 1987; Post, 1986; Post, Lesh, Behr, & Wachsmuth, 
1985) contend that translation abilities facilitate learning and posit that strengthening these 




Translation abilities or representational	fluency	helps students when learning about fractions. 
For example, Niemi (1996) found that students with high levels of representational fluency 
displayed fewer misconceptions and were less likely to give procedural explanations. Students 
with higher representational fluency emphasised the conceptual meaning of fractions, making 
connections between the representations and Kieren’s (1993) sub‐constructs.	 The ways in 
which fraction representations can emphasise the sub-constructs of fractions will now be 
explored. 
Fraction	sub‐constructs	through	fraction	representations.	
There is a need for an integrative understanding of the sub-constructs and pertinent 
representations (Behr, Lesh, & Post, 1981). As Lamon (1999) points out, instruction needs to 
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fractions and make connections to fraction notations and other representations. Using Dienes’s 
(1967) notions of mathematical	variability	and perceptual	variability (see section 3.1.4), Post et 
al. (1982) asserted that a variety of fraction representations could be used to show any of the 
sub-constructs. Post et al. write that Kieren’s (1993) sub-constructs illustrate the mathematical 
variability of fractions as they present different perspectives of the fraction concept and that 
developing an understanding of these sub-constructs promotes the generalisation of fraction 
concepts. Concurrently, Post et al. see fraction representations as contributing to the perceptual 
variability of fractions as they can convey fraction ideas through different physical 
embodiments. Subsequently, experiences with fraction representations promote the abstraction 
of fraction concepts.  
Post et al. (1982) considered the ways that different fraction representations could be used for 
the different sub-constructs. By way of example, Post et al. showed the concept of multiplication 
with fractions can equally be represented with a continuous area model of paper folding and a 
discrete model using counters (see Figure 3-12). 
	
Figure	 3‐12	 Using	 a	 continuous	model	 and	 a	 discrete	model	 to	 illustrate	 the	 concept	 of	 the	
multiplication	of	fractions	(adapted	from	Post	et	al.,	1982,	p.	6)	
Figure 3-12 demonstrates that different representations can illustrate the same concept, 
highlighting Dienes’s (1967) notion of perceptual variability. According to Dienes’s theory, the 
abstraction of important concepts, such as the meaning of multiplying by a fraction, is enhanced 
through exploration of multiple representations. Yet the representations are not identical and, 
as Behr et al. (1981) noted, fraction representations that signify the same concept “vary 
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Further, Behr et al. (1983) contend that fraction representations interact in “psychologically 
interesting ways” (p. 92) because students must simultaneously engage with the abstract and 
concrete features of these representations. Fraction representations not only serve as a bridge 
between the real world and mathematics but also between students’ ideas and the real world 
(Lesh, 1981). It is important, then, for teachers to develop an understanding of fraction 
representations and the complexity of students’ reasoning about and across fraction 
representations.  
Multiple representations can serve as tools to support students’ mental images of fractions 
(Seah, 2013, p. 332). Although some authors argue for the use of a single, consistent 
representation (e.g. Murata, 2008), “mathematical ideas are by definition broader than any 
specific representation” (Ball, 1993a, p. 5) and, consequently, any one representation can only 
convey a limited meaning of fractions. Multiple fraction representations can work to constrain 
meaning, construct deeper conceptual understanding, or perform complementary roles 
(Ainsworth, 2006). J. Anderson and Wong (2015) write that students must be supported to 
make connections across multiple representations, with explicit links highlighted between the 
names of fractions, the accompanying language, fraction models, and the fraction notation. 
Translating between fraction representations supports students to develop meaningful fraction 
ideas (Cramer, Wyberg, & Leavitt, 2008). Students build meaning of fraction operations by 
linking their actions with the concrete steps of operations like adding and subtracting fractions, 
and teachers must directly map from the fraction notation of the operation to the fraction 
models (English & Halford, 1995). Introducing additional fraction representations can serve to 
further students’ conceptual knowledge of fraction calculations (Cramer et al., 2008). 
However, care must be taken that representations still emphasise the underpinning concepts 
rather than as another process to be memorised. It is important to focus on representations as 
tools for thinking, rather than as discrete learning objects. As Puchner, Taylor, O'Donnell, and 
Flick (2008) warn, lessons can inadvertently become focused on teaching students about 
features of a representation rather than as a vehicle for highlighting important mathematics 
concepts. Research indicates representations are more likely to become distractions when the 
teacher’s mathematical knowledge is insufficient (Moyer, 2001), thus again highlighting the 
importance of teachers’ knowledge of mathematical content knowledge and their 
representational knowledge to inform pedagogy. The kinds of representations used when 
teaching about fractions have implications for learners and research offers much in the way of 




In order to interrogate preservice teachers’ use of representations in their teaching, a review of  
the recommendations proposed in mathematics education literature is needed to guide the 
investigation of the appropriateness of fraction representations in instruction. Research into 
teaching with fraction representations has indicated there are some strategies that are more 
instructionally effective than others (Baturo, 2004; Brousseau et al., 2004; Charalambous & 
Pitta-Pantazi, 2005; Cramer et al., 2002; Eisenhart et al., 1993; Kieren, 1995; Lamon, 1999; S. P. 
Marshall, 1993; A. G. Thompson & Thompson, 1996). However, although there exists a wealth of 
research into best practice for fraction instruction (Olanoff et al., 2014), many conflicting 
recommendations can also be found in the literature (Baturo, 2004; Booker et al., 2014; 
Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2005; Cramer et al., 2008; Kieren, 1995; Lamon, 2001; S. P. 
Marshall, 1993). These inconsistent recommendations include beginning with either a single 
representation or multiple fraction representations, focusing on part-whole models or including 
other sub-constructs, and recommending a sequence of introduction or suggesting fraction 
instruction is too complex for a single sequence to be recommended. 
One recommendation for addressing fractions conceptually is to focus on all of Kieren’s (1976) 
sub-constructs of fractions. Lamon (2012) asserted that students’ fraction sense is 
substantiated by a working knowledge of the fraction sub-constructs and “[a]nything less is an 
incomplete understanding of the rational numbers” (p. 225). While students need to develop an 
understanding of the different sub-constructs, some authors contend that using the sub-
constructs as the inroads to teaching and researching the teaching of fractions is not the most 
informative for pedagogical practice (Gould, 2005a; P. W. Thompson & Saldanha, 2003). Gould 
(2005a) writes that diverse descriptions of fractions in the literature have not yet supported 
innovation for learning about fractions. Instead he suggests a need for the simpler approach 
adopted in the Japanese method of examining partition	 fractions and quantity	 fractions 
(Yoshida, 2004) which makes the distinction between partitioning parts of objects and visual 
models (partition fractions) and fractions that deal with a dimensionless, abstract whole 
(quantity fractions). Gould emphasises the ways that fractions can be represented, rather than 
the mathematical interpretations of the fraction notation. 
Further criticisms of the fraction sub-constructs as the basis for instruction come from P. W. 
Thompson and Saldanha (2003). These authors specifically criticise Kieren’s (1993) 
conceptualisation of fractions for supporting students’ understandings, arguing that an 
understanding of fraction sub-constructs demands a sophisticated level of reasoning with 
fractions that could be beyond primary school students’ abilities. P. W. Thompson and Saldanha 
maintain that illustrating the various interpretations of fractions as sub-constructs functions to 
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develop rational numbers as a mathematical	system rather than to improve instruction. P. W. 
Thompson and Saldanha suggest fraction representations as an alternate line of inquiry into 
analysing fraction instruction. This shifts the focus from the teacher's expert interpretation of 
instructional materials to consideration of students’ intuitive understandings (Cobb et al., 
1992). In this way, students can be better supported to make connections from external 
representations to their own internal representations, and thus develop conceptual 
understanding (Goldin, 2008). An alternative approach focusing on representations of fractions 
rather than the formal fraction sub-constructs may connect more closely with children’s 
conceptions of fractions. 
Research shows that fraction representations support students’ informal understanding of the 
sub-constructs. Two studies, as cited by Kieren (1993), showed that when instruction focused 
on fraction representations, students made connections between their intuitive and informal 
knowledge to the different sub-constructs of fractions. The first study, conducted by Mack 
(1990), found that when instruction using concrete materials such as circles and fraction strips 
built on students’ informal knowledge, students made meaningful connections with fraction 
notation. This provides support for a representational	 approach as the foundation for 
supporting understandings of the fraction notation. Similarly, Harrison, Bye, and Brindley 
(1989) found an informal, concrete approach to fraction instruction led to deeper 
understanding of fraction ideas and improved problem solving as compared with a traditional, 
skills-based approach. They conjecture that this difference arises because a concrete approach 
better elucidates the varied meanings or sub-constructs of the fraction notation. Thus, an 
integrated understanding of the sub-constructs may reasonably be developed through a focus 
on fraction representations, for example, part-whole models. 
Part-whole models are the most common representations used in fraction instruction (Gould, 
2010; Lamon, 2001). Studies provide support for using the part-whole model initially (Baturo, 
2004; Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2005; Ellerbruch & Payne, 1978; Kieren, 1995; S. P. 
Marshall, 1993) as these models connect most naturally with young children and are suited for 
the addition of like fractions. However, a focus on part-whole models becomes problematic 
when children become over-reliant on this model (Kerslake, 1986; Mack, 1990), which 
consequently hampers understandings of fractions as numbers (Behr et al., 1984; R. Gelman, 
Cohen, & Hartnett, 1989; K. Hart, 1988; Kerslake, 1986; Ni, 2001). As Niemi (1996) contends, 
the part-whole model allows whole number language to describe fractions as a number of parts 
from a total number of parts, connecting with children’s counting schemes. Yet this encourages 
children to use an additive, counting strategy rather than emphasising the multiplicative 
relationship between quantities (R. Gelman et al., 1989; Gould et al., 2006). To illustrate, the 
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part-whole model leads students to use a ‘double-count’ method of counting the number of 
highlighted parts (the numerator) and then counting the number of total parts (the 
denominator; Gould, 2010). It also encourages children to overgeneralise whole number ideas 
to fractions which confuses their interpretation of the fraction notation (Gould, 2005b). For 
example, children may see 1/8 as larger than 1/7 by reasoning that 8 is larger than 7. Students 
may also justify the conclusion that 3/4 is equal to 4/5 by noting the difference between the 
numerator and denominator for both fractions is one. Additionally, children may judge the size 
of a fraction as directly proportional to the denominator, that is, the bigger the denominator the 
bigger the fraction and vice versa or add across numerators and denominators when finding the 
total of two fractions (Empson, 1999). 
In light of these misconceptions, beginning instruction using the part-whole model has been 
challenged by Lamon (2001) who contends that part-whole representations are “the least 
valuable road into the system of rational numbers” (p. 163). To avoid the potential problems 
when using part-whole models exclusively and to support conceptual development, Niemi 
(1996) suggests that many other visual models should also be used. The complexity of fraction 
ideas that has led to many teachers focusing on the simplest ways of introducing this topic to 
young learners (Niemi, 1996), and a possible reason for the focus on part-whole models is 
teachers’ limited understanding of other fraction sub-constructs (see for example Moseley, 
Okamoto, & Ishida, 2007). Thus, developing teachers’ content knowledge of fractions may 
support them to use varied fraction representations. 
There is extensive support for the use of multiple representations for teaching fractions (J. 
Anderson & Wong, 2015; Behr et al., 1981; Bolden et al., 2013; Cramer, 2003; Cramer et al., 
2009; Cramer et al., 2002; Dreher et al., 2016; Gould, 2005b; Post et al., 1982; Seah, 2013; 
Sowder, Philipp, Armstrong, & Schappelle, 1998). Cramer et al. (2002) found that including 
multiple representations in fraction instruction and supporting the translation between the 
modes of representation supported students to give conceptually oriented responses. Students 
who were instructed using multiple fraction representations “had mental representations for 
the symbols and used these representations to determine the relative sizes of fractions” (p. 14). 
These findings indicate that the external fraction representations can help strengthen students’ 
understandings of fraction concepts. Alternatively, students who received a more traditional 
curriculum that focused on symbolic computational skills did not construct a well-internalised 
concept of the size of fractions, leading to a reliance on procedures rather than judging the 
magnitude of fractions. Teaching with multiple representations can also allow better insight 
into student thinking. Gould (2005b) writes that learners hold different, sometimes conflicting, 
internal representations of fractions simultaneously. These representations can be activated by 
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introducing tasks involving different external representations. Consequently, a teacher may 
observe that “seemingly conflicting images may be evoked at different times without necessarily 
producing any sense of conflict in a child” (p. 394). Thus, learners who hold contradictory ideas 
about fractions can benefit from multiple representations taught strategically to highlight the 
inconsistencies of their internal representations. 
Although there is consensus about the importance of including several representations for 
effective fraction instruction, there is no agreed upon order in which the representations are 
best introduced. For example, although the use of number lines are advocated by the (NCTM, 
2000), Charalambous and Pitta-Pantazi (2005) warn that number lines are complex 
representations for students and recommend that number lines should not be introduced until 
students understand ideas such as equivalence. Sequencing is also important as some evidence 
suggests that once students have developed automaticity with one representation, the 
introduction of a new representation may have limited impact (L. B. Resnick & Omanson, 1987). 
Despite Lamon’s (2012) assertion that it is “impossible to specify a linear ordering of topics (as 
in a scope and sequence chart) that can be used to plan instruction” (p. 9) due to the complexity 
of fractions and their representations, some general recommendations find widespread support 
from the literature. 
One recommendation consistently given is the need for children to establish a secure 
understanding of fraction concepts before the introduction of fraction notation (Booker et al., 
2014; S. J. Lee, Brown, & Orrill, 2011; NSW DET Professional Support Curriculum Directorate, 
2003). Empson (1999) highlights that problems are exacerbated when fraction notation has 
been introduced too early. Furthermore, despite the consensus of the benefits of using multiple 
representations, oftentimes teachers use fraction notation exclusively for teaching fractions (S. 
J. Lee et al., 2011) or use fraction models to simply illustrate a solution rather than for 
developing students’ conceptual understanding (Izsak, 2008). Post et al. (1985) lament that few 
teachers capitalise on fraction representations to explore fraction concepts and facilitate the 
transition to understanding these in a more abstract way. Again, teachers’ content knowledge is 
a factor in their reliance on limited fraction representations. Research suggests that low prior 
knowledge undermines the ability to reason with and coordinate between representations (S. J. 
Lee et al., 2011; Seufert, 2003). 
Summary	of	teaching	with	fraction	representations.	
This review of mathematics pedagogy research indicated that a representational approach to 
teaching fractions considers children’s intuitive knowledge, as opposed to using the sub-
constructs as an inroad to instruction. Although there are many perspectives about the most 
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powerful fraction representations and how to introduce them, some recommendations for 
pedagogical strategies find widespread support from the research such as: supporting students’ 
conceptual development before introducing fraction notation; providing many conceptual 
models rather than fostering a reliance on a single model; and anticipating some of the 
difficulties that particular fraction models present for children. 
3.2.6 Summary	of	fractions.	
Section 3.2 began with an exploration of the complexity of fraction ideas. The mathematical 
definitions of fractions were presented and a conception of deep fraction knowledge was 
introduced as fraction	sense, informed by understandings of the five sources of meaning for 
fraction notation, measurement and fractions as numbers, quantities and covariation, 
proportional reasoning, unitising and reasoning up and down, sharing and comparing, 
operating with fractions, and having a disposition for making sense of fractions. The 
categorisation of fraction representations used in the present study was then developed and 
some implications of types of representations for illustrating fraction ideas were explored. 
Teaching fractions with representations was discussed, highlighting some of the pedagogical 
considerations when choosing and using representations for teaching fractions. To situate what 
preservice teachers need to know about fractions, fraction knowledge will now be explored in 
relation to the demands of the work of teaching fractions. This informs the current study in 
conceptualising preservice teachers’ knowledge sufficient for effective fractions instruction. 
3.3 Primary	Preservice	Teachers’	Knowledge	for	Teaching	Fractions	
Thus far, the importance of both content and pedagogical knowledge for teaching mathematics 
has been highlighted, including knowledge of representations and knowledge of fractions. The 
fraction research that was reviewed conceptualised a deep knowledge of fractions or fraction	
sense.	 The current section explores the intersection of teacher knowledge and fraction 
knowledge by examining preservice teachers’ fraction knowledge. Firstly, the expectations set 
by governing bodies of the fraction knowledge that preservice teachers will graduate with are 
outlined (section 3.3.1). Secondly, a review of current research concerning preservice teachers’ 
content and pedagogical knowledge of fractions is presented and preservice teachers’ 
knowledge and difficulties with fractions are characterised (section 3.3.2). Subsequently, the 
recommendations for preservice teachers to be supported to teach conceptually and develop 
knowledge for using fraction representations in their teaching are highlighted (section 3.3.3). 
3.3.1 What	preservice	teachers	are	expected	to	know.	
Although teachers’ knowledge for teaching continues to develop through professional 
development over their teaching career, preservice teachers are expected to have developed 
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deep mathematical content knowledge by the time they graduate from their teacher education 
course. In Australia, AITSL (2011) states graduate teachers need to demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of “the concepts, substance and structure of the content and teaching strategies 
of the teaching area” (p. 10). The AAMT (2006) emphasise mathematics knowledge, stating 
excellent teachers “are confident and competent users of mathematics who understand 
connections within mathematics” (p. 2). From section 3.2, deep fraction knowledge was 
conceptualised as fraction sense which is informed by many interrelated and complex ideas 
such as interpreting fraction notation, concepts of measurement, quantities, and covariance. 
These understandings allow unitising, proportional reasoning and understanding the effect of 
operation with fractions. Teaching children to develop fraction sense means preservice teachers 
need to develop fraction sense themselves (Utley & Reeder, 2012). 
Preservice teachers must also know effective ways to teach particular content. The depth of 
knowledge needed for teaching fractions is not necessarily developed through the practice of 
teaching (see for example Borko et al., 1992; Eisenhart et al., 1993; Ma, 2010; Siegler et al., 
2010), highlighting the need for teacher education to support preservice teachers to acquire the 
knowledge needed for teaching fractions. Preservice teachers are expected to begin developing 
pedagogical content knowledge during their teaching courses. AITSL (2011) requires graduate 
teachers to have knowledge of “teaching strategies that are responsive to the learning strengths 
and needs of students” (p. 8). In mathematics, the AAMT (2006) contend excellent teachers 
“understand how mathematics is represented and communicated, and why mathematics is 
taught” (p. 2). Teacher education needs to prepare preservice teachers to “use varied pictorial 
and concrete representations of fractions and fraction operations” (Siegler et al., 2010, p. 44). 
This requires knowledge of fraction representations and involves representational	 fluency 
(cognitive flexibility), “the capability to switch fluently between different mental 
representations of an object” (Lindner, 2003, p. 36). 
Additionally, preservice teachers’ pedagogical decisions should be informed by research and 
literature, and consider their students’ learning needs and common difficulties. In order to teach 
fractions effectively, preservice teachers need to be able to create, select, apply, and reason 
about fraction representations, as well as interpret students’ fraction representations. 
Shaughnessy (2011) asserts that teachers must understand errors that students make when 
using conventional representations of fractions. She maintains that focusing on school students’ 
common misunderstandings can also engage preservice teachers in deepening their own 
understanding of representations. Preservice teachers need to be able to anticipate some of the 
difficulties that students are likely to experience with fractions and address this with 
appropriate pedagogical strategies (Shaughnessy, 2011). Tirosh (2000) suggests that teacher 
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education programs should familiarise preservice teachers with common, cognitive processes 
used by students in working with fractions. Additionally, Fennema et al. (1996) state that: 
One major way to improve mathematics instruction and learning is to help teachers 
understand the mathematical thought processes of their students.…[K]nowledge of 
children’s thinking is a powerful tool that enables teachers to transform this knowledge 
and use it to change instruction. (p. 432) 
Siegler et al. (2010) also recommend preservice teachers learn about the likely difficulties 
students will have with certain fraction representations because including student 
misconceptions in the pedagogical instruction of preservice teachers will allow preservice 
teachers to anticipate and address student difficulties more effectively. The AAMT (2006) also 
assert excellent mathematics teachers have “knowledge of the mathematical development of 
students including learning sequences, appropriate representations, models and language” (p. 
2). Preservice teachers need to “Organise content into an effective learning and teaching 
sequence” (p. 10). Although deciding on a sequence for introducing fraction ideas and 
representations is complex, preservice teachers should begin with simple fraction models 
supported by fraction language and acknowledge that children require a secure understanding 
of fraction ideas before being introduced to fraction notation and operations. 
Overall, preservice teachers are expected to develop deep content and pedagogical knowledge 
for teaching by the time they graduate. However, research that illustrates preservice teachers’ 
fraction knowledge often shows they do not possess sufficient knowledge of fractions. 
3.3.2 Preservice	teachers’	difficulties	with	fractions.	
The topic of fractions is one of the most challenging topics for preservice teachers (Afamasaga-
Fuata'i et al., 2008; Ball, 1990a; Harvey, 2012; Jansen & Hohensee, 2016; Olanoff et al., 2014; P. 
W. Thompson & Saldanha, 2003). These teachers have difficulty with content knowledge such as 
basic facts and renaming fractions (Jones, 2006), ordering fractions and decimals, modelling 
equivalent fractions, operating with fractions and applying fractions in ratio and proportion 
(Afamasaga-Fuata'i et al., 2008; P. W. Thompson & Saldanha, 2003). Further, research into 
preservice teachers’ content knowledge of fractions frequently characterises it as instrumental. 
Even when these teachers are able to complete fraction calculations, they are unable to explain 
the underlying meaning or demonstrate conceptual understanding of the processes (Alenazi, 
2016; Ball, 1990a, 1990b; Behr et al., 1997; Chinnappan & Forrester, 2014; Jansen & Hohensee, 
2016; Jung, 2016; Khoury & Zazkis, 1994; Ma, 2010; Simon, 1993; Tirosh, 2000; Toluk-Uçar, 
2009; Vula & Kingji-Kastrati, 2018). Simon (1993) writes that preservice teachers’ conceptual 
understanding of fraction algorithms, partitive and quotitive division, connections between 
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representations and ideas of units was weak. Ball (1990a) describes the preservice teachers’ 
knowledge in her study as “rule-bound and thin” (p. 449). Other researchers have also found 
that preservice teachers’ fraction calculations and algorithms tend to be rigid and inflexible. For 
example, Jones (2006) found preservice teachers did not show evidence of procedural 
flexibility, even after instruction focused on developing relational understanding. The 
hypothesis was that understanding the procedure’s rationale allows these teachers to see more 
efficient ways of solving problems, however, the preservice teachers were still relying on 
generic algorithms that work regardless of context. Newton (2008) similarly found preservice 
teachers’ procedural flexibility was low even after a course designed to deepen their knowledge. 
Newton suggested the result indicated preservice teachers may be memorising rather than 
developing deep understanding of the procedures. Recognising and employing alternate and 
more efficient procedures, Star (2005) contends, requires deeper understanding of procedures. 
Studies characterising preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions have revealed that the 
misconceptions and difficulties they experience are similar to those of children (Graeber, 
Tirosh, & Glover, 1989; Harel, Behr, Post, & Lesh, 1994; Lamon, 2007; Simon & Blume, 1994). 
Cramer et al. (2009) provided a summation of children’s fraction difficulties in the Rational 
Number Project, a large-scale study investigating children’s fraction understandings. This 
project found children commonly have problems recognising fraction notation as representing a 
single number. This reflects preservice teachers’ difficulties with internalising fractions as a 
number (Van Steenbrugge, Lesage, Valcke, & Desoete, 2014). Many of the studies conducted by 
Tirosh, Graeber and colleagues (Graeber et al., 1989; Tirosh, 2000; Tirosh & Graeber, 1989, 
1990a, 1990b, 1991) compared the misconceptions of preservice teachers with those Fischbein 
et al. (1985) found with children. Focusing on multiplication and division with fractions, both 
the preservice teachers and children demonstrated the misconception that multiplication 
always produces a larger product than the multiplicand (Graeber et al., 1989), and division 
produces a smaller quotient (Tirosh & Graeber, 1991). Together, these studies show that 
preservice teachers, like children, tend to overgeneralise whole number understandings for 
fractions (Tirosh, 2000). Further similarities to young students’ mistakes were highlighted by 
Silver (1986) where preservice teachers displayed the same errors in their fraction 
computations that children do, such as adding both numerators and denominators. Similarly, in 
Ryan and McCrae’s (2006) study, the preservice teachers added and subtracted numerators and 
denominators. Additionally, they did not recognise that fractional parts must be equal. 
An explanatory factor for the similarities between preservice teachers’ and children’s fraction 
understandings could be that preservice teachers’ knowledge is developed during their own 
schooling (Luo et al., 2011) and the teachers’ own education is likely to have been very similar 
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to those of current primary students’ (Lamon, 2007). One of the earliest researchers to 
acknowledge this connection was Feiman-Nemser (1983) whose research highlighted the great 
influence that the preservice teachers’ preconceptions had on their subsequent learning. She 
asserted that “formal training does not mark a separation between the perceptions of naive 
laypersons and the informed judgments of professionals” (p. 153). Additionally, teacher 
education rarely challenges preservice teachers’ prior conceptions, resulting in graduate 
teachers who maintain their initial ideas (Hiebert, Morris, Berk, & Jansen, 2007; Russell, 
McPherson, & Martin, 2001). Yet the fraction concepts they bring with them are limited and, at 
times, misconceived (Wright, 2008). Thus, it is important to interrogate preservice teachers 
perceptions of mathematics and fractions. The task then is for teacher education to support 
preservice teachers to “transcend their own school experiences with mathematics in order to 
create new practices of mathematical pedagogy” (Ball, 1992, p. 395). Compounding the 
challenge for teacher education is that, although much is known about transitioning learners 
from hands-on, concrete, pictorial and verbal representations to using fraction notation (see for 
example Hiebert, 1984; Mack, 1990; Muzheve & Capraro, 2012; Noura, 2009; Watanabe, 2002), 
preservice teachers need to make the reverse transition, from fraction notation to fraction 
models and language. Yet this line of inquiry has received little attention (Luo et al., 2011). 
Further research is needed into how preservice teachers can deepen their prior knowledge of 
fraction notation, make conceptual connections to other fraction representations, and learn to 
analyse and recognise the affordances, and limitations of, different representations (Luo et al., 
2011). 
Research highlights that preservice teachers have difficulty with many pedagogical tasks. For 
example, these teachers have problems generating appropriate fraction representations (Ball, 
1990a, 1990b; Chinnappan & Forrester, 2014; Ma, 2010; Simon, 1993; Toluk-Uçar, 2009), 
writing fraction word problems (Ma, 2010; Osana & Royea, 2011; Tirosh & Graeber, 1991), 
choosing appropriate fraction representations (Ball, 1990a; Luo et al., 2011), giving conceptual 
explanations (Borko et al., 1992; Eisenhart et al., 1993; Toluk-Uçar, 2009), and translating 
between fraction representations (Jansen & Hohensee, 2016; Son & Lee, 2016). 
Insufficient knowledge of fraction concepts impedes teachers' ability to construct appropriate 
representations. Ma (2010) asked teachers to invent a mathematically accurate story problem 
for 1 . She found that only one of the 26 US teachers in the study were successful in 
producing the correct solution of 3  children with a story problem, and even this story was not 
pedagogically appropriate. Sixteen teachers shared a story containing a misconception, such as 
confounding the multiplication of fractions with division of fractions, or dividing in half rather 
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than dividing by half. The remaining six teachers were not able to produce any story. Ma points 
out that all of these teachers had difficulty with the task as they lacked understanding of fraction 
concepts and key connections among topics. The study highlights the poor knowledge of 
fractions among US teachers and points to the necessity of possessing the subject matter 
knowledge for creating conceptual representations of division of fractions (Ma, 2010). 
Studies have highlighted preservice teachers’ particular difficulties with fraction models, such 
as those conducted by Luo et al. (2011) and Tobias (2013). Both these studies found preservice 
teachers experienced problems in identifying the unit when using pictorial models, a necessary 
ability for understanding and conceptualising fraction situations and operations. However, 
further research from Baek et al. (2017) suggests that the pre-constructed nature of the models 
may have impacted on the preservice teachers’ abilities to interpret information. Baek et al.  
recommend that preservice teachers would benefit from constructing their own models. These 
authors found that when the preservice teachers generated their own fraction models, they 
were more successful at finding an unknown referent whole with a fraction model than the 
earlier studies seemed to indicate (Luo et al., 2011; Tobias, 2013). Learner-generated models 
have also been recommended for children. Salmina (1995) stressed the value of allowing 
students to experiment with external representations, such as drawing and creating diagrams to 
convey meaning before students are guided to use the accepted mathematical symbols. Clarke 
et al. (2011) contend that making their own models allows learners to examine their own 
partitioning strategies and can lead to an understanding that equal shares are not necessarily 
congruent, that is, parts can be equal in area yet not in shape. 
Yet interpreting constructed representations is important for preservice teachers to be able to 
assess children’s fraction representations (Hill & Ball, 2009). Interpreting children’s work 
demands complex pedagogical content knowledge. Children may use and construct 
representational forms in unconventional or erroneous ways. The work of examining these 
representations involves much interpretive work on the part of the teacher (Fennema et al., 
1996). The limited level of teacher knowledge extends to primary teachers’ ability to interpret 
students’ representations. For example, Tirosh (2000) found that when preservice teachers 
examined students’ representations of fractions, they were often “unaware of major sources of 
students' incorrect responses” (p. 5). Further evidence comes from a survey conducted with 
294 preservice teachers by Beswick and Goos (2012) who found that only 12.2% of the 
preservice teachers could analyse a student’s drawing of the sum of . Son and Crespo 
(2009) looked at prospective teachers’ ability to recognise a student’s non-traditional strategy 
for dividing fractions and found only six of the 17 preservice primary school teachers could 
identify students’ alternative methods for division of fractions as correct, with only three of 
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these teachers able to reason about the generalisability and efficiency of the strategy. Preservice 
teachers lack experience in analysing children’s thinking through representations. Experienced 
teachers are better able to identify misconceptions that students are likely to demonstrate 
through representations, whereas inexperienced teachers draw instead on their own ways of 
representing the problem to predict student responses (Cai & Gorowara, 2002). However, 
practice in interpreting student work and inferring misconceptions supports preservice 
teachers to analyse and anticipate student thinking (Sowder, 2007). 
Van Den Kieboom (2008) asserts further research into the strategies that assist preservice 
teachers to improve content knowledge is warranted, as well as research into the strategies that 
best support preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching fractions. There is 
impetus here for further research into how preservice teachers’ fraction knowledge informs 
their pedagogical decisions concerning fraction representations, and how preservice teachers 
can be supported to develop stronger fraction knowledge to inform their teaching strategies. 
3.3.3 Recommendations	for	the	initial	teacher	education	of	preservice	teachers.	
Research indicates that preservice teachers’ fraction sense is limited and highlights the need to 
further study the content and methods courses in teacher education and how preservice 
teachers’ fraction content knowledge develops (Olanoff et al., 2014). However, disrupting 
preservice teachers’ initial conceptions requires persuading them of its necessity. Research by 
Yeping and Kulm (2008) revealed that the preservice teachers were overconfident in their 
mathematical content knowledge. There was a wide gap between the preservice teachers’ belief 
in their own strong content knowledge and the results showing their knowledge of division of 
fractions was limited and insufficient for teaching this topic conceptually. According to Ball 
(1988a), preservice teachers must acknowledge the need to develop conceptual understandings 
and ways of teaching before challenging their own prior knowledge. This was illustrated by the 
case of Ms. Daniels, a preservice teacher whose professional experience was analysed by Borko 
et al. (1992) and Eisenhart et al. (1993). This research highlighted that preservice teachers are 
not always convinced of the necessity of knowing the rationale when teaching calculations. As 
Borko et al. observed, Ms. Daniels’s belief in the adequacy of her mathematical understanding 
prevented her from developing the depth of content knowledge needed for teaching division of 
fractions. Her knowledge was likely not challenged during her mathematics studies at 
university, and even though she anticipated that students may ask for the rationale and she 
expressed concerns that she may not be able to answer these enquires, she was not prompted to 
develop this understanding herself. Borko et al. write that it did not seem Ms. Daniels felt the 
responsibility to research or wrestle with the difficult concepts even though she believed 
mathematics should be taught for understanding rather than through rote learning. Ms. 
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Daniels’s case highlights that even when preservice teachers hold reform oriented beliefs 
compatible with current perspectives of effective mathematics education, it is not always 
accompanied by the corresponding belief about challenging their own mathematics content 
knowledge.  
Research has also shown the value of studying student thinking to develop both mathematical 
content and pedagogical content knowledge (Sowder, 2007). Marshall (2010) found that 
engaging in dialogue about the explicit connections between representations, discussing 
similarities and differences between representations, and encouraging purposeful selection of 
representations supports teaching practices. Additionally, the benefits of having the preservice 
teachers compose their own representations are evident in the literature. For example, Hoban, 
Loughran, and Nielsen (2011) maintain that representations constructed by the preservice 
teachers promote deeper engagement in their learning. Chick, Pfannkuch, and Watson (2005) 
also argue that the effectiveness of standard representations may be more apparent if the 
students first grappled with their own representations. Hence, allowing the preservice teachers 
to create, compare and choose representations may promote their learning about fractions, and 
support their understanding of the reasoning behind using conventional representations. 
Despite the recommendations for improving preservice teachers’ knowledge, research into the 
effectiveness of teacher education in developing preservice teachers’ pedagogical content 
knowledge has shown mixed success. Marshman and Porter (2013) assessed preservice 
teachers’ responses to a student’s misconception before and after a mathematics pedagogy and 
content subject. These authors found that although the preservice teachers’ content knowledge 
had deepened, their pedagogical responses to the student misconception did not change and 
they did not analyse the student’s thinking in any depth. Similarly, Kilic (2010) found that 
preservice teachers had difficulty in identifying students’ misconceptions and devising effective 
pedagogical strategies to address the misconceptions even after a methods course and 
professional experience. Kilic suggests teacher education needs to develop content-specific 
opportunities to unpack how and why mathematical procedures work. In support of this 
recommendation, Widjaja and Stacey (2009) describe a successful case where one preservice 
teacher, Vivi, was able to progress beyond relying on rote learned rules and procedures to give 
conceptually-based explanations. This teacher was presented with a concrete representation of 
fractions, asked probing questions about the concepts, and given teaching ideas germane to 
conceptual understanding. Together, these methods deepened her initially weak knowledge of 
fractions and served to improve her pedagogical content knowledge.  
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The extent to which preservice teachers connect the theory presented in university coursework 
with their professional experiences as teachers is impacted by the level of integration of these 
components within a teacher education program.  Towers (2013) describes an example of a 
study that demonstrated the successful integration of theoretical concepts and practice. By 
deliberately building processes into the initial teacher education program that integrate theory 
and practice, Towers demonstrated that preservice teachers can make sense of their teaching 
experiences by way of drawing on the teacher education curriculum. Specifically, the program 
integrated field experiences with the university program in a "back-and-forth field-and-campus 
structure" (p. 121) to allow preservice teachers to better reflect on their professional 
experiences through a focused interrogation informed by readings, discussions with peers and 
reflections by these teachers. Drawing on philosophical work, her study illustrates a teacher 
education program that brought the theory and practice "into illuminating connection with the 
other" (Dunne, 2005, p. 376). 
Teaching experience has also been shown to help preservice teachers in strengthening their 
knowledge of teaching mathematics effectively. Capraro, Capraro, Parker, Kulm, and Raulerson 
(2005) found that when preservice teachers were afforded opportunities to teach mathematics 
they gained a better understanding of students’ strategies. These authors suggest that 
preservice teachers benefit from the impetus of implementing a lesson to improve their 
understanding of the mathematics. This study also identified aspects that affected the progress 
of preservice teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge. Firstly, the classroom teacher 
supervising the professional experience plays a critical role in modelling and reinforcing 
conceptual teaching methods. When the classroom teacher lacked “math power” (Capraro et al., 
2005, p. 114) and taught with a calculational orientation (as described in section 3.1.4), the 
teacher educator found it difficult to emphasise the importance of teaching conceptually to the 
preservice teacher. Secondly, as highlighted above, the preservice teacher’s willingness to 
engage with the content and pedagogical instruction in the teacher education course was found 
to impact on the development of pedagogical content knowledge. Other strategies that have 
been shown to support preservice teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge of mathematics 
include analysing children’s mathematical responses, using representations to show how 
procedures work, and learning about the difficulties students are likely to experience with 
particular topics such as fractions (Youngs, 2010). 
Teaching	 preservice	 teachers:	 Orientation	 for	 teaching	 conceptually	 and	 warrants	 for	
using	representations.	
In addition to having conceptual knowledge of fractions, teaching about fractions for conceptual 
understanding also requires the disposition to teach in a way that emphasises the meaning of 
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representations rather than their surface features. A conceptual orientation to teaching, 
according to A. G. Thompson et al. (1994), means focusing on contextual details rather than 
calculational procedures. Teachers with this orientation have a disposition towards making 
sense of situations by making relationships between mathematical ideas, contexts, 
representations and situations prominent in their teaching. This approach is encouraged by the 
National Mathematics Advisory Panel (2008), who assert that conceptual teaching is “likely to 
have the broadest and largest impact on problem-solving performance when it is directed 
toward the accurate solution of specific problems” (p. xix). 
Teaching conceptually is not a straightforward process and requires teachers to engage in 
pedagogical reasoning. In particular, choosing mathematically productive and pedagogically 
appropriate representations is a complex task. As Ball (1988a) points out, representations are 
not isomorphic with the intended concept being represented, and teaching takes place in a 
dynamic context where there are many, and oftentimes competing, considerations. Yet in order 
to teach fractions effectively, teachers need to consider the mathematical implications of 
representations as well as the instructional benefits and disadvantages. Concordantly, the 
reasons or warrants	 (Ball, 1988a) preservice teachers cite for choosing certain fraction 
representations should consider the conceptual meanings of the representations.	
3.4 Summary	of	Literature	Review	
The teacher knowledge section (3.1) presented research about teachers’ knowledge, 
highlighting important aspects such as procedural and conceptual knowledge and content and 
pedagogical knowledge. Teacher knowledge literature was reviewed, introducing the work of 
Shulman (1986). Mathematics knowledge for teaching was then reviewed, including the work of 
Ma (2010) and Ball (1988a), two seminal authors in this field. Representational knowledge was 
highlighted as an important component of teacher knowledge. Teachers’ representational 
knowledge was then conceptualised through Ball’s (1988a) ideas of substantive	and syntactic	
knowledge of representations, and then Ball’s warrants for using representations were outlined. 
The orientations for teaching proposed by A. G. Thompson et al. (1994) were then described 
and a conceptual orientation for using representations in teaching was recommended. Teaching 
with a conceptual orientation involves: emphasising connections to mathematical concepts 
rather than as procedures; making connections among representations; carefully sequencing 
representations to build mathematical ideas from concepts rather than calculations; embedding 
representations in a problem solving context rather; and treating representations as tools for 
thinking, rather than end products. 
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The fraction section (3.2) conceptualised good fraction understanding as fraction	 sense and 
identified some of the central concepts that inform this understanding. These concepts were: (a) 
the five sources of meaning for ; (b) measurement and fractions as numbers; (c) quantities and 
covariation; (d) proportional reasoning; (e) unitising and reasoning up and down; (f) sharing 
and comparing; (g) understanding the effect of operating on fractions; and (h) dispositions for 
making sense of fractions. Fraction sense for teaching was framed using conceptual and 
calculational orientations (A. G. Thompson et al., 1994). Representations of fractions were then 
identified as a way to approach teaching fractions conceptually. Subsequently, categories of 
fraction representations were developed from the literature and recommendations for teaching 
with these representations were presented.  
Finally, the teacher knowledge and fraction literature intersected in section 3.3. This section 
firstly outlined what preservice teachers are expected to know by the time they graduate as 
outlined by various governing bodies of mathematics education. This highlighted the 
importance of preservice teachers’ developing fraction sense to be able to support children’s 
understandings. Additionally, these teachers need to develop representational fluency with 
fraction notation, fraction models, and fraction language. However, studies into preservice 
teachers’ content knowledge call attention to the difficulties these teachers have with 
developing deep fraction knowledge. The research characterises these teachers’ fraction 
knowledge as often procedural and thin. Several recommendations were then outlined for 
initial teacher education, including supporting preservice teachers to acknowledge the necessity 
of understanding the rationale behind fraction procedures, developing their own fraction 
representations, and learning about the likely difficulties children will experience with the topic 
of fractions. 
3.4.1 Aim	of	the	current	study.	
Preservice teachers need to be supported to adopt a conceptual orientation to teaching fractions 
informed by their fraction sense and a detailed knowledge of fraction representations. They 
need experience with analysing children’s representations to develop an understanding of 
children’s likely difficulties. Further research is warranted into the challenges preservice 
teachers experience in developing these understandings and how teacher education can 
address these. Little is known about how preservice teachers can be supported to develop 
conceptual orientations to teaching fractions. Jones (2006) calls for more extensive, longitudinal 
efforts to understand how teacher education impacts preservice teachers’ approaches to 
teaching fractions. Jones recommends further research into preservice teachers’ development 
over methods and content courses and professional experience to inform the instructional 
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strategies of teacher educators. Thus, the current study addresses the need investigate the 
development of primary preservice teachers’ knowledge about teaching fractions during their 
teacher education program with a focus on their understanding and use of fraction 
representations. To this end, the following research questions are posed. 
RQ1. How do preservice teachers’ understandings of fractions and fraction representations 
develop over a teacher education program? 
RQ2. How and why do preservice teachers use fraction representations for learning and 
teaching tasks over the course of a teacher education program? 
 
The following chapter, Chapter 4, details the research approach and strategies to address the 




Chapter 2 presented the conceptual framework, justifying a Representational-Reasoning model 
of understanding within a representational systems lens of mathematics as a potentially fruitful 
perspective for further understanding the development of mathematical knowledge. To inform 
the direction of the present study, Chapter 3 then reviewed teacher knowledge literature and 
highlighted teachers’ representational knowledge as particularly germane for the work of 
mathematics teaching. Preservice teachers’ fraction and representational knowledge was also 
explored, suggesting that further investigation is needed into how preservice teachers develop 
the knowledge needed for teaching fractions conceptually. The current chapter details the 
research approach used to investigate the development of preservice teachers’ knowledge of 
fractions and fraction representations. Firstly, an illustration is provided of the theoretical 
perspectives that the representational systems conceptual framework lends to the current 
study, drawing on a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding. Secondly, the 
research design is detailed including the qualitative research methods and data collection 
procedures. Thirdly, efforts to strengthen the quality of the research are detailed. Finally, the 
development of the analytical framework is described, including the development and 
application of the coding scheme. 
4.2 Conceptualising	the	Research	Problem	Through	a	
Representational‐Reasoning	Model	of	Understanding	
There is a wide range of approaches used in mathematics education research (Ernest, 2016). 
Thus, in order to adequately address the research questions, the paradigm, research approach, 
and methodology need to be carefully considered. In any discipline of education, an elucidation 
of the perceived nature of reality (ontology), the methods that are used to investigate the world 
(methodology) and evaluations of truth claims (epistemology) is required (Lincoln & Guba, 
1994). Sriraman and English (2010) argue that a study’s research paradigm should be made 
transparent to be able to interrogate its effects on the overarching views presented on 
mathematics education. Chapter 2 argued for the appropriateness of a representational systems 
lens for mathematics education research, yet further clarification of how this framework has 
informed methodological decisions is needed. The conceptual framework also has implications 
for the validity and trustworthiness of the knowledge produced (Ernest, 2016), detailed in 
section 4.4. 
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To restate, the current study uses a representational systems view to conceptualise 
mathematics as a representational activity (Goldin, 2008). Within this framework, a 
Representational-Reasoning model of understanding conceptualises an individual’s 
mathematical understanding as a network of mental representations, with the number and 
strength of the connections between these internal representations determining the depth of 
understanding (Barmby, Harries, Higgins, & Suggate, 2007). 
In contrast to the broader study of semiotics, a representational systems view has been applied 
to the study of mathematics education in few instances (Goldin, 2008). Still fewer studies have 
adopted a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding. One such study conducted by 
Barmby et al. (2009) used a Representational-Reasoning lens to examine primary school 
students’ understanding of multiplication when instructed using different external 
representations. The use of the Representational-Reasoning model of understanding allowed 
these authors to identify specific advantages and disadvantages of a representation of 
multiplication. Subsequently, implications were presented for using this representation to teach 
multiplication more effectively. This study highlights the potential for a Representational-
Reasoning model of understanding to explore the instructional dimensions of external 
representations and impacts on learners’ mathematics development. 
One illustration of a representational model of understanding as applied in preservice teacher 
education research comes from Bolden et al. (2013). These researchers studied preservice 
primary teachers’ attitudes towards their own content knowledge of mathematics and their 
attitudes towards teaching mathematics. The study showed that a representational approach to 
the preservice teachers’ education had a significant and positive impact on these teachers’ 
attitudes and confidence in knowing and teaching mathematics. However, although these 
authors speculate that “developing the range of representations…that preservice teachers have 
available to them is likely to develop their understanding of a mathematical concept” (p. 80), the 
hypothesis was not investigated. As previous studies have shown (for example, Yeping & Kulm, 
2008), preservice teachers can have exaggerated confidence in their own content knowledge 
which, in turn, prevents them from improving this knowledge (Borko et al., 1992; Eisenhart et 
al., 1993). Bolden et al. contend that to improve their content knowledge, preservice teachers 
need to establish connections among visual and symbolic representations. Thus, further 
research adopting a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding could be used to 
investigate the effects of learning about representations and the connections among different 
representations on preservice teachers’ mathematical understanding. 
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The adoption of a representational systems lens and, subsequently, a Representational-
Reasoning model of understanding, gives rise to several assumptions as summarised in section 
2.3. These assumptions have various methodological implications that impact on the design of 
the current study. The first assumption made by a representational systems view is that the 
world is complex and meaning is inferred from the representational chemistry between multi-
representational systems and interactions between internal and external representations (see 
Chapter 2). The current study seeks to understand how and why these systems interact and 
thus requires a research design that enables an exploratory approach (Bogdan & Biklen, 2006). 
Concordantly, a qualitative approach was deemed the most appropriate in light of the 
exploratory nature of the study (Cohen et al., 2007; Creswell, 2014). The current study is 
specifically concerned with the exploration of preservice teachers’ understandings and use of 
fractions and fraction representations. Currently, little is known about preservice teachers’ 
development of fraction sense through fraction representations. To advance understanding in 
this field, a qualitative approach can help to explore the nature of preservice teachers’ 
knowledge development. Additionally, as established in Chapter 3, teachers’ knowledge of 
fractions is an intricate field of study. Qualitative methods are suited to understanding complex 
problems through investigating the participants’ constructed meanings (Creswell, 1998). 
Concordantly, qualitative methods are appropriate to document the complexity of learning to 
teach fractions with representations (Barmby et al., 2009). 
Another epistemological assumption made by a representational systems view is that the body 
of mathematical knowledge is constructed through both logical and social processes. Thus, the 
research approach must be open-ended to allow the preservice teachers’ personal meanings of 
mathematics to be interpreted, yet these personal meanings must also be considered in light of 
the implicit mathematical meanings and conventional, socially constructed body of 
mathematics. A qualitative research design allows personal meanings to be acknowledged 
(Cohen et al., 2007), but also locates the observer in the context (in this case, with regard to the 
body of mathematical knowledge) and gives the researcher interpretive activities that make the 
world visible (Mertens, 2010). 
More specifically, the current study adopts a Representational-Reasoning model of 
understanding which assumes a learner’s understanding of a concept is composed of a network 
of internal representations. This model of understanding posits that learners’ understanding 
can be inferred from external representations. A qualitative paradigm allows preservice 
teachers’ knowledge to be interpreted through external representations by “turn[ing] the world 
into a series of representations, including field notes, interviews, conversations, photographs, 
recordings and memos to the self” (Mertens, 2010, p. 225). Thus, qualitative practices can help 
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elucidate the structure and substance of the preservice teachers’ internal representations. 
Understanding from a Representational-Reasoning perspective is framed as a continuum rather 
than a binary state where the more internal representations for a concept, the better the 
understanding. In contrast to judging a learner’s understanding dichotomously as “correct” or 
“incorrect,” there is a need for rich accounts of participants’ constructed meanings. Qualitative 
methods support thick description of phenomena and concordantly have potential to illustrate 
understanding as nuanced (Holloway & Todres, 2003). A Representational-Reasoning model of 
understanding gives prominence to participants’ reasoning about representations and the 
connections made between representations. By adopting qualitative methods, the multiple 
representations participants construct are foregrounded and the reasoning through which 
participants form meaning is investigated (Maxwell, 2005). Thus, the research approach allows 
for a wide range of representations to be documented and provides opportunities to capture 
preservice teachers’ reasoning. 
4.3 Qualitative	Research	Methods	
The current section sets out the qualitative research approach for the study. Firstly, a case study 
approach is outlined and justified (section 4.3.1). The study is then situated through a 
description of the research setting and participant selection method (section 4.3.2). This section 
concludes with a detailed outline and justification of the data tools and methods (section 4.3.3). 
4.3.1 A	case	study	approach.	
As highlighted in Chapter 3, further research is needed into how preservice teachers develop 
fraction sense and representational knowledge for teaching fractions conceptually. In order to 
further understand this process within teacher education, case study methods were employed 
because they help to explore the relationship between phenomena and the environment, 
especially when this relationship is not clear (Yin, 1994). Case study approaches to research 
focus on understanding one or more cases.	A case study is “an in-depth description and analysis 
of a bounded system” (Merriam, 2009, p. 40). A case is a unit of analysis for which there are 
defined boundaries, such as place, time, and participants. Additionally, a case comprises an 
integrated	 system	or functioning	body	 (Stake, 1995). Thus, case study methods investigate a 
bounded system and the interplay of components within this system. The intention of a case 
study can be intrinsic	or instrumental	(Stake, 1995). The purpose of an intrinsic case study is 
exploratory; it aims to understand the particular idiosyncrasies of the case itself. Alternatively, 
instrumental case studies aim	to use the case(s) to understand a more extensive issue, derive 
generalisations or to generate theory (Mills, Durepos, & White, 2010). 
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There are several approaches to case study designs, three of which are outlined by Stake 
(1995), Yin and Campbell (2018), and Merriam (2009). Stake’s approach to case studies is the 
most flexible of the three, encouraging the researcher to refine and clarify issues as the 
investigation unfolds. However, as Yazan and De Vasconcelos (2016) warns, emerging 
researchers may find this approach leads to uncertainty and ambiguity as even experienced 
researchers may need clear guidelines before undertaking case study research. Alternatively, 
Yin advocates that case study researchers examine and interrogate the reasoning that connects 
data to the inferences made the criteria for interpreting the findings carefully before designing 
the case study. In this way, such studies would develop solid foundations for the analysis by 
grounding the study in relevant literature and theoretical positions prior to data collection. Yet 
an exploratory study such as the current intrinsic case study must also be open to a 
reinterpretation of the findings in light of data collected. Thus, the work of Merriam was 
consulted in the planning and implementation of the current research. Her approach satisfies 
both Stake’s prioritisation of the case itself as well as Yin’s argument for careful design. Merriam 
provides guidance for the construction of a literature review, development of a theoretical 
framework, identification of a research problem, the crafting and sharpening research 
questions, and purposive selection of the sample (Yazan & De Vasconcelos, 2016). Yet, 
consistent with a constructivist tradition, she also allows flexibility in the timing of these 
processes, acknowledging that it may precede the data collection or be conducted concurrently. 
In the current study, it was appropriate to develop preliminary research questions informed by 
research literature and consider the theoretical underpinnings before data collection occurred, 
yet as analysis began to inform the emerging theorisation of the cases, the study’s design 
evolved over the course of its duration so as to be sensitive to unanticipated findings. 
In the current study, the cases were bounded by the context of preservice primary school 
teacher education and limited to volunteering participants. Secondly, the study sought to 
investigate the complex interactions between individuals’ internal representations and external 
representations. This aim fits with the intentions of an instrumental	case study as these types of 
case studies foreground the investigation of a particular phenomenon over the understanding of 
the cases themselves (Mills et al., 2010). Accordingly, the current study presents an 
instrumental	case study that seeks to elucidate the relationships between preservice teachers’ 
understandings and use of fractions and fraction representations rather than further 
understand the bounded case of each preservice teacher. 
In order for the patterns which emerge as research findings to transfer to new settings, a 
sensitivity to context is needed (Patton, 1990). A case study is a “naturalistic-experiment-in-
action” (Freebody, 2003, p. 86), where careful documentation and analysis is used to explore 
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phenomena in a real world setting. Natural settings help explore particular contexts and their 
impact on the participants (Maxwell, 2005). The research aimed to explore preservice teachers’ 
fraction sense and representational knowledge in depth. According to Barmby et al. (2009), 
participants’ experiences with representations shape their constructed meanings. Situating the 
research within the natural setting where these experiences occur, in this instance, a preservice 
primary initial teacher education program, allows the research to be open to what might 
emerge (Patton, 1990). Locating the current study within teacher education and observing 
typical teaching and learning tasks allows the investigation of real-world situations as they 
unfold naturally rather than only including tasks manipulated or artificially generated (Patton, 
1990). Thus, the current study aims to understand preservice teachers’ teaching and learning 
about fractions and fraction representations through the natural settings where these activities 
occur. Additionally, specifically designed research tools allowed further detail to be gathered 
(see section 4.3.3), detailed after the context for the research is described. 
Limitations of a case study approach were also considered in the design of the study. As 
Merriam (2009) points out, because the researcher acts as the primary instrument of data 
collection and analysis  qualitative case studies, case studies are “limited by the sensitivity and 
integrity of the investigator” (p.52). Thus, an audience was sought with peers to enhance the 
confirmability of the inferences made based on data collected. The researcher met regularly 
with research supervisors to discuss emerging theorisation about the cases and cross-case 
analysis. Another criticism aimed at case study design is the limitations of generalising to more 
comprehensive propositions and theories. However, as Flyvbjerg (2006) notes, the difficulty in 
generalising case study research is due to the complexities and nuance of the reality studied 
rather than the methodological approach. Further limitations of the study’s design are 
addressed in section 4.4.4, Limitations of the study. 
4.3.2 Situating	the	research:	Context	of	the	current	study.	
As previously stated, a case study is bound by context. The current study acknowledges the 
social, historical and temporal context of the research site. Specifically, the study took place in a 
large public research university3, the University of Wollongong, located in the Illawarra region 
of New South Wales, Australia. 
                                                             
3 The university enrolled around 30,000 students across its campuses at the time of the study. 
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Graduate	Diploma	of	Education.	
The current study was located within the Graduate Diploma of Education program (henceforth 
referred to as the GradDipEd) offered in the School of Education4. In contrast to a Bachelor of 
Education (Primary), the GradDipEd program required entrants to have completed at least one 
undergraduate degree of a minimum of three years’ length. 
In 2013, there were 135 students enrolled in this program. Of the 83 students attending the 
main Wollongong campus5, 29% were male and 71% were female. This reflects a similar 
composition to that of the wider teaching staff in Australia (28% males, 72% females; Australian 
Bureau of Statistics, 2013, p. 29). At the time of research, the GradDipEd was offered as a one-
year program which required the completion of two mathematics content and pedagogy 
subjects – one in the first semester, Mathematics	Content	and	Pedagogy	1 (referred to hereafter 
as Subject	 1) and another in the second semester, Mathematics	 Content	 and	 Pedagogy	 2 
(referred to hereafter as Subject	2). 
The first of the mathematics content and pedagogy subjects, Subject	 1, aimed to support 
preservice teachers to “gain knowledge and understanding of key aspects of numeracy, develop 
effective teaching and learning strategies for successful classroom practice…[and] embed the 
pedagogy within major theoretical perspectives on numeracy” (University of Wollongong, 2013, 
p. 3). The key aspects of the numeracy content in this core subject included the central 
mathematical topics in the primary school curriculum, such as: reading, writing and 
understanding numbers; problem solving; place value; mental strategies and calculations; 
whole number and fraction operations; and measurement. Pedagogical aspects covered 
included classroom management strategies, differentiation and diversity in the classroom, 
programming and planning in mathematics, assessment of students and unpacking the NSW 
primary mathematics syllabuses, both the previous (K-6, New South Wales Board of Studies, 
2006) and current versions (K-10, New South Wales Board of Studies, 2012). 
The second mathematics content and pedagogy subject, Subject	2, sought to “build on ideas 
explored in the core subject” and aimed to be “particularly useful in helping students to develop 
more skills in designing learning activities that are consistent with the Quality Teaching 
Framework including assessment practices” (University of Wollongong, 2013, p. 4). The subject 
focused on mathematics content and pedagogy such as developing mathematical investigations, 
                                                             
4 Initial teacher education programs follow a new accreditation process (implemented progressively from 2016 to 
2018) and graduate entry initial teacher education programs are required to comprise at least two years of full-time 
study (AITSL, 2015). However, although the GradDipEd program has since been discontinued and a two-year Master 
of Teaching (Primary) is now offered, the content of the mathematics subjects in the new program essentially remain 
the same. 
5 The GradDipEd was also offered at three other regional campuses. 
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open-ended questions, fraction content and pedagogy, flexibility with number, developing 
algebraic reasoning, further measurement concepts, space and geometry including two- and 
three-dimensional space, classifying shapes and objects, types of geometries, circle geometry, 
estimation, using metric units, and data and chance. 
Together, the two mathematics content and pedagogy subjects had several specific instructional 
goals: firstly, to strengthen the preservice teachers’ content knowledge of primary and early 
high school mathematics; secondly, to support the pedagogical knowledge of preservice 
teachers specifically for the teaching of primary mathematical content; thirdly, to buttress their 
developing knowledge with theoretical perspectives and research-based evidence of effective 
mathematics instruction. Lastly, both subjects aimed to prepare the preservice teachers to meet 
the standards required by the NSW Institute of Teachers (2010) and familiarise the preservice 
teachers with the NSW mathematics syllabuses (New South Wales Board of Studies, 2006, 
2012). 
Participants	and	selection.	
Participants in the current study had obtained degrees from a range of faculties and courses and 
their experiences with both teaching and the primary mathematics content varied widely. All 
preservice teachers within the cohort attending the main campus (83 students) were invited to 
participate in the research during a lecture setting where the participant information sheets and 
consent forms were disseminated (see Appendix A). Of the 42 preservice teachers who returned 
their consent forms, 39 agreed to be filmed during a tutorial, 12 agreed to attend interviews, 22 
agreed to have work samples collected and 22 agreed to having their assessment tasks filmed. 
Ten preservice teachers in total gave consent for all university-based research activities. 
Further consent was then obtained to observe the preservice teachers’ on their professional 
experience placements (see Appendix B). Of the ten preservice teachers who consented to the 
research, full data sets were collected from seven teachers (one of the preservice teachers did 
not attend all interviews, one did not teach a fraction lesson, and consent was not obtained from 
the students of one preservice teacher). Concordantly, the participants represent a convenience 
sample. 
From these seven preservice teachers, three participants were purposefully selected. A maximal 
variation sampling technique (Creswell, 2014) was employed which builds complexity by 
sampling participants with different experiences. The participants were Fran,	Fiona,	and	Finn	
who were enrolled in the same tutorial group for Subject	1.	These preservice teachers had 
completed a range of high school mathematics subjects, undergraduate degrees, had varying 
exposure to teaching, and different scores on an initial pretest conducted before the 
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commencement of Subject	1 (see section 4.5.2). In order to consider each of the preservice 
teachers as cases (Stake, 1995), extensive data were collected throughout the GradDipEd.	The 
following section details the data collection methods of the current study. 
4.3.3 Data	collection	events.	
Qualitative research recognises the complexity and ongoing change of settings, thus paying 
attention to the situational and systemic dynamics (Patton, 1990). Capturing the development 
of preservice teachers’ knowledge requires analysis of changes over	time. To document these 
changes, a longitudinal design was chosen which interrogates the dynamic systems involved in 
different settings and across time (Patton, 1990), such as the teaching and learning tasks within 
the GradDipEd program. A longitudinal design is also fitting for studying fraction knowledge 
and its development because learners’ internal representations of fractions evoked at different 
times can be conflicting (Gould, 2005b; see section 3.2.6). In other words, a learner’s response 
to one task may demonstrate understanding of a fraction concept, yet he or she can display 
misconceptions of the same fraction concept at another time. In order to capture the breadth of 
preservice teachers’ understandings of fractions, data were collected at pertinent points 
throughout the year in which the participants completed their programs such as before and 
after the mathematics subjects and during their professional experience placements. 
Case study design also requires an extensive collection of data to better understand the unit of 
analysis (Burns, 1997). To provide rich descriptions of the cases, the current study drew on 
multiple data sources. Collecting extensive data is important for exploring fraction knowledge 
because restricting data collection to a single instrument, such as tests, can also limit the kinds 
of possible responses (Meaney & Lange, 2012) and misrepresent the extent of the learners’ 
knowledge (P. W. Thompson & Thompson, 1994). The study employed data collection strategies 
including participant observations, in-depth interviews, and work sample collection. These 
methods were employed during data collection events. These events included research	
instruments (RI) specifically designed for the current study including RI(a) interviews, RI(b) 
concept maps, and RI(c) fraction interpretation interview tasks, as well as teaching	and	learning	
activities	(TL)	that were tasks required as part of the completion of the mathematics subjects. 
The teaching and learning activities included TL(a) examinations and TL(b) observations and 
work samples collected from Professional Experience (PEx).	A time line of these events in 
relation to the two mathematics content and pedagogy subjects (Subject	1	and Subject	2) and the 
preservice teachers’ PEx is shown in Figure 4-1. These events, as well as the data collected (field 
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The current study included research instruments designed specifically to capture data from the 
three participants. These instruments included semi-structured interviews, concept maps, and a 
fraction interpretation task and were implemented during hour-long face-to-face interviews. 
The interviews were conducted at four points throughout the preservice teachers’ program. 
These occurred at pertinent times in relation to the preservice teachers’ professional 
experiences (PEx) during the GradDipEd program (see Table 4-1). The first two interviews were 
conducted before and after the Initial PEx respectively. The third interview followed the second 
professional experience (Minor	PEx) and the final interview was conducted subsequent to the 





Subject	1	  Interview 1 – 
March  
- Semi-structured interview 1 
- Concept map 1 
- Fraction Interpretation task 1 
  Initial professional 
experience 
March 18 (3 weeks) 
  
	  Interview 2 – April  
- Semi-structured interview 2 
- Concept map 2 
  Minor professional 
experience 
June 10 (3 weeks) 
   
       
Subject	2	  Interview 3 – August  
- Semi-structured interview 3 




October 7 (5 weeks) 
   
   Interview 4 – 
November  
- Semi-structured interview 4 
- Concept map 4 
- Fraction Interpretation task 2	
 
The three research instruments employed during interviews will now be justified and further 
detail provided. 
RI	(a) Semi‐structured	interviews.	
Semi-structured interviews were composed of a mix of open-ended, directed, and topic-specific 
questions as is common in qualitative research (Merriam, 2009). These interviews allow the 
researcher freedom to ask specific questions or to follow participant-initiated topics (Mertens, 
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2010). Chick and associates (Chick & Baker, 2005; Chick et al., 2006) have shown that semi-
structured interviews are effective for revealing significant aspects of pedagogical content 
knowledge in relation to a range of mathematical topics. Thus, semi-structured interviews were 
appropriate for investigating the preservice teachers’ pedagogical and content knowledge 
specifically in relation to fractions and fraction representations. 
A line of inquiry pursued in interviews for the current research was the preservice teachers’ 
conceptions of fraction representations. To suit the exploratory nature of the current study, 
interview questions were open-ended to gather the varied and multiple meanings constructed 
by the preservice teachers (Cohen et al., 2007). The interviews were guided by individual 
protocols which addressed the specific purpose of each interview. Specifically, the first semi-
structured interview aimed to gather background information about the preservice teachers 
including demographics and their experiences and confidence with mathematics and fractions. 
Subsequent interviews addressed participants’ professional experiences and opinions about the 
mathematics subjects. All interviews sought the preservice teachers’ perceptions of 
representations, fractions, fraction representations and the development of their content and 
pedagogical knowledge. Table 4-2 gives an overview of the content of each of the four 
interviews. 
Table	4‐2	Semi‐structured	interview	contents	
Interview	topics	 Interview	1	 Interview	2	 Interview	3	 Interview	4	
Perceptions of 
representations x x x x 
Perceptions of fractions x x x x 
Fraction representations x x x x 
Knowledge development x x x x 
Demographics, 
background, experience 
with mathematics and 
fractions 
x    
Confidence with 
mathematics and fractions x    
Subject	1	 x x   
Subject	2	   x x 
Initial professional 
experience x x   
Minor professional 
experience   x  
Major professional 
experience    x 
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Interview guides were prepared for each interview (see Appendix C), but flexibility was allowed 
for clarification or follow-up questions for pertinent matters. The interviews were conducted 
face-to-face6. An audio recording device was used to capture the interviews and full 
transcriptions were made of each interview. 
RI	(b) Concept	maps.	
A concept map is a diagram consisting of nodes that represent concepts and connecting lines 
denoting a relationship between nodes (Shavelson, Lang, & Lewin, 1993). The maps show 
relationships between ideas, concepts, thoughts, hypotheses, and processes. Concept maps have 
long been considered useful for giving individuals an opportunity to display their thinking 
systematically (Liyanage & Thomas, 2002; Markham, Mintzes, & Jones, 1994; Novak & Gowin, 
1984; Shavelson et al., 1993) and some consider these maps to represent an individual’s 
“cognitive structure” (Shavelson et al., 1993, p. iii). Concept maps have been used in diverse 
ways (Liyanage & Thomas, 2002). Most relevant to the current study, these maps have been 
used to assess conceptual knowledge of mathematics (Chinnappan & Lawson, 2005; 
Chinnappan, Lawson, & Nason, 1999; Hough, Rode, Terman, & Weissglass, 2005; Williams, 
1998) and teachers’ pedagogical mathematics knowledge (Liyanage & Thomas, 2002).  
Concept maps support researchers to analyse the connectedness and depth of participants’ 
knowledge (Wright, 2008). In the current study, concept maps were employed to prompt 
preservice teachers to demonstrate conceptual understanding of fractions, knowledge of 
fraction representations, and knowledge of teaching fractions. Moreover, a concept map 
“provides a theoretically powerful and psychometrically sound tool for assessing conceptual 
change in experimental and classroom settings” (Markham et al., 1994, p. 92). Thus, concept 
maps were collected at different times throughout the year to highlight conceptual changes in 
preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions and fraction representations. 
Preservice teachers composed the first concept map at the conclusion of Interview 1. After 
confirming that all preservice teachers were familiar with the structure and purpose of a 
concept map, participants were asked to place Representations at the centre of their concept 
map. Participants were then asked to contribute as many related concepts and ideas as possible, 
making connections and noting relationships between these nodes. Prompts were provided by 
the researcher at the preservice teachers’ request, for example, asking what was known about 
fractions and fraction representations (advantages, disadvantages, experiences with, how to 
sequence etcetera). Preservice teachers subsequently added to the initial concept map at the 
                                                             
6 With the exception of Interview 4 for Finn. This was conducted over the phone because he was not able to attend in 
person. 
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conclusion of each of the following interviews (Interview 2-4). In this way, the concept maps 
were developed over the teacher education program with the preservice teachers’ contributions 
dated at four different time periods (see Appendix D for an example from Fiona’s concept map). 
RI	(c) Fraction	Interpretation	(FI)	task.	
Task based interviews are most commonly conducted with a student who is provided with 
materials, such as a pen and paper, to solve a problem. The researcher’s role is to encourage the 
student to ‘think aloud,’ and to prompt the student, provide hints, clarify, encourage the student 
to continue and probe their understanding (Hill et al., 2008). Compared with a curriculum-
specific multiple choice test, a task-based interview can give a more comprehensive portrayal of 
the thought processes used by students when completing mathematical tasks (R. B. Davis, 
1984). 
It is important here to acknowledge that the thought processes of students are not directly 
accessible because, by their nature, internal representations are inaccessible to an external 
observer. Thus, drawing on students’ explanations and elaborations of their own thought 
processes necessarily relies on the extent of clarity the individual has about his or her own 
thoughts (Goldin & Kaput, 1996). Consequently, a reasonable criticism of the “think aloud” 
protocol is that it cannot capture perfectly the internal representational processes whilst an 
individual solves a task. Additionally, verbalising thoughts as they occur may interrupt the 
thought process itself. As Someren, Barnard, and Sandberg (1994) write, “if the information is 
nonverbal and complicated then verbalization will not only cost time, but also space in working 
memory because it becomes a cognitive process by itself. This will cause the report of the 
original process to be incomplete and it can sometimes even disrupt this process.” (p. 33). 
However, an alternative method such as allowing learners themselves to decide how and what 
they will record as they solve a problem may not provide the depth of insight desired by the 
research. For example, students’ correct answers do not always reflect deep or even correct 
thinking because flawed reasoning can lead to an accurate response (Wong & Evans, 2011). 
Thus, it is necessary to probe learners’ thinking whilst engaged in mathematical tasks. Research 
shows that this kind of interview can give “powerful insights” into learners’ understanding of 
particular mathematics concepts and their reasoning about the chosen methods of solution 
(Clarke et al., 2011, p. 23). Additionally, the ‘think aloud’ protocol allows access to the learners’ 
reasoning (Barmby et al., 2009). More specifically, task-based interviews can reveal difficulties 
with fractions and their representations and allow further analysis of preservice teachers’ 
fraction sense (Ball, 1988a; Biza & Nardi, 2007; Jung, 2016; Ma, 2010). 
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During both the first and final interviews, preservice teachers performed a fraction 
interpretation and translation task in which the context-less fraction division  was shown 
and four representations for this division were displayed (see Table 4-3; Appendix E contains 
further details of the task).  
Preservice teachers were then asked to translate between the fraction notation and pre-
constructed fraction representations through a think aloud process. To translate between 
representations, the preconstructed fraction models needed to be interpreted. Two of the four 
representations shown (Fraction	Models	 1 and 4) were accurate depictions of the fraction 
division, while one showed the multiplication  (Fraction	Model	2)	and the last depicted the 
sub-procedure of   3 (Fraction	 Model	 3). Different fraction models were represented 
including number lines and area models. Preservice teachers were asked to comment on the 
appropriateness of the representations, connections with the division process, and each  
 


















representation’s feasibility for teaching division by fractions. This task was developed from an 
item in the presentation given by Ball et al. (2009) to illustrate the specialised kinds of 




As previously argued, situating research within a natural setting supports the investigation of 
particular contexts and participants (Maxwell, 2005), yet as an instrumental case study, 
collecting authentic documents preservice teachers were required to complete during the 
mathematics subjects can help to understand their development of content and pedagogical 
knowledge through the teacher education program more generally (Mills et al., 2010). The 
teaching and learning activities included examinations completed at several points throughout 
the year and documentation of the professional experience undertaken. 
TL	(a) Examinations.	
Examinations have been used for researching teachers’ content and pedagogical knowledge 
extensively, either in the form of specifically designed research tools (see for example 
Afamasaga-Fuata'i et al., 2008; Baumert et al., 2010; Norton, 2012) or tests embedded within 
teacher education programs (see for example Capraro et al., 2005; Chinnappan & Forrester, 
2014; Norton, 2010). For the current study, the embedded examinations in Subjects	1	and 2	
were considered more appropriate than specifically designed tests for two reasons. Firstly, 
embedded examinations are naturalistic data points and thus provide information about the 
setting of the research, in this case, the teacher education program. Teacher program 
examinations vary in content and difficulty and analysis of embedded examinations can more 
accurately indicate the nature of theoretical and research-based elements in teacher education 
programs (Ingvarson et al., 2004). Furthermore, participants’ responses to examination 
questions can provide insight into how and why preservice teachers use fractions and fraction 
representations during a teacher education program. The second consideration was to minimise 
the demands placed on participants’ time and efforts. Requiring preservice teachers to complete 
additional testing outside of the teacher education program as well as the research interviews 
was deemed unreasonable. 
There were four examinations embedded in Subjects	 1	 and 2	 that all preservice teachers 
completed.	 The first examination was a pretest designed to capture the initial fraction 
knowledge across the preservice teacher cohort. This pretest also served as a benchmark with 
which to compare participants’ subsequent examination responses. The next two examinations, 
Exam	1	and Exam	2, contributed towards the preservice teachers’ mark for Subject	1.	The final 
exam, Exam	3,	was the concluding assessment for Subject	2.	The weighting and collection time 




Examination	 Length	 Weighting	 Time	 Month	
	 Pretest	 20	minutes	 N/A	 Before	Subject	1	 January	
Subject	1	 	 	 	 	
	 Exam	1	 1.5	hours	 20%	 After	intensive	session	 February	
	 Exam	2	 2.5	hours	 20%	 Conclusion	of	Subject	1	 June	
Subject	2	 	 	 	 	
	 Exam	3	 1.5	hours	 30%	 Conclusion	of	Subject	2	 September	
All	 examination	 items	 related	 to	 core	 mathematical	 concepts	 from	 the	 Mathematics	 primary	
syllabus	 (New	 South	 Wales	 Board	 of	 Studies,	 2006,	 2012)	 and	 were	 designed	 to	 test	 the	
preservice	teachers’	understandings	of	mathematical	content	and	pedagogical	concepts	through	
a	 series	 of	 short-answer	 questions.	 For	 the	 purposes	 of	 the	 current	 study,	 participants’	
responses	 to	 questions	 related	 to	 fractions	 were	 collected	 (10	 in	 the	Pretest,	one	 in	Exam	1,	
seven	in	Exam	2,	and	one	in	Exam	3).	Examinations	asked	preservice	teachers	to:	draw	fraction	
models	 and	 provide	 explanations;	 complete	 contextual	word	 problems;	 evaluate	 equivalency;	
analyse	 sample	 students’	 fraction	 calculations	 and	models;	 compare	 and	 order	 fractions;	 and	
perform	 calculations	 such	 as	 addition,	 subtraction,	 multiplication	 and	 division	 using	 fraction	
notation	(Appendix	F	details	examination	items).	Items	variously	required	preservice	teachers	
to	 interpret	 and/or	 provide	 the	 fraction	 notation,	 fraction	 language	 and	 fraction	models	 (see	
Table	 4-5).	 Some	 examination	 items	 were	 worded	 to	 prompt	 preservice	 teachers	 to	
demonstrate	their	conceptual	understanding	of	 the	 fractions	(Bartell,	Webel,	Bowen,	&	Dyson,	
2013).	For	example,	some	items	asked	“How	do	you	know?	Explain	your	answer”	to	encourage	









+	 −	 ×	 ÷	 	 Notation	 Language	 Model(s)	
Pretest	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Q1	 	 	 	 	 	 x	 	 x	 x	 x	
Q2	 	 x	 	 	 	 	 	 x	 x	 x	
Q3	 	 x	 	 	 x	 	 	 x	 x	 x	
Q4	 	 x	 	 	 x	 x	 	 x	 x	 x	
Q5	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 x	
Q6	 	 	 x	 	 	 	 	 x	 	 	
Q7	 	 	 	 x	 	 	 	 x	 	 	
Q8	 x	 	 	 	 	 	 	 x	 	 	
Q9	 	 	 	 	 x	 	 	 x	 	 	








+	 −	 ×	 ÷	  Notation Language Model(s) 
Exam	1	           
Q1   x     x x  
Exam	2	           
Q1      x  x x x 
Q2  x      x x x 
Q3  x    x  x x x 
Q4  x   x x  x x x 
Q5          x 
Q6   x     x x  
Q7    x    x x  
Exam	3	           
Q1      x x x x x 
Additionally, several of the examination items were designed isometrically to enable 
comparison before and after the preservice teachers attended fraction lectures and tutorials. 
Table 4-6 shows the examination item correspondence. 
Table	4‐6	Corresponding	examination	items	
Content	 Pre‐instruction	 Post‐instruction	
Contextual, implicit division of fractions questions Pretest Q1 Exam	2 Q1 
Comparison of fraction size Pretest Q2 Exam	2 Q2 
Comparison of operation of fractions value with 





Equivalence of division by a fraction and 
multiplying by its reciprocal 
Pretest Q4 Exam	2 Q4 
Show three representations for given fraction Pretest Q5 Exam	2 Q5 
Addition of fractions calculation Pretest Q6  Exam	2 Q6 
Subtraction of fractions calculation Pretest Q7 Exam	2 Q7 
Comparisons were made between the pre-instruction and post-instruction items to indicate 
changes in the preservice teachers’ use and knowledge of fractions and fraction representations. 
The analysis of these items will be taken up in section 4.4. 
TL	(b) Professional	experience	observation.	
Observation of teaching practice has been used to examine pedagogical reasoning and provide 
insight into the demands on both the teachers’ content and pedagogical knowledge for teaching 
mathematics (Ball & Bass, 2002). The current study sought to document the preservice 
teachers’ pedagogical reasoning about fractions and fraction representations through 
observation of one teaching episode for each of the participants during her or his Minor 
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professional experience. The content, duration, and student ages varied for each of the 
participants’ lessons (see Table 4-7). 
Table	4‐7	Details	of	lessons	observed	on	participants'	professional	experience	
Participant	 Stage/Year	 Duration	of	lesson	 Topic	
Fran Stage 2, Year 4 60 mins Decimals, percentages and 
fractions 
Finn Early stage 1, 
Kindergarten 
45 mins Halves 
Fiona Stage 1, Year 1/2 60 mins Halves, quarters and 
eighths 
Each lesson was video recorded and full transcripts were made of the audio. Photographs were 
taken of the classroom environment, student work samples, and the teaching and learning 
activities. Other data collected included work samples produced by the preservice teachers and 
students and electronic copies of presentations given by the preservice teachers (for example, 
Power Point or Notebook presentations given on an interactive white board). Analysis 
procedures for the teaching episodes are detailed in section 4.4. 
4.4 Quality	of	Research	
Several measures have been taken to address the quality of the research. Inherent biases are 
examined in light of the researcher’s background in section 4.4.1. Measures to address the 
trustworthiness and validity of the study are addressed in section 4.4.2. Ethical considerations 
made are detailed in section 4.4.3. Finally, the limitations of the study are acknowledged in 
section 4.4.4. 
4.4.1 Researcher’s	background	and	role.	
The goal of qualitative research is to develop a deep understanding of the research problem. To 
this end, the researcher acts as the key research instrument because the adaptability and 
responsiveness of human instruments make them suited to better understanding issues 
(Merriam, 2009). However, a researcher’s involvement can impact the quality of research. 
Complete subjectivity undermines the credibility of studies and yet complete objectivity in 
research is impossible (Patton, 1990). The researcher in the current study sought to maintain 
subjectivity in making credible interpretations of the data, yet steps were also taken to uphold a 
productive level of objectivity. As the primary actor in collecting and analysing data, the 
researcher worked to communicate, process information, analyse and clarify data, respond to 
unanticipated responses and to confer with preservice teachers about the interpretation of their 
responses. The researcher in the current study took an observing role during the teacher 
education sessions where the teacher educator took up the role of the instructor. The 
researcher was also an observer during the preservice teachers’ professional experience 
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placements. For observation sessions, the researcher attempted to minimise the impact on data 
collected by familiarising herself with the participants and others present before 
commencement of observations by attending the lesson prior to the fraction lesson and 
introducing the research project. Additionally, the researcher maintained distance from the 
teaching and learning activities in action by taking field notes from an unobtrusive position. 
The current researcher’s personal interpretations are important for research in qualitative 
design, yet carry with them inherent biases. It is not by minimising but through acknowledging 
these biases that the quality of qualitative research is enhanced. The researcher uses a self-
reflective lens through which these biases can be recognised. To highlight biases, the 
researcher’s motivation for the research must be examined. The researcher in the current study 
became interested in preservice teachers’ understandings of fractions through a mixed methods 
research project completed as part of the requirements of an Honours in Bachelor of Early 
Childhood Education program. This project involved the researcher analysing preservice 
teacher examinations and consequently noting that items relating to fractions were particularly 
difficult for these teachers. Additionally, research assistant work analysing preservice teachers’ 
fraction representations highlighted the potential for representations as a means to assess 
content and pedagogical knowledge. The research interests of the current researcher are thus 
biased towards the selection of fraction representations as content for analysis and preservice 
teachers as participants. However, as addressed in Chapter 3, fractions are frequently identified 
as a difficult topic for preservice teachers and merit further research. 
The potential for the researcher to influence the findings of the study was most prominent in 
the interviews where the researcher was directly involved in asking the participants questions 
and following lines of inquiry. One factor that limited the researcher’s impact on preservice 
teachers’ responses is that the researcher was a student herself, studying a Doctor of 
Philosophy, and would therefore more likely be considered a peer with no authority over the 
participants’ academic outcomes compared with teacher-led educational research. However, the 
researcher did have an influence in the flow of information in the interviews by asking leading 
questions in interviews. At times when participants seemed unable to answer a question, the 
researcher used prompts, potentially attributing to preservice teachers a depth of knowledge 
that they otherwise may not have shown. This was considered during the analysis of the 
Fraction	Interpretation tasks and is noted in the presentation of results. Additionally, to guard 
against the researcher seeking out evidence that supported initial interpretations, or 
“confirmation bias” (Suter, 2012), care was taken to acknowledge contradictory evidence and 
address its implications in the analysis. 
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4.4.2 Trustworthiness	and	validity	of	the	study.	
The trustworthiness of a study refers to its credibility, transferability, dependability, and 
confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The current study sought to enhance the trustworthiness 
in several ways. Firstly, prolonged engagement was sought to broaden the scope of the research. 
This allowed a more inclusive depiction of the initial education of preservice teachers 
(Agostinho, 2005). The study included both of the mathematics content and pedagogy subjects 
and collected data from preservice teachers over the course of a year, increasing the likelihood 
of capturing a credible account of these teachers’ development. Secondly, a procedure of 
persistent observation was followed which aimed to deepen the depth of experience and 
understanding (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). To achieve this, thorough accounts were made of the 
data collection events. Audio recordings taken of all interviews and video recordings of the 
participants’ professional experience allowed richness of detail to be captured. Thirdly, where 
appropriate, participant reflections have been included verbatim because conveying the 
preservice teachers’ ideas in their own words enhances the credibility of the research (Patton, 
2002). Fourthly, triangulation was employed as a method of verifying the dependability of the 
data and analysis (Creswell, 2009). Triangulation during data collection occurred as multiple 
types of data were collected, including audio and video recording, research observations, work 
samples, and interview data. During data analysis, triangulation was achieved using the Query	
and Explore functions of Nvivo which allowed different data sources to be drawn together and 
compared. Finally, peer debriefing was employed throughout the research process. Through 
questioning the methods, emerging conclusions and biases of the study, multiple consultations 
with several peers highlighted the implications of the research and enhanced its objectivity. 
In addition to establishing trustworthiness, it is important for a study to demonstrate its 
validity. Providing rich description of the research setting, participants, and events supports the 
validity of a study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This was achieved in the current study by providing 
thick description of the participants’ background information, teaching and learning activities in 
the teacher education program, and the university and primary school settings of the research. 
Detailed descriptions are given of the raw data, the analysis process including theme clustering 
and interpretations of results. Additionally, measures were also taken to strengthen the 
dependability (calibre of the research process) and confirmability (calibre of the results) of the 
research. Through the development of an audit trail, the quality of the research process and 
results are transparent. The audit trail recorded the data collection, analysis and writing 
activities. The metadata products produced through memos also made the research process and 




There were particular ethical issues related to the current study, such as the need to protect the 
privacy and confidentiality of the participants and assess and minimise any foreseeable risks or 
inconvenience to the participants and others involved in the research. These ethical issues were 
addressed in multiple ways.  
For example, all participants received information on: the purpose of the research; the method 
and demands on participants; the possible risks, inconveniences and discomforts; and the 
benefits to the participants. All participants were informed of the voluntary nature of their 
involvement in the research and that consent could be withdrawn at any point. Additionally, 
pseudonyms are used for all participants to maintain anonymity. It was made clear to 
preservice teachers that their decision to participate in the research or not would not impact on 
their relationship with the tutor or have any influence on their academic results. Neither reward 
nor penalty was related to participants’ choice to participate in the study. All participants were 
provided with details of avenues for ethical complaints. The impact on participants was 
minimised by limiting the additional time requirements for participation in the study. With the 
exception of the four hour-long interviews conducted with preservice teachers, all other data 
were collected within the natural teaching and learning activities and required no additional 
actions by the participants. 
Approval was obtained from the University of Wollongong Human Ethics Committee to conduct 
the research (ethics approval no. HE12/485, see Appendix G). Application for ethical clearance 
was made in two stages, the initial application sought approval to conduct research at the 
university and a subsequent amendment sought approval to conduct research within primary 
schools. The first stage of ethics approval encompassed all data collection events conducted at 
the university including interviews, concept maps, fraction interpretation tasks, and 
examinations. Information was given and consent sought from preservice teachers and 
university tutors (see Appendix A). The second stage of ethics approval encompassed the 
observation of professional experience conducted in primary schools and required additional 
approval from the NSW Department of Education and Communities (see Appendix B). Consent 
was requested from preservice teachers, the classroom teachers supervising the preservice 
teachers, parents and caregivers, and primary school students. Additionally, the principal of 
each school visited met with the researcher and received an information sheet. 
4.4.4 Limitations	of	the	study.	
As with any research, there are limits as to the comprehensiveness and scope of the study. 
Several factors pose potential limitations for the current study, however, efforts have been 
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made to addressed these. Firstly, the study was focused on three preservice teachers. The small 
sample size restricts the generalisability of the study to the wider population of preservice 
teachers. However, extensive data were collected and the in-depth nature of case study methods 
provided a complex understanding of real-world phenomena (Yin, 2012), such as the preservice 
teachers’ perspectives and knowledge development. 
Secondly, the research instruments employed in the study each have limitations, however, 
measures were taken to minimise these. For example, the semi-structured interviews presume 
that interviewees are able to articulate their thinking. To support the participants to express 
their understanding, probing questions were asked and at times prompts were used to 
encourage preservice teachers to elaborate on their responses. Additionally, participants’ 
responses to examination items were taken as indications of their understanding of fraction 
concepts. To strengthen these interpretations, triangulation was adopted using other research 
instruments such as the Fraction Interpretation Tasks and the semi-structured interviews to 
further interrogate the participants’ understandings. 
Thirdly, the participants were self-selected volunteers. Though it could be argued that volunteer 
participants are more likely to represent those more confident in their mathematical abilities 
and therefore likely to have better understanding, the research sought to select volunteer 
teachers with a range of confidence levels with both mathematics and teaching and differing 
mathematical abilities. Participant selection also aimed to choose participants with varied 
experiences with mathematical education and thus examine a diverse group of preservice 
teachers. 
Additionally, observation was limited to only one of the professional experiences of each 
teacher. However, although the initial professional experience was not observed, it was 
conducted in the same classroom as the participants’ second (observed) professional 
experience. Thus the research also explored the context of the first placement. The final 
professional experience, though not observed, was interrogated through the semi-structured 
interviews. It is possible that observation of each of the three professional experiences 
undertaken by the preservice teachers may have enhanced the trustworthiness of the research, 
yet this was not within the scope of the current study. 
4.5 Data	Analysis	
Data analysis was conducted in five stages, with a combination of analytical processes employed 
to understand preservice teachers’ knowledge and use of fraction representations. Both 
deductive and inductive data analysis methods were utilised, culminating in the development of 
an analytical framework that was used to interpret and interrogate relationships between the 
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preservice teachers’ (a) perceptions, (b) substantive knowledge, and (c) syntactic knowledge 
including approaches to teaching and warrants for selecting fraction representations. 
4.5.1 Procedures	of	analysis.	
The analysis of qualitative data is a recursive practice as findings are “generated and 
systematically built as successive pieces of data are gathered” (Mertens, 2010, p. 424). Whilst 
this process is not necessarily a linear one, the data analysis processes are set out here in 
approximate chronological order. The approach to the data analysis was informed by Miles, 
Huberman, and Saldaña (2014), Creswell (2014) and Mertens (2010). The process of analysing 
the data including the storing, organisation, and analysis of data was supported by the program 
Nvivo 11 (QSR International Pty Ltd. Nvivo for Mac 11.4.3 2084, 2017). The five stages of the 
analysis of data were (1) pre-coding, (2) initial coding, (3) focused coding, (4) within-case 
analysis, and (5) cross-case analysis. 
Stage	1	–	Pre‐coding:	Organisation	and	preparation	of	data.	
The first stage began with the preparation of data. This stage involved the verbatim 
transcription of all video and audio recordings (21 hours). Data sources were then imported 
into Nvivo using the Documents feature. Data were then coded at Case nodes for individual 
participants. Folders were created for data product type (for example, video, audio, text, and 
images) and data collection events were coded (Interviews, Concept	 maps, Fraction	
Interpretation tasks, Examinations, and PEx observation; see Appendix H). 
Before coding was initiated, the researcher sought immersion in the data to gain overall 
impressions of the data and assess depth, credibility, and use of data sources (Creswell, 2009). 
Immersion was achieved by reading and viewing in detail the data products obtained from the 
data collection events (Mertens, 2010). The data products (including: verbatim transcriptions 
from the interviews and PEx video recordings; documents such as concept maps, examination 
item responses, and artifacts from the preservice teachers’ PEx) were read in their entirety and 
annotated using the Annotations feature of Nvivo. 
At this stage, the Memo feature of Nvivo was employed to record the researcher’s initial 
thoughts and reflections. To support the metadata activities (MacQueen & Guest, 2008) 
throughout the analytical process, three memos were created: a Coding memo, an Analysis 
memo, and an Interpretation memo.  
Stage	2	–	Initial	coding:	Generating	and	refining	categories	from	literature.	
The second stage of data analysis was primarily focused on developing an a	priori preliminary 
coding system for all data sources. Based on themes drawn from the literature review, a content 
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analysis was conducted within the parameters of the two research questions. Thus, categories 
were organised to address (1) the development of preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions 
and fraction representations and (2) preservice teachers use of fraction representations for 
teaching and learning tasks. 
The analytical process began by considering the salient aspects of preservice teachers’ 
knowledge and use of fraction representations drawn from literature (see Appendix I). The 
initial deductive categories grouped preservice teachers’: feelings towards/views of 
mathematics/fractions; fraction representations; orientations to teaching; approach to using 
fraction representations; content knowledge; epistemological views of mathematics; knowledge 
change; pedagogical knowledge; pedagogical disposition; pedagogical beliefs; knowledge and 
beliefs about representations; source of representations; teaching with representations; and 
warrants for choosing fraction representations. Data segments were then labelled with these 
early codes and the categories were further classified to capture distinctions in the way the 
preservice teachers approached fraction ideas and representations (see Appendix J). 
Stage	3	–	Focused	coding:	Addressing	the	research	questions.	
To give detail and enrich the descriptive powers of the initial codes, secondary labelling of 
primary codes or subcoding was employed (Miles et al., 2014). The codes that resulted from 
Stage 2 of coding were subjected to a constant comparison method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), a 
continual process of comparing codes within and across categories. Through an iterative 
process of coding data segments with the codes developed in Stage 2, sub-categories of codes 
were developed and refined. During this process, the Coding memo captured the ideas and 
reflections about early coding categories and the expansion and collapse of these codes (see 
Table 4-8). 
Table	4‐8	Excerpt	from	the	Coding	memo:	Expansion	and	collapse	of	codes	
Date	 No.	of	primary	codes	 No.	of	secondary	codes	 No.	of	tertiary	codes	
27/02/18 14 55 4 
02/03/18 19 36 6 
12/03/18 15 59 33 
28/03/18 16 94 53 
26/04/18 13 80 39 
30/04/18 3 6 17 
 
The Coding memo highlighted the connections, overlaps, and flow between the initial codes 
(Saldaña, 2009). One example of the primary, secondary, and tertiary codes that were 
developed within this stage of coding is presented in Appendix K. 
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Additionally, Analytical memos allowed the researcher’s reflections to be recorded regarding 
the inductive process of interrogating the data (Miles et al., 2014). The process of mapping 
between the deductive categories developed from the literature and the sub-categories refined 
through comparison with the data resulted in three primary codes, six secondary codes and 17 
tertiary codes which corresponded with the research questions (see Table 4-9). 
A detailed explanation and examples from the data were compiled for each of the Stage 3 codes: 
perspectives	 (see Appendix L); substantive	 knowledge (see Appendix M); and syntactic	
knowledge (see Appendix N). Having mapped the coding system to the research questions, three 
conceptual constructs were chosen to further characterise aspects of the preservice teachers’ 
knowledge and use of fraction representations. The content knowledge, use of fraction 
representations, and warrants for choosing fraction representations of each participant were 

















Feelings towards mathematics/feelings 
towards fractions (negative; neutral; 
positive) 
Perceptions of own content knowledge 
(ability; knowledge change; assistive 
factors; unhelpful factors) 
 Substantive knowledge 
 
Content knowledge (fraction sense) 
Pedagogical knowledge (perception of 
fraction representations; descriptions of 
fraction representations; confidence in 
pedagogical knowledge) 
RQ2. Preservice 
teachers’ use of 
fraction 
representations 
Syntactic knowledge Use of fraction representations for teaching 
(emphasis on calculations; emphasis on 
meaning; misleading use) 
 Warrants for choosing fraction 
representations (mathematics; learning; 
learners; context) 
Stage	4	–	Within‐case	analysis.	
Within-case analysis seeks to further understand and explain a “single, bounded context” (Miles 
et al., 2014, p. 100). This stage of coding focused on interrogating each of the participants’ 
understanding and use of fraction representations. Specifically, preservice teachers’ content 
knowledge was described through the fraction sense categories generated by the literature 
review (Kieren, 1976; Lamon, 2007). Additionally, preservice teachers’ approaches to using 
fraction representations were characterised using A. G. Thompson et al.’s (1994) orientations 
for teaching mathematics. Finally, preservice teachers’ pedagogical reasoning about selecting 
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fraction representations was framed using Ball’s (1988a) warrants for choosing representations 
(see Table 4-10). 
Table	4‐10	Description	of	the	concepts	interrogated	through	the	analytical	framework	
Concept	 Description	 Conceptual	elements	
Fraction sense Categories of fraction 
content knowledge 
expressed by preservice 
teachers. 
(a) Five sources of meaning for a/b 
(b) Measurement and fractions as 
numbers 
(c) Quantities and covariance 
(d) Proportional reasoning 
(e) Unitising and reasoning up and 
down 
(f) Sharing and comparing 
(g) Operating with fractions 
(h) Sensemaking disposition 
Approach to using 
fraction representations 
Characterises the 
approaches to using fraction 
representations using 
Thompson  et al.’s(1994) 







Warrants for choosing 
fraction representations 
Categorising the pedagogical 
reasoning that preservice 








The fraction sense categories were used as descriptors to identify instances of preservice 
teachers’ demonstration of aspects of fraction ideas. The characterisation of each fraction sense 
category was developed through the literature review. A description and example for fraction 
sense aspects (a)	five	sources	of	meaning	for	a/b	and (b)	measurement	and	fractions	as	numbers	
is presented in Table 4-11. (See Appendix O for full table.) 
Table	4‐11	Description	and	examples	of	coding	for	fraction	sense	
Node	 Description	 Example	quote/Assessment	
(a) Five sources of meaning 
for a/b 
This code refers to preservice 
teachers’ demonstration of the 




Correct interpretation of 
worded contextual problem 




understanding of fractions as 
division. 
(b) Measurement and 
fractions as numbers 
This code locates examples of 
fractions expressed as a value 
or a measurement conveyed 
by preservice teachers. 
Using an additive rather than 
a multiplicative scheme to 
add fractions, disregarding 
the fractions	as	numbers. 
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The preservice teachers’ use of fraction representations were firstly categorised by teaching 
tasks (teaching	 mathematics and analysing	 representations) and learning tasks (doing	
mathematics	and learning	mathematics). Each example was further characterised through the 
descriptions of orientations given by A. G. Thompson et al. (1994), calculational	or conceptual	
approaches. These orientations are characterised by A. G. Thompson et al. through 
consideration of a teacher’s view	of	mathematics,	goals	of	teaching	mathematics,	knowledge,	and 





Mathematics as a system of ideas; 
understanding mathematics means 
developing a rich conception of 
situations, ideas and relationships among 
ideas. 
Mathematics as the application of 
calculations and procedures for 
deriving numerical results. 
A narrow view of mathematical 
patterns as limited to numerical 
sequences and in the sameness of 
operations across problems, as 
opposed to finding patterns in 




Fostering students’ productive ways of 
thinking. Expectation and insistence that 
students be intellectually engaged in 
tasks and activities. 
Not just focused on computational 
procedures. Rather, his or her view of 
mathematics is more inclusive but still 
focused on procedures, computational 
or otherwise, for “getting answers.” 
Teacher	has	
knowledge	of	
How to develop mathematical ideas and 
students’ ways of thinking. 
Ways of calculating answers. Most 
likely has flexible procedural 
knowledge. May have conceptual 




Aims to explore features of materials, 
activities, and expositions and engage 
students’ attention in positive ways. A 
productive way of thinking generates a 
“method” that generalises to other 
situations. 
A tendency to: cast solving a problem 
as producing a number solution; place 
emphasis on identifying and 
performing procedures; speak 
exclusively in the language of numbers 
and numerical operations; do 
calculations whenever an occasion to 
calculate occurs and disregard the 
context in which the calculations 
might occur and how they might arise 
naturally from the situation itself; 
remediate students’ difficulties with 
calculational procedures 
independently of the context in which 
the difficulties manifest themselves; 
treat the problem solving process as 
important only for getting the answer. 
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Categorising the data segments by task type and then by A. G. Thompson et al.’s (1994) 
orientations resulted in a coding matrix. An example of a calculational approach to doing	
mathematics	 and learning	mathematics	 is presented in Table 4-13. (This matrix is detailed 
further in Appendix P.) 
Table	4‐13	Examples	from	the	coding	matrix	analysing	approach	to	using	fraction	representations	
Node	 Doing mathematics Quote- Learning mathematics 






“What works for me is when I 
was first taught to add fractions 
and things like that there was a 
very strict procedure. So we had 
to change pens, for example if 
we’re doing, like showing 
equivalent fractions, we’d have to 
change pens and use red pen to 
write times two on the top and 
times two on the bottom and 
show all of our working” (Fran, 
Interview 1). 
“I definitely think I’ve learned, I 
mean, I wasn’t that confident to 
begin with. I think I still just 
need a lot of practice, just going 
over things before I get it. I’m 
still not 100%, like I think I still 
have more to learn, just like the 
actual maths of it.…Like doing 
fractions, actually adding and 
subtracting and that. Sometimes 
I just need to remember, like go 
back over it and do more of 
them” (Fiona, Interview 2). 
 
Finally, the warrants served as a unit of analysis for commenting on preservice teachers’ 
justification for the use of fraction representations for teaching. The warrants allowed the 
classification of the kinds of pedagogical justifications given by the preservice teachers for their 
selection of fraction representations. An example of the consideration of the	conceptual essence 
of a representation, warrant category Mathematics, is presented in Table 4-14. (The coding of 
warrants for choosing fraction representations are detailed further in Appendix Q) 
Table	4‐14	Description	and	examples	of	coding	warrants	for	choosing	fraction	representations	
Node	 Description	 Example	quote/Assessment	




This code identifies examples 
where preservice teachers 
consider the way fraction ideas 
are illustrated by fraction 
representations. 
“We had to go sort of through that again because 
a few of them would have like big chunks, and 
then smaller ones and it was quite a bit harder. 
[The students said] Look there’s three parts! No, 
but remember, is it equal? So I guess it was good 
in that was to drum into them the whole equal 
parts things” (Fiona, Interview 3). 
 
After the interrogation of each of the preservice teacher cases, a cross-case analysis was 
conducted in order to surface the patterns, inconsistencies, and themes across the cases (Gall, 




A cross-case analysis enabled the research to “deepen understanding and explanation” (Miles et 
al., 2014, p. 101). In the present study, the cross-case analysis sought to interrogate the 
relationships within and between the three conceptual constructs: perceptions, substantive 
knowledge, and syntactic knowledge. By looking across the three cases, empirically grounded 
connections and disconnections between the participants’ knowledge and use of fraction 
representations were identified. Taking a broader, more abstract survey of the cases highlighted 
potential themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Subsequently, these themes were refined through 
organising, expanding, collapsing, redefining, and elaborating the meaning of each theme. From 
this analysis, four main themes were developed. These themes drew out the connections and 
tensions between the participants’: substantive knowledge and approaches to teaching; 
substantive knowledge and warrants for choosing fraction representations; approaches to 
teaching and warrants for choosing fraction representations; and perceptions and approach to 
teaching. These themes were then presented in Chapter 8. 
4.5.2 Organisation	of	cases.	
The following three chapters present the preservice teacher cases. These teachers – Fran, Fiona, 
and Finn – each drew from different experiences from their previous degrees and the 
mathematics they had studied in school. Table 4-15 sets out some demographical information 
about each of these teachers. 
Table	4‐15	Demographic	and	educational	background	information	
Name	 Gender	 Age	 Previous	degree(s)	 High	school	graduation/	
Mathematics	subject(s)	
Fran F Early 
30s 
2004 – Bachelor of Psychology Early in the 2000s decade. 
Mathematics (then 2	unit) 
80th percentile; Extension	1 
(then 3	unit) 70th 
percentile. 
Fiona F Late 20s 2012 – Bachelor of Arts (English 
Literature and Aboriginal Studies) 
2008 – Completed a program which 
enables mature age students to 
access university including a 14-
week course on fundamental 
mathematics skills required for 
university-level study. 
Early in the 2000s decade. 
No mathematics subjects. 
Finn M Mid 20s 2009 – Bachelor of Exercise Science 
and Rehabilitation and Bachelor of 
Science (Exercise Science) 
Mid-decade of the 2000s. 
Mathematics 80th 




The organisation of each of the case presentations for Chapters 5-7 is shown in Figure 4-2. 
Firstly, the background information is presented to situate the case with regards to previous 
mathematics education and overall attitudes towards mathematics. Next, the preservice 
teachers’ developing knowledge and perceptions are explored. This includes the perceptions 
that each preservice teacher had about mathematics, fractions, fraction representations, and 
their own mathematical knowledge. Then the preservice teachers’ substantive knowledge of 
fractions and fraction representations (that is knowing about	 fractions and fraction 
representations) is explored in terms of: procedural skill and conceptual knowledge of 
fractions; ability to interpret fraction representations; and approach to using fraction 
representations for learning tasks. These aspects are explored in relation to two time periods – 
prior to Subject	1	and subsequent to Subject	1 highlighting the development of the preservice 
teachers’ use and knowledge of fractions for teaching.	Preservice teachers’ syntactic knowledge 
of  fraction representations (that is, knowing how	 to	 use	 fraction representations) is then 
investigated through a lesson taught on a Minor PEx. This knowledge is highlighted through 
both: the preservice teachers’ approaches	to	teaching	the lesson as guided by orientations to 
teaching (A. G. Thompson et al., 1994); and the warrants	the preservice teachers consider for 
choosing fraction representations (Ball, 1988a). 
 
Figure	4‐2	Organisational	structure	for	each	case	
After the presentation of the three cases of Fran, Fiona, and Finn, the Discussion chapter draws 
together the findings to interrogate the relationships between the preservice teachers’ 
perceptions, substantive knowledge, and syntactic knowledge. 
4.6 Summary	of	Methodology	
This chapter presented the conceptual and methodological considerations that guided the 
research. Qualitative methods were adopted to suit the investigative nature of the research. A 
case study design was employed to detail three preservice teachers’ knowledge and use of 
1. Perceptions	 2. Substantive knowledge	
3. Syntactic knowledge	
After Subject	1	
Before Subject	1	 Before Subject	1	
After Subject	1	
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fraction representations. The data collection methods included semi-structured interviews, 
examinations, concept maps, task-based interviews, video and audio recordings, artefact 
collection and children’s work samples. The chapter then presented the measures taken to 
strengthen the quality of the research. 
Through an iterative coding strategy, the data analysis generated three conceptual frameworks. 
These frameworks supported a within-case analysis, characterising preservice teachers’ 
knowledge of fractions and fraction representations. Firstly, fraction sense elements were used 
to categorise the kinds of fraction ideas that preservice teachers demonstrated. Next, preservice 
teachers’ approaches to using fraction representations were illustrated through descriptions of 
their orientations towards mathematics (A. G. Thompson et al., 1994). Finally, the reasons 
preservice teachers gave for choosing fraction representations were categorised into warrants 
for representations (Ball, 1988a). A cross-case analysis then allowed the relationships between 
the three conceptual constructs to be interrogated and described, resulting in four themes. 
Finally, the chapter outlined the organisation of each of the following case chapters.  
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Chapter	5 Fran	
Thus far, the current thesis has evaluated theoretical perspectives in Chapter 2 and proposed a 
representational systems view as a potentially useful lens with which to explore preservice 
teachers’ knowledge and use of fractions and fraction representations. Subsequently, a review 
of literature regarding teachers’ knowledge and fraction content culminated in a focused 
consideration of preservice primary teachers’ knowledge of fractions in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 
then set out and justified the approach of the current research. The following three chapters 
detail each of the three preservice teacher cases with the aim of investigating their knowledge 
and use of fractions and fraction representations. 
This chapter explores the case of one of the preservice teachers, Fran. Firstly, information is 
provided about her background, illustrating her previous experiences with mathematics. Next, 
the development of Fran’s perceptions and substantive knowledge of fractions is examined 
through an investigation of sequential data before and after the first mathematics content and 
pedagogy subject of the GradDipEd, Subject	1.	Subsequently, an exploration of Fran’s syntactic 
knowledge is presented through data collected on her PEx, drawing out the warrants she used 
for choosing fraction representations and illustrating her approach to teaching fractions. The 
chapter concludes with a case summary. 
5.1 Background	
Fran is a female in her early 30s with a degree in psychology obtained at the same university as 
the GradDipEd. She completed the Higher School Certificate in the early 2000s, scoring in the 
80th percentile for Mathematics	 (known as 2‐unit	Mathematics	 at the time) and in the 70th 
percentile for Extension	 1	 Mathematics	 (previously 3‐unit	 Mathematics). She had previous 
experience working in the area of human resource consulting before realising she wanted to 
work with children and “share my love of learning” (Fran, Interview 1). Her previous teaching 
experience included running a training course for adults, although she felt the teaching 
experience was “completely different” to teaching primary school children (Fran, Interview 2). 
At the beginning of the year, Fran said she was open to teaching any primary school grade from 
kindergarten to Year 6 (Fran, Interview 1). 
Fran demonstrated a positive attitude towards mathematics. Reflecting on a tutorial activity in 
which she chose to focus on equivalent fractions, she explained that she “just thought equivalent 
fractions would be kind of fun to do” (Fran, Interview 1). After a comment was made about 
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fractions being fun during the first interview, Fran replied: “You’re laughing because you’re 
thinking fractions is not fun but I seriously, I do think it’s fun” (Fran, Interview 1). However, she 
thinks fractions can be “scary” for other people, especially people her own age as “they haven’t 
understood [fractions] in the first place” (Fran, Interview 1). Overall, Fran was an enthusiastic 
learner who expressed enjoyment of mathematics and fractions. 
5.2 Fran’s	Developing	Substantive	Knowledge	and	Perceptions	of	
Fractions	and	Fraction	Representations	
This section firstly explores Fran’s perceptions of fractions and of her own content knowledge. 
Her knowledge about fractions and fraction representations, that is, her substantive knowledge 
of fractions is divided into content and pedagogical knowledge. The development of this 
knowledge is tracked through a comparison of data collected at the beginning of the GradDipEd 
with data collected subsequent to Subject	1,	with a final comment about her knowledge based 
on data collected subsequent to Subject	2. 
5.2.1 Fran’s	perceptions	before	Subject	1.	




Fran’s recollections of learning about fractions were centred around high school and using 
fraction notation. When asked about learning fractions in primary school, Fran did not recall 
any fraction lessons or “being exposed to any concrete materials or anything like that” (Fran, 
Interview 2). Her first memories of learning about fractions were from early high school, “Year 7 
or Year 8 when we did get into the calculations” (Fran, Interview 1). Rather than experiences 
with engaging tasks, Fran recalled that “it was more just the symbolic” (Fran, Interview 2). Fran 
said the learning activities in high school focused on operating with fraction notation and 
learning the algorithmic procedures. She recalled specific strategies that were introduced to 
make the steps of the operation explicit: 






When I was first taught to add fractions and things like that there was a very strict 
procedure. So we had to change pens, for example, if we were doing, like showing 
equivalent fractions, we’d have to change pens and use red pen to write times two on 
the top and times two on the bottom and show all of our working. (Fran, Interview 1) 
She further noted that although she no longer uses the coloured pens to accent procedural 
steps, she still ensures that her working is displayed clearly. This suggests that the conventions 
of setting out her working were developed during her high school years and remain influential 
on her current approaches to working with fractions. 
Overall, Fran’s recollections of her experiences with learning fractions seem to be dominated by 
the fraction notation and learning procedures to solve algorithms. Fran seems to enjoy this 
approach and is comfortable working with fraction symbols. She acknowledged that not 
everyone is as comfortable with doing fraction operations, attributing this to a lack of 
understanding. Fran did not recall modelling fractions in school, and it is possible that Fran 
characterises “understanding” fractions as a performance-based skill, determined by the ability 
to accurately complete fraction calculations using the fraction notation. 
Fran’s	initial	perceptions	of	her	own	knowledge.	
Fran stated that she felt confident with fractions and did not identify herself as finding fractions 
intimidating. She stated: “No they’re not scary for me, in fact, I enjoy them” (Fran, Interview 1). 
Fran: I think fractions are really scary for some people. 
Researcher: Why do you think that might be? 
Fran: I think for people my age it’s because they haven’t understood them properly in the first 
place. 
Researcher:	So that’s not a problem for you? 
Fran:	No, I feel reasonably confident with fractions, like anyone, I make stupid mistakes, but… 
Researcher:	They’re not scary for you? 
Fran:	No they’re not scary for me, in fact, I enjoy them. And I think some people just have, also I 
think they might have maths phobia. [Fran, Interview 1] 
This excerpt again highlights Fran's positive views of fractions. Fran sees her knowledge as 
transcending “stupid mistakes,” that these do not indicate a problem with her understanding of 
fractions. Additionally, she feels that her knowledge of fractions differentiates her from those 
who find fractions scary. 
Fran was asked what she considered helpful for the development of her fraction content 
knowledge. She replied that “lots of different examples and examples using everyday situations” 
(Fran, Interview 1) were beneficial for her knowledge development, elaborating that: 
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Lots of different examples might even be just, you know, a half plus quarters is whatever 
and so mixing those up so there’s improper fractions and things so there’s kind of a diversity 
there so they’re not always doing the same thing one after the other. (Fran, Interview 1) 
In this excerpt, Fran is describing performing calculations with fraction notation. Her focus on 
completing alternative examples such as improper fractions suggests that Fran views practising 
a variety of fraction operations with fraction notation as beneficial for supporting her 
knowledge of fractions. Additionally, she felt that studying more advanced mathematical topics 
– “harder maths” (Fran, Interview 1) – such as algebra in later high school helped because her 
knowledge “had to become more abstract and now, when you go back, it’s kind of simple” (Fran, 
Interview 1). Fran’s belief that the topic of fractions is straightforward compared with high 
school topics reflects the common view that primary school mathematics is uncomplicated 
(American Mathematical Society, 2012). Even setting aside that fractions in primary school 
mathematics are complex (Hung-Hsi, 2009), teaching	fractions requires more than being able to 
complete “different examples.” Teachers need to understand the conceptual underpinnings of 
the calculations. The aim of modelling fractions and fraction operations was to illustrate these 
conceptual underpinnings. After having modelled some fraction situations in Subject	1,	Fran was 
asked if this impacted on her fraction understandings: 
[Modelling fractions] made me think about why I do things a certain way.…It has helped 
my knowledge of fractions in that we just accepted that one divided by two is the same 
as a half, but never really thought about why that is. So it probably made me look into 
fractions on a deeper level than I’ve ever done before. (Fran, Interview 1) 
This excerpt indicates that Fran felt the modelling in Subject	1	prompted her to think more 
deeply about the fraction concepts. However, her earlier statements proclaiming that her own 
knowledge was best supported through practising the fraction operations suggests she values 
the performance of fraction calculations as more fundamental to successfully learning about 
fractions than modelling these concepts. Fran’s approach to learning mathematics, either 
through meaningful engagement with fraction concepts or through practice of fraction 
operations, will impact the development of her conceptual fraction knowledge. 
Overall, Fran seemed to be confident of her own knowledge of fractions. Although at the 
beginning of the GradDipEd, early in Subject	1,	Fran felt the fraction modelling had supported 
her knowledge of fractions, the learning strategy that Fran claimed supported her own 




The current section addresses Fran’s substantive knowledge before Subject	1,	 including her 




At the beginning of the GradDipEd program, the Pretest captured data prior to any teaching in 
Subject	 1.	 Fran demonstrated good knowledge of fraction procedures and was able to 
implement fraction algorithms to find correct answers on the Pretest. Of the ten pretest items 
related to fractions (Q1-Q10), Fran demonstrated procedural skill in ordering fractions, 
comparing fractions, and operating with fractions (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division with fractions), obtaining correct answers for all items (see Table 5-1). 
Table	5‐1	Fran's	pre‐instruction	procedural	skills	on	the	Pretest	
No.	 Question	context	 Pretest	
1 Contextual, implicit division of fractions questions Correct 
2 Comparison of fraction size Correct 
3 Comparison of operation of fractions value with second term, fraction notation Correct 
4 Equivalence of division by a fraction and multiplying by its reciprocal Correct 
5 Show three representations for given fraction Correct 
6 Addition of fractions calculation Correct 
7 Subtraction of fractions calculation Correct 
8 Ordering fractions Correct 
9 Multiplication of fractions calculation Correct 
10 Division of fractions calculation Correct 
	 Total	 10/10	
 
Further analysis of the fraction models Fran used in the Pretest gives insight into her thinking 





















Fran demonstrated some conceptual knowledge of fractions, for example, in her response to Q1. 
In her response, Fran recognised the fraction division implicit in the problem-solving context 
and modelled this accurately with circles. Her model demonstrates a relationship between the 
part (quarters) and whole (one cup) through partitioning each whole cup into four quarter-
cups. Fran then correctly determines there are 10 quarter-cups in two and a half cups of 
coconut as the whole unit. This required coordination of three units – four quarter-cups as one 
cup, two and a half cups, and the identification of ten quarter-cups and demonstrates aspects of 
fraction sense ([e]	unitising	and	[g]	effect	of	operations). Fran appears to have drawn conceptual 
meaning of fraction division from the word problem, interpreting it as asking for the number of 
quarter cups in two and a half cups to support her response. 
Fran’s response to Q1 also demonstrated clear interconnections between fraction 
representations. She uses language to link the fraction model and the problem context, writing 
that “each quarter of the circle represents the amount of coconut needed for 1 cake baking” 
(Fran, Pretest). However, the choice of a circle to represent a cup does not naturally reflect the 
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given scenario. Partitioning a cup of coconut would require horizontal partitions rather than 
determining angles from the centre of a circle. Perhaps Fran used a circular model rather than 
another, more appropriate, model because circles are the most commonly used fraction models 
in primary schools and thus tend to be frequently used by preservice teachers (Ball, 1988a). 
Thus, although Fran demonstrated conceptual knowledge in her response, using a partitioning 
strategy that more closely reflects a real-life solution would have demonstrated deeper 
conceptual connections between the fraction model and division problem. 
However, for fraction items that were not contextualised, Fran demonstrated little conceptual 
reasoning. Although Q5 explicitly asked preservice teachers to demonstrate several fraction 
representations, Fran used fraction notation exclusively. Further, some of the items prompted 
preservice teachers to provide explanations for their responses (Q2, Q3, and Q4 ask "How do 
you know?"), yet even with such direction, Fran conveyed her ideas exclusively with fraction 
notation. Possibly, Fran’s proficiency with fraction calculations encouraged her to draw on this 
strength, using limited fraction language to support her responses. Her approach also fits with 
her perceptions of mathematics as best supported through calculations, as noted in her 
perceptions before Subject	1.	
Fraction	Interpretation	task	1.	
This task required preservice teachers to analyse and interpret four fraction models for a 
context-free fraction division operation. The task included two appropriate models and two 
inappropriate models (as shown in Table 5-3; see section 4.3.3 RI (c) for an explanation of each 
model), although the preservice teachers were not told that some of the models were 
inappropriate. 
Fran was largely unsuccessful in interpreting the fraction models, struggling to map the division 
problem to each of the fraction models. For example, she could not map the division question to 
the appropriate Fraction Model 1 and felt that “having five-sixths here and one and divided by a 
third can be quite confusing” (Fran, Interview 1). Alternatively, she felt the inappropriate 
Fraction Model 2 represented the division operation well, commenting that it was a “really good 
one” (Fran, Interview 1). She also endorsed the inappropriate Fraction Model 3 over the 
appropriate Fraction Model 1. Although Fran felt that the appropriate Fraction Model 4 was 
“really good too” (Fran, Interview 1), she did not perceive any of the fraction models as 
inappropriate representations of the fraction division. This suggests that her knowledge of 






There were several indications that Fran’s analyses of the fraction models were not strongly 
linked with an understanding of the division of fractions. 
Firstly, her translation of the division question draws on procedural language. She rephrases the 
division operation as “five-sixths divided by a third” and “five bits divided by a third” (Fran, 
Interview 1) which suggests a focus on the procedure of calculating the answer rather than a 
conceptual interpretation such as “how many thirds are in five-sixths?” Her emphasis on 
language such as “divided by” may indicate that Fran is using her prior knowledge of the 
division operation to help her interpret the fraction models. 
Secondly, Fran used surface features of the models to interpret their meaning such as whether 
the answer (two and a half) was labelled and where she could see each of the terms in the 
division operation (five-sixths and one-third) on the models. Of the appropriate Fraction Model 
1, Fran comments that “I think having five-sixths here and one and divided by a third can be 
quite confusing” (Fran, Interview 1). Here Fran is pointing out the labelled segments of the 
number line at five-sixths and one whole. She does not describe how this fraction model 
represents the division. Similarly, Fran begins her interpretation of the inappropriate Fraction 
Model 2 by identifying each term of the operation: 
Fran:	So we’ve got thirds over here, sixths, a sixth, so this is one? I don’t get this. 
Researcher:	I’ll let you have a think about it. 
Fran:	[Counts] One, two, three, four, five, six. So that’s a sixth. And that’s a third. We’ve got five 
bits divided by a third – ohhh – is two and a half. I like that. I think this is a good way. [Fran, 
Interview 1] 














clearly labelled on the model. Although she is initially confused, she noticed the labelled section 
of two and a half. Despite this section showing five‐sixths	of	one‐third, obtained through the 
process of multiplying five-sixths and one-third rather than dividing, Fran accepts two and a 
half as the answer to the operation and subsequently also accepts the inappropriate Fraction 
Model 2 as “a good way” (Fran, Interview 1). Having identified a solution to the division 
problem through reliance on the model’s labels means that she did not seek deeper meaning 
because she was satisfied with her response. 
In her interpretation of the inappropriate Fraction Model 3, Fran again looks for the first term of 
the operation (“So we’ve got a five-sixth here” Fran, Interview 1). Fran feels she understands the 
model, stating that it “makes more sense to me than the first number line [Fraction Model 1]” 
(Fran, Interview 1). However, she reasons that she was able to interpret the model “because you 
can very clearly see the answer and how the answer’s linked to the question” (Fran, Interview 
1). Again, Fran is looking for the surface features of the model, such as the labelled answer of 
two and a half on the number line to help her interpret the model rather than attempting to 
reconcile how the model demonstrates the number of thirds in five-sixths. The limitation of a 
superficial interpretation of the fraction models is that Fran does not identify that Fraction 
Model 3 is a representation of the sub-procedure of the algorithm – the multiplication of five-
sixths and 3, rather than the division . 
Fran does demonstrate some conceptual knowledge when interpreting Fraction Model 4. Again 
she identifies the terms of the operation, sixths and thirds, however, she demonstrates deeper 
conceptual insight for this model: “you can see that two-sixths is a third, so you can see the 
relative size and then you can see the half there” (Fran, Interview 1). She successfully identifies 
that Fraction Model 4 represents the equivalence of two-sixths and one-third and relates this 
back to the division problem: “you can very clearly see that’s one, that’s two, that’s a half” (Fran, 
Interview 1). Her response may indicate that Fran recognises two and a half as the number of 
thirds in five-sixths or, alternatively, that she simply mapped the result of the division operation 
(two and a half) to Fraction Model 4 as previously derived the from the other Fraction Models. 
Her success in interpreting Fraction Model 4 did not require her to contradict the assumption 
that all the representations presented to her were appropriate. Thus successfully interpreting 
Fraction Model 4 was less challenging than interpreting the inappropriate models. 
Overall, the conceptual knowledge demonstrated by Fran through the learning tasks prior to 
Subject	 1	was limited. Fran’s approach to the Pretest	 items demonstrated proficiency with 
fraction notation, yet also a reliance on this representation to convey her thinking. Additionally, 
the first FI	task indicated that Fran mainly attended to surface features of the given fraction 
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models, drawing on her prior knowledge of the fraction notation to aid her interpretations. 
Significantly, Fran did not identify when the fraction models were inappropriate 
representations of the division operation. 
Fran’s	pedagogical	knowledge	before	Subject	1.	
Fran’s knowledge and conceptions of teaching fractions with representations can be interpreted 
from her responses to Interview	1	and contributions to Concept	Map	1	(see Figure 5-1). Fraction 
notation featured prominently in Fran’s discussion about fraction representations. Fran 
commented “When I think about representations and I think about fractions, all I think about is 
the different ways that you can write fractions” (Fran, Interview 1), referring to symbolic 
representations (decimals, ratios, improper fractions). Rather than qualifying as 
representations in their own right, Fran felt that fraction models were “different methods of 
showing [fraction notation]” (Fran, Concept Map 1). In Fran’s view, fraction models serve as 
illustrations of the fraction notation. Fran demonstrated knowledge of some types of fraction 
models by listing number lines, arrays, and discrete objects, whilst other fraction models were 
more difficult for Fran to name: “I don’t know what the other one is, you know, whole 
objects.…Like an apple but you cut in half. What’s that called? If I just write ‘an apple cut in 
half’?” (Fran, Interview 1). Fran is able to identify several fraction models yet recognises that 
there are other ways to represent fraction concepts. However, further probing in Interview	1 
highlighted again that Fran’s conception of fraction representations was closely associated with 
fraction notation. 
Researcher:	Maybe describe some fraction representations, what are the purposes of each one? 
You’ve listed some, do you want to pull them apart a bit? 
Fran: So fractions, fractions are numbers and they can be more exact than decimals, so for 
example if you’ve got a division, you know, with a remainder, it’s more accurate to write it as a 
fraction. [Fran, Interview 1] 
Although prompted to talk about fraction representations, Fran’s interpretation that “fractions 
are numbers” conveys the strength of the association Fran’s notion of fractions has with the 
symbolic notation. Rather than discuss the advantages of each of the previously listed fraction 
models (number lines, arrays, discrete objects), Fran returned to discussing the fraction 
notation and listed the main benefit as communicating a precise numerical value. Fran’s 
responses in the first interview suggest that, prior to her first PEx, Fran considered fraction 






Fran’s knowledge of using representations teaching fractions was further drawn out later in the 
interview. Fran believed her pedagogical knowledge was sound. For example, reflecting on the 
use of fraction models for teaching, Fran noted: 
I feel pretty confident in…how a number line works and I know what discrete objects 
are. I might not know the name for the apple being cut in half but I know that that’s 
something else, so I think that [Subject	1] has been really good for just thinking about 
the different ways that you can show fractions. I feel pretty comfortable that I’d be able 
to show a fraction concept in it or even using a numeral expander to show fractions as a 
decimal. (Fran, Interview 1) 
Fran’s confidence in her pedagogical knowledge was grounded in her own understanding of 
fraction models, despite some of the limitations in this knowledge. Her pedagogical repertoire 
had expanded through Subject	1 and supported her belief that she would be able to convey 
fraction ideas for students. 
Another aspect of Fran’s knowledge of fraction representations for teaching was her belief in 
being able to convey ideas in many ways. In high school, Fran was “trained to think that there’s 
more ways to kill a cat than to choke it on cheese” (Fran, Interview 2) and applied this view to 
teaching mathematics: “that’s one of the things I love about maths is that…three different people 
can have three different ways of kind of figuring stuff out” (Fran, Interview 2). Using fraction 
models in Subject	1 helped Fran to “think about the different ways that I could explain things to 
other people.…We tried not just to think of one way to show something but a variety of 
methods” (Fran, Interview 1). When asked whether there would be any barriers to using certain 
representations, Fran said: 
I guess probably different students in the class can be at different stages of number 
competency and development. So it would be difficult to judge when to start fractions 
because there might be some who can definitely take that on and others you know will 
probably really struggle. So finding that balance might be difficult. (Fran, Interview 1) 
Fran’s response again shows she interprets ‘fraction representation’ to mean the fraction 
notation by reflecting on whether students possess the “number competency” to be able to 
engage with fraction concepts. For Fran, the primary consideration is for students’ readiness for 
fraction concepts rather than the appropriateness of certain representations for teaching 
fractions. Reflecting on choosing fraction representations for a group presentation task, Fran 
noted her group had “thought about what would be the most effective, but it wouldn't be 
difficult to kind of change that around if it wasn’t working for the class” (Fran, Interview 1). 
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Again, this suggests that Fran views the suitability of fraction representations as determined by 
the characteristics of students rather than students’ ability to convey fraction concepts. When 
asked whether there would be anything that would stop her from using a certain 
representation, she replied “Not really, I think…we kind of demonstrated or suggested nearly 
every representation that there was” (Fran, Interview 1). Fran’s reply suggests she has not 
considered implications of using specific fraction representations, such as the mathematical 
appropriateness of representations for different teaching contexts. Further, some of the ideas 
Fran had for fraction instruction were potentially problematic. For example, when considering 
the approach she would take for introducing fraction division, Fran emphasised the need to 
connect to students’ prior knowledge of division with whole numbers. Fran expands on this in 
her first interview, stating: 
I think it’s important to build on what the students already know, so if you’re talking about 
division, and you’ve already done division with whole numbers, you say hey, guys, it’s just 
the same as with whole numbers but we’re going to apply it to this fraction situation. (Fran, 
Interview 1) 
Although building on students’ prior knowledge supports the hierarchical nature of 
mathematics (Ernest, 1994), the number sense needed for operating with fractions is 
qualitatively different from operating with whole numbers (de Castro, 2008; see section 
3.2.3.[g] Operating with fractions). Experiences with division with whole numbers lead students 
to intuit that division results in a smaller quotient, but this is not a reliable pattern when 
dividing fractions. Extending the concept of whole number division to division with fractions 
could foster students’ misconceptions, yet Fran does not explore the implications of whole 
numbers for understanding fraction operations. Fran’s intention to extend whole number 
division concepts to fraction division may overgeneralise whole number concepts to fraction 
ideas. Without considering how the whole number operations are different, Fran may 
fundamentally misrepresent the fraction concepts and operations. 
Overall, at the beginning of Subject	1,	Fran characterised fraction representations narrowly as 
the fraction notation and considered other representations such as fraction models as 
illustrating the notation itself rather than fraction concepts. Because Fran considered fraction 
representations as synonymous with fraction notation, she attributed fraction ideas as existing 
within the fraction notation rather than the fraction notation functioning as a representation of 
these ideas. Fran believed that any representation could be appropriate for teaching fractions as 
qualified by the needs of the students. She did not reflect on the advantages or disadvantages of 
any particular fraction representations or highlight difficulties that students might be likely to 
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experience with any of the representations, yet her approach for teaching some fraction ideas 
has potential to introduce difficulties for students. 
5.2.3 Fran’s	perceptions	after	Subject	1.	
The current section addresses Fran’s perceptions of fractions and her own knowledge 
subsequent to Subject	1. 
 
Fran’s	developing	perceptions	of	fractions.	
After completing Subject	1, Fran’s view of fraction representations was that they are “different 
ways of expressing fractions. And different ways of teaching about fractions” (Fran, Interview 3) 
although when further prompted to name some fraction representations Fran responded that 
“the obvious symbolic representation comes to mind” (Fran, Interview 3). She added further 
examples of “using discrete objects to represent fractions, the whole/part relationship, so using 
a whole and dividing it up into parts to represent fractions” (Fran, Interview 3). This indicates 
that whilst Fran’s conception of fraction representations has extended beyond equating 
representations with the fraction notation (as her initial perceptions of fractions suggested), 
fraction notation is still closely associated with Fran’s view of fractions. Fran gave examples of 
fractions expressed in different ways, with the fraction notation being the first that came to her 
mind. 
Fran’s	developing	perceptions	of	her	own	knowledge.	
Subsequent to completing Subject	1,	Fran distinguished between being able to perform fraction 
calculations and having an understanding of the conceptual underpinnings of the algorithm. 
When asked whether she thought she had a “deep understanding” of fraction operations such as 
multiplication and division, Fran replied: 
I would say yes, I would say it was kind of moderate understanding, but I think this year has 
made me really think in depth about what it – what I’m actually doing. Like I think I would 
have read a third divided by a half or whatever and been able to do that but probably I 








about “oh, what does that actually mean? Can I draw a picture of that?” That kind of stuff. I 
think this year has just made me think more deeply about the meaning of things, rather than 
just going through the motions, which I probably picked up from years ago studying for the 
HSC [Higher School Certificate] doing a million practice exams and things. (Fran, Interview 
4) 
Fran’s response indicates that, prior to the GradDipEd, she had not needed to understand the 
conceptual ideas implied by the algorithms using fraction notation. The fact that she “could do 
the algorithm” meant that she was able to complete the HSC without necessarily having 
conceptual understanding of the procedures. Fran’s description of her knowledge at the 
beginning of the GradDipEd could be characterised as instrumental, being able to complete 
algorithms and “going through the motions” (Fran, Interview 1). Yet she described the 
knowledge with which she began the course as “moderate” understanding, indicating she felt 
being able to complete calculations counts for a reasonable depth of fraction knowledge. Fran 
sees knowing what the algorithms “mean” as deeper understanding that just doing calculations 
and believes this kind of understanding is evidenced through the ability to draw models or 
“pictures” (Fran, Interview 1). However, further probing about the modelling of fraction 
operations during Subjects	1	& 2 indicated Fran viewed these as another kind of procedure to be 
learned, as explored below. 
Modelling fraction operations was a new experience for Fran, she never “had to explain how I’ve 
done things like that before” but “just kind of worked stuff out yourself” (Fran, Interview 3), 
although she had previously stated that in her algorithms she would clearly show her work (see 
section 5.2.1). She recalls that during Subject	1	she had “been exposed to” the fraction models 
and she “kind of knew how to cut them up” (Fran, Interview 3). Fran describes modelling the 
fraction operations as “practising” when discussing the tutorial activities in Subject	2.	She stated 
although she had “had some practice,” these tutorials were “about, you know, keeping, 
practising that skill so that I don’t have to think about it anymore, because it’s not how I learned 
to do fractions” (Fran, Interview 3). Fran is describing practising a skill until it no longer 
requires conscious thought, that is, developing automaticity. 
Although Fran intended to develop automaticity with the fraction models themselves (teaching 
models as end products), the purpose of introducing the fraction models to preservice teachers 
was to facilitate the exploration of the fraction concepts underlying the fraction operations 
(models as thinking tools; Pape & Tchoshanov, 2001). A conceptual	approach to using models 
focuses on the concepts being represented by the models rather than the process of modelling 
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(A. G. Thompson et al., 1994). Yet, when illustrating the use of regional models on her concept 
map, Fran describes some generic ‘rules’ for drawing them: 
[You] need to make sure they represent the whole. I’m putting both terms, I say terms, 
do you get it? Like if you’ve got a half and a half and you’re adding them together 
[Researcher: “The two parts of the equation?”] So making sure they that you put them 
on the same, on one, same model.” (Fran, Interview 3) 
The conventions that Fran accepts have some conceptual base. When regional models are used, 
they generally do represent one whole, though this is not always the case. Similarly, if the 
addition of two fractions is modelled, both these fractions would need to be displayed. However, 
this rule-bound description of the use of regional models does not account for the 
representation of other operations such as subtraction, multiplication, or division. These 
operations are not always depicted on the same model, for example, when an unlike fraction is 
to be subtracted another model may be needed to find an equivalent fraction with the same 
sized pieces before being able to subtract. Fran’s rules for using a regional model do not 
discriminate between the contextual demands of each fraction problem and thus treat the 
modelling in a formulaic way, also indicating that Fran’s approach to modelling is calculational. 
Fran’s desire to develop automaticity with modelling fraction operations, coupled with the rules 
she has adopted for modelling, both indicate that she views the modelling as a procedure to be 
learned and thus takes a calculational approach to fraction modelling. This is consistent with 
her views at the beginning of the GradDipEd, where Fran had articulated that her knowledge 
was supported by working through “lots of different examples” (Fran, Interview 1). 
Although Fran seems to believe her procedural approach is sufficient for her personal work 
with fractions, her knowledge of fraction representations expanded because she sees them as 
beneficial for teaching. Fran considers her pedagogical knowledge to have expanded further 
than her content knowledge. In Interview	4,	reflecting on her final PEx, Fran said “I don’t think 
that my maths knowledge changed, I think that the way that I thought about teaching maths 
broadened” (Fran, Interview 4). When asked if her fraction knowledge had changed over the 
course of the year, Fran replied: 
I think this year, what I’ve learned about fractions is that there are many, many, many 
different ways for people to learn about fractions and I think probably at the beginning of 
the year, you could give me, you know, any fraction algorithm or whatever and I’d be able to 
do it and go through the motions and divide, subtract, multiply.…So I think that knowledge 
hasn’t changed but what has changed is that I could probably think of five or six different 
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ways to present fractions to students in order to teach them how to understand fractions, 
rather than just how to do algorithms. (Fran, Interview 4) 
Fran seems to be stating here that her knowledge of algorithms has not changed, but that she is 
now able to represent the fraction concepts for others. Fran seems to draw a distinct line 
between her “knowledge of fractions” and “knowledge of fraction representations.” The former 
she characterises as comprising ways to correctly complete fraction algorithms, whereas the 
fraction representations are seen only as pedagogical tools. This would suggest that she does 
not view the expansion of her own fraction representation repertoire as having supported her 
content knowledge of fractions. 
5.2.4 Fran’s	substantive	knowledge	after	Subject	1.	
The current section addresses Fran’s substantive knowledge after Subject	 1,	 including her 




Fran began the GradDipEd with a good knowledge of fraction procedures that allowed her to 
complete symbolic algorithms correctly in the Pretest. She continued to demonstrate this 
knowledge through Exams	2	and 3. At the conclusion of Subject	1, Fran demonstrates good 
knowledge of fraction procedures and is able to implement fraction algorithms to find correct 
answers for Exam	 2. Of the seven examination items related to fractions (Q1-Q7), Fran 
demonstrated procedural skill in comparing fractions and operating with fractions (addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division with fractions), obtaining correct answers for all items 
(see Table 5-4). 
  
After Subject	1	








































unsurprising	 given	 a	 focus	 of	 Subject	 1	 was	 to	 develop	 preservice	 teachers’	 knowledge	 of	
fraction	 representations.	 However,	 there	 were	 two	 examination	 items	 from	 Exam	 2	where	
fraction	models	would	be	 a	natural	 choice	 for	use	 in	 the	 explanation,	 yet	 Fran’s	 responses	 to	
these	 items	were	not	supported	with	 fraction	models	 (Table	5-5,	Q2	&	3).	Fran	may	not	have	




these	 prompts	 for	 further	 explanation,	 Fran	 responded	 to	 the	 two	 items	 exclusively	 using	
fraction	 notation.	 The	 questions	were	 similar	 to	 each	 other	 in	 that	 they	 asked	 the	 preservice	






that	Q4	requires	deducing	that,	because	there	are	 five-fifths	 in	one,	 the	number	of	 fifths	 in	80	
can	be	found	by	multiplying	by	5.	Instead,	her	approach	suggests	Fran	interprets	the	prompt	for	
her	 to	 explain	 how	 she	 knows	 as	 sufficiently	 answered	 through	 the	manipulation	 of	 fraction	
notation.	
Fran	demonstrates	 some	 conceptual	 knowledge	 in	her	 responses	 to	 the	 examination	 items	 in	
Exam	 2.	 For	 example,	 Fran	 correctly	 interpreted	 the	 worded	 contextual	 problem	 (Q1)	 and	
applied	 an	 appropriate	 fraction	 operation	 (division).	 This	 requires	 a	 translation	 between	 the	
problem	context	and	 the	 fraction	notation	and	demonstrates	an	understanding	of	 fractions	as	
division	 (fraction	 sense	 component	 [a]	five	sources	of	meaning	for	a/b).	 Further,	 Fran	draws	a	
linear	model	and	successfully	demonstrates	the	relationships	between	the	sixths	and	one	whole	
and	 with	 the	 total	 length	 of	 the	 string	 (three	 and	 a	 half	 metres).	 Fran	 demonstrates	 a	
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coordination of each unit through explicitly labelling the model (fraction sense component [e]	
unitising). However, rather than describe the operation as “the number of sixths in three and a 
half,” Fran’s method for modelling the division seems procedural. She writes “divide each whole 
into 6 equal parts and count them up.” This counting strategy is successful for obtaining the 
correct answer of 21, yet does not convey relationships between the total string length (three 
and a half metres) and each segment (a sixth of a metre). This suggests Fran may need to 
develop further understanding of the effect of operations (fraction sense component [g]	effect	of	
operations). Additionally, her response refers mainly to the process by which the answer is 
obtained, referring to the scenario only in the statement of the answer (“21 packages can be 
tied”). This suggests Fran’s intent was to obtain the correct answer rather demonstrating a 
sense making disposition (see Table 5-5, Q1; fraction sense component [h]	 sensemaking	
disposition) by analysing and responding to the conceptual meaning of the operation. Fran’s 
expression of the effect of operating with fractions could have been stronger if she had 
expressed the division as finding the number of sixths in three and a half. 
Additionally, Fran shows knowledge of using a universal whole when comparing fractions as 
numbers (Table 5-5, Q2). When comparing  and , Fran draws two fraction models that look to 
be the same length and area. Her method of comparison is to draw a line down from the five-
sixths to compare the length to three-quarters. This demonstrates an understanding of which is 
larger, yet is not a rigorous method as it relies on the accuracy of the models’ dimensions. Fran 
does not model the partitioning of each whole into equivalently sized pieces in order to more 
precisely discriminate between the size of each fraction. Thus, Fran’s method of comparing 
fractions could be more robust to demonstrate deeper understanding of sharing and comparing 
(fraction sense component [f]	sharing	and	comparing; see section 3.2.2 (f)). 
Fraction	Interpretation	task	2.	
The second FI task was presented in Interview	4	after the completion of the GradDipEd where 
preservice teachers were again shown the fraction operation  and asked to comment on 
four models as representations for this fraction division (for ease of reference, the models have 
been reproduced below in Table 5-6).  
Examining Fran’s responses to the Fraction	Interpretation	task 2,	there were several indications 
that Fran has not advanced her conceptual understanding of the fraction division operation 
since the start of the program. For example, Fran continued to use the fraction algorithm and 
surface features of each model to interpret how they represented the fraction division. She 
looks to Fraction Model 1 to locate “where five-sixths is divided by a third” (Fran, Interview 4). 
















Model 1 and relied on the fraction division algorithm to recognise the answer as two and a half. 
Similarly, Fran’s approach to the other Fraction Models consistently used symbolic notation as a 
guide for her interpretations. She would firstly attempt to map each term of the operation (five-
sixths and one-third) to the representation, or identify where the answer (two and a half) was 
evident on each fraction model, for example: 
I can see where five-sixths is marked. But I can’t actually, one, I can’t see where five-
sixths is divided by a third. (Fraction Model 1, Fran, Interview 4) 
I can definitely see how it, yep, I can definitely see it now because there’s 1, 2 and a half. 
And there’s a third, and there’s five-sixths marked on the number line. (Fraction Model 
1, Fran, Interview 4) 
I can definitely see one whole here and the thirds are the columns and the sixes, 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, sixths, and I can see the answer here is two and a half. (Fraction Model 2, Fran, 
Interview 4) 
Right, so we’ve got, up the top we’ve got five-sixths and down the bottom we’ve got 
thirds. (Fraction Model 4, Fran, Interview 4) 
The clearest example of the connections Fran made between the algorithm and fraction models 
was demonstrated in her interpretation of the inappropriate Fraction Model 3 which represents 
a sub-procedure of the division process, 3. Fran identified this quickly: 
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Yeah, so you get fifteen pieces on six, which is the same as the algorithm up there. And 
yeah, so, I guess what I would say about this one is that it more closely resembles how 
you would work out the algorithm. (Fran, Interview 4) 
Fran does not see this as an inappropriate model of , but as a representation that would 
potentially be helpful “if you wanted to go through the algorithm and have the number line, 
side-by-side maybe” (Fran, Interview 4). The goal of modelling the algorithm in this way would 
not illustrate the conceptual meaning of the division, but only the sub-procedure of 3. Yet 
Fran sees Fraction Model 3 as having an advantage over the appropriate number line, Fraction 
Model 1, as Fraction Model 3 “is clearly showing the answer on the number line, whereas 
[Fraction Model] 1, even though it still shows you how to get the answer, or where the answer 
is, it’s not as explicit” (Fran, Interview 4). Fran seems to value the labelling of the answer rather 
than whether the meaning of the operation can be interpreted. This suggests her understanding 
of what the representations stand for and ability to make sense of the algorithm is thin (fraction 
sense aspect [g]	operating	with	fractions). 
There were indications that Fran does not hold a consistent conceptual understanding of 
fraction division. For example, rather than identifying Fraction Model 2 (which shows the 
multiplication  rather than ) as inappropriate, she stated that the model “makes sense 
because you can kind of see a third divided into six pieces” (Fran, Interview 4) and expressed 
she liked it because “it also shows the relationship between whole things and half of, you know, 
half of a thing” (Fran, Interview 4). When interpreting Fraction Model 2, Fran was asked directly 
to put the division problem into words and her response was “Divide five-sixths into three, what 
is five-sixths of one-third” (Fran, Interview 4). Fran does not seem to realise she described the 
conceptual meaning of fraction multiplication (five-sixths of	one-third), nor does she notice that 
“divide five-sixths into three” 3  is clearly different to the division operation the Fraction 
Model was meant to represent . Her description of how the division operation was 
represented on the Fraction Model 2 was that “They’ve said, ok, there [pointing to the shaded 
boxes], where these things cross over, we’ve got two-sixths, two-sixths and then a half with six 
there.” This description refers to an overlap which does not give any indication of how many 
thirds are in five-sixths, but shows five-sixths of a third. Looking at the highlighted boxes (see 
Table 5-3), the bold boxes actually show how many ninths (two-eighteenths) are in five-sixths 
of a third (five-eighteenths), yet Fran seizes on the answer as it is labelled “I can see the answer 
here is two and a half” (Fran, Interview 4).  
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Fran did demonstrate some conceptual knowledge when interpreting the final fraction model. 
She noted that the area Fraction Model 4 was “good at showing the equivalency of two-sixths is 
the same as one-third” (Fran, Interview 4). This suggests that Fran does see that the division 
operation as prompting a comparison of the size of a third and five-sixths. However, she was 
then asked to rephrase the division question, to which Fran responds “here is our five-sixths, 
and we’re going to divide that by thirds, so there’s one-third, there’s another third. Oh, we’ve 
only got half of a third there, so we’ve got a half, I guess thirds in five-sixths.” Whilst this does 
describe the process of ‘dividing five-sixths by a third,’ it does not convey the meaning	of the 
division operation, that is, the number of thirds in five-sixths. Fran notes the advantage of this 
model as showing the relationship between the units of sixths and thirds clearly. She also 
proposes this model shows the connection with “wholes in there as well,” although the whole is 
not depicted in Fraction Model 4. Fran also states that “you can kind of visualise an object if you 
wanted to,” and sees another benefit of this representation as having a potential connection to 
concrete objects. Fran mentions using this representation to introduce the algorithm with 
Fraction Model 4 acting “as a nice stepping stone.” This demonstrates that her focus is still on 
how to model the algorithm, rather than thinking conceptually about what it means to divide by 
a fraction, or reasoning with the representation and its relationship to the algorithm and the 
underlying mathematics. 
Overall, Fran does not demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of the division operation . 
She accepted two inappropriate models of this operation (Fraction Models 2 and 3) and did not 
use conceptual language to describe this process as finding the number of thirds in five-sixths. 
Additionally, Fran does not differentiate between conceptual meaning of the division process 
(finding how many thirds in five-sixths) and the meaning of the multiplication  (finding 
five-sixths of a third), using the language for both processes indiscriminately to match the given 
fraction model rather than reflecting on its appropriateness for representing . 
Fran’s	developing	pedagogical	knowledge.	
At the completion of the GradDipEd, including Subjects	1	and 2, Fran made final additions to her 
concept map (see Figure 5-2). Taken together, the final concept map and Interviews	3	and 4	give 
insight into Fran’s developing pedagogical knowledge. 
When asked for her view of fraction representations, Fran gives a more generalised perspective 
on what representations are: 
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I guess representations are the way that, visual way that you can u[se].…They could be 
things that are like diagrams, pictures, words, where you're able to show some sort of 
relationship or concept. (Fran, Interview 4) 
In Interview 3, after Fran had completed the second PEx, she was asked to describe fraction 
representations. In response, she lists some types of representations: 
Ok, so, the obvious symbolic representation comes to mind, using discrete objects to 
represent fractions, the whole/part relationship, so using a whole and dividing it up into 
parts to represent fractions. (Fran, Interview 3) 
This excerpt suggests that the word “representation” now evokes for Fran the idea of fraction 
models and language rather than fraction notation as she had at the beginning of Subject	1. 
With regard to using fraction representations for teaching, Fran draws from her experiences on 
each PEx, recorded as annotations on her concept map. The examples ranged across fraction 
representation categories from fraction notation (test scores), to fraction models (column 
graphs), to fraction language (describing marks out of ten). Fran explicitly connects each of the 
examples to fraction concepts or other mathematical topics, for example: fractions as ratios 
(tossing a coin with the outcome described as a 50:50 chance); fractions and position concepts 
(making quarter turns); recording fraction data as tallies (outcome of probability event); 
describing volume with fractions (a half-full bucket); and recording test scores (13 out of 15). 
Although Fran did not teach another fraction lesson on her third PEx, Fran recognised fraction 
concepts in everyday classroom experiences and from a diverse range of representations. 
Although Fran does not structure these representations into any organising categories, with 
each example presented as a separate annotation on the concept map and no lines of 
interconnection drawn, the concept map highlights her receptiveness to, and perception of, 
fraction representations. 
Additionally, Fran saw the merits of using concrete representations and using different 
representations. She felt the accessibility of concrete materials had been limited when teaching 
on PEx as the school did not provide a wide range of resources. She feels that, if given the 
opportunity, she “probably would have tried to get access to concrete materials” (Fran, 
Interview 3). When teaching, Fran had tried to have “different things in each lesson, so that [the 
students] weren’t, you know, doing the same activity or…having the same representations all 
the time” (Fran, Interview 3). For her, the intention was to “make activities that were really 






Fran’s reasoning incorporated varied and practical fraction representations to increase the 
likelihood of students participating in the lesson, compared with direct instruction. However, 
her pedagogical reasoning was not explicit and she did not give justification for the benefits of 
this approach. 
Overall, Fran’s view of fraction representations for teaching has broadened from her initial 
conceptions of fractions as being predominantly fraction notation. She now lists a variety of 
types of fraction representations. However, whilst the annotations she made to her concept map 
illustrate the wide range of examples of fraction representations she had observed on her PEx, 
she does not organise these examples in a way that recognises the conceptual connections 
between them. Similarly, she advocates the use of multiple and concrete representations, yet 
does not support this with pedagogical reasoning. 
Fran’s	substantive	knowledge	of	fractions	subsequent	to	Subject	2.	
As outlined in section 4.3.3, Exam	3 was set for preservice teachers at the conclusion of Subject	
2.	An item in Exam	3 was pertinent to the current study as it required preservice teachers to 
firstly analyse a student’s work sample as the student responds to a fraction situation. Secondly, 
preservice teachers were asked to solve the given fraction problem themselves and provide a 
conceptual model. 
Fran’s responses to Exam	3	 (see Figure 5-3) demonstrate that she has retained procedural 
knowledge after Subject	2,	having demonstrated proficiency before and during Subject	1. She 
correctly completed the division of fractions operation. Her fraction model accurately shows 
two equally sized wholes partitioned into quarters. She supports her model with language 
demonstrating the meaning of the given fraction division (“How many quarters are there in two 
wholes?”). However, she incorrectly states in the last sentence that “There are four quarters in 
two wholes,” despite finding the correct answer in her fraction operation. 
Fran’s analysis of the student’s work sample is that the student “did not divide each whole into 
quarters. Instead she divided each whole into halves.” This is a superficial interpretation and 
attends only to the surface features of the student’s model and calculation. Fran does not 
identify that the student has used language to describe the multiplication of 2 ×1/4 (“What is a 





Overall, Fran’s response is a superficial diagnosis of the student’s work sample. Thus, the 
response to this examination item suggests that Fran has not developed deep conceptual 
knowledge of fraction division operations. Further, it indicates that at the conclusion of Subject	
2,	Fran still takes a calculational approach to examination items focusing on fraction notation. 
5.2.5 A	summary	of	the	development	of	Fran’s	knowledge	and	perception	of	
fractions.	
Having presented data to identify Fran's perceptions of fractions and her own knowledge and 
her substantive knowledge of content and pedagogy, both before and after Subject	1, the current 
section summarises the claims about her perceptions and substantive knowledge. The summary 
draws together aspects of fraction sense to discuss Fran’s knowledge and explores her approach 
to learning fractions. 
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Before she completed Subject	1, Fran closely associated the topic of fractions with fraction 
notation. Her school experiences of practising the steps of fraction operations had supported 
the development of her procedural skills, in turn contributing to her success in advanced high 
school mathematics subjects. Initially, Fran took a similar approach to learning to model 
fraction algorithms, believing that developing automaticity was the goal of the modelling 
process rather than for developing her own conceptual understanding. However, there was a 
shift in the way that Fran approached learning fraction content. Whilst initially she focused on 
using algorithms to obtain answers, she expressed a new desire to understand why these 
algorithms worked through drawing a picture of the process. 
Although Fran showed proficiency with fraction calculations, she demonstrated little conceptual 
understanding before Subject	 1.	 Her tendency to rely on fraction notation in the Pretest	
restricted the extent to which her reasoning was exhibited. In her responses to the first Fraction	
Interpretation	 task, Fran showed minimal conceptual knowledge of fraction division. She 
depended on surface features of the given fraction models in order to connect them with the 
fraction operation. Her answers on the Pretest demonstrate some aspects of fraction sense ([e]	
unitising	and [g]	effect	of	operations) but her reliance on the fraction notation to convey her 
ideas and the disconnection between the problem context and her fraction models suggest that 
Fran was still developing a disposition to make sense of fraction situations (fraction sense 
element	[h]	sensemaking	disposition). 
After Subject	1,	Fran sought to make meaning from the fraction notation rather than her earlier 
view that algorithms were the key to learning mathematics. Her responses to	Exam	2	 items 
indicated that some aspects of fraction sense had deepened ([a]	five	sources	of	meaning	for	a/b	
and [e]	unitising). Although Fran’s responses to Exam	2	questions	included a broader range of 
representations than the Pretest, there is little qualitative change in the fraction knowledge 
demonstrated. Analysis of the language Fran used to describe the procedure of modelling 
suggested that Fran took a calculational approach similar to her approach to the Pretest. Fran 
seems to have adopted methods of modelling fraction problems that are independent of context 
Before Subject	1	






which suggests that her modelling approach is not conceptually driven.	As with the Pretest,	
Fran’s response to some Exam	2	 items drew on additive rather than multiplicative schemes 
(fraction sense elements [d]	proportional	reasoning	and [f]	sharing	and	comparing).  
Although Fran stated she sought meaning from fraction notation, she did not consistently 
demonstrate a disposition to make sense of fraction situations (fraction sense element [h]	
sensemaking	disposition). In Exam	2,	her responses still relied on fraction notation to convey her 
thinking. For the second Fraction	Interpretation	task,	Fran resorted to completing the fraction 
algorithm first and navigated the fraction models using surface features such as labels. Fran 
used language that denoted a multiplication process to describe a fraction division yet this did 
not produce any sense of conflict for her, suggesting she had not developed a robust meaning 
for either operation. She demonstrated conceptual knowledge of the meaning of dividing by a 
fraction (for example, interpreting  as how many quarters there are in a half in Interview	3), 
yet the language she used did not always convey this meaning. For example, her descriptions of 
operations, such as  as “five-sixths is divided by a third,” do not convey the conceptual 
meaning of the fraction division. As a future classroom teacher, Fran's limited conceptual 
understanding has the potential to limit her students' access to the underlying fraction ideas as 
represented by fraction notation. 
Overall, although Fran has demonstrated deepened conceptual knowledge in particular areas 
and developed a proclivity for making sense of fraction situations, her tendency to rely on 
fraction notation to convey her reasoning and interpret fraction models limits the extent to 
which she exhibits understanding of fraction ideas. 
5.3 Fran’s	Syntactic	Knowledge	of	Fraction	Representations.	
The current section investigates Fran’s syntactic knowledge of fraction representations, that is, 
knowledge of how	to	use	 fraction representations for teaching. The fraction lesson that Fran 
taught on her second PEx, being conducted after the completion of Subject	1, is explored with 
particular focus on her approach to using fraction representations. Subsequently, the warrants 
Fran gave for selecting these representations are also evaluated. The final subsection then 
summarises Fran’s overall orientation to teaching and learning with fractions and fraction 
representations. 
5.3.1 Classroom	context.	
Both Fran’s initial and second professional experiences were undertaken in a composite class of 
Stage 2 and 3, comprising students from both Years 4 and 5. However, due to a school excursion, 
only the Year 4 students were present for the lesson observation during Fran's second PEx. 
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Before the class commenced, Year 4 students from another class also joined the lesson Fran 
taught. In total there were 30 students participating in the lesson. The segment of the lesson 
focusing on fractions7 began with Fran sitting at the front of the classroom, adjacent to the 
Interactive Whiteboard (hereafter, IWB), with her students sitting on the floor in front of her. 
The supervising classroom teacher was present during the lesson and at times contributed 
comments and questions to the class. The lesson focused on the connections between 
percentages, decimals, and fractions, which the class had not previously addressed (Fran, 
Interview 2). 
5.3.2 Fran’s	approach	to	using	fraction	representations	for	teaching.	
The current section addresses Fran’s approach to using fraction representations for teaching. 
 
The fraction representations that were introduced during Fran’s enacted lesson included 
fraction notation, fraction language, and a fraction area model. All the chosen representations 
had relationships with the number 100. Fran used fraction language to make connections 
between percentages and 100 by highlighting the word per	cent originates “from the Latin Per 
Centum” (Fran, Lesson Transcript). She gave the examples of the number of cents in a dollar and 
years in a century.8 Fran’s focus on the etymology of fraction language implied the meaning of 
percentages as being part of something partitioned into 100 parts yet the conceptual focus was 
not made explicitly. Although the next representation Fran introduced, the hundreds grid (or, as 
Fran named it, “hundreds block”) also supported the conceptual idea of being part of 100, Fran’s 
focus throughout the lesson is on recording written notation. To introduce the model, Fran 
displayed a pre-shaded example of a hundreds grid on the IWB and asked student how many 
squares the hundreds grid contained (100; see Figure 5-4). 
                                                             
7 Before the fraction segment of the lesson, Fran displayed some mathematics equations on the board. Students were 
required to complete these equations mentally and record the answers which were subsequently marked by a 
partner. These did not involve fraction concepts. 
8 The classroom teacher interjected with an additional example of years in a century during the lesson, but Fran 









Fran then expressed the shaded squares as a fraction by writing the fraction notation on the 
IWB (16/100) using the digital pen tool. Fran then asks another student to write the decimal 
notation under this (0.16). This response is endorsed by Fran with the exclamation “Good, I’ve 
taught you something then!” Fran then poses the following question: “So if per	 cent	means 
something out of 100, and we have 16 out of 100, can you guess what we have out of 100?” 
Again, a student records a written representation in answer (16%), the answer that Fran was 
looking for. In each case, Fran did not elicit, or expect, verbal responses from students and 
accepted the written notation. This segment of teaching highlights that the responses Fran 
expected were the written notations of the fraction, decimal, and percentage. Fran’s acceptance 
and praise of the students’ responses established the expectation that students record their 
answers with numeric notation and that the written notation qualified as an adequate response. 
During the next segment in this lesson, Fran had students answer further examples as a whole 
class (see Figure 5-5).  
 
Figure	5‐5	Slide	from	the	IWB	used	for	Fran's	lesson	
The teaching approach Fran takes for the practice exercises is illustrated by the following 
exchange: 
Fran: [Referring to 0.7] For the next one, I was being a bit tricky. How many out of 100?  
Student writes 7.  
Fran: Is it 7 or 70 out of 100? Where’s that 7? 
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[The student points to hundredths column, indicating 0.70. Fran acknowledges this with a nod 
and writes 70%. Slide reads “Convert these fractions to decimals” and Fran realises “I meant to 
write percentages” and corrects this on the slide.] 
Fran: 24/100 means we have 24%. Who can do the next one [referring to 5/100]? [Student], you 
were scared before, but you’re not scared anymore. 
[Student writes 50% on the board.] 
Fran: What do you think Miss Fran would say to that? If I have 24 out of 100 and that was 24%, 
what would 5 need to be? 
Classroom	teacher:	What would 5/100 be as a decimal? 
[Student erases the ‘0’ in 50%.] (Fran, Lesson Transcript) 
This excerpt from the lesson transcript again highlights that Fran expected student responses in 
written notation which she tacitly endorsed. There was no verbal response from students 
during this exchange and the teaching approach placed focus on the result of the conversion 
between notation forms. These exchanges offer no evidence that Fran was trying to develop the 
students' conceptual understanding through her emphasis on the conversions. Students 
displayed some common misconceptions as identified in the textbook for Subject	1	(Booker, 
Bond, Sparrow, & Swan, 2010) such as interpreting 0.7 as 7 per cent rather than 70 per cent 
because the value did not display a “0” in the hundredths place. Fran draws students’ attention 
to the placement of the 7, yet only implies its significance rather than making connections to the 
decimal’s relationship to the number of hundredths to connect with the concept of percentages. 
Once the student points to the hundredths place value column, Fran interprets this as an 
indication the student understands and records the answer. Similarly, when another student 
has difficulty when translating 5/100 to a percentage, rather than illustrating the connection to 
percentages as a relationship with 100, Fran points to the previous example of 24/100 to guide 
the student to produce the correct answer. Again, the meaning of a percentage was not explored 
beyond finding the correct conversion in written notation. 
Emphasis on the written notation continued in the final lesson segment in which all but three 
students worked independently at their desks. For most students, this lesson segment omitted 
any fraction models and required the manipulation of the written notation of fractions, 
decimals, and percentages. A slide was displayed on the IWB containing the exercises for 




To complete the practice questions shown in Figure 5-6, students converted decimals and 
common fractions to percentages and percentages into decimals and common fraction notation 
in their mathematics workbooks. A group of three students identified by Fran as requiring 
additional support worked on a separate worksheet (see Figure 5-7), guided by Fran on the 
floor at the front of the classroom.  
 
Figure	5‐7	Worksheet	for	support	students	in	Fran's	PEx	lesson	
This worksheet required students to record the number of pre-shaded squares on the hundred 
grids as written notations in decimal, fraction, and percentage format. The last two hundred 
grids were left blank for students to shade with a value of their choosing and record the 
corresponding written formats. 
Although the students in the support group were given questions that used the fraction models 
to represent the values, for both the support students and the students completing the practice 
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questions on the IWB, the objective was for students to complete the calculations and record the 
correct written notation. Thus, the focus of the final lesson segment was on translating the value 
represented by the fraction model or written notation into other forms of written notation. Fran 
did not facilitate a discussion of how the hundreds grid as a fraction model related to the 
underlying fraction ideas, such as the relationship between the shaded parts and the whole 
shape or the relationship between decimals and percentages. Thus, the lesson missed 
opportunities to explore the conceptual meaning of percentages, decimals, and fractions and the 
connections between them.  
During the lesson, there was limited explicit discussion of the underlying fraction ideas. In the 
introductory segment, Fran demonstrated the pedagogical strategy of seeking prior knowledge 
by asking about the students’ previous experience with fractions and decimals. Typical student 
responses included: “Fractions and decimals are the same, just written differently,” “Fractions 
can turn into a decimal or a percentage,” and “50 per cent is half” (Fran, Lesson Transcript). 
These responses demonstrate that the students had some awareness that there were 
connections between fractions, decimals, and percentages but Fran did not ask them to 
elaborate. Thus, it is not clear as to the extent of the students’ understanding of these 
connections, that is, whether these responses demonstrated conceptual understanding or were 
recited from previous lessons. Fran did not take up the students’ ideas or do any more work to 
ascertain the depth of their understanding. 
Additionally, Fran makes no mention of the hundreds grid as an area representation of the 
fraction concepts.	Rather, she encourages a counting strategy. In interview, Fran stated that she 
thought the hundreds block was accessible for students once she had “explained what it was 
and said ‘look, it’s as easy as counting the numbers’” (Fran, Interview 3). This reinforces an 
additive (rather than multiplicative) approach to determining the fraction, percentage, or 
decimal that the shaded blocks represent compared with the whole. It also emphasises a 
calculational approach to the problem rather than highlighting a meaningful interpretation of 
the problem. Thus, this teaching strategy has limited potential for supporting students to 
develop proportional reasoning.	
Potential to explore the conceptual meaning of percentages arose when one student described a 
percentage as being “part of something.” Fran’s response was that “Fractions and decimals are 
parts of something too. Percentages are out of 100” (Fran, Lesson Transcript), yet Fran does not 
explore this relationship further than recording each of the written notation forms. Fran makes 
very limited connection to any context where fractions, decimals, or percentages apply. The sole 
reference to an application of fractions, decimals, or percentages was a suggestion from a 
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student that fractions can describe test scores. No further examples were provided by Fran and 
no context was given for answering the practice questions throughout the lesson. Without 
anchoring to real life contexts, the percentages, decimals, and fractions in the lesson were 
treated as abstract symbols with calculational fluency the focus. 
Notably, the fraction questions posed by Fran in the lesson were not embedded in any problem-
solving context. A conceptual orientation to teaching means that the context of a problem is 
foregrounded rather than the importance of finding numerical solutions (see for example A. G. 
Thompson et al., 1994). Another characteristic of teaching with a conceptual orientation is that 
the connections between representations are highlighted. The representations in the lesson can 
all be connected through analysing their relationships to the whole. Where fractions can 
describe wholes that have been partitioned into any number of parts, decimals partition wholes 
into multiples of ten (tenths, hundredths, thousands, et	cetera) and percentages are further 
limited to describing wholes as partitioned into 100 parts. Although a brief mention of the 
relationship between percentages and 100 was made in the lesson, the connections between 
percentages, decimals, and common fractions were not explored through the hundreds grid and 
overall the relationships between these fraction forms were not investigated. Where common 
fraction notation could have been simplified (for example, 16/100 can be related to four 
twenty-fifths), the hundreds grid can facilitate the grouping of four hundredths together to 
show its correspondence to one twenty-fifth and thus the equivalence between 16 hundredths 
and four twenty-fifths. This process highlights the ability of common fraction notation to 
describe proportions using the largest possible parts. However, Fran did not capitalise on these 
connections to ground the lesson conceptually. 
Rather than emphasising the students’ reasoning about a problem context or connecting the 
fraction representations, all of the problems posed by Fran used the fraction model for 
producing an answer to the question. Fran did not use the fraction model as a thinking	tool to 
build conceptual connections, a potential use of the fraction model. Rather, she merely 
facilitated the calculation of a percentage. This approach to teaching fits with descriptions given 
by A. G. Thompson et al. (1994) of a calculational orientation. Teachers with a calculational view 
of mathematics accentuate the importance of performing calculations and deriving numerical 
solutions to problems, such as the emphasis Fran places on recording the fraction notation as 
the solution to each problem. In summary, Fran adopted a calculational orientation for teaching 





To complete the data presentation, this section addresses Fran's warrants for choosing fraction 
representations for teaching. This builds on the earlier presentation of Fran's approaches to 
teaching fractions in order to illustrate her syntactic knowledge. Subsequent to the fraction 
lesson Fran taught, the warrants she gave for choosing the representations in her lesson were 
explored in Interview	3.	Fran’s considerations for choosing the fraction representations in her 
lesson align with several categories of warrants for representations as proposed by Ball 
(1988a). These include: Mathematics, considerations about how the representation presents 
mathematical ideas;	 Learning,	 considerations made about the nature of learning;	 Learners,	
considerations made about the needs of learners; and Context, considerations made concerning 
the context of the learning. 
 
Context	was a warrant that Fran considered when choosing fraction representations for the 
lesson. Reflecting on the use of the hundreds grid as the sole fraction model introduced, Fran 
stated that it was the supervising classroom teacher’s suggestion that she incorporate this 
model, which she had not considered previously. Fran also noted that the students had already 
used the hundreds block to represent common fractions, although the students were using 
three-dimensional blocks (the “flat” block from the base 10 multi-base arithmetic blocks) rather 
than the two-dimensional grid introduced in Fran’s lesson. Fran stated the students “were sort 
of used to looking at the picture and counting how many things were shaded, so I think they 
probably got comfortable with that” (Fran, Interview 3), demonstrating she had also taken into 
consideration	Learner’s	prior knowledge, that is, their familiarity with the fraction model.  
Fran also considered the Mathematical	implications of the fraction representations. Fran stated 
that the hundreds grid was used to make connections between fractions of 100 and percentages 
because “it was flexible” (Fran, Interview 3). She stated that the students “knew that that was 
one hundred squares. So, yeah, so we focused on [one] little square is one out of a hundred and 
what does that mean” (Fran, Interview 3). Although she felt that the students understood the 







got it straight away,” Fran, Interview 3), she noted some students did experience difficulties in 
translating between representations. Particularly, the students experienced difficulties “when 
we got to decimals, zero point five and zero point five zero, and zero point zero five. The place 
value stuff involved with the decimals” (Fran, Interview 3). Despite intentionally incorporating 
decimal notation into the lesson, Fran’s approach did not specifically address these students’ 
understandings of place value. Fran reported that, during her first PEx, the classroom teacher 
told her the class had “spent three weeks talking about place value and…only 50% of the class 
understands place value” (Fran, Interview 2). Fran had observed that the classroom teacher did 
not model the place value concepts for the students: 
Fran:	And my teacher, I noticed, didn’t model anything first, she just kind of went straight to the 
algorithm, ‘cause she just went ‘my class is past you know’.  
Researcher:	And what did you think of that approach? 
Fran:	I thought, oh, that’s not what they taught us in uni[versity], and how are these kids going to 
understand what’s going on? I thought they’ll understand the process but they won’t really 
understand what’s going on. I guess maybe she didn’t want to delve into all the place value stuff 
they didn’t really get in the first place, maybe, I don’t know. [Fran, Interview 3] 
Despite Fran’s perception that a lack of modelling would undermine students’ place value 
understandings, she did not model the place value connections with decimals or the 
relationship depicted by the representations or notation in her own lesson. This suggests that 
she failed to take the pedagogical implications of the representation’s conceptual essence into 
consideration. 
Fran did consider several aspects that would support Learning.	 She supported students’ 
understanding of percentage by exploring the etymology of ‘per cent’ in order for students “to 
remember” as noted by Fran in Interview 3: 
Knowing how a word has come about sometimes, the etymology of a word or what it means 
can help, can assist your understanding. We did talk about centuries. I just think [it helps] if 
you can introduce stuff like that and come up with examples that kids remember. (Fran, 
Interview 3) 
Fran attributed the choice to explore the etymology of the words as arising from her “own 
personality” (Fran, Interview 3), demonstrating the warrant of feasibility	as Fran considers her 
existing repertoire of representations (under the Context category from Ball, 1988a). Fran also 
felt the hundreds grid made the conversion between fraction forms simpler for students, 
commenting that “it’s as easy as counting the numbers” (Fran, Interview 3). 
Fran noted that her choice of representations had been limited by a lack of available concrete 
materials, and given the opportunity she would have “done another lesson on the numeral 
expander” and provided “tactile things for learners” (Fran, Interview 3). However, numeral 
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expanders are feasible instructional materials as they require only paper for construction and 
could reasonably have been used for the lesson. Fran considered the needs of Learners	and the 
nature of Learning	 here, stating she would use these methods “to cater for a diversity of 
learning styles…[such as] kinaesthetic learners” (Fran, Interview 3). Thus, Fran considered the 
feasibility	of the hundreds grid as it was accessible.	She commented that teachers can “take it 
anywhere and don’t need a lot of things” (Fran, Interview 3). 
Fran’s general rationale for her choice and use of fraction representations was to make the 
content “easy” for students (students are able to count the squares of the hundreds grid) and 
memorable (etymological origins connect percentages with the idea of parts of 100). However, 
these warrants do not reflect the conceptual essence of the connections between fractions, 
decimals, and percentages. The source of Fran’s representations was drawn from the Context	in 
which the lesson took place. She drew on the students’ previous experiences and suggestions 
from the classroom teacher, but also stated her approach was drawn from her “own 
personality.” Although Fran felt she was also limited by the context and used a hundreds grid 
due to its practicality, the fraction model she stated she would have used (a numeral expander) 
requires minimal preparation and materials and, therefore, could be argued to be feasible.	Thus, 
many of the warrants Fran claims point towards the fraction representations as reflections of 
Fran’s own beliefs about the nature of fractions and how they should be taught. 
5.3.4 Summary	of	Fran’s	syntactic	knowledge.	
The current section summarises Fran’s syntactic knowledge concerning her approach to 
teaching and warrants for choosing fraction representations for teaching. 
 
Fran made considerations as to the Mathematics,	Learning,	Learners	and	Context	for the lesson 
she taught.	Overall, Fran took a calculational approach to teaching fractions as demonstrated in 
her lesson on PEx. She focused on numerical solutions and tended to use fraction models (such 
as the hundreds grid) as a product rather than a tool for developing conceptual understanding. 
Although Fran felt that the chosen fraction model was flexible and enabled connections to be 
made to important ideas (such as percentages as parts of 100), her endorsement of students’ 
 






numerical solutions and focus on practice exercises served to support students’ calculation 
skills without drawing out the key conceptual connections between fractions, decimals, and 
percentages. Fran’s lesson presented the mathematics as disconnected from the real world and 
provided no meaningful motivation for completing the calculations. Although Fran invited 
students to contribute ideas of real life examples of percentages, these were mentioned 
superficially with the substance of the lesson being primarily contextless conversion problems. 
Fran’s approach suggests that her view of learning mathematics is skill-based and facilitated 





The current section summarises Fran’s approach to learning and teaching about fractions, 
addressing interrelationships between her perceptions and substantive knowledge of fractions 
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Fran’s conceptual knowledge developed over the course of the GradDipEd, however, the depth 
of her understanding was limited by her overall approach to learning mathematics as evidenced 
by her tendency to memorise procedures. Perhaps because Fran was already confident in her 
own knowledge of fractions at the beginning of the teacher education program, fortified by the 
fact that her calculation abilities translated to her successful performance in high school 
mathematics subjects, Fran applied similar memorisation techniques used for learning the 
fraction algorithms to the new procedure of modelling fractions. Her goal was to be able to 
develop automaticity for modelling any fraction situation. By focusing on superficial features of 
the fraction modelling process and the fraction models themselves, Fran did not probe deeply 
into the possibilities that fraction models offer for exploring the underlying fraction concepts. 
Both her responses to the FI	tasks and her examination responses indicated that Fran had not 
developed robust connections between the fraction modelling process and the conceptual 
effects of fraction operations. Her examination responses pointed to a calculational approach in 
which the goal was to find the answer to problems, rather than linking her answer to the 
specific context of each problem. She demonstrated a calculational approach to interpreting the 
given fraction models in the FI	tasks, locating the numerical solution to the division calculation 
rather than having a productive disposition to make sense of the fraction operations (a 
conceptual orientation, A. G. Thompson et al., 1994). 
Fran’s teaching of fraction content mirrored the calculational approach she took for learning 
fractions. The lesson she taught failed to capitalise on the ways in which the chosen fraction 
model, the hundreds grid, could illustrate the conceptual connections between fractions, 
decimals, and percentages. Rather, Fran emphasised and accepted student calculations using 
fraction notation only, tacitly endorsing the view that the purpose of mathematics is to find a 
correct numerical solution. The warrants Fran expressed for choosing the representations in 
the lesson indicate limited correlation with expert warrants as outlined by Ball (1988a). Fran 
makes superficial reflections on the mathematical benefits of the fraction representation, 
instead focusing on helping the students to remember, accounting for students’ “learning styles” 
and suiting Fran’s personal familiarity with the representations. This demonstrates a simplistic 
After Subject	1	
1. Perceptions	 2. Substantive knowledge	
3. Syntactic knowledge	
After Subject	1	
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view of students’ learning. Although Fran advocates knowing and teaching with multiple 
representations as well as emphasising the conceptual meaning of topics, this is not reflected in 
her teaching practice. She acknowledged that the major influences on her choice of 
representations were the classroom teacher and things drawn from her own ways of thinking. 
Taking into consideration that Fran is a beginning teacher, this points to a path for her personal 
development as a teacher. 
Overall, Fran’s approach to teaching and learning fraction concepts was calculational and 
emphasised the strategy of ‘practising’. The insufficiency of her own knowledge does not seem 
to be apparent to Fran as she believed she has deepened her content knowledge, thus, it is not 
likely to be addressed. Her ability to interpret others’ fraction representations also remained 
limited to surface features which will likely impact her future teaching practice.   
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Chapter	6 Fiona	
The current section follows a structure consistent with the previous case, investigating the case 
of Fiona. This section builds a characterisation of Fiona’s knowledge of fractions and fraction 
representations through an interrogation of her teaching and learning activities. Through this 
exploration, Fiona’s warrants for using representations and orientation to teaching are 
illustrated. 
6.1 Background	
Fiona is a female in her late 20s who earned a Bachelor of Arts in English Literature and 
Aboriginal Studies the year previous to her enrolment in the GradDipEd and at the same 
university. Fiona attained her Higher	School	Certificate	in the early 2000s, but did not complete 
any mathematics subjects in the final years of her high school education. The most advanced 
mathematics subject she completed was at the School	Certificate9	level in Year 10. Subsequent to 
her high school education, Fiona enrolled in a program that enabled mature age students to 
access university. This program included a 14-week course on fundamental mathematics skills 
required for university-level study for which she received a passing grade. Prior to enrolling in 
the GradDipEd, Fiona worked part-time at an early childhood care centre which inspired her to 
pursue a career in primary school teaching. At the beginning of the year, Fiona stated a 
preference for teaching the earlier stages of primary school (Kindergarten to Year 2). 
Fiona was not confident in her mathematics ability in high school. Her own primary school 
education had been interrupted by an interstate move and she had consequently missed key 
mathematical content such as telling the time. She admitted that she experienced difficulty 
reading a clock face even now. When questioned about her memories of mathematics in school, 
Fiona said she could not recall anything specific. She stated that “it was a long time ago, and I 
find that more often than not I remember things that were bad and not good” (Fiona, Interview 
1). However when pressed, no examples were forthcoming. Although Fiona did not demonstrate 
a positive view of mathematics, she still contributed to discussions during tutorials.	
	
                                                             
9 The School Certificate was obtained by passing a series of tests in English, Mathematics, Science, Australian History 
and Geography, and computing skills in New South Wales. It allowed students in Year 10 (ages 15-16) to leave school 




This section explores Fiona’s knowledge and perception of fractions and fraction 
representations following the presentation sequence consistent with other cases (as set out in 
the case of Fran). 
6.2.1 Fiona’s	perceptions	before	Subject	1.	




As previously mentioned, Fiona had difficulty recalling learning about fractions in school. When 
further probed about her experiences with fractions, Fiona stated: 
I don’t really remember how I was taught fractions at school.…I don’t remember so 
many representations to be honest.…Not saying that they didn’t happen, but I really 
don’t remember. I guess I saw things like the circle one a bit, but that’s really it. I guess I 
saw a little bit of [the discrete model] in ratios….I can’t really remember number line 
things. I can’t remember. Obviously lots of that, the symbolic stuff. (Fiona, Interview 1) 
From her description, Fiona’s experiences seem to have emphasised simple visual models and 
fraction notation. She saw fraction models as secondary to the fraction notation, playing an 
assistive role rather than a primary one, explaining that: 
You could use [fraction models] to sort of support [fraction notation] because that’s 
what you’ve got to do in your actual…you know, multiplying, dividing, adding. You’ve got 
to kind [of] use [fraction notation]. I mean, you can still use other stuff as well to help it, 
but I guess you’ve got to be able to do the symbolic to do the maths. (Fiona, Interview 1) 






This excerpt highlights Fiona’s view that performing mathematics successfully means mastering 
the use of fraction notation. Despite this belief, she was not confident in using the fraction 
notation herself. Fiona stated she remembered “doing more of the basic stuff, halves, quarters, 
so if it got any more difficult than that I would be struggling” (Fiona, Interview 1). Further, Fiona 
remembered “being really, really maths anxious at school” (Fiona, Interview 1), and there were 
indications these feelings persisted during interactions in Subject	1.	For example, in Interview 1, 
she recounted another class member, Jake, discussing the way a number line could be used to 
model a fraction situation during a tutorial.	Fiona tells of her reaction when Jake was giving an 
explanation about a fraction situation: “I don’t want to say ‘glazing over’ because it sounds like it 
was boring and it’s not…but definitely I was worrying about fractions, well worrying about 
maths in general” (Fiona, Interview 1). This suggests that Fiona not only continued to feel 
apprehensive about some mathematics content, but that she felt this worry inhibited her ability 
to engage with the mathematical concepts being discussed. Her description of “glazing over” 
suggests that she was not completely receptive to new information, possibly affecting the extent 
to which she was able to develop her fraction knowledge. 
Fiona’s view of mathematics was conveyed most clearly through the way she spoke about 
learning mathematics during Interview	 1. Fiona placed importance on being able to do 
“technical math” (Fiona, Interview 1), that is, being able to manipulate fraction notation and saw 
the “maths speak” and “maths terminology” (Fiona, Interview 1) as being able to be applied to 
different contexts, such as cooking and describing the volume of a tank of gas. Her comments 
suggest that she views manipulating mathematical symbols correctly as underpinning what it 
means to do mathematics. 
Overall, Fiona’s recollections of learning fraction content were vague. Although Fiona was 
familiar with circles as fraction models, the majority of her experiences were dominated by 
fraction notation. She did not volunteer any specific experiences that she remembered, but it 
may be that her later experiences in high school did not incorporate many fraction models and 
emphasised fraction notation, meaning that possible earlier experiences with fraction models 
were thus harder to recall. She viewed fraction models as playing a supporting role to the 
fraction notation, believing the goal of mathematics as the successful manipulation of 
mathematical symbols. Additionally, she had experienced anxiety about performing 
mathematics and there were indications this sometimes prevented her from fully engaging with 





During Interview	2, Fiona was asked how she felt about her mathematics knowledge. She did not 
seem overly confident in her content knowledge, stating that her “maths isn’t that great, like I do 
need to revise stuff, but for the halves, and quarters and stuff I think I’m okay” (Fiona, Interview 
2). During the first interview,	she described her knowledge of mathematics as “crappy” (Fiona, 
Interview 1). When asked whether she felt her content knowledge of fractions had improved 
since beginning Subject	1,	Fiona stated that “overall, yeah, I definitely think I’ve learned” (Fiona, 
Interview 2). She stated that her aim was to develop her knowledge of fractions during the 
GradDipEd by practising fraction calculations using fraction notation: 
Fiona: I wasn’t that confident to begin with. I think I still just need a lot of practice, just going 
over things before I get it. I’m still not 100%. Like I think I still have more to learn, just like the 
actual maths of it. 
Researcher: What do you mean? 
Fiona: Well, like doing fractions – actually adding and subtracting and that. Sometimes I just 
need to remember, like go back over it and do more of them. So I guess I have learned a bit, 
definitely, but if I was to teach it to, say, a Year 6 or something, I wouldn’t be confident. I’d need 
to just prepare, go over it again. (Fiona, Interview 2) 
This excerpt highlights Fiona’s focus on developing her “adding and subtracting” procedural 
skills. Fiona’s remedy for her lack of confidence, and to prepare for the work of teaching 
fractions, was to “revise” and “practise” performing the fraction algorithms. This suggests that 
her aim in Subject	1 was to improve her memory and execution of calculations and that this, in 
turn, would serve to develop her teaching practice. Her perception of success in mathematics 
seems to be about performing calculations to find the correct numerical solution. 
Overall, Fiona did not demonstrate confidence in her content knowledge of fractions. Although 
she thought her content knowledge of fractions was improving, she expressed a need to 
“revise,” “go over,” and “practise” fraction calculations before being able to teach later primary 
years. 
6.2.2 Fiona’s	substantive	knowledge	before	Subject	1.	
The current section addresses Fiona’s substantive knowledge before Subject	1,	 including her 





Fiona demonstrated limited content knowledge of fractions at the beginning of the GradDipEd 
program. One aspect of this was a lack of knowledge of fraction procedures as highlighted by 
her responses in the Pretest. Fiona did not demonstrate procedural skill in any of the ten pretest 
items that involved fractions (see Table 6-1). Although she was able to give a correct answer for 
two pretest items, she did not employ calculations in finding the solutions. For example, 
although she was able to write a number sentence describing the contextual fraction problem 
(Q1), she did not carry out this division calculation. 
Table	6‐1	Fiona’s	pre‐instruction	procedural	skills	on	the	Pretest	
No.	 Question	context	 Pretest	
1 Contextual, implicit division of fractions questions Correct  
[no algorithm] 
2 Comparison of fraction size Correct  
[no algorithm] 
3 Comparison of operation of fractions value with 
second term, fraction notation 
No response 
4 Equivalence of division by a fraction and 
multiplying by its reciprocal 
No response 
5 Show three representations for given fraction Partial answer (2 of 3 
representations) 
6 Addition of fractions calculation Incorrect 
7 Subtraction of fractions calculation Incorrect 
8 Ordering fractions Incorrect 
9 Multiplication of fractions calculation Incorrect 
10 Division of fractions calculation 	No response 
	 Total	 2/10	
 
Additionally, Fiona’s attempts to complete fraction calculations demonstrated misconceptions 













For the addition algorithm in the above exam response (Pretest Q6), Fiona used an additive 
rather than a multiplicative scheme to add the fractions, disregarding the fractions	as	numbers	
(fraction sense aspect [b]	measurement	and	fractions	as	numbers).	The response indicates that 
she misinterprets the numerator and denominator as whole numbers rather than considering 
the relationship between them that gives value to the fraction. That is, Fiona calculates “four 
plus three” over “five plus four” rather than four	fifths	plus three‐quarters.	This misapplication 
of additive strategies is commonly demonstrated by primary school students (Byrnes & Wasik, 
1991; Fischbein et al., 1985; McNamara, 2006). As for the multiplication item (Pretest Q9, Figure 
6-1), even though Fiona had crossed out her attempts at the operation, her responses 
highlighted her use of inappropriate procedures. Her first approach is to cross-multiply, a 
procedure commonly used for the addition of fractions with unlike denominators. Her second 
attempt was to invert both fractions and add them , perhaps adopting rules from other 
procedures such as inverting from the fraction division algorithm. The misapplication of 
algorithm steps indicates “an effort to imitate a procedure…learned but perhaps not fully 
understood” (Jones, 2006, p. 125). Fiona’s pretest responses suggest she may have incorrectly 
memorised the rules for calculating with fractions rather than developed a meaningful 
understanding of operations represented with fraction notation. 
Analysis of the fraction models that Fiona produced gives further insight into her thinking (see 
Table 6-2). Several of the pretest items explicitly asked preservice teachers to demonstrate their 
ability to work with fraction representations. Some of the questions also prompted a 
demonstration of reasoning by asking "How do you know?" Even with such direction, Fiona 
relied on fraction notation and limited fraction language in her examination responses. The 
Pretest provided evidence that Fiona had limited	conceptual knowledge of fractions. Despite the 
questions containing prompts to explain, Fiona does not answer these questions or elaborate on 
her reasoning. For example, it is not clear how Fiona determined that two-fifths was less than a 
half as she simply states this with no justification. The sole fraction model that Fiona drew (Q1;	






















complete	 the	 fraction	 division	 calculation	 or	 write	 an	 explanation	 as	 to	 how	 the	 model	





calls	 for	 1/4	 of	 a	 cup	 of	 coconut,”	 as	 a	 basis	 for	 using	 the	 discrete	 model	 to	 work	 out	 the	
solution.	Whilst	Fiona	does	show	an	ability	to	coordinate	between	units,	a	skill	necessary	for	(e)	
unitising	and	reasoning	up	and	down,	her	choice	of	a	discrete	fraction	model	depicts	these	units	
as	 separated	objects,	which	does	not	emphasise	 the	cohesion	of	 the	whole	 (Watanabe,	2002).	
For	 the	 item	prompting	preservice	 teachers	 to	 show	 three	different	 representations	of	!!	(Q5),	
Fiona	used	fraction	notation	exclusively,	recording	two	equivalent	fractions	in	fraction	notation	
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form ( , ). Although these are calculated correctly, Fiona only notes two representations 
rather than three as specified by the question. Further, the representations she provided for this 
item are exclusively in fraction notation form. Considering that she drew models for Q1, it could 
be that she did not interpret the intent of the question as prompting representations such as 
fraction models. However, it is more likely that she does not understand there are other ways to 
represent fractions besides fraction notation as this is consistent with her overall approach to 
the Pretest which was dominated by fraction notation, suggesting her concept of fraction	
representations was narrowly defined as fraction notation. 
Overall, the Pretest demonstrated Fiona’s proclivity to use fraction notation for responding to 
the examination items. It also highlighted Fiona’s lack of certainty in her responses, with no 
responses supplied to two items (Q3 and Q4), and no explanation given for the fraction 
comparison (Q2). Fiona’s only demonstration of a fraction model seems to be a direct response 
to a contextual problem, indicating that when given a context-less problem, she relies on 
procedures. This, however, is a problematic approach for Fiona as her procedural skills were 
not strong. Although Fiona was able to solve a contextual fractions problem, her approach was 
informed and supported by the interpretation of the problem setting rather than demonstrating 
a meaningful interpretation of fraction notation.	
Fraction	Interpretation	task	1.	
As detailed in the case of Fran, this task required preservice teachers to analyse and interpret 
four fraction models for a context-free fraction division operation. The task included two 
appropriate models and two inappropriate models (as shown Table 6-3), although the 
preservice teachers were not told that some of the models were not appropriate. 
At the beginning of the interview, Fiona stated that she felt that she needed to complete the 
fraction division using fraction notation in order to understand the process (“See if I was to get 
that I would do the [symbolic]” Fiona, Interview 1). Fiona was not able to interpret meaning 
from any of the fraction models. In her responses to the task, she did not identify that the 
answer to  is two and a half, or that the meaning of the fraction division operation is finding 
the number of thirds in five-sixths. Fiona was able to map the fractions in the problem to each of 
the fraction models, although she expressed some uncertainty, for example, when commenting 
on Fraction Model 1: “that would be your one over three, right? One of those jumps? And that’s 
one two three four five [sixths],” and for Fraction Model 2: “that’s your thirds, that’s the whole, 
right? And then you’ve got six of those, and it makes, okay, so you’ve got your five-sixes there, 
and then a half” (Fiona, Interview 1). However, Fiona could not identify how the division 
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process or, as she called it, “the actual maths part,” was being represented. She conceded that 















Fiona had some idea of the appropriateness of Fraction Model 4 as she stated it was the best 
model, however, her reasoning – “because it’s got areas all divided up, and it’s got labels too” 
(Fiona, Interview 1) – did not articulate the meaning of the model or how it illustrated the 
division operation. When further prompted to explain the meaning of the model, she again 
relied on relating the parts of the model to the fraction notation: 
Fiona: Well, because you’ve got, your one-third is there, I don’t know, without using the word 
divide. 
Researcher:	You can use the word divide. 
Fiona: Well, it’s divided that into sixths. Yeah. 
Researcher: So that one makes more sense to you than the others, but you still want to do the 
symbolic? 
Fiona: I guess so, yeah. I think that that’s because you can see them in relationship to each other. 
As at the beginning of the interview, Fiona affirms her inclination to complete the algorithm in 
order to make sense of the fraction models. Fiona seems to adhere to using fraction notation 
because she feels more comfortable with this representation, not realising that this propensity 
limited her own understanding. Fiona uses the word 'divide' to show the relationship between a 
quantity of thirds divided into sixths (as depicted in the model, and laid out in the notation), yet 
she does not recognise how this relationship plays out in the division operation. Even after 
seeing the four fraction models, Fiona is unable to provide a solution. This is likely because her 
limited understanding of the fraction division algorithm does not translate into other forms of 
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representations beyond notation and hence, illustrates very limited conceptual knowledge of 
the operation of dividing fractions. 
Overall, Fiona demonstrated very limited conceptual knowledge of the division of fractions 
through the Fraction	Interpretation task. She did not identify that two of the fraction models 
(Fraction Models 2 and 3) are inappropriate representations of the given fraction division. 
Further, she could not interpret the meaning of the division or explicitly identify that the 
answer is two and a half. She conveyed an inclination to complete the fraction algorithm using 
fraction notation but did not do so in order to aid her interpretations. This reliance on fraction 
notation failed to enable a deeper interpretation of the relationship between the fraction model 
and the division operation, or a conceptual understanding of division with fractions. 
Fiona’s	pedagogical	knowledge	before	Subject	1.	
As noted in Interview 1, Fiona did not recall ever having used fraction representations in school 
beyond fraction notation and circular area models. Thus, Subject	 1 was possibly her first 
exposure to models for fractions, such as the number line, discrete model, and rectangular area 
model. Fiona’s knowledge of fraction representations for teaching was very closely related to 
the content of the lectures in Subject	1.	The first concept map that Fiona produced (see Figure 
6-2) incorporated the terms that were introduced to her in Subject	1,	such as “area model,” 
number line,” “discrete model,” “ratio,” and “symbolic.” Yet Fiona conveyed uncertainty in her 
knowledge of fraction representations: “Sometimes I’m not very good at keeping up with how 
the different representations are categorised and what they’re called” (Fiona, Interview 1). 
When asked what the benefits of fraction representations are, Fiona stated that fraction models 
promoted an “understanding in…comparison to a whole” (Fiona, Interview 1). She placed 
particular emphasis on the benefits of fraction models, specifically those with “visual” 
properties (Fiona, Interview 1). Commenting on her choice of using shapes to illustrate the 
concept of one-half for a fraction lesson during her initial PEx, she reasoned that these 
representations were beneficial for her students because “they could then see visually…[the 
models were] there, they could see if it was the same or equal or not” (Fiona, Interview 2). Fiona 
gave even more importance to students experiencing “hands-on, concrete” (Fiona, Interview 2) 
representations of fractions. In her second interview, Fiona expressed motivation to use “area 
models and get [the students] to actually do something hands-on. I’d want to do something 
concrete, get them doing it for themselves” (Fiona, Interview 2). In describing another activity 






We were doing volume as part of the maths so there was one lesson where we had 
water and containers and [fraction language] sort of came into it because we’d be saying 
things like ‘how much of the container is it?’ and half and then half full, so [the students] 
could see that kind of thing with real, concrete stuff. I didn’t want to go on to the other 
kinds, like the numbers, the symbolic stuff, so it was all the practical and visual stuff. The 
volume and pouring was practical.…Not just visual stuff but actually pouring and seeing 
how much it would fill. (Fiona, Interview 2) 
Here, Fiona places little importance on the fraction notation as a representation that can convey 
meaning, choosing not to emphasise this representation and alternatively placing importance 
on the practical aspect of students physically enacting fraction representations in order to 
understand the fraction concepts (e.g. half). Further, she sees the “hands-on” student 
engagement as more beneficial than the “visual” fraction models, adding that “it helps if [the 
students are] actually doing it, do you know what I mean? If they pour the water in then they get 
an understanding for what a half is, what half the container is” (Fiona, Interview 2). Fiona holds 
the view that representations constructed by students themselves better support their 
understanding of fraction concepts compared with viewing visual fraction models. 
Fiona’s view of the way fraction representations should be used for teaching was based on her 
own content knowledge of fractions and her perceptions of what had assisted her fraction 
learning. She believed her own content knowledge benefitted from the “visual” properties of 
representations (Fiona, Interview 1). Conversely, she conveyed a dislike for number lines 
because they are “really technical” (Fiona, Interview 1) and felt that a lack of confidence in using 
number lines to represent fractions would dissuade her from using these models as pedagogical 
tools. Although specifically addressed in Subject	1, Fiona was not confident to use number lines 
for demonstrating the addition or subtraction of fractions. She recounted that when another 
preservice teacher had illustrated fraction addition by modelling the “jumping parts,” Fiona felt 
“a bit [worried tone] ‘oh, ok’” (Fiona, Interview 1), suggesting she did not comprehend the 
addition operation as modelled on the number line. She felt more confident to represent this 
operation using an area model or using the area model to support a number line because “then 
you could see how it compares to the number line I guess” (Fiona, Interview 1). This highlights 
that Fiona’s low content knowledge and lack of comfort with using number lines for fractions 
has the potential to limit her repertoire of fraction representations for teaching. 
Fiona felt that area models should serve as introductory fraction representations as they had 
helped her to interpret the other fraction models. She stated “once I got [the area models], that 
helped me with these [the discrete and number line models]. So that was like a progression I 
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guess” (Fiona, Interview 1). Subsequent to area models, Fiona discussed introducing discrete 
models or the “concept of a group of objects as a whole,” but did not “think you can go anywhere 
near [discrete models] before you’ve got something like [area models]” (Fiona, Interview 1). 
This progression was clearly set out in her first concept map (see Figure 6-2), with arrows 
linking area models, number lines, and discrete models. 
Although placing the fraction representations into a sequential order was based on which 
representations would most effectively support Fiona’s own content knowledge of fractions, she 
thought the representations “would be good for teaching as well” (Fiona, Interview 1). She felt 
this progression was equally appropriate for the introduction of fraction representations for 
teaching: “I think that’s easier for me and because I know that’s so not my strong point. I think 
it’s easier to understand with kids, you can make it easier for them” (Fiona, Interview 1). Thus, 
Fiona extrapolated the way that primary students would best learn from her own learning 
approach to fractions. Fiona’s responses in Interview	1 suggest her weak content knowledge of 
fractions had more influence on her preference for certain fraction representations than the 
suitability of the representation for conveying fraction concepts for students. 
Although Fiona did see fraction models as important for developing students’ and her own 
content knowledge of fractions, she emphasised the role that fraction models play in developing 
students’ use of fraction notation. She viewed the purpose	of fraction models as a conduit for 
developing the fraction notation. Fiona said “if I was going to teach, you would sort of [use the 
fraction models] alongside, because that way, that all [area, number line and discrete models] 
scaffolds what that [fraction notation] is” (Fiona, Interview 1). She felt that operating with 
fractions was best supported with fraction notation and that the ultimate goal of learning 
mathematics was to be able to complete the calculations: “multiplying, dividing, adding….I mean 
you can still use other stuff as well to help it, but I guess you’ve got to be able to do the symbolic 
to do the maths” (Fiona, Interview 1). During a tutorial in which preservice teachers shared 
their ideas about the teaching of fractions, Fiona suggested using a mnemonic device for 
remembering the multiplication and division algorithms, “change the bottom using multiply and 
divide, and the same to the top must be applied,” and elaborated on the way she would use the 
device for teaching fractions in Interview	1: 
If you were doing it in a classroom, you could totally just stick it up on the wall and [if 
the students] don’t know what to do, [the teacher would say] “right, consult the poem to 
figure out what you need to do.” (Fiona, Interview 1) 
This suggestion for teaching fractions highlighted Fiona’s emphasis on the importance of 
learning procedures for manipulating fraction notation. The use of mnemonic devices 
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encourages students’ rote learning of content, unfortunately, because the rhyme does not have 
any conceptual links to the meaning or effect of operating on fractions (fraction sense aspect [g]	
effect	of	operating	with	 fractions) and thus would not support the development of students’ 
conceptual knowledge. Introducing a rhyme that reinforces the steps of multiplying and 
dividing with fractions aligns with a computational orientation to teaching that accentuates 
memorisation rather than an understanding behind the procedures. 
To summarise, Fiona developed substantive knowledge of representation types for teaching 
fractions through Subject	1	as part of her knowledge of fraction representations for teaching.	
Fiona’s pedagogical reasoning about the relative benefits of each fraction representation was 
based on, and limited by, her own understanding of fraction representations. She viewed 
concrete representations as the most beneficial for students’ understanding of fraction 
concepts, followed by visual representations which she found helpful for her own knowledge. 
However, Fiona argued that the purpose of fraction models is ultimately to support students to 
use fraction notation – this being the fundamental goal of mathematical activity in her view of 
mathematics. According to Fiona’s perceptions of mathematics, the goal of mathematics is to 
arrive at a numerical solution through a series of calculations. 
6.2.3 Fiona’s	perceptions	after	Subject	1.	
The current section addresses Fiona’s perceptions of fractions and her own knowledge 
subsequent to Subject	1. 
 
The previous section explored Fiona’s substantive knowledge of fractions through data 
collected at the beginning of the GradDipEd. In order to track the development of this 
knowledge, Fiona’s substantive knowledge of fractions will now be investigated in light of data 
collected subsequent to Subject	1.	The ways in which Fiona used fraction representations will 











In contrast to Fiona’s view of fractions prior to completing Subject	1	as mainly fraction notation 
or circular area models, Fiona’s view of fractions subsequent to this subject was somewhat 
broader. She explained that fractions are: 
A part of something, a part of a whole, so it can be really anything. Sort of like, still with 
all the same things, like your discrete models, and you can use concrete drawings, 
anything like that….Just anything that shows a part of a whole in any way. (Fiona, 
Interview 4) 
Fiona’s conception of fractions is much more expansive than she had expressed in Interview	1 
and she now mentions various fraction representations. Yet she disregards essential criteria of 
fractions: the relationships between the parts and to the whole. Her assertion that fractions are 
“anything that shows a part of a whole in any way” is overly inclusive of any	part of a whole 
rather than acknowledging the necessary qualification of the equality of the parts. Further, 
Fiona’s conception of fractions emphasises the part‐whole	 sub‐construct	 of fractions yet 
presents a restricted view of other possible meanings of fractions, such as the ratio, quotient, 
operator, or measure sub-constructs (Kieren, 1976). Thus, although her perception of what 
constitutes a fraction is more inclusive than her initial views before Subject	 1, she still 
demonstrated a narrow view of fractions as equivalent to the part-whole interpretation without 
emphasising essential criteria for qualification as a fraction, that is, the necessity of having equal 
parts. 
Fiona’s	developing	perceptions	of	her	own	knowledge.	
Reflecting back on her knowledge prior to Subject	1,	Fiona stated her knowledge “wasn’t that 
great” (Fiona, Interview 3) and she made the “mistakes that sometimes kids make” (Fiona, 
Interview 4). However, Fiona felt her knowledge had improved “only because…last time I’d 
done it would have been high school, and we never did anything with representations really, it 
was all just the symbolic stuff” (Fiona, Interview 3). Before Subject	1, Fiona did not recall 
modelling fraction operations. She says that she “never had anything like that, I just tried to 
learn the rules, like when to flip, when not to flip. We just learned that [and] all that stuff just 
makes me go err” (Fiona, Interview 4). This seems consistent with her earlier reliance on 
procedures and memorising “rules without reason” (Skemp, 1976, p. 2). Consequently, Fiona 
began the GradDipEd with an instrumental knowledge of fractions. After completing Subject	1,	
Fiona asserted that modelling the fractions helped to support a deeper understanding of the 
fraction notation rather than just interpreting them as symbols: 
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[The benefit of fraction modelling is] for the conceptual stuff really, because…when you 
see one number on top of the other number, that’s kind of a little bit – well, it’s not hard, 
I guess I learned it that way, but then again, I’m not great at it. But I guess I think 
[modelling fractions is] really helpful before you bring that…symbolic type thing in, to 
help represent the concept. (Fiona, Interview 3) 
Fiona now differentiates the way she had learned about fractions through working with fraction 
notation and the alternative approach of using modelling to illustrate the meaning of the 
concepts before bringing in the “symbolic type thing” (Fiona, Interview 3). She described 
learning how to model some of the fraction operations: “when [the first tutor] taught us, you 
would have your sum and be like right, draw this one, basically the way that [the lecturer] did 
it” (Fiona, Interview 3). Although she claims that modelling the fraction operations was helpful 
for developing an understanding of fraction concepts (Fiona, Interview 3), her approach to 
learning how to model fractions implies Fiona was simply copying what the lecturer was 
drawing rather than developing reasoning to guide the process. As with her approach to 
learning fraction algorithms, her method of learning to use fraction models emphasised 
revision:  
Researcher:	Do you feel confident with modelling the operations?	
Fiona:	Sometimes, I think if I don’t keep it up, I forget. So I think I have to revise that before my 
exam, but yeah. Definitely. But I was watching and I guess it was more that I was not necessarily 
being able to do it but definitely following along. 
Researcher:	There wasn’t anything that was presented that you thought ‘I still don’t get this?’ 
Fiona:	No, not really, I was following it. 
This exchange highlights that Fiona still does not have complete confidence with modelling 
fractions, at times merely following the lecturer’s modelling process. Although she stated she 
was not necessarily able to model the procedures herself, she seems to accept being able to 
follow the lecturer’s demonstration as an indication that she understood the concepts. This 
would suggest a lack of metacognition – the ability to monitor her own knowledge development. 
Her references to needing to “revise” content is reminiscent of her attitude prior to Subject	1 
and suggests she remained committed to a computational approach to learning fraction content 
(A. G. Thompson et al., 1994). That is, Fiona sees the goal of mathematics as performing 
calculations correctly, not necessarily requiring a deeper level of understanding. 
Reflecting on her content knowledge after the completion of the GradDipEd, including Subjects	1	
and 2, Fiona thought it was “probably a bit better – it’s still not great because maths is definitely 
my worst subject – but I think it’s definitely improved” (Fiona, Interview 4). Thus, although 
Fiona felt her knowledge had developed, by describing it as “still not great,” she acknowledged 
there is room for improvement. Fiona attributed her knowledge growth to the fraction models: 
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Researcher:	Does the lecture and the tutorial help your teaching knowledge? How to teach 
fractions? 
Fiona:	I think so because if you don’t get the symbolic, [fraction models] help you, again, linking 
it to the symbolic stuff, so, definitely, yep. Even sometimes, depending on the operation, as well, 
like it’s that little bit better for understanding. 
Researcher: What do you mean? 
Fiona:	Well I guess when you can see not just the numbers but the operations, like depending on 
if it’s…like adding or subtracting or whatever, when you can actually put that to work on the 
representation, does that make sense? I think so. 
Researcher:	You can see the operation happening? 
Fiona:	Yeah, yep, I think so. 
Researcher:	Did that support your own knowledge of what it means to be operating with 
fractions? Like what multiplying fractions actually meant? 
Fiona:	I guess so, yeah. Can’t remember. (Fiona, Interview 3) 
Although it would seem Fiona thinks fraction modelling helped her to see the effect of operating 
on fractions, she finds it hard to express this or to give an example of how fraction models might 
illustrate the meaning of an operation, such as multiplying fractions. This seems to confirm that 
her content knowledge of fractions remained limited. Fiona conveyed that she would be 
prompted to improve her content knowledge further if she felt it was insufficient for teaching, 
thus relying on an awareness of her own knowledge. This also suggests she views the 
knowledge as either present or absent. Although she felt the experience of teaching fractions to 
Stage One on her first PEx had not served to deepen her understanding of fractions, she 
indicated she would prepare for more difficult content in future: 
[The content] was so simple anyway. I kind of got it anyway. Maybe if I had had to do 
something more difficult I would have been like ‘oh my god’ and I would have had to 
really make sure I was clear on what I was doing before I went into those lessons. 
(Fiona, Interview 3) 
This statement suggests that Fiona would not be prompted to confront the shortcomings of her 
own content knowledge until required to for teaching it. To Fiona, the opportune moment to 
develop content knowledge is when it is required to teach specific content. Yet, even though she 
had been assigned a Stage 2 class for her final PEx and admitted that she was worried about 
teaching this Stage, she did not state that she was going to develop her content knowledge for 
this. It is possible that Fiona does not recognise the extent of the inadequacy of her content 
knowledge and therefore does not address it. After completing her final PEx, Fiona stated that if 
she is “prepared before the lesson and know all the types of areas that kids might go wrong.…I 
can be much more confident…having that knowledge under my belt before actually doing the 
lessons” (Fiona, Interview 4). A disconnect is evident here – whilst Fiona claims being prepared 
to anticipate students’ mistakes would help her address them, she has not yet confronted some 
of the limitations of her own content knowledge. 
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6.2.4 Fiona’s	substantive	knowledge	after	Subject	1.	
The current section addresses Fiona’s substantive knowledge after Subject	 1,	 including her 




At the beginning of the GradDipEd, the Pretest	 indicated that	 Fiona had limited content 
knowledge of fractions. After completing Subject	 1,	 she demonstrated some knowledge of 
fraction procedures (see Table 6-4) and successfully completed both a fraction multiplication 
algorithm (Q4	from Exam	2) and a fraction division algorithm (Q1	from Exam	3). Yet, Fiona gave 




1 Contextual, implicit division of fractions questions Incorrect 
2 Comparison of fraction size Correct 
[no algorithm] 
3 Comparison of operation of fractions value with second term, 
fraction notation 
Incorrect 
4 Equivalence of division by a fraction and multiplying by its 
reciprocal 
Correct 
5 Show three representations for given fraction Three 
representations 
6 Addition of fractions calculation Incorrect 
7 Subtraction of fractions calculation No response 
Exam	3	
Q1 
Division of fractions calculation Correct 
	 Total	 4/8	
 
Comparing the examination items before and after instruction, Fiona’s responses demonstrate 
limited improvement. Table 6-5 displays Fiona’s responses to Exam	2,	Q1-5.	One item that 
shows improved procedural skill compared with the Pretest	is Q4.	In the Pretest,	Fiona gave no 
After Subject	1	













to	!"! .	 Similarly,	 Q3	 demonstrates	 a	 calculation	 error.	 However,	 it	 is	 likely	 to	 be	 either	 a	




!),	 or	 a	 result	 of	
applying	 the	algorithm	 inappropriately.	 In	either	case,	Fiona	did	not	recognise	and/or	correct	
















and	 demonstrated	 some	 attempts	 to	 use	 models,	 being	 required	 to	 show	 her	 reasoning	
highlights	 her	 difficulties	 in	 calculating	 with	 fractions,	 even	 if	 she	 does	 not	 recognise	 these	
errors	 herself.	 Overall,	 Fiona’s	 responses	 included	 more	 algorithms	 than	 in	 Exam	 1,	 yet	 the	
accuracy	 of	 these	 calculations	 was	 compromised	 by	 the	 apparent	 limitations	 of	 her	
computational	skill.		
Several	of	the	Pretest	 items	explicitly	asked	preservice	teachers	to	demonstrate	their	ability	to	
work	with	 fraction	representations.	Some	of	 the	questions	also	asked	 for	 reasoning	by	asking	




words	 (Q1	&	Q4).	 Interestingly,	 the	 first	 item	 (Q1)	gave	a	 scenario	of	determining	how	many	
packages	 could	 be	 tied	 using	 a	 certain	 length	 of	 string.	 This	 question	 lends	 itself	 to	 being	
represented	by	a	length	model	such	as	a	number	line,	yet	Fiona	chose	to	use	fraction	notation	to	
demonstrate	 the	 procedure,	 although	 ultimately	 giving	 an	 incorrect	 solution.	 Conceivably,	 a	
supporting	fraction	model	would	have	highlighted	the	problem	with	Fiona’s	answer	by	showing	
that	 partitioning	 each	 of	 the	 3	 metre	 lengths	 into	 six	 segments,	 and	 the	 final	!!	into	 three	
segments	would	 result	 in	 21	 lengths	 of	 string	 rather	 than	24.	Rather	 than	drawing	 a	 fraction	
model	to	confirm	her	answer,	she	seems	to	rely	on	the	fraction	notation,	despite	the	errors	 in	
her	calculations.	It	appears	that	Fiona	is	content	with	her	algorithmic	response.	
Fiona’s	 conceptual	 knowledge,	 as	 demonstrated	 in	 responses	 to	 Exam	 2,	 is	 limited	 (refer	 to	
Table	6-5	for	this	section).	Fiona	does	display	the	knowledge	that	representing	fraction	notation	
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with fraction models necessitates a universal whole in order to make comparisons (fraction 
sense aspect [b]	measurement	and	fractions	as	numbers). For example, Fiona uses the same sized 
model to compare the value of  with  (Q2),	 and  with  (Q3). She also demonstrates an 
understanding of the equivalence of the size of the parts that make up the whole in all of her 
fraction models (fraction sense aspect [d]	proportional	reasoning). The length of the partitions 
are equal in her linear models (Q2, Q3, and Q5), and the proportion of coloured stars of the 
discrete model is five-sixths. Additionally, Fiona uses language to convey the meaning of the 
division operation 3  (Q1)	as “How many 1/6 in 3 1/2?” However, it is difficult to know the 
level of her understanding of the equivalence of a fraction division and multiplying by the 
reciprocal as Fiona only provided the fraction notation for Q4. She	determined their equivalence 
by obtaining the same answer of 400 for both calculations. Her answers may have confirmed in 
her mind that her response was correct and sufficient, yet it was not evident that she had 
considered the relationship between the reciprocal equations (that is, the correspondence 
between the number of fifths in 1 and the number of fifths in 80). 
Fiona’s fraction models indicate that her reliance on computational competence does not 
support her representations. For example, her strategy for comparing the size of fractions is 
unsophisticated. For both items, Fiona draws linear fraction models in order to judge the 
relative size of two fractions. She lines the models up in order to visually compare the length of 
the shaded parts (Q2 and Q3). While this may work for simple fractions, she relied on an 
approximation by hand drawing her model and it becomes increasingly difficult to make 
judgements about their size the closer the fractions are in value. Additionally, it is not a 
mathematically rigorous method as it relies on the accuracy of the drawing. Fiona does not 
create an equivalent fraction for each term so that the part sizes are the same (fraction sense 
component [d]	proportional	reasoning), and thus her strategy to compare fractions could have 
been more reliable and precise. 
Altogether, Fiona’s Exam	2	responses demonstrated more conceptual knowledge than in the 
Pretest. She answered more items correctly, an unsurprising outcome considering Exam	2	was 
conducted post-instruction. Fiona used more fraction models to illustrate her thinking. 
However, her responses after Subject	1	still evidence some incorrect answers and demonstrate 
limited depth of conceptual understanding. The method she used to compare the value of two 
fractions was rudimentary and could have been more mathematically rigorous in order to 





Fiona completed the Fraction	 Interpretation	 task again during Interview	 4	 after she had 
completed the GradDipEd (see section 4.3.3 RI (c) for an explanation of each model). Again, 
Fiona was presented with the same four fraction models for the fraction operation  (for 
ease of reference, the models have been reproduced below in Table 6-6) and preservice 
















Overall, Fiona’s second attempt at this task was more successful. Though unable to solve the 
fraction division in FI	 task	1,	Fiona identified the correct answer of two and half after only 
viewing the first fraction model (Fraction Model 1) during the final interview. Further, Fiona 
was able to translate the algorithm written in fraction notation  into a meaningful question, 
although her fraction language still tended to be procedural rather than conceptual. For 
example, when prompted during the interview to explain what the fraction notation means, 
Fiona replied: “five over six divided by one over three…so how many times does a one over 
three go into a five over six?” (Fiona, Interview 4). Fiona interpreted the fraction division 
question as how many times the divisor “goes into” the dividend. This demonstrates more 
conceptual awareness of the meaning of division with fractions compared with FI	task	1	where	
she was unable to translate the fraction operation into words. However, throughout FI	task	2, 
the fraction language, that is, the names she gave each fraction, still emphasised the fraction 
notation form rather than connecting with a more concrete conception. For example, she 
consistently refers to five-sixths as “five over six” and one-third as “one over three.” The 
distinction between the naming conventions is that referring to fractions by the way they are 
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written, such as “five over six,” does not emphasise their value (Bay-Williams, 2013). Thus, the 
fraction language Fiona used conveys limited understanding of the meaning of a fraction as the 
size of the pieces and the number of these pieces (fraction sense aspect [a] five	 sources	of	
meaning	for	a/b). 
Fiona treated the Fraction Models that did not represent the division (Fraction Models 2 and 3) 
as appropriate models for fraction division, despite the disconnection from the fraction 
notation. As in the earlier encounter with the Fraction Models in Interview	 1,	 interpreting 
Fraction Model 2 was problematic for Fiona. She had problems reasoning with the models or 
interpreting what the models demonstrated in terms of division or multiplication. She was able 
to identify that the area model had been partitioned into six parts horizontally and three parts 
vertically, but questioned why “they’ve just got the one over three shaded” (Fiona, Interview 4). 
Although she determined “it’s two and a half times” (Fiona, Interview 4), it appeared that she 
made this connection by reading the label on the model, later explaining that additionally she 
“already knew the answer” (Fiona, Interview 4) after having looked at Fraction Model 1. When 
unable to interpret anything further, Fiona attributes her confusion to the model; “I don’t love 
that model, but I can see it’s two and a half times. But – because it’s so big, it’s messy – it’s a little 
bit harder to understand” (Fiona, Interview 4). She again attempted to gain meaning from the 
model, yet still had difficulty in interpreting Fraction Model 2: 
I guess what they’ve done here is it’s like five over six, so they’ve done the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. So 
they’re the six parts [vertically] and they’re the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. But then they’ve gone one 
over three this way [horizontally]. So they’ve divided that into three parts, which means 
that that’s the…yeah, I don’t know, it’s confusing too because it’s got this side part, the 
one over six on the right, and the one over the three at the top. (Fiona, Interview 4) 
Here, Fiona was unable to conclude that there were problems with the Fraction Model 2. In 
order to resolve this confusion, Fiona proposed that drawing the model herself would allow her 
to “see the answer unfold in front of [her]” (Fiona, Interview 4). She proceeded to re-draw the 
model (see Figure 6-3), however, her model very closely resembled the original (inappropriate) 




Even after drawing the model herself, Fiona concluded that “it’s not working for me…because 
it’s divided as well, yeah, no, it’s not working for me. I think if the numbers were different, like 
smaller” (Fiona Interview 4). Unsurprisingly, Fiona does not recognise her own 
misunderstanding and attributes it to the model that does not “work” for her. Likewise, her 
attempt to interpret Fraction Model 4 did not lead to any further insight but revealed that she 
did take her cues from the way the model was labelled. 
Fiona: [Representation] 2 does make sense, but I have trouble interpreting the whole thing. Like 
I can look at it and see, yeah, especially because it’s got the bits highlighted, but when I tried to do 
it myself, I was like, yeah, no. Because see, it’s got one there, but when I did it myself, I wouldn’t 
have, I don’t know, it’s like why is that one [Fraction Model 4], I don’t know. Do you know what I 
mean? It’s got it highlighted, and then a number, with an arrow at it, like okay one and then 
there’s two and half. 
Researcher: But why? 
Fiona: Yeah, exactly, I think that’s why I couldn’t do it myself, because…I doubt myself. 
Interestingly, although Fiona was unable to interpret this model, she still thought that the model 
“makes sense.” The preservice teachers had not been advised of the possibility that some of the 
models could be inappropriate, which contributes to the oversight. However, Fiona attributed 
the confusion caused by the model to her own lack of knowledge rather than problems with the 
model. Thus, despite her perseverance in attempting to make sense of the model, the lack of 
depth in her content knowledge meant she did not realise that the model did not represent a 
division process. In order to prompt Fiona to realise that there were problems with the model, 
she was asked how the model represented “how many thirds are in five-sixths.” Yet even this 
direct cue did not lead to any further comprehension. Fiona was then given a further clue: 
Researcher:	[Fraction Model 2] models five-sixths times a third, which is five-sixths of	a third. 
That one was meant to be confusing to make you question what it’s actually showing you. Does 
that make sense now? 
Fiona: Yeah, when you say it that way. I’m not really great at those ones. 
Researcher:	But what about now, can you see… 
Fiona:	Why they’ve chosen those? I guess so, yeah. Why they’ve highlighted it? I still can’t see it. 
They’ve highlighted it to show the answer, but why have they called those two squares one? It 
put me off. 
Again, Fiona stated that Fraction Model 2 “makes sense” despite her declaration that she “still 
can’t see it.” The expectation was not for preservice teachers to interpret that the bolded boxes 
collect together the thirds of	a	third to show that there are two and a half thirds	of	a	third	(or 
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ninths) that will fit into the shaded five-sixths, but that it in fact is modelling the multiplication 
operation of  (five-sixths of	a third) rather than the division operation  (how many 
thirds are in five-sixths). However, Fiona did not recognise this, nor was she able to diagnose 
her own limited conceptual understanding of the fraction division operation (fraction sense 
aspect [g]	effect	of	operating). 
Fiona was much more successful at interpreting Fraction Model 3 in the second FI	task. She was 
able to see that the intervals represented on Fraction Model 3 were three groups of five-sixths, 
and she realised that “it’s kind of the opposite part of the problem” (Fiona, Interview 4). That is, 
Fiona identifies that this model is showing 3, which is	the inverse of the division operation 
 . Yet she could not relate this back to the problem. Subsequently, it was explained to Fiona 
that Fraction Model 3 showed the sub-procedure of the division operation, to which Fiona 
responded: 
Researcher:	So you’d prefer Fraction Model 1 over Fraction Model 3? 
Fiona:	At the moment, yeah. I think so. I can see what they’ve done like you said, when you flip 
the problem it turns into a multiplication, but [Fraction Model 1]…has a bit more conceptual, you 
know, it’s division. 
Fiona demonstrated a preference for using the appropriate Fraction Model 1 to show the 
division operation over the inappropriate Fraction Model 3 which modelled the sub-procedure 
of the division algorithm. This indicates she attempted to reconcile each fraction model with 
how it represented division. Her success in interpreting Fraction Model 3 greatly improved on 
the FI	task	2	compared with FI	task	1	in which Fiona simply commented that the number line 
looked “more complicated” than Fraction Model 1 and that she was used to seeing number lines 
with “one as a whole” rather than displaying numbers greater than one, such as in Fraction 
Model 3. 
Fiona’s most successful interpretation of the models was of Fraction Model 4 in the FI	task	2.	
Fiona identified that this Fraction Model represented the relationship between the sizes of 
thirds and five-sixths. She comments that: 
There’s the one-third is the same as two one-sixths and then another two, and then one 
one-sixth, which is half the size of one-third. So you can see the two and a half because 
there’s two and a half squares, and because they’re laid out beside each other you can 
see how it’s divided up. (Fiona, Interview 4). 
It is clear that Fiona is comparing the size of the pieces to determine their relationship, although 
does not state explicitly the equivalence of two and a half thirds and five-sixths. In her first 
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attempt, FI	task	1,	Fiona had described the Fraction Model 1 as representing “two over six and 
your one” and that the model had “divided [the thirds] into sixths” (Fiona, Interview 1). From 
these statements, it is clear that Fiona did not make a comparison between the size of the thirds 
and sixths, but saw the division process as simply resulting in the repartitioning of the thirds 
into sixths. This is a step towards a deeper understanding of the division process, yet does not 
demonstrate a conceptual understanding of the process as finding how many thirds are in five-
sixths (limited fraction sense aspect [g]	operating	with	fractions). 
Overall, although Fiona did have more success in interpreting Fraction Models 1, 3 and 4, she 
still demonstrated significant difficulty in interpreting that Fraction Model 2 was inappropriate. 
Her uncertainty in her own content knowledge made Fiona hesitant to challenge what was 
represented in the models. Accordingly, Fiona did not realise that the model represented a 
multiplication rather than division process. Thus, although Fiona did demonstrate knowledge of 
the fraction division operation as finding the number of times the divisor fit within the dividend 
and the model illustrated comparing the size of thirds and five-sixths, Fiona is still not confident 
in her own content knowledge. Further, she failed to discriminate between the representations 
of multiplication and division with fractions (limited fraction sense aspect [g]	operating	with	
fractions). 
Fiona’s	developing	pedagogical	knowledge.	
At the completion of the GradDipEd, including Subjects	1	and 2, Fiona made final additions to 
her concept map (see Figure 6-4). Taken together, the final concept map and Interviews	3	and 4	
give insight into Fiona’s knowledge of some pedagogical implications of fraction representations 
at the completion of her PEx. 
Fiona’s view of the benefits of using fraction representations for teaching was to highlight the 
meaning of fraction concepts. She expressed that she was “thankful” (Fiona, Interview 4) that 
fractions are taught more meaningfully in today’s classrooms compared with her own 
experiences with learning fractions. She says “I like the whole…focus on conceptual stuff rather 
than just learning the steps of how to do something” (Fiona, Interview 4). Adding to her concept 
map, Fiona wrote that fractions should be taught using “engaging activities and interesting 
problems” that are “hands on” and encourage students’ enjoyment. She emphasises the 
importance of fraction representations encouraging students’ enjoyment, writing that the IWB 
is beneficial because students “like to use” it (Fiona, Concept Map 3). 
Probing further into Fiona’s views of fraction representations for teaching, however, revealed a 





simply shows “one number on top of the other number” (Fiona, Interview 3) whilst fraction 
models “represent the concept” (Fiona, Interview 3) and are very helpful “before you bring 
in…the symbolic type thing” (Fiona, Interview 3). When teaching, Fiona used fraction notation 
to “write one over two” but she “tried not to concentrate too much on the numbers” (Fiona, 
Interview 4). Her view was that, because she used “circles, and those basic kind of shapes,” her 
students did not experience many difficulties. Fiona’s perception of fraction notation as 
meaningless symbols serves to disconnect this representation from, in her view, the more 
meaningful fraction models. Consequently, Fiona did not emphasise the conceptual connections 
between the representations of fractions in order to draw out the fraction ideas. 
Overall, Fiona’s view of fraction representations for teaching is that fraction models are most 
appropriate for highlighting fraction concepts, whereas fraction notation is more difficult and 
somewhat disconnected from fraction ideas. Fiona views fraction notation as the final step of 
the pedagogical progression from concrete to abstract representations, yet dismissed fraction 
notation for the level of her students, instead endorsing the introduction of fraction models 
alone. 
Fiona’s	substantive	knowledge	of	fractions	subsequent	to	Subject	2.	
Following Subject	 2,	 Exam	 3 provided insight into preservice teachers’ procedural and 
conceptual knowledge at the conclusion of the GradDipEd. This examination contained an item 
requiring preservice teachers to firstly analyse a student’s work sample as the student responds 
to a fraction situation. Secondly, preservice teachers were asked to solve the given fraction 
situation themselves and provide a conceptual model. 
Fiona only partially completed her response to this item (see Figure 5-3). Fiona demonstrated 
procedural skill in calculating a fraction division algorithm correctly and obtaining the solution, 
yet does not respond to the other sections of the item requiring her to interpret and comment 
on the hypothetical student Lee’s model and calculation. Similarly, Fiona does not draw a 




Consistent with her general procedural approach to working with fractions, Fiona uses a 
standard dividing algorithm and inverts the divisor to multiply by the reciprocal. It is 
unfortunate that she does not use the model offered to 'check her work', which may further 
indicate the disconnection between her understanding of fraction notation and what is signified 
in a model. However, having previously demonstrated limited ability to model fraction 
operations and an inclination to rote learn the modelling of fractions, it is unsurprising that 
Fiona did not remember the modelling process. This approach has been identified by Skemp 
(1976) as instrumental, emphasising the rules of a procedure without the underpinning 
rationalisation. This kind of knowledge is fragile as once it is partially forgotten, there is no 
thread of meaning to reconstruct the significance of the symbols. Thus, without understanding 
the conceptual meaning of the fraction division, Fiona was liable to forget the steps of the 
modelling process, as illustrated in this example. 
6.2.5 A	summary	of	the	development	of	Fiona’s	knowledge	and	perception	of	
fractions.	




At the beginning of Subject	1, Fiona demonstrated very limited knowledge of fraction concepts 
and a lack of confidence in her own mathematical knowledge. An exploration of her examination 
responses from that time (the	Pretest) suggested limited procedural skill, and furthermore, that 
she demonstrated misconceptions commonly experienced by primary students, such as treating 
the numerator and denominator of the fractions as whole numbers. Through interviews, Fiona 
indicated that her approach to learning emphasised a superficial memorisation of the fraction 
content, suggesting that she felt more confident with, and was perhaps limited to, procedures 
for completing fraction algorithms and drawing fraction models. This suggests that Fiona needs 
to challenge her prior conceptual understanding of the foundational fraction ideas. Before the 
GradDipEd, Fiona relied on fraction notation to convey fraction ideas, although even these were 
limited by her lack of procedural knowledge. In FI	 task	 1,	 Fiona did not demonstrate a 
conceptual understanding of the division process with fractions and she had difficulty in 
interpreting several of the fraction models. 
After Subject	1,	Fiona demonstrated an increased ability to use fraction models to convey her 
thinking, although she did not use them in mathematically rigorous ways. Exam	2	also revealed 
that Fiona’s calculational skills undermined her ability to correctly answer fraction items, and 
her conceptual knowledge was not sufficiently honed to perceive these errors in an examination 
context. Although Fiona could use fraction models to represent individual fractions in Exam	2	
(but used no models on the Pretest	despite being explicitly asked to), Fiona still does not 
demonstrate she is able to model the process	 of operating with fractions. That is, she can 
represent each fraction but does not show the multiplication or division process using fraction 
models, suggesting limited fraction sense (aspect [g]	 operating	 with	 fractions). Yet, Fiona 
demonstrated an increased ability to interpret fraction models in FI	task	2,	suggesting that her 
conceptual knowledge of fraction division had improved. She was able to use models to make 
comparisons between the size of two fractions and translate the division process as recorded in 
fraction notation into a more conceptually meaningful sentence. However, Fiona still struggled 
to reconcile complex fraction models and their interpretations, failing to discriminate between 
language used to describe multiplying	fractions with that describing dividing	by a fraction.  
Before Subject	1	






Fiona’s approach to learning the modelling of fractions continued to be a computational one, 
regarding the algorithmic and modelling processes as procedures to be practised and 
memorised rather than conceptually interrogated. This impacted her ability to meaningfully 
represent fraction concepts. For example, in her final examination Exam	3,	 she was able to 
correctly complete a division algorithm yet did not attempt to analyse the pre-constructed 
model or model the situation herself. This is consistent with her tendency to have memorised 
processes, including modelling, but only partially so that the knowledge was fragile. 
Overall, Fiona’s rote learning approach to fractions limited her conceptual exploration of 
fraction ideas. Although she demonstrated increased procedural skills, even after Subjects	1	and 
2,	Fiona had difficulty in interpreting and drawing fraction models for fraction division. Her 
progress is evident, although restricted by her learning approach and lack of confidence in her 
own abilities. The limited progress of the development of her knowledge has implications for 
her pedagogical approaches, which is explored in the following section. 
6.3 Fiona’s	Syntactic	Knowledge	of	Fraction	Representations	
The current section investigates Fiona’s syntactic knowledge of fraction representations, that is, 
knowledge of how	to	use	fraction representations for teaching. The fraction lesson that Fiona 
taught on her second PEx is explored with particular focus on her approach to using fraction 
representations. The warrants Fiona gave for selecting these representations are also assessed. 
6.3.1 Classroom	context.	
Both Fiona’s initial and minor professional experiences were undertaken in a Stage 1 composite 
class that comprised students from both Years 1 and 2. Sixteen students participated in the 
lesson. The lesson commenced with students seated on the floor in front of the IWB, with Fiona 
sitting in front of the students and to the side of the IWB. The students sat at their desks for the 
main body of the lesson in groups of four, and returned to the floor for the lesson’s conclusion. 
The content of the lesson was focused on sharing discrete and whole objects fairly between two, 
four, or eight people. The class had previously addressed the concept of halves and quarters, but 
the concept of eighths was introduced for the first time in the lesson. 
6.3.2 Fiona’s	approach	to	using	fraction	representations	for	teaching.	
The current section addresses Fiona’s approach to using fraction representations for teaching. 
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The fraction representations that were introduced during Fiona’s lesson included fraction 
language and area and discrete fraction models. The lesson was presented in three distinct 
segments. The first two were whole class activities in which images presented on the IWB were 
shared between two, four, or eight people. Segment one concerned sharing a bar of chocolate, 
and segment two presented a scenario about lollipops. The third lesson segment introduced an 
individual activity in which students created and partitioned area models from playdough that 
represented cakes. 
Fiona’s approach to teaching about halves, quarters, and eighths drew on the division 
interpretation of fractions, exploring the idea of equal parts through the concept of sharing. She 
drew heavily on the connections that the representations had with the problem scenario. For 
example, the first scenario proposed that a rectangular bar of chocolate would be shared among 
four people. Displaying the representation of the chocolate bar on the IWB (see Figure 6-6), 
Fiona posed the following problem to the students: “What if four people wanted a piece of the 
chocolate bar? What would you do? To the chocolate bar?” (Fiona, Lesson Transcript).  
 
Figure	6‐6	IWB	slide	presented	in	first	segment	of	Fiona’s	lesson	
This problem draws on students’ real experiences of sharing food in order to make connections 
with fraction ideas. In response to a student’s answer, “cut it in half or quarters,” Fiona again 
anchored the problem to a real scenario by prompting: “If you’ve got four people, which one do 






Using fractions to share 
What if 4 people wanted a piece 
of this chocolate bar? 
What if 8 people want some 
chocolate? 
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partitions to be made corresponds with the number of people who receive a share. Fiona then 




Fiona again reinforced the correlation between the number of partitions and the number of 
people when a student responded to Fiona’s prompt to identify how much “everyone gets” with 
half.	Fiona addressed this misconception by reminding students “Is it a half? Because we’ve got 
how many pieces?” This question prompted the following discussion between Fiona and the 
students: 
Student	1: Four, and they’re all the same size. 
Student	2: They’re not all. Some are smaller. 
Fiona	calls	on	Student	3	to	answer.	
Student	3: Halves. 
Fiona: Four halves, or…? Not halves, because if it was a half, how many pieces would we have? 
[Student 3]? 
Student: Two? 
Fiona:	We would have two pieces if we have halves, wouldn’t we? How many do we have if it’s 
quarters? 
Student:	Um, we have four. 
Fiona: We have four. So…if we have the chocolate bar cut into four people we have how many 
quarters? Four. Is that right? 
This exchange demonstrates that Fiona’s instructional focus was to highlight that quarters 
signifies the whole is partitioned into four	pieces. Whilst this is an essential quality of quarters, a 
necessary qualification when using an area model is that these pieces are also equivalent in 
area. The concept of equal pieces was addressed when Fiona prompted a second student to 
draw quarters in another way (see Figure 6-8). 
 
Figure	6‐8	Student	partitions	to	create	quarters	on	an	area	model	(2)	
Fiona prompted the students to think about the equality of the area of the pieces by asking 
“What about the size of my pieces? Is everybody getting the same?” (Fiona, Lesson Transcript). 
After the students generally agreed that the pieces were not the same size, Fiona moved the 




After rearranging the partitions, Fiona reinforced the fraction idea of equality of area by 
directing the students’ attention to the changed size of the pieces. 
Fiona: Hands up if you can tell me why this is, why this is more fair? Because? [Student]? 
Student: Because these are the same size. 
Fiona: Because the pieces are the same size. Very good. 
This discussion demonstrated that Fiona emphasised the conceptual essence of the 
representation as she focused explicitly on the size and (in)equality of the pieces created by the 
partitions in the original student’s area model. The cycle of firstly focusing on the number	of	
parts	followed by the equality	of	the	parts is then completed for eighths. Fiona asks a student to 
partition the same chocolate bar to share between eight people (see Figure 6-10), resulting in 
the following model: 
 
Figure	6‐10	Student	partitions	to	create	eighths	on	an	area	model	
Whilst Fiona praised the efforts of this student, commenting that she was impressed the student 
had represented eight pieces, but suggested “Let’s make it, what’s the ‘e’ word?” to which the 
students responded “equal” and Fiona countered with “equal pieces” (Fiona, Lesson Transcript). 
Fiona then moved the partitions, as with the previous example of quarters, to more closely 
resemble equivalent pieces (see Figure 6-11). 
 
Figure	6‐11	Fiona’s	revised	partitions	to	create	eighths	on	an	area	model	
This highlights that Fiona demonstrated the equality of parts using both language (“equal 
pieces”) and with the area model. Fiona then reinforced the concept of eighths with a further 
example of how eighths could be formed (see Figure 6-12), subdividing the earlier quarter 
partitions (1) into eighths (2). 
(1)          (2)  
Figure	6‐12	Fiona’s	partitions	to	create	eighths	from	quarters	on	an	area	model	
In segment 2, the next problem that Fiona poses for the students incorporated a discrete model 
of fractions as well as the idea of partitioning area. Fiona displayed a further sharing scenario on 




In this segment of the lesson, Fiona again took a conceptual approach, emphasising the 
contextual aspects of the sharing situation. She told students that the boy and girl receive one 
lollipop each, and then asked how much of the third lollipop each person would receive “if we 
share it evenly” (Fiona, Lesson Transcript). Here, Fiona introduced the additional language of 
“evenly” in order to emphasise that the fraction area model should be partitioned into equal 
parts. The students correctly responded with “half.” 
The third segment of the lesson, sharing cake, was distinct from the first two, transitioning into 
individual student work. Similar to lesson segments one and two, the third segment was focused 
on sharing food; a circular piece of playdough was used to represent a cake to be shared 
between two, four, and then eight people. However, the activity also explored the relationship 
between halves and quarters. Students firstly made circles using a cookie cutter, then 
partitioned their circles in half by “pretend[ing] to share it with the person next to [them]” 
(Fiona, Lesson Transcript). Setting these aside, the students made a second circle of the same 
size which they were asked to partition into quarters, prompted by Fiona’s question: “What 
happens if four people want a piece of cake?” (Fiona, Lesson Transcript). Fiona then displayed 
the response she anticipated from students on the IWB (see Figure 6-14) 




Fiona gave students an opportunity to compare the size of halves and quarters, asking them to 
place one-half of the first circle next to two-quarters from the second, same-sized, circle. Again, 
she used the IWB to show students the response she expected (see Figure 6-15). 
 
Figure	6‐15	IWB	slide	presented	in	third	segment	of	Fiona’s	lesson	(2)	
Fiona directed students to notice whether their playdough representations looked like the 
representation on the IWB, adding: “if it does, look at what’s in front of you, if it doesn’t you can 
look at what’s on the board” (Fiona, Lesson Transcript). Fiona then asked what the students 
noticed about the half and quarters. Fiona and the students then explored the relationship 
between halves and quarters, illustrated by the following transcript: 
Fiona: So, when you look at your half and your two-quarters, what do they look like? Tell me 
what can you see? What do you notice? [Student 1]? 
Student	1: There’s parts. 
Fiona: Parts, what about the sizes? What do you notice? 
Student	1: That [the] size is bigger? 
Fiona: [Student 2]? 
Student	2: Two of them are smaller, and the other one is big. 
Fiona: Yeah, two of them are small, and one’s big. So do you think a half is bigger than one-
quarter? 
Student	2: Yeah. 
Fiona: Yeah? Okay, what can you tell me about the two-quarters put together? [Student 3]? 
Student	3: They look like a half. 
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Fiona: They look like a half. Does anyone else think that their two-quarters looks like a half? 
Student	3: Hmmm. 
Fiona: Maybe you could stack them. Put them on top of each other and see what happens. (Fiona, 
Lesson Transcript) 
Clear in this excerpt is the emphasis Fiona placed on the area of the parts. She used the 
playdough models and the circular area model on the IWB to direct students’ attention to the 
equivalence of one-half and two-quarters. First, she used a model displayed on the IWB to call 
attention to one-quarter as smaller than one-half and then to consider the comparison between 
two-quarters and one-half. When one student suggested that two-quarters “look like a half,” 
Fiona asked for confirmation from students, and then to verify this by physically placing the 
playdough quarters on top of the half. The physical attribute of area of the playdough fraction 
model is thus exploited to draw comparisons between the size of one-half and two-quarters, 
despite the imprecise nature of the models. This episode demonstrated that Fiona had a clear 
conceptual orientation in this lesson segment, using the fraction representations to highlight the 
underlying fraction idea of equivalent fractions as covering the same area.  
The students’ constructed playdough models reflected Fiona’s presentation of halves and 
quarters (see Figure 6-16). 
   
Figure	 6‐16	 Student	 work	 samples	 from	 third	 lesson	 segment	 comparing	 one‐half	 and	 two‐
quarters	
Subsequently, Fiona gauged students’ responses: 
Fiona: So, hands up, who thinks quarters equal one-half? Do you think that? How do you know? 
What have you just done? Did we just show it? When we did what? 
Student: When we put them on top. 
Fiona: We stuck them on top. We saw that they were the same size. Okay. That’s very good boys 
and girls. (Fiona, Lesson Transcript) 
Although Fiona attempts to draw students’ attention to the equivalence of two‐quarters and 
one-half, she does not specify that two-quarters are equivalent to one-half, simply asking if 
“quarters” are the same size as a half. Fiona provided several prompts to encourage students to 
identify how they knew two-quarters were the same as one-half, but the sole response – that 
they had “put them on top” – does not indicate a conceptual connection to the size of the pieces, 
which Fiona then restates for them. The students do not explicitly comment on the size of the 
pieces. 
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In the next scenario of lesson segment 3, Fiona proposed sharing a cake between eight people. 
As students attempted to partition new playdough circles into eighths, Fiona roved the 
classroom, giving individual students feedback. Some examples of students’ responses are 
presented in Figure 6-17. To one student who produced a reasonably accurate model (see 
Figure 6-17[a]), Fiona commented “Great work [student], good” (Fiona, Lesson Transcript). 
   
 (a) (b) (c) 
Figure	6‐17	Student	work	samples	showing	eighths	using	circular	models	
Another student produced a model with partitions that divided the circle into perceptibly 
different sized pieces (see Figure 6-17[b]), yet Fiona gave positive feedback, commenting “I like 
it, [student]. Well done” (Fiona, Lesson Transcript). Unfortunately, Fiona’s comments did not 
differentiate between accurate and inaccurate student responses, potentially misleading 
students to disregard the equality of the parts. More concerningly, Fiona did not address one 
student’s misconception effectively (see Figure 6-17[c]). This student partitioned the circle with 
horizontal and vertical divisions rather than measuring angles at the circle’s centre, resulting in 
pieces with clearly unequal area. In response, Fiona suggested this student compare his fraction 
model to the model pictured in Figure 6-17 (b): 
That’s a good try, [student]. Did you see [the student’s model]? Try and make it look like 
that. Okay? Maybe roll it back together, and start again. But good try. (Fiona, Lesson 
Transcript) 
The way Fiona addressed this student’s misconceptions presents issues. Firstly, the model that 
she directed the student to examine also demonstrated unequal part sizes. Thus, if her intention 
was to have the student observe an exemplar of eighths, the comparison would be misleading. 
Secondly, Fiona does not explicitly identify the problem with the model – that the pieces are 
unequal. Thus, the conceptual connections of the area model are not being exploited. However, 
in the lesson’s conclusion, Fiona addressed partitioning into eighths with the whole class. She 
asked the class “Who can tell me how many people we shared the cake with just then?” (Fiona, 
Lesson Transcript), to which the class replied “eight.” Fiona then asked the students if their 




Fiona then connects this model back to the concept of a fair share, referring to the student’s 
model that was partitioned inappropriately. Fiona then commented that she “saw some people 
did it another way, but we need to make sure that they’re getting the same amount of cake, don’t 
we?” referring ambiguously to the misconception demonstrated in Figure 6-17 (c). This 
reminder to students reinforced the essential idea of the equality of the slices of cake, yet her 
explanation was vague as she did not demonstrate the horizontal and vertical partitions to 
indicate how	and why	the pieces were not equal. Thus, she did not capitalise on the specificity of 
the observed misconception to draw out the conceptual essence of the model. That is, Fiona did 
not explicitly address the specific ways a circular area model must be partitioned, using the 
angle at its centre, to preserve the equality of its parts. 
Fiona then drew out a summary of the lesson’s content from student responses. The following 
transcript illustrates Fiona’s method: 
Fiona: So what did we find out today? Hands up. 
Student: That you can cut it. 
Fiona: That we can cut it. What did we cut it into? 
Student: Halves. 
Fiona: What else did we cut it into? Our cake, what did we cut it into after that? 
Student: Four. 
Fiona: Yes, four, because we were sharing between how many people? 
Student: Four. 
Fiona: Four, that’s right. And what did we notice? About the halves and quarters? About a half 
and two-quarters? What did we see? 
Student: One was big. 
Fiona: Which one was bigger? 
Student: A half. 
Fiona: That’s right. And what about two-quarters? What did you notice when we put two-
quarters next to the half? What about when we put the two-quarters on top of the half? [Student 
1]? 
Student	1: It was the same. 
Fiona: Yes, it was the same, wasn’t it? (Fiona, Lesson Transcript) 
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From this interaction, it is clear that Fiona sought to highlight that the fraction models were 
partitioned into quarters because there were four people sharing the cake, and to draw out the 
idea that two-quarters were the same size as one-half. However, she does not extend the 
student’s response that the half was “the same” as two-quarters to further specify which 
attribute was the same, that is, they represented the same area,	nor does she deal effectively 
with the students' thin understandings of her instructional intent. 
Overall, Fiona demonstrated that her orientation to teaching about halves, quarters, and eighths 
was a conceptual one. Throughout the problem solving process, Fiona’s questioning and 
explanations maintained focus on the scenarios presented. The problems posed concerned 
sharing food, a common experience with which students are likely to be familiar. Through the 
lesson segments, Fiona drew out two important fraction ideas: (1) the number of partitions 
needed to share food corresponds with the number of people it is to be shared with; and (2) 
that attention must be paid to the equality of these parts. She demonstrated representational	
fluency	as the chosen fraction models successfully highlighted these fraction ideas throughout. 
However, Fiona demonstrated a lack of clarity of ideas when responding in situ to students’ 
misconceptions, either by not realising herself that the pieces were unequal or not specifying 
this for the student. She did not use the circular area model to explicitly address the inequality 
of parts when students partitioned the circle inappropriately. Although she attempted to 
address this issue at the conclusion of the lesson by reinforcing that the amount of cake each 
person receives should be equal, Fiona’s explanation did not specify the way the students’ 
partitions rendered the pieces asymmetrical nor did she use the fraction model to illustrate this. 
Thus, although her focus was on the conceptual meaning of the representation, her instructional 
approach only partially addressed the key fraction ideas. 
6.3.3 Fiona’s	warrants	for	using	representations	when	teaching.	
The current section addresses Fiona’s warrants for choosing fraction representations for 
teaching. Subsequent to observing Fiona’s teaching, her warrants for choosing the 
representations in her lesson were explored in Interview	3.	Fiona’s considerations for choosing 
fraction representations align with the categories of warrants for representations as proposed 
by Ball (1988a) in Mathematics,	Learning,	Learners	and Context. 
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Fiona described teaching episode as a “real[ly] basic lesson” whose motivation was to “find out 
how much they knew” (Fiona, Interview 3). Although Fiona reasoned that the students were 
already “down with sort of halves, and some of them could kind of understand the concept of 
quarters” (Fiona, Interview 3), the concept of eighths was new to them and was introduced 
spontaneously by Fiona. She commented that she had not “necessarily planned to do the eighth 
part, to give a go” but had decided to include eighths “because some of them were really getting 
it” (Fiona, Interview 3). Fiona felt that, apart from giving suggestions, her supervising classroom 
teacher exercised little control over the lesson design as he “was quite laid back, so he’d just be 
like, ‘oh, we could do something like this, you can just do it, see how you go’” (Fiona, Interview 
4). 
Fiona cited the tutorials and assignments from Subject	1 as inspiring the implementation of the 
area models chosen for the lesson. She asserted that participating in those teaching and learning 
activities “helped because I learned sort of all this stuff and why [the fractions] make sense, and 
why…that helps before you’re doing the symbolic stuff” (Fiona, Interview 3). As conveyed in her 
first interview and concept map, Fiona again proposed that fraction representations should be 
presented sequentially, stating that area models “come before the discrete models…because 
[area models are] easier” (Fiona, Interview 3), and that if she were still teaching fractions to the 
PEx class, she would have introduced discrete models next. 
Many of the fraction representations that Fiona used were pictorial fraction models presented 
on the IWB. The source of the idea to use the IWB to partition the fraction model was another 
preservice teacher who had “done something similar for [a] kindergarten group to talk about 
halves, so I sort of took it” (Fiona, Interview 3). Fiona stated that the motivation to use this 
representation “was to have [the students] see sort of the number of people so that they had a 
reference so it wasn't just me talking as well. So there was a visual to look at” (Fiona, Interview 
3). This suggests that the warrant Fiona considered when choosing this representation was the 







important for highlighting important aspects, such as the number of people that will share the 
parts. 
Fiona’s given warrant for incorporating the playdough into the lesson to represent the fraction 
situations was for students’ enjoyment. Reflecting on the activity, she thought that the students 
“seemed to like the idea of using play dough as a bit of fun, and it was kind of ‘oh my gosh we’re 
playing with play dough.’ So, yeah, I think they liked that…they were pretty excited to play with 
playdough” (Fiona, Interview 3). Later in the interview she added that she chose the playdough 
because it was “really hands-on” and “kind of a novelty” (Fiona, Interview 3). This line of 
reasoning is consistent with the argument she presented in Interview	2 – that students benefit 
more from practical activities than visual models, yet the emphasis here seems to be that 
students are having fun rather than seriously engaging with the fraction ideas. Thus, Fiona’s 
primary warrant for the inclusion of playdough was to support the Learners’ enjoyment. 
However, it was less clear as to why Fiona had chosen to use the playdough to create circular 
models. Interesting to note is that Fiona claimed that she was aware of the ways in which 
students typically partition the circular area model inappropriately for fractions. In Interview	3, 
Fiona asserted that lectures for Subject	1,	as well as	the assigned teaching handbook, outlined 
that students might partition circles in a grid-like pattern: 
Fiona: It was funny to see because we did use circles, it sounds weird, but it’s just like what they 
said in my maths text book about how [the students], rather than cutting like a pizza, they would 
go to and do it like that [shows cutting vertically and horizontally] into those weird square 
shapes out of the circle. But yeah, they went to do that instead, so other than that… 
Researcher: It’s interesting that you’d already seen that in your textbook, and then you saw it in 
real life. 
Fiona: Yeah, in the lecture or something, they said if you used a circle that would happen. (Fiona, 
Interview 3) 
However, being aware of a difficulty students were likely to experience with the circular area 
model did not discourage Fiona from employing it – she incorporated circular fraction models 
into both segments two and three of her lesson. As detailed in the previous section, Fiona’s	
approach	 to	 using	 fraction representations, Fiona responded inadequately to the students’ 
misconceptions, accepting one inappropriately partitioned circle with praise and simply 
instructing the student who had used grid-like like partitions to “make it look like” the first 
student’s inappropriate model. However, when questioned about her response to these 
students, Fiona explained: 
Well, I think because it was play dough we could pick up and move the pieces so it was 
kind of like we need to look at this piece and that piece and when you cut it that way, 
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they’re not the same size, are they? So yeah, from there they just rolled it and cut it out 
again. (Fiona, Interview 3) 
Fiona’s recount of the events of the lesson was not consistent with her actions as documented 
through the video recording. Although Fiona briefly referred to the size of the pieces at the 
conclusion of the lesson, her direct response to the student did not make explicit mention of the 
size of the pieces or instruct the student to make comparisons among the sizes of the playdough 
pieces. Yet, the approach Fiona described subsequent to the teaching episode in Interview	3	
would appropriately highlight the discrepancy between the size of the eighths created by the 
grid partitions. A tentative conjecture is that Fiona had recognised the inadequacy of her 
response to the teachable moment and subsequently contemplated an appropriate instructional 
response to the misconception. However, when later prompted to recall some difficulties that 
the students had experienced with the chosen representations, Fiona thought the students did 
not encounter any because circles are simple representations. 
Researcher: Did you find that the kids had some difficulties with any of the representations 
themselves? 
Fiona: Not really…because I used circles and those basic kind of shapes. So, yeah, I didn’t really, I 
think a couple of times I would sort of would write one over two but I tried not to concentrate too 
much on the numbers, just the actual, so I guess as far as the representations, not really because I 
was working from that from the beginning. Does that make sense? Rather than using the 
symbolic type thing. 
Researcher: So your students understood when you were drawing things and they got that the 
chocolate needed to be divided evenly? 
Fiona: Yeah, so – I’m trying to remember – when you have the people, especially when it’s food, 
it’s easy to say how much does someone get. I don’t think so just because I used mostly that sort 
of thing, rather than nothing to do with sort of very little to do with the symbolic stuff. I wouldn’t 
even try to do anything with a number line. (Fiona, Interview 3) 
While Fiona considered area models to be simple fraction representations that would not cause 
difficulties for students, she did not recall the difficulties her students experienced with circular 
models. The sequence Fiona had earlier described for introducing different fraction 
representations (Concept	Map	1	and Interview	1; see section ‘Fiona’s developing pedagogical 
knowledge.’) conveyed the view that area models are simple, unlike fraction notation and 
number lines which are conceptually demanding. However, Fiona’s class was Stage 1 (including 
Years 1 and 2) for whom area models are not recommended until Stage 2 as outlined by the 
syllabus (New South Wales Board of Studies, 2012, p. 88). Fiona does not recognise that using 
area models for representing fractions requires students to firstly understand the concept of 
area (Gould, 2013). 
Fiona’s explanation suggested a further warrant by considering the needs of Learners. She made 
the point that using a representation of food helps students to determine equal portions for 
each person, implying that a model reflecting real life is easier for students to interpret than 
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fraction notation. This highlights that Fiona considered the familiarity of the representational 
context for her students and thus its advantage for accentuating the fraction ideas. It is possible, 
in light of Fiona’s view that area models are “simpler,” that she also chose representations of 
food as they are less abstract than fraction notation, appropriate for this Stage of children. Yet, 
this is problematic considering the depth of conceptual knowledge that students need in order 
to interpret area models. 
Overall, Fiona expressed several warrants for choosing the fraction representations employed 
in her lesson. Firstly, Fiona felt that fraction representations should be introduced in a certain 
order to best support Learning. She believed fraction representations should progress in a 
sequence based on each representation’s degree of abstraction: from the “hands-on” concrete 
representations such as playdough; to “visual” representations such as the pictorial 
representations in her IWB presentation; to the more conceptually difficult discrete models; and 
lastly the abstract representations of number lines and fraction notation. Additionally, Fiona 
chose the fraction models to make the learning more enjoyable for Learners,	even though other 
aspects of the chosen fraction representations were problematic. Despite acknowledging the 
difficulties that children were likely to experience with circular area models, Fiona still 
introduced these into her lesson. It is possible that she did not recall the difficulties students 
experience with partitioning circles when spontaneously deciding to address eighths. She did 
not follow, and may not have been aware of, the recommendation in the syllabus to delay the 
introduction of area models for fractions until Stage 2, in accordance with Gould’s (2013) 
recommendation that students should first understand the concept of area. Consequently, 
Fiona’s students did	evidence misconceptions which she was not able to adequately address in 
the moment. Thus, Fiona privileged the representation’s potential for enjoyment for students 
over its potential to cause difficulties, resulting in students demonstrating misconceptions. This 
is problematic because if the teaching approach does not adequately address students’ 
misconceptions, it may serve to reinforce them. 
6.3.4 Summary	of	Fiona’s	syntactic	knowledge.	
The current section summarises Fiona’s syntactic knowledge concerning her approach to 
teaching and warrants for choosing fraction representations for teaching. 
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Fiona made considerations about the Mathematics,	 Learning,	 Learners,	 and	 Context	 for the 
lesson and deliberated on the conceptual essence of the representations used in her lesson, 
drawing out ideas of “fair shares” and the idea of the number of shares. She stressed the 
importance of making the chosen fraction representations “hands-on.” This aligns with Fiona’s 
view of fraction representations as hierarchical in terms of abstraction. She sees the 
progression as moving from the concrete representations, to the visual, to the symbolic. Yet this 
was not supported with consideration of her students’ prior knowledge. Fiona used fraction 
models for the lesson in a way that was not premeditated. It became clear through Interview	3 
that Fiona had not planned to introduce eighths during her lesson, but had made an impromptu 
decision. Thus, the lesson gave insight into Fiona’s spontaneity while teaching. However, this 
spontaneity was not supported by a depth of content and pedagogical knowledge for using 
circular area models and thus Fiona overlooked some of the implications of using these fraction 
models. Despite having been aware of potential difficulties students may experience when 
partitioning this shape, Fiona did not anticipate nor adequately address the students’ 
misconception during the lesson, attending to it only in a rudimentary way at the conclusion of 
the lesson. Thus, Fiona’s warrants for using the fraction models did not adequately consider the 
implications for the ways that the Mathematics	was represented through the models. 
Additionally, Fiona used one warrant, Learners, in a superficial way.	Fiona considered only the 
excitement students would experience due to the novelty of one of the fraction models used in 
the lesson. This warrant foregrounds students’ enjoyment over the potential difficulties or 
accessibility of the fraction concepts for students. Thus it is less concerned with the cognitive 
engagement of students in the mathematical content than with learners’ emotional engagement 
(Fredricks et al., 2004). Finally, Fiona noted some considerations of the Context	for the lesson.	
Rather than	 consulting the mathematics syllabus or a teaching handbook to support the 
selection of fraction representations, Fiona considered the classroom teacher’s 
recommendations and the representations presented in Subject	 1. The shift away from 
consulting with the syllabus led to Fiona disregarding the recommendation not to introduce 
area models to Stage 1 students.  
 






Overall, Fiona demonstrated a conceptual orientation that foregrounded the fraction ideas of 
equality of parts and fractions as division. However, the limitations of her content and 
pedagogical knowledge restricted her ability to plan for, and address, students’ misconceptions 
with particular fraction representations. Fiona’s warrants for the chosen fraction 
representations were drawn more from her prior experiences with fraction models rather than 
supported by syllabus documents, teaching resources, or research literature. This led to 
superficial warrants for choosing representations, such as students’ enjoyment, as well as 
spontaneous decisions made during the lesson to introduce new concepts with the models. 
As a summation, Figure 6-19 presents Fiona’s warrants for choosing fraction representations 
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The current section summarises Fiona’s approach to learning and teaching about fractions, 
addressing interrelationships between her perceptions and substantive knowledge of fractions 
and discussing the relationship to her syntactic knowledge. 
 
Fiona holds a calculational view of mathematics which influenced her approach to both teaching 
and learning with fractions. She views the goal of learning mathematics as developing 
proficiency with mathematical calculations. Her approach to learning fraction content 
emphasised memorisation, practising algorithmic computation, and duplicating the procedure 
of drawing fraction models without interrogating their underlying conceptual meaning. There 
was limited progress in terms of Fiona’s content knowledge of fractions. Although she claimed 
that fraction modelling supported the development of her knowledge, giving her more 
confidence, there is limited evidence of knowledge growth with her fraction content knowledge 
remaining instrumental. Although she acknowledged the limitations of her mathematics 
knowledge, she did not actively address them. 
The relationship between Fiona’s epistemological views of mathematics and her orientation 
towards teaching mathematics is complicated. She has a computational view of mathematics 
and believes that mathematics is about finding numerical solutions through symbolic 
operations, yet her lesson did not aim to facilitate the use of fraction notation. Whilst not 
realising that area models are not recommended for Stage 2 students, Fiona sees parallels in the 
composition of her content knowledge to that of primary school students, maintaining the naïve 
view that students would benefit from the fraction representations Fiona herself can interpret. 
This is consistent with the finding that inexperienced teachers call on their own solutions to 
problems to anticipate student responses (Cai & Gorowara, 2002). Fiona holds the view that 
learners need experience with concrete and visual fraction models, suggesting a conceptual 
teaching approach. However, Fiona experienced difficulty in employing conceptual knowledge 
to support students in teachable moments, relying on superficial aspects of the fraction models 
to make judgements that were not mathematically rigorous. Although she demonstrated 
After Subject	1	
1. Perceptions	 2. Substantive knowledge	
3. Syntactic knowledge	
After Subject	1	
Before Subject	1	 Before Subject	1	
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substantive knowledge of specific difficulties that students would be likely to experience when 
using circular area models, her syntactic knowledge undermined her pedagogical decisions as 
she implemented the model regardless and was not able to address the students’ difficulties 
sufficiently in her lesson. Fiona stated that most of her school experiences with using fraction 
models were with circular models, and her pedagogical considerations were influenced by her 
previous familiarity with circular area models rather than consideration for their conceptual 
implications. Thus, her teaching approach was not driven by a conceptual orientation to 
teaching the fraction concepts but restricted by the limitations of her prior content knowledge. 
Fiona’s lack of comfort with using certain representations, such as number lines and fraction 
notation, also presented a barrier for their implementation as instructional resources. 
Although Fiona believed that fraction representations should be introduced in a progression of 
increasing abstraction, she did not demonstrate the representational fluency needed to 
successfully connect representations meaningfully to draw out the fraction concept(s). In the 
lesson Fiona taught, she avoided the use of fraction notation rather than making conceptual 
connections to fraction models. The language Fiona adopts to describe fraction notation, as 
evidenced throughout the teaching and learning tasks, does not convey its conceptual meaning 





Finn is a male in his mid 20s who earned a four-year Bachelor of Exercise Science and 
Rehabilitation at the same university in which the GradDipEd was offered. Before entering the 
GradDipEd, he had considered enrolling in a degree for teaching high school PDHPE (Personal 
Development, Health and Physical Education), however, he knew graduates from this course 
who were having difficulty gaining employment. Thus, subsequent to his Bachelor of Exercise 
Science, Finn decided he did not want to work in the rehabilitation industry and took a year to 
travel. During this year, he gained teaching experience being a teacher’s aide on a Year 1 class in 
London and thought he “could do what the classroom teacher was doing” (Finn, personal 
communication, March 15, 2013). Subsequently, Finn decided that primary teaching was a 
career that would potentially suit him and enrolled in the GradDipEd. Finn stated a preference 
initially for teaching upper primary classes, Years 4 to 6. 
Finn attained his Higher	School	Certificate	in the mid 2000s, completing both Mathematics	and 
Mathematics	Extension	1.	Finn achieved a score in the 80th percentile for both subjects. He 
affirmed that he enjoyed mathematics at high school and is a confident user of mathematics. 
7.2 Finn’s	Developing	Substantive	Knowledge	and	Perceptions	of	
Fractions	and	Fraction	Representations	
This section explores Finn’s knowledge and perception of fractions and fraction 
representations. Finn’s perceptions of fractions as well as his conception of his own knowledge 
is tracked through a comparison of data collected at the beginning of the GradDipEd with data 
collected subsequent to Subject	 1.	 Additionally, the development of Finn’s substantive 
knowledge, that is, his knowledge about fractions is explored through teaching and learning 
tasks before and after Subject	1,	with a final comment concerning his knowledge subsequent to 
Subject	2. 
7.2.1 Finn’s	perceptions	before	Subject	1.	
The current section addresses Finn’s perceptions of fractions and perceptions of his own 




When asked about the fraction representation with which he felt most comfortable, Finn chose 
fraction notation because “that was the only way it was taught” (Finn, Interview 1). Finn recalls 
fractions being taught in primary and high school, first with area models and moving to fraction 
notation: “it went from the area [model] straight to symbolic and never went back to [the area 
models]” (Finn, Interview 1). Finn stated he had never encountered discrete models of fractions 
and the only area models he had experienced were circular (“I was taught by the circle way,” 
Finn, Interview 1), being introduced to rectangular models for the first time in Subject	1.	He felt 
that fractions modelled with rectangular models “makes a lot more sense” (Finn, Interview 1). 
Despite his familiarity with circular fraction models, Finn stated that if he had a problem to 
solve he would go “straight to that way [the fraction notation]” (Finn, Interview 1). Reflecting 
his earlier educational experiences, Finn also saw the progression through the fraction 
representations as unidirectional. He felt that once “you get the gist of fractions…then an area 
way would be too simple a representation possibly to be able to answer the problem” (Finn, 
Interview 1), although he adds that an area model may be useful “just to clarify” (Finn, 
Interview 1). 
Finn’s	initial	perceptions	of	his	own	knowledge.	
Finn was confident in his own mathematics knowledge and, more specifically, felt “pretty 
confident with fractions” (Finn, Interview 1). He felt that if he were to experience difficulties 
when teaching fractions, they would originate from his lack of experience with fraction 
representations beyond fraction notation: 
The main things would be going away from symbolic because I haven’t had that much 
experience. All I’ve had with the proper ways to teach area, discrete, number line is 
through the [tutorials for Subject	1] so I would go off that and then if that didn’t work, I’d 
be like “oh, I’m going to have to go and like do some more reading to find out.” But I 
think that would be my big problem…[the] lack of depth in the other areas. (Finn, 
Interview 1) 






This indicates that Finn is most comfortable with fraction notation because of his previous 
experience and recognises that his knowledge of other representations is limited. He stated in 
Interview	1 that he thought the experiences he had with modelling fractions, for example in the 
learning tasks of Subject	1, had not developed his mathematical understanding. Rather, these 
experiences only served to expand his pedagogical knowledge (see section Finn’s	pedagogical	
knowledge	before	Subject	1	for further analysis). 
7.2.2 Finn’s	substantive	knowledge	before	Subject	1.	
The current section addresses Finn’s substantive knowledge before Subject	1,	 including his 




Finn demonstrated knowledge of fractions at the beginning of the GradDipEd program. His 
responses to the items on the Pretest	show that he began Subject	1	already having developed 
good procedural skills. He correctly answered all ten of the pretest items that involved fractions 
(see Table 7-1).  
Table	7‐1	Finn’s	pre‐instruction	procedural	skills	on	the	Pretest	
No.	 Question	context	 Pretest	
1 Contextual, implicit division of fractions questions Correct 
2 Comparison of fraction size Correct  
3 Comparison of operation of fractions value with second term, fraction 
notation 
Correct 
4 Equivalence of division by a fraction and multiplying by its reciprocal Correct 
5 Show three representations for given fraction Correct 
6 Addition of fractions calculation Correct 
7 Subtraction of fractions calculation Correct 
8 Ordering fractions Correct 
9 Multiplication of fractions calculation Correct 











However, Finn’s responses indicated some areas that could be improved. For example, Finn’s 
initial attempt at the multiplication item (see Q9, Figure 7-1) showed that he made an incorrect 
attempt to calculate the multiplication by creating an equivalent fraction for the second term, 
yet not multiplying the denominator. That Finn crossed out his first attempt indicated that he 




The fraction division item (see Q10, Figure 7-1) provided the second indication that Finn’s 
procedural skill could be improved. Rather than simplifying his answer to three-fifths, Finn left 
his answer as 12 twentieths. Perhaps Finn ran short of time, but he did not recognise this 
fraction as having an equivalent simplified fraction which could indicate that he was following 
the steps of the division procedure without reflecting on the outcome. Overall, the Pretest	
indicated that Finn was able to complete fraction calculations before Subject	1. 
Analysis of the fraction models in Finn’s Pretest	 responses gives further indication of his 
knowledge of fractions. However, Finn provided only fraction notation for many of the items 
that included a prompt to explain the answer (Q2, Q3, and Q4; see Table 7-2). Although Finn 
showed his ability to solve a contextual fraction problem (see Q1, Table 7-2), he demonstrated 
limited fraction sense in this item. For example, Finn used an additive rather than a 
multiplicative strategy, which did not illustrate fraction sense aspect (d)	proportional	reasoning. 
Finn explained that because one-quarter of a cup of sugar makes one cake, “to find 2 1/2 you 
[add] 1/4 + 1/4=1/2+1/4=3/4, etc. until you get [to] 2 1/2.” This approach draws on a 
recursive adding strategy, counting the sub-unit of quarter cups repeatedly until the whole (two 
and a half cups) is achieved. Whilst Finn used this strategy to successfully solve the problem, it 
does not emphasise the multiplicative relationship between the sub-unit (one-quarter) and the 
whole (two and a half). The fraction model Finn drew also disregards this multiplicative 
relationship and, rather than illustrating two and a half partitioned into quarter units, Finn 
drew discrete icons to represent each quarter-cup separately. This ignores the relationships 


























the two fractions and allowed him to determine that two-fifths is smaller than one-half. 
Alternatively, Finn’s reasoning for Q3 was confused. He first completed the fraction 
multiplication, giving the result of one fifteenth. Yet to compare the value of this equation with 
one-third, Finn incorrectly stated that “3÷15=5.” It could be that he intended to write 15÷3=5, 
which seemed to be the case because he then used this calculation to find the equivalent 
fraction to one-third as five-fifteenths. He then correctly compared the value of the 
multiplication algorithm with the dividend by using an equivalent fraction (fifteenths). 
However, having a conceptual knowledge of fractions would mean recognising that 3÷15 is an 
alternate way to write the fraction  or . Thus, Finn’s understanding of fractions as division 
was limited (fraction sense aspect [a]	five	sources	of	meaning	for	a/b). 
Further, Finn used only fraction notation to determine the equivalence of dividing a number by 
a fraction with multiplying it by the reciprocal. Although he was correct in his conclusion, he did 
not elaborate on his reasoning beyond completing the calculations. Finn relied on the fraction 
notation again when asked to provide three representations of two-fifths (Q5, see Table 7-2). He 
provided two representations in the form of fraction notation: 40% and 0.4. He also wrote 4/10 
before crossing this out, perhaps thinking that a fraction model was more appropriate. Finn 
made two attempts at drawing fifths using a circular area model, possibly due to the difficulty of 
partitioning circles into fifths, before shading two-fifths of a circle. Overall, Finn’s responses 
demonstrate procedural knowledge while simultaneously suggesting a reliance on fraction 
notation to present his reasoning. The limited use of fraction models seems to suggest that Finn 
believes the calculations to sufficiently evidence his reasoning and that this approach 
constitutes an appropriate response to the examination items. 
Fraction	Interpretation	task	1.	
This task required preservice teachers to analyse and interpret four fraction models for a 
context-free fraction division operation. The task included two appropriate models and two 
inappropriate models (as shown Table 7-3), although the preservice teachers were not told that 
some of the models were not appropriate. 
Finn’s reliance on the fraction notation was evident in his approach to the first Fraction	
Interpretation task. Finn’s opening comment when observing the first fraction model indicated 
his dependence on the fraction notation for deciphering the fraction models: “if I got that, I 
wouldn’t even look at the number line because as I said I would just go straight to [the fraction 

















However, he demonstrates conceptual knowledge because, without completing the algorithm, 
Finn was able to determine the number of thirds in five-sixths solely from the first fraction 
model: 
Five-sixths is there and that’s the length from five-sixths to zero. So we have to work out 
what that is, divided by a third. Ok, now I see the third. Initially I was looking at it as that 
as the third, the one-sixth, the third section, I was going to count but then I was like 
“what’s these big ones?” and then I was like “oh that’s the thirds.” Now I can see a little 
bit more, so it would be like two and a half thirds. (Finn, Interview 1) 
Even though Finn stated that he would “definitely look for other options before I finally settled 
on this” (Finn, Interview 1) because he had little experience with number lines, he was able to 
identify that there were two and a half thirds in five-sixths by coordinating these units, 
demonstrating aspects of fraction sense ([e]	unitising and [g]	operating	with	fractions). 
Finn was less successful in his interpretation of the inappropriate Fraction Model 2. Recall that 
this area model represents the multiplication  rather than the division problem 
presented to the preservice teachers . Finn expressed that this model did not “stand out” 
to him, commenting it was “not really appealing, I’d probably bypass that one” (Finn, Interview 
1). Thus, he seems to have identified that this model does not readily represent the division 
concepts to him. However, his diagnosis of the problems with the model were not clearly 
articulated. He finds the model difficult to interpret because: 
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There’s the numbers on the top and the side.…I would probably see it better reading it 
like a book as opposed to reading it down….The repetition of the one-sixth, if there was 
only one, if it was reading it across, you would only have two one-sixths and then you 
wouldn’t have to worry about the [other] four which kind of makes it a bit confusing. 
(Finn, Interview 1) 
Finn does not identify that the “sixths” in the diagram are actually a sixth of one-third, that is, 
eighteenths. Further, he does not recognise that this model represents a multiplication 
operation. Yet, Finn demonstrated knowledge of the division operation when he expressed the 
way the model would be improved: “if there was just one-third next to one-third next to half of 
the one-third, then I would probably see it better” (Finn, Interview 1). This shows that he was 
focused on making comparisons between the size of the sixths and thirds (fraction sense aspect 
[f]	sharing	and	comparing). Thus, although Finn did not recognise the model as a representation 
for multiplication, he demonstrated knowledge of the effect of the division operation (fraction 
sense aspect [g]	operating	with	fractions). 
The third fraction model was also an inappropriate model of the fraction division, showing the 
sub-procedure of multiplying by the reciprocal. Finn successfully identified this, observing that 
“it looks like they’re timesing the five-sixths by three which I would do with that type of thing” 
(Finn, Interview 1). He also makes an insightful comment that this models multiplication and 
“unless you know the rule where you flip it, you’re not going to be able, like I wouldn’t be able to 
understand that” (Finn, Interview 1). Finn recognised the limitations of Fraction Model 3 for 
illustrating the division operation as it relies on knowing the procedure of multiplying by the 
reciprocal. However, Finn’s further comments on this representation demonstrated a 
misconception. He stated that this method of modelling would only work for division by unit 
fractions: 
I think it would be confusing if that wasn’t a one on top of the three. Like if it was two-
thirds and then you do it this way then it would only work well for one over three I guess, 
like for a one on top, because if it was two, you wouldn’t be able to times it. (Finn, 
Interview 1) 
In other words, Finn is expressing the view that modelling the multiplication of the reciprocal 
only works for division by a third  because the reciprocal process is multiplying by three (3). 
Alternatively, when dividing by two-thirds , the reciprocal procedure would involve 
multiplying by three halves . Finn does not think it is possible to model multiplying by , and 
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thus does not demonstrate knowledge of fractions as stretchers/shrinkers, that is,  as 
multiplying by 3 and dividing by two (one of the sources of meaning for a/b in fraction sense 
aspect [a]). 
Finn demonstrated strong conceptual knowledge when interpreting the last fraction model. He 
was able identify how the model represented the relationship between sixths and thirds: 
Finn:	The one-sixth here doesn’t make up a full third,…that sort of shows the equivalence which 
makes it easy to understand. 
Researcher: And can you see how it relates back [to] division or that particular problem? 
Finn: Yeah, because you’ve started with the five-sixes [sic], and then you’ve got the value of one-
third down below and you’re pretty much just correlating or crossing off a third covers two one-
sixes [sic], another one-third covers another two one-sixes [sic] and you’ve got one-sixth left 
which is only, based on what you can see from these two, one-sixth is only half of one-third.…I 
think you’d be pretty confident in knowing that that is a half, it’s not like a quarter or three-
quarters because that line, like being below, you can trace it straight down and you know it’s half 
of that box, that’s kind of assuming that those boxes are the same, but you kind of figure that 
because they’re so close. [Finn, Interview 1] 
By reasoning about the size of the boxes, Finn brings to the fore the idea of comparing the area 
of the two rectangular models. He explicitly stated that this is the “best” representation for the 
division “because it shows the area the same” (Finn, Interview 1). Finn demonstrated reasoning 
about the proportions of the fractions (fraction sense aspects [c]	quantities	and	covariance	and 
[d]	proportional	reasoning) and good knowledge of comparing the size of fractions ([f]	sharing	
and	comparing), as well as the meaning of the division operation ([g]	operating	with	fractions). 
Overall, Finn was able to interpret the meaning of three of the four models (Fraction Models 1, 
3, and 4) and map connections to the fraction division problem. Throughout the Fraction	
Interpretation	task 1, Finn demonstrated an inclination to make sense of each fraction model 
(fraction sense aspect [h]	 sensemaking	 disposition), yet also demonstrated some of the 
limitations of his fraction knowledge. 
Finn’s	pedagogical	knowledge	before	Subject	1.	
As noted in “Finn’s	initial	perceptions	of	fractions,” Finn stated that the fraction representation 
he was most familiar with was fraction notation, claiming little experience with fraction models 
beyond the circular area model. For Finn, the main advantage of using fraction representations 
was to support students’ learning styles. Finn believed that “people learn differently….The 
variety allows you to…have so many different activities, all doing the same thing [which] kind of 
covers different learning styles” (Finn, Interview 1). Finn reflected on some of the reasons he 
would choose particular fraction representations when teaching. His first response, when asked 
how he would decide on the best representation, was the “responses you’d get” (Finn, Interview 
1) from students: 
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If you asked and then people look interested or they were able to answer it then, I’d think oh 
well, that worked alright or if there are one or two people putting their hand up, I’d be like, 
yeah, I’ll probably hold off that way of teaching for a while. (Finn, Interview 1) 
This excerpt points to the teaching/learning cycle, suggesting that Finn values reflection about 
the effectiveness of his teaching. However, if a teacher relies solely on the students’ engagement 
with the content to make pedagogical decisions in situ, it does not necessarily motivate 
thorough planning or research about the difficulties that students are likely to encounter. Finn’s 
preparation for teaching and his learning approach to the teacher education program is further 
illustrated in section 7.2.3. 
Finn’s first concept map (see Figure 7-2) demonstrated knowledge of several kinds of fraction 
representations, drawing on these categories to organise his map. He added four types of 
fraction representations: “number line,” “symbolic,” “discrete,” and “area.” Finn commented on 
aspects of each representation, acknowledging some of the pedagogical considerations, 
advantages, and disadvantages. For example, he described the discrete model as “wholes as part 
of a whole” (Finn, Concept Map 1) and elaborated in Interview 1 that these models are a “bit 
hard to understand” (Finn, Interview 1). He noted the importance of choosing an object that can 
be spoken of as a plural, rather than examples like “fish” and “sheep” whose plurals are the 
same as the singular. Discrete models are useful according to Finn because “you can have in 
front of you, it could be anything” (Finn, Interview 1), thus providing a wide range of options. 
Finn recalled some of the specific pedagogical considerations for fraction representations that 
were introduced in Subject	1. For example, he recalled the tutor stating “that the rectangle is 
better than the circle because you don’t have to worry about angles” (Finn, Interview 1). Here, 
Finn specifically addressed the challenge of partitioning circles evenly because it relies on being 
able to measure the angle at the centre of the circle. Finn also mentioned that physical objects 
present difficulties because the division into parts is often “uneven…[and] you kind of need to 
be exact,” and once partitioned into discrete segments, “you take away part of the physical and 
then it’s a new whole, what some people might see as a new whole” (Finn, Interview 1). A 
further likely difficulty Finn mentioned during Interview 1 related to fraction notation. He gave 
the example that “one on two is equal to 16 on 32.…[If I] put that in front of someone they’d 
probably say that  was bigger” (Finn, Interview 1). This indicates that Finn identified that 
some students may not recognise these fractions as equivalent. Finn countered this 
misconception by stating that “size doesn’t matter” (Finn, Interview 1), implying that it is the 







rather than the magnitude of each individually (fraction sense aspect [b]	measurement	and	
fractions	as	numbers). 
Additionally, Finn felt that the number line could be used to support “deeper understanding” 
(Finn, Concept Map 1), giving an example in the first interview of using number lines to counter 
the “doubling technique” where learners simply double the numerator and denominator of a 
given fraction in order to find an equivalent fraction. He felt the number line could illustrate 
“the in-between parts as well, so one-quarter is also equal to two-eighths. It shows – it’s more 
detailed I guess” (Finn, Interview 1). Despite the potential for the number line to show these “in-
between” equivalent fractions, the example given by Finn (two-eighths) would be obtained 
using the doubling method, unlike, for example, three-sixths, and thus would not highlight the 
limitation of the doubling method. However, Finn did not think that he would use a number line 
extensively when teaching because his experiences of using it as a model for representing 
fractions were limited: 
[The] number line wasn’t really introduced to me until high school so I had kind of a 
little bit of an experience with all this and then number line was the last resort so I was 
kind of a bit stronger in those [the other fraction representations]. I will just use what I 
know, instead of having to learn this one again. (Finn, Interview 1). 
Despite his acknowledgement of particular advantages the number line can offer, Finn 
expressed reluctance to use the number line to illustrate fraction concepts in his own teaching. 
Later, in the same interview, Finn stated that he would use a variety of fraction representations 
to help support students, again stating the number line would be a final option. 
Researcher: How do you think you would go about teaching fractions? 
Finn: I would throw up a few different explanations in my first lesson about the same idea and 
see which was the most receptive in the class and then… 
Researcher: So using different representations? 
Finn: Yeah, like probably the area and discrete possibly and then maybe translating that into the 
symbolic….Just see how many people got what the best and then go with that. Get the majority on 
track and then individually help people, possibly with another way if they hadn’t [understood], 
like with the number line or something. [Finn, Interview 1] 
In this excerpt, Finn still emphasises the use of fraction notation, using the area and discrete 
fraction models as avenues for introducing the fraction notation. The number line would only be 
used if individual students required further support. 
When asked whether his content knowledge of fractions had been improved by having 
modelled the operations, Finn responded: 
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Not so much my understanding, but the teaching. I wouldn’t have figured, because I am 
pretty confident with fractions, but I was trying to concentrate on how I would teach it, 
instead of just being like “oh, I don’t really need to be here [in the tutorials],” I was thinking 
how would I teach it if people didn’t understand that way. Because I didn’t really 
understand that people wouldn’t understand it the symbolic way because that’s	 just	
fractions [emphasis added]. Then I didn’t realise, yeah, you can use the discrete ways. Which 
I probably have used but not as much as the symbolic, so that was good just to find out other 
ways to teach it. (Finn, Interview 1) 
Finn articulates here that his previous conception of fractions consisted only of fraction 
notation (“the symbolic way because that’s just fractions”) and thus he had not considered how 
other fraction representations might be employed as pedagogical tools. Furthermore, the 
strength of the correspondence between the topic of fractions and the fraction notation was 
such that he had not considered that learners may not intuit meaning from this representation. 
He viewed the modelling as irrelevant for developing his own content knowledge of fractions 
because of the degree of confidence he had in the depth of his own knowledge. Finn felt that the 
only benefit of Subject	1	was the expansion of his pedagogical repertoire. 
7.2.3 Finn’s	perceptions	after	Subject	1.	
The current section addresses Finn’s perceptions of fractions and his own knowledge 
subsequent to Subject	1. 
 
Finn’s	developing	perceptions	of	fractions.	
Whilst Finn’s view of fractions at the beginning of the GradDipEd primarily drew from his 
experiences and was strongly aligned with the fraction notation, his view of fractions in 
Interview	4 seemed to reflect more of the pedagogical aspects of fraction representations. When 
asked what his conception of fractions was, Finn responded “just the visual, the physical, 
written, symbols, just that sort of stuff” (Finn, Interview 4). This highlights that the topic of 








An important catalyst for the shift in Finn’s view of fractions was his experience with teaching 
fractions to a kindergarten class. Before his first PEx, Finn had expressed that he did not 
anticipate that he would teach fractions because “I’ve got [kindergarten] so I don’t know. They 
probably won’t do any fractions” (Finn, Interview 1). For Finn, the topic of fractions was 
synonymous with fraction notation, and because the complexity of interpreting fraction 
notation means kindergarten students would not use this representation, the topic would not be 
introduced until a later stage. However, after teaching fractions to kindergarten where “there 
was no number representation or anything” (Finn, Interview 2), Finn thought it was “pretty 
interesting because I didn’t really think about that approach” (Finn, Interview 2). He reflected 
on his conceptions prior to this PEx: 
I always associated maths with numbers, so doing maths with numbers and writing it down 
on a page, whereas this was just as simple as gluing a half the piece of paper on one page 
and half on the other and then was that’s as good as [writing halves]. (Finn, Interview 2) 
Finn’s previous conceptions of mathematics had been so closely associated with numerical 
representations such as fraction notation that the other ways of representing the subject matter 
had not occurred to him. Hence, the experience of teaching fractions to kindergarten expanded 
his thinking beyond fractions as synonymous with fraction notation. 
Finn’s	developing	perceptions	of	his	own	knowledge.	
Finn did not believe that either Subject	1	or Subject	2	had developed his knowledge of fractions. 
He took the position that he already had sufficient knowledge of fraction concepts prior to the 
GradDipEd, and that the content of Subject	 1	 helped develop other preservice teachers’ 
knowledge to a greater extent than his own. He did not value some of the content in these 
subjects as he felt it was too complex for primary school students. The following extended 
transcript illustrates Finn’s perspectives on his own content knowledge development and the 
merits of the GradDipEd subjects for preparing him to teach: 
Researcher: So was your knowledge of teaching fractions supported by [your first] PEx? 
Finn: Definitely, yeah I think the stuff we do in the lectures is a load of rubbish. There’s no, I 
couldn’t see any real relevance to what we do in the lecture to what we do in class, but again I 
had kindergarten, whereas the stuff we’re doing in the lectures is a bit higher order. I don’t know 
whether that applies to Stage Three, it seems like a waste at the moment. We had some stuff in 
last semester in the tut[orial] and we were doing these activities and we’re just like, oh, some 
representations. If you had ten ducks so then half of the [group], then use five ducks verses half 
an apple and I was like, well I ask the teacher [classroom], so when do we do that and she was 
like “we don’t” so I was like “what are we doing?” I think it was more so, just for people in the 
[Grad]DipEd just to get their head around fraction concepts. 
Researcher:	Did you find that that supported your knowledge? 
Finn: No, I had a pretty good, I liked maths at school – I didn’t like it, but I preferred it over 
English. 
Researcher: What about the lecture you attended [for Subject	2]? 
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Finn: What did we do? 
Researcher: Modelling with area models, subtraction, and multiplication. 
Finn: In terms of, did I get anything out of it? 
Researcher: Yes. Teaching knowledge or mathematics knowledge? 
Finn: I’d have to look back at it, but didn’t really, didn’t learn any new knowledge for myself, but 
possibly a few tips as to how to teach it and the misconceptions that can have, like you don’t 
really consider that. 
Researcher: Was that the first time you’d seen it modelled that way? 
Finn: We’d done a fair bit of it at the end of last semester [in Subject	1]. 
Researcher: So that bit of it wasn’t new? 
Finn: It’s becoming a bit repetitive but I understand some people don’t get the concept so they 
need a bit more time, so that’s fair enough. 
Researcher: So nothing stood out that you didn’t understand? 
Finn: No, and the methods they were using, I was just like mmm, I don’t even know if I’d go there. 
It looks too complicated. [Finn, Interview 3] 
Overall, Finn’s view was that neither Subject	1	nor Subject	2	had supported his own knowledge 
development. It seems that he viewed these subjects as more advanced than the content he 
would need to teach in primary school, yet not difficult enough to challenge his own content 
knowledge. He did not feel his knowledge needed additional development and that the subjects 
were directed at supporting other preservice teachers’ knowledge. 
7.2.4 Finn’s	substantive	knowledge	after	Subject	1.	
Previously, Finn’s substantive knowledge of fractions was explored through data collected at 
the beginning of the GradDipEd. The current section presents an exploration of	 Finn’s 
substantive knowledge of fractions through the teaching and learning tasks he completed 
throughout Subjects	 1 and 2.	 Although Finn felt his knowledge had been sufficient before 
commencing Subject	 1,	 this investigation indicates particular aspects of his content and 




Finn demonstrated, through his responses to the items on the Pretest,	 that he began the 
GradDipEd with a good knowledge of fraction procedures. He continued to demonstrate this 
knowledge through Exams	2	and 3. At the conclusion of Subject	1, Finn exemplified his ability to 
After Subject	1	





implement fraction algorithms throughout Exam	2 by correctly answering all seven examination 
items related to fractions (Q1-Q7; see Table 7-4). 
Table	7‐4	Finn’s	post‐instruction	procedural	skills	on	Exam	2	
No.	 Question	context	 Exam	2	
1 Contextual, implicit division of fractions questions Correct 
2 Comparison of fraction size Correct 
3 Comparison of operation of fractions value with second term, 
fraction notation 
Correct 
4 Equivalence of division by a fraction and multiplying by its 
reciprocal 
Correct 
5 Show three representations for given fraction Three 
representations 
6 Addition of fractions calculation Correct 
7 Subtraction of fractions calculation Correct 
Exam	3	
Q1 
Division of fractions calculation Correct 
	 Total	 8/8	
 
Further analysis of Finn’s responses to the five exam items that prompted the use of fraction 
representations (see Table 7-5) indicated that he primarily used fraction notation to convey his 
reasoning. Furthermore, the explanations that Finn gave in his responses in Exam	2	indicated 
that he relied on procedures to solve each of the problems. For example, Finn’s solution to Q1 
(see Table 7-5), the contextual fraction division question, employed only fraction notation 
rather than drawing on the problem’s context and drawing a model of the “string” that was to be 
cut. Similarly, Finn’s Exam	 2	 item response to Q2 (see Table 7-5) used algorithms to 
demonstrate his reasoning. He changed  and  into their corresponding equivalent fractions 
using twelfths, reasoning that  and , thus  “because when you give them the 
same common denominator, ” (Finn, Q2, Exam 2). Again for his solution to Q3 (see Table 
7-5), Finn used an algorithm. He calculated  as equal to , then employed the same strategy 
of using common denominators to compare the value of the two fractions  and , reasoning 
that “when given the same common denominator,  and ” (Finn, Q3, Exam 2). 
Both these items indicate that Finn has an understanding of comparing the size of fractions 
using the denominator (fraction sense aspect [b]	measurement	and	fractions	as	numbers). Yet 
Finn does not reason beyond the calculations to speculate about the conceptual meaning of 














Finn’s	 response	 to	 Q4	 also	 employed	 fraction	 notation	 to	 illustrate	 his	 reasoning.	 Finn	
















first	 number	 and	 the	 rules	 of	multiplying	whole	 numbers	 i.e.	 80x5=400	 as	 seen	 in	 the	
working	out.	(Finn,	Exam	2)	
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Finn’s explanation describes the standard procedure for dividing by a fraction without justifying 
why	or how	the procedure works. His argument that the two equations, 80  and 80 5, are 
equivalent because the algorithm for fraction division is to multiply by the reciprocal is 
problematic. Without further unpacking of why this procedure works, he is simply relying on 
his own use of the algorithm to support his argument. Further, neither Finn’s responses to Q3 or 
Q4 demonstrated reasoning about the effects of the division operation. This indicates that Finn’s 
approach, whilst allowing him to calculate correct solutions, does not illustrate the conceptual 
meaning of the fraction situations, nor evidence a disposition to make sense of fraction notation 
(fraction sense aspect [h]	sensemaking	disposition). 
Fraction	Interpretation	task	2.	
Finn completed the Fraction	Interpretation task again during Interview	4	after he had completed 
the GradDipEd. Finn was presented with the same four fraction models as in the first Fraction	
Interpretation task. These models were introduced as representations for the fraction operation 
, despite some being inappropriate representations (for ease of reference, the models have 
been reproduced below in Table 7-6) and preservice teachers were prompted to remark on 















Finn was able to successfully interpret the solution to the fraction division problem from the 
first model: 
I can see that the sixths are there, like the marks, and then the five-sixths. Then there are 
the thirds, like if you count it. So I can see it. It’s just like how many go, so there are two 
and a half. (Finn, Interview 4) 
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Here, Finn demonstrated knowledge of the conceptual meaning of the fraction division (fraction 
sense aspect [g]	operating	with	fractions) by comparing the number of thirds that fit into five-
sixths or, as Finn phrased it, “how many go” (Finn, Interview 4). Similarly, Finn expressed this 
understanding in his interpretation of the second fraction model. Although he felt he would 
make the model “simpl[er] [and] easier to follow” because “you only need the one-third” (Finn, 
Interview 4), he commented that “you want to see how many [of] the sixths could fit” (Finn, 
Interview 4). This again demonstrated Finn’s knowledge of the meaning of the division 
operation. Although Finn felt this inappropriate model “is more confusing” (Finn, Interview 4), 
he could have shown further insight into Fraction Model 2 if he had identified that it is 
problematic for representing division as it illustrates a fraction multiplication problem. 
Finn did partially diagnose the problem with Fraction Model 3 (showing the sub-procedure of 
multiplying by the reciprocal). He recognised that the model showed five-sixths multiplied by 
three: “they’re timesing the five-sixths, I can see it’s three times. So it’s sort of only part of the 
question, it’s not showing the whole thing” (Finn, Interview 4). He proposed that the model 
should “show the whole thing, like not to two and half but like to the one” (Finn, Interview 4), 
meaning that the number line should only display values from zero to one in order to compare 
thirds and five-sixths. This demonstrates an understanding of the fraction division operation 
(fraction sense aspect [g]	operating	with	fractions). 
Finn also demonstrated fraction sense when interpreting Fraction Model 4. Finn compared the 
size of thirds and sixths and was able to see the equivalence of two and a half thirds and five-
sixths: 
This one you can visually see, like there are the thirds, that’s the size of a sixth, so then 
there’d be like, two, two and a half of them there and it’s all in alignment. Like you can 
see the equivalence. It’s like the equ[ivalence] showing how a third is equivalent to two-
sixths. (Finn, Interview 4) 
Finn’s approach shows that he was focused on the conceptual meaning of the division problem 
(fraction sense aspect [h]	sensemaking	disposition). He was able to compare the size of the two 
fractions (fraction sense aspect [f]	 sharing	 and	 comparing) and noticed equivalent values 
(fraction sense aspect [d]	proportional	reasoning). 
Additionally, Finn’s responses to the second Fraction	Interpretation task demonstrated a focus 
on the pedagogical considerations for some of the models. For example: 
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[Fraction Model 1] I didn’t see this being used. It was more like, hands-on stuff in 
kindergarten. And like I said, Year 6, from what [I] was taught the teacher didn’t use it 
either.…I don’t think I’d use this. (Finn, Interview 4) 
I’d use [Fraction Model 4] probably before the others. I think the class I had could use 
this, they’d be able to use [and] understand it, I think. (Finn, Interview 4) 
For the two appropriate fraction models, 1 and 4, Finn reflected on their pedagogical 
implementation. Looking at Fraction Model 1, a number line, Finn felt that it was too abstract to 
use with kindergarten and his final PEx supervising classroom teacher did not employ a number 
line and thus he would not use a number line himself. Alternatively, Finn thought that Fraction 
Model 4 would be appropriate for his Year 6 PEx class. Although the Fraction	Interpretation	task	
was designed to investigate preservice teachers’ understandings of fraction division and would 
likely be too complex for primary students, it is interesting that Finn’s approach to the task after 
having completed the GradDipEd calls attention to the fraction models’ application in classroom 
settings. This may indicate that Finn’s teacher identity is developing or, alternatively, that he is 
now drawing on a broader base of pedagogical knowledge, informed by his recent classroom 
experiences. 
Overall, Finn demonstrated a similar level of conceptual knowledge about the fraction division 
problem as he did prior to Subject	1.	He successfully interpreted the meaning of the situation in 
Fraction	Interpretation task 1, however, his examination responses to Exam	2	suggest he still 
approaches mathematical problems with a calculational orientation. Although Finn’s responses 
to the second FI	task were comparable to the first task, Finn’s responses in the second FI	task 
indicate he now considers pedagogical implications of the fraction models. This suggests he 
reflected on his pedagogical knowledge and how to use representations in teaching.	
Finn’s	developing	pedagogical	knowledge.	
After he had completed the GradDipEd, including Subjects	1	and 2, Finn made final additions to 
his concept map10 (see Figure 7-3). Finn’s final concept map and his responses to Interviews	3	
and 4	 give insight into his knowledge of some pedagogical implications of fraction 
representations at the completion of his PEx. His contributions to his concept map in Interview	2 
related directly to his PEx in a kindergarten class. He added the specific representations that he 
used, all of which were area models (a drawing of a sandwich being cut in halves, folding and 
cutting paper, and using fruit and pancakes).  
                                                             
10 As detailed in the Methodology, Finn’s final interview was conducted via telephone and thus his contributions to 





As previously mentioned, an important catalyst for changing Finn’s conception of fractions was 
the experience of teaching fractions in kindergarten. This event had also changed his views of 
teaching fractions: 
I was like “err”.…If someone said teach halves to Year 1 I’d be like, possibly, probably, 
“alright one on two is equal to a half” but then I realise now there’s just no point in doing 
that because they don’t have that. Like it sounds really simple but when you learn it you 
think, everything you kind of learn about the maths and how to teach it, you’re just 
like…“I’m just going to learn for a Year 6 class” whereas you’ve got to cater for everyone. 
(Finn, Interview 2) 
Finn’s conception of fraction representations has expanded from focusing on fraction notation 
alone. He explained that, for kindergarten children, there was an emphasis on connecting the 
concept of halves with students’ prior knowledge and life experiences: 
It’s just mainly that you wouldn’t do symbolic or number line for kindergarten, as 
opposed to if you were going to try and teach Year 6 fractions. So I thought the real world 
applications were pretty important. The teacher, when I first had to teach it, had a 
massive emphasis on ‘when’ questions, not yes or no answers, but you’ve got to ask when 
they’ve seen halves and try and get them to elaborate on it. So that was pretty interesting. 
(Finn, Interview 2) 
Finn believes that fraction representations for instructing kindergarten students should be 
drawn from their everyday lives, contrasted with the more abstract representations 
appropriate for Year 6, such as fraction notation and the number line. This was a new 
development for Finn, who had previously considered fractions as synonymous with fraction 
notation. 
However, Finn did not feel that the content of Subjects	1	and 2	had supported his knowledge of 
fraction representations. As mentioned in the previous section “Finn’s	developing	perceptions	of	
his	own	knowledge,” he perceived the content of the university subjects as “too complicated” 
(Finn, Interview 3). He felt that he did not gain much from the GradDipEd in terms of practical 
guidance for how to teach content either: 
Finn: Uni[versity] annoys me a bit because they went through so much boring stuff that you’re 
not going to do in the classroom and common sense is going to overrule it so you think “I’m not 
going to do that.” And my teacher was like really good, she was honest with me, and I was like 
“why don’t you do that” and she was like “to be honest, I don’t think they need to do it”.…I’m the 
same thing, I don’t think you need it or you could just kind of pop it in something else, it doesn’t 
need to be a focus. 
Researcher: So it comes down to you making decisions as a teacher? 
Finn:	Whereas [the university is] like, “oh you need to do this and this.” 
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This excerpt suggests that Finn trusted his own discretion about what was pedagogically 
appropriate for his students. It seems he saw the content of the university subjects as irrelevant 
as it did not necessarily provide activities appropriate for primary school students. Finn did not 
seem to recognise that one of the aims of the two mathematics content and pedagogy subjects, 
beyond providing practical ideas for the classroom, was to support the preservice teachers’ own 
content knowledge development. Finn’s dismissal of the benefits of the mathematics subjects 
for developing his own content knowledge seems to be based on the belief in the sufficiency of 
his own knowledge. However, there were some areas of Finn’s knowledge that needed further 
development, as highlighted in the previous section, “Finn’s	 developing	 content	 knowledge,” 
which suggests that the aim of the two mathematics subjects to develop preservice teachers’ 
own content knowledge was warranted.  
Rather than drawing from the university course, Finn named the Sample Units of Work (Board 
of Studies NSW, 2003) as the source to which he would likely refer for planning future lessons, 
as well as drawing on his own knowledge: 
I’d definitely go to [the] Sample Units. I’d probably try and think of some stuff off the top 
of my head and then look to the Sample Units to see if I was on track, but I think that the 
whole hands-on thing was good and real life, like pizza’s a good example, and then just 
going from there. (Finn, Interview 3) 
Finn’s strategy for using fraction representations firstly relied on his own knowledge of possible 
representations, cross-referenced with the Sample Units to check the pedagogical 
appropriateness of his approach. He demonstrated a focus on providing concrete activities for 
his students based on real scenarios. However, when questioned further as to why pizza would 
be an appropriate representation, Finn responded that Year 6 would benefit from “the fun 
learning experiences, not just standing at the board” (Finn, Interview 3). 
Comparing his experiences with teaching kindergarten with his expectations of teaching Year 6, 
Finn commented: 
It would be interesting to see. Because the concepts are pretty easy to grasp for me in 
kindergarten, then it’s easy to think of ways to portray it, but if you get more difficult 
tasks, like when you’re looking at eighths and stuff in a Stage 3, then it’s harder to use the 
hands-on materials and that so I think it would take a bit more thought and planning. 
(Finn, Interview 3) 
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For Finn, the simplicity of the mathematics content in the kindergarten curriculum 
corresponded with the ease of teaching the content. Similarly, Finn believed that as the content 
becomes more complex, so too the pedagogical decisions. 
Finn’s	substantive	knowledge	of	fractions	subsequent	to	Subject	2.	
As mentioned in the previous two case study chapters, Exam	3 was conducted at the conclusion 
of Subject	2	and contained an item requiring preservice teachers to analyse a student’s work 
sample and solve the given fraction situation. Finn’s response to this examination item 
demonstrated both procedural and conceptual knowledge (see Figure 7-4). Finn completed a 
fraction division algorithm to find the correct solution. He also illustrated the meaning of this 
operation by drawing an area model of the unit (two) and partitioning it into segments the size 
of the divisor (quarters), explaining “First she should draw 2 wholes, then divide each whole 
into quarters and count how many there are, which equals 8” (Finn, Exam 3). This shows that 
Finn understands the division operation as finding the number of quarters in two wholes 




Firstly, Finn’s diagnosis of the problems with the student’s algorithm was that she had not 
followed the standard fraction division algorithm: “flip the second number and change the ÷ 
sign to x sign” (Finn, Exam 3). He proceeded to complete the algorithm to demonstrate what the 
student “should have” done. Whilst this partly addresses the exam question by identifying a 
possible approach, it provides little insight into what the student did conceptually and why. 
Further, although Finn does describe the student’s model, his analysis is thin: 
[The student] portrays 2 wholes in her representation but only counts them as one whole 
i.e.  not . In the model she has written “  of 2” which is actually  of one of the wholes. 
(Finn, Exam 3) 
This partly identifies the students’ misconception – that she considered the two as the whole 
unit. This demonstrates Finn’s understanding that fractions require defining the unit (fraction 
sense aspect [e]	unitising). However, Finn fails to identify that the student’s explanation (“what 
is  of 2?”) describes multiplication 2  rather than division 2 .  
Finn did not recognise the language conveying the meaning of the fraction multiplication 
algorithm. This suggests that, at the conclusion of the GradDipEd, he was not able to diagnose 
this student’s misconceptions and may indicate that Finn has not developed conceptual 
understanding of this process sufficient for the a thorough analysis. 
7.2.5 A	summary	of	the	development	of	Finn’s	knowledge	and	perception	of	
fractions.	
Overall, Finn conveyed confidence in his own knowledge of fractions and demonstrated 
procedural skill throughout the GradDipEd. However, Finn exhibited a reliance on the fraction 
notation to convey his reasoning in both the Pretest	 and Exam	 2.	 Although, Finn also 
demonstrated conceptual knowledge of some fraction algorithms, the depth of this knowledge 
was insufficient to interpret fraction models that represented a different fraction operation than 
expected and prevented him from diagnosing a student’s fraction misconception. 
Finn’s perception of the content of Subject	1	was that it was irrelevant for developing either his 
content or pedagogical knowledge. Finn felt his fraction knowledge was sufficiently developed 
before the GradDipEd and thus did not require support from the university subjects. Despite 
demonstrating that his conceptual understanding of fraction multiplication could be further 
developed, Finn did not recognise this and felt the content of the mathematics content and 
pedagogy subjects was to support “other” preservice teachers. Additionally, he did not see the 
content of Subject	1	as helpful for supporting his teaching of fractions, relying instead on his 
“common sense,” the Sample Units of Work (Board of Studies NSW, 2003), and trial and error 
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based on student responses. By not recognising the value of other representations, Finn 
potentially limits the range of representations in his pedagogical repertoire, for example, he had 
expressed a reluctance to adopt number lines for fraction instruction due to a lack of personal 
experience with this model. 
7.3 Finn’s	Syntactic	Knowledge	of	Fraction	Representations	
The current section investigates Finn’s syntactic knowledge of fraction representations, that is, 
knowledge of how	to	use	 fraction representations for teaching. The fraction lesson that Finn 
taught on his second PEx is explored with particular focus on his approach to using fraction 
representations. The warrants Finn gave for selecting these representations are also 
investigated. The final subsection then summarises Finn’s overall orientation to teaching and 
learning with fractions and fraction representations. 
7.3.1 Classroom	context.	
Finn’s initial and second professional experiences were undertaken in a kindergarten class in a 
teacher training demonstration primary school. There were thirteen students participating in 
the fraction lesson on Finn’s second professional experience. The lesson conducted on the 
second PEx comprised four segments: an introduction using a whiteboard; an activity on the 
interactive whiteboard; student activities conducted independently while seated at desks in 
groups of four; and the conclusion conducted at the whiteboard. The lesson addressed the 
concept of “half” and involved dividing various shapes into two equally sized parts as well as 
deciding whether an object had been partitioned evenly. Finn had previously addressed the 
concept of halves with this class on his first PEx, however, the activities in this lesson were 
novel. 
7.3.2 Finn’s	approach	to	using	fraction	representations	for	teaching.	
The current section addresses Finn’s approach to using fraction representations for teaching. 
 
Finn’s lesson incorporated various fraction representations to support students’ understanding 







language. The lesson began with Finn drawing on the students’ memories of the last lesson Finn 
taught that had addressed halves: 
Finn: Remember when I was here last we did halves, we talked about halves. What do you 
remember from that lesson about halves? 
Student:	When they get cut in half. 
Finn:	When they get cut in half. And do we just cut them anywhere or something in particular 
when we cut them? 
Student:	The middle. 
Finn: The middle. So what’s important about cutting it in the middle? Why do we cut it in the 
middle? 
Student: Because there’s the same amount on each side. 
Finn:	There’s the same amount isn’t it, so they’re shared…are they…what’s that word we use, 
they’re shared…? 
Student: The same. 
Finn:	The same? [Calls on student] 
Student:	Equal. 
Finn:	Equal, so they’re equal, halves are equal aren’t they? 
Finn drew students’ attention to the idea of halves needing to be equal sizes, allowing the 
students to supply the language. The idea of equality is key for an understanding of halves, thus 
Finn introduced the lesson with a focus on conceptual meaning. Next, Finn prompted students 
to share their prior experiences with halves, asking “where do we see halves in our daily lives?” 
(Finn, Lesson Transcript). Finn accepted all of the students’ contributions, which comprised 
food items exclusively (sandwiches, oranges, spaghetti bolognaise, apples and eggs), agreeing 
that “you could chop [the food item] up in half” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). Finn then capitalised 
on the sandwich example, drawing a square area model on the whiteboard and inviting students 
to partition the shape into halves. Rather than drawing a new model each time, however, the 
students partitioned the same shape into further halves (see Figure 7-5). 
        
Figure	7‐5	A	'sandwich'	partitioned	into	halves	by	students	during	Finn's	fraction	lesson	
Although the final area model was consequently partitioned into eighths, each time a new 
partition was created, Finn moved his hand to cover each side of the partition to show where 
both halves were located on the model (see Figure 7-6). 
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Figure	7‐6	Finn	highlighting	each	half	of	a	‘sandwich’	
As Finn covered each half, he commented “so you have half on that side and half on that side” 
(Finn, Lesson Transcript). This highlighted for students the idea of halves as two equal parts, 
drawing on the features of the model to demonstrate examples of halves and to show that there 
are multiple ways in which to partition an object into halves. Although the partitions were not 
even due to being drawn by hand, Finn did not address this. In order to explore further possible 
ways to partition the shape into halves, Finn drew a new square, asking if there were “any other 
ways we can cut our sandwich in half?” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). Finn then stated that he did 
not believe there were any other ways to partition the shape, yet prompted a student to “show 
me how [to partition the sandwich] that hasn’t already been done” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). 
Two students attempted to represent half in a different way (see Figure 7-7). The first student 
partitioned the square, drawing a line diagonally that joined a point part way from the left side 
of the top line to part way from the right side of the bottom line (see [a] in Figure 7-7). 
    
 (a) (b) 
Figure	7‐7	Students’	attempts	at	demonstrating	half	
Finn then explored (a) with the class, asking them to examine the model as a representation of 
halves: 
Finn: Oh, that’s interesting. [Student moves to draw another line]. But we’re cutting it half, ok, 
we’re not saying how our sandwiches get cut. What’s that [student]? 
Student:	There’s a big piece and a small piece. 
Finn: So there’s a big piece and a small piece. [Points to the big piece] Would that be the big piece 
or the small piece? 
Students	(chorus): Big. 
Finn: And would that be the small piece? [Points to the small piece] 
Students	(chorus): Yes. 
Finn: So if we share it between two people, would that be equal? 
Students	(chorus): No. 
Finn: So, it’s not cut in half then is it? Because it’s not…? 
Students	(chorus): Equal. 
Finn: It’s not equal. 
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This excerpt demonstrates how Finn again drew out the key idea of the necessity of the equality 
of two parts in order to qualify as halves. The partitions created by the student in Figure 7-7 (a) 
formed two unequal parts, which Finn then highlighted. Finn used a similar teaching approach 
for the student who produced Figure 7-7 (b), with the additional guidance that there were four 
pieces and thus it did not qualify as halves. This highlighted for students the second criterion of 
halves, that is, there are two portions. Finn concluded this lesson segment by re-drawing the 
original partitions created by the students on separate area models (see Figure 7-8). 
	
Figure	7‐8	Finn's	fraction	models	as	a	summary	of	the	lesson	introduction	
Finn used the models to serve as a summary of the ways that the square ‘sandwich’ could be 
partitioned. However, he presented these four partitions as the only	ways that the square could 
be partitioned into halves, stating “Ok, so the truth is that our sandwich can’t be cut in half any 
more than what you just did” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). This presents a restricted view of 
halves and excludes many possible ways of representing half of this shape. For example, if the 
student’s model from Figure 7-7 (a) had been more precisely drawn, another possible 
representation of half could have been introduced (see Figure 7-9). The student who 
constructed this representations could well have intentionally produced this model as reflecting 
halves yet been unsuccessful merely due to the imprecision of the drawing.  
    
 (a) (b) 
Figure	7‐9	Corrected	model	to	demonstrate	another	possible	way	to	represent	half	
Stating that there are only four ways of partitioning a square is misleading and limits students’ 
fraction conceptions. If Finn had been aware that there are infinite further possible 
representations (Jobbings, 2018), he would likely have proposed that the four simpler 
partitions (see Figure 7-8) are possible representations rather than encompassing all 
possibilities. It seems that rather than a pedagogical decision to limit students to simple 
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representations of halves, Finn’s own knowledge of what constitutes halves is limited, further 
suggesting that Finn’s conceptual	understanding	of halves is limited, in particular, the fraction 
sense concept of partitioning. 
The second lesson segment was an activity on the IWB in which students viewed three-
dimensional objects (for example, an orange, a pie, a pizza, a triangular prism, and a cupcake) 
rendered as two-dimensional drawings. The students were then called on individually to select 
whether or not the object had been partitioned in half. The students identified the correct 
answer for many of the objects (see Figure 7-10). 
       
Figure	7‐10	IWB	objects	in	an	activity	addressing	the	idea	of	halves	
However, one of the objects caused difficulties for students. The image of a pie was presented 
(see Figure 7-11), and a student was invited to select whether or not the image had been 
partitioned equally in half. As the student reached to select ‘no,’ Finn prompted the students to 
“explain why you think it’s not cut in half” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). The student responded 
“because that [piece] looks like it’s smaller than that one” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). 
 
Figure	7‐11	IWB	object	not	clearly	partitioned	in	half	
Finn acknowledged that the model of the pie did seem to be cut in different sized pieces, but he 
suggested to the students that it was the portrayal of the pie that gave the appearance of 
unequal pieces: 
It kind of does [look unequal], but that one might be a bad angle I think. [To the class] 
Who thinks that it’s cut in half? [Most student put up hands] Oh, a lot of people think it’s 
cut in half. [Student], would you like to go with what the class thinks? [Student presses 
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‘yes’] Good decision. [Student points one of the parts of the pie] Yeah, it's a bit hard to see 
on that angle, it actually is cut in half. (Finn, Lesson Transcript) 
Rather than simply stating that the pie was cut in half, and to his credit, Finn opens up the 
discussion to the class, giving the students an opportunity to engage in mathematical reasoning. 
Finn navigated the problematic fraction model by addressing the physicality of the 
representation and re-establishing the intention of the model to show equal halves. Finn 
capitalised on the teachable moment, drawing students’ attention to the appearance of the 
representation to explain its deceptive representation of halves. Encouraging the participation 
of students in the debate is indicative of Finn’s attempt to use the representations to reason 
about relationships, with the participation in such debates marking mathematics learning 
(Lampert, 1989). 
The third segment of the lesson comprised an introduction by Finn and then activities 
conducted by the students individually. Finn explained that half of the class would be given 
wooden blocks of basic two-dimensional shapes (such as triangles, circles, and squares) to trace 
around, partition, and colour one-half. The remainder of students were instructed to be 
‘investigators’ who would select and draw objects found around the classroom, determining 
whether they could be divided in half. Finn gave some examples using the whiteboard (see 
Figure 7-12). He firstly drew models which were not symmetrical (models [a] and [c]), 
highlighting the inequality of each side, then modified the drawings to show symmetry (models 
[b] and [d]). 
         
 (a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure	7‐12	Finn's	drawings	to	introduce	the	third	lesson	segment	
These examples draw more on the idea of symmetry than of being examples of halves, but also 
highlight the concept of equality of the parts (fraction sense aspect [f]	sharing	and	comparing). 
However, Finn then introduced the potentially problematic example of a maraca (see for 






down	 the	 bottom	 and	 then	 it’s	 got	 a	 fat	 top”	 (Finn,	 Lesson	 Transcript).	 Finn’s	 statement	 is	
conditionally	 true	 when	 partitioned	 along	 the	 vertical	 axis	 and	 is	 thus	 misleading.	 This	 is	
problematic	 as	 it	 misrepresents	 the	 symmetry	 of	 the	 object	 and	 thus	 its	 potential	 to	 be	
partitioned	 into	 halves.	 As	 with	 the	 example	 of	 partitioning	 the	 sandwich,	 Finn	 limits	 the	
possible	examples,	presenting	a	closed	conception	of	halves.	
For	 both	 groups	 of	 students,	 confusion	 arose	 as	 to	 whether	 each	 fraction	 model	 could	 be	
partitioned	evenly	in	two	or	whether	it	had	been.	For	example,	students	drew	models	that	were	
symmetrical	 along	 at	 least	 one	 dimension,	 yet	 partitioned	 them	 unevenly	 and	 declared	 they	
could	not	be	used	to	show	halves	(see	Figure	7-14).	
		 			 	
	 (a)	 (b)	 (c)	
Figure	7-14	Student	work	samples	demonstrating	misconceptions	
These	models	would	 serve	 as	 good	 non-examples	 of	 halves,	 yet	 students	 believed	 that	 these	
shapes	were	not	able	to	be	partitioned	evenly.	Finn	recognised	this	confusion	and	offered	some	
advice	to	the	student	who	drew	the	circle	in	Figure	7-14	(a):	
I	 think	 that’s	 even,	 I	 think	 that’s	nearly	 cut	 in	half	 too.	 If	 you	do	proper	 tracing,	 just	 go	
around	it	again,	do	it	in	a	different	colour.	Now	I	want	you	to	draw	a	line	down	the	middle	
where	 it	 can	 be	 cut	 in	 half.	 I	 need	 you	 to	 colour	 one	 side,	 just	 like	 [student]	 is	 doing.	
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Colour one side and show me half. We want to see halves, shapes coloured in half. (Finn, 
Lesson Transcript) 
Finn dealt with the issue by suggesting the student re-partition the shape into equal halves. 
However, he did not address the issue of the language distinction between being partitioned in 
half compared with being able to be divided evenly. After working with other students with the 
same difficulties, Finn made a comment to the supervising classroom teacher: 
Everything actually can be divided in half. We were talking about how animals can’t be, 
but [they could] if you went straight down. So the lines that they’re drawing are making it 
so they can’t be drawn across, so they’re still recognising the difference. That’s the main 
thing. (Finn, Lesson Transcript). 
Here, Finn recognises that the students are creating unequal partitions on shapes that can be 
partitioned evenly, but feels that this is a valuable exercise nevertheless as the students are still 
differentiating between examples and non-examples of halves. This conveys a pragmatic view of 
learning, that learning is a reflection of doing.	That is, Finn feels students are learning if their 
actions distinguish between examples and non-examples of fractions.	 His statement that 
everything “can be divided in half” is a broad statement and needs further unpacking, though 
could be taken to mean that everything has symmetry. This presents an overly inclusive view of 
what counts as true examples of halves, effectively negating the criteria for halves that he had 
previously established (that is, two equal parts).	
The concluding segment of the lesson was another whole class activity in which Finn reviewed 
the concepts covered throughout the lesson. He opened up a discussion about the experiences 
that students had with the previous activity, stating “we’re just going to talk about halves, we’re 
just going to talk about what we learned” and asking “what are some things we drew over that 
side of the room that could not be cut in half?” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). The students then gave 
examples of objects that were not able to be partitioned evenly, such as a kangaroo ([a] in 
Figure 7-15) and an umbrella ([b] in Figure 7-15). 
     
 (a) (b) (c) 
Figure	7‐15	Drawings	by	Finn	for	the	conclusion	of	the	lesson	
For each drawing, Finn prompted the students to draw a line to show how the object “can’t be 
cut in half” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). For example, after the student volunteer had drawn a line 
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diagonally to partition the umbrella (b), Finn endorsed this representation: “Excellent, so 
[student] said this one can’t be cut in half because it’s got a little hook on the end” (Finn, Lesson 
Transcript). Finn then proposed a different example of an umbrella (see [c] in Figure 7-15), and 
asked students to “show us how it can be cut in half” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). After the student 
had drawn a line through the centre partitioning it in half, Finn commented “Excellent, that one 
can be cut in half because it doesn’t have a hook” (Finn, Lesson Transcript). Although this 
emphasises that symmetrical objects can be partitioned into two equal halves, this idea is not 
explicitly stated. He does not use the opportunity afforded by this whole class reflection to 
directly address the confusion students had earlier experienced between whether objects can	
be or are	partitioned equally. 
Overall, Finn successfully emphasised some important concepts to develop the idea of halves – 
what he felt was a simple topic. He demonstrated representational	 fluency	by using multiple 
fraction representations to highlight the idea of halves as two equal parts. Finn also addressed 
students’ confusion created when a three-dimensional object was rendered as a two-
dimensional drawing. The volume model was intended to represent two equal halves, and yet if 
interpreted as an area model, it would display unequal parts. Though Finn had not anticipated 
this difficulty, he was able to partially address the student’s problem in the moment, supporting 
students to contribute their ideas, as well as giving explicit directions. 
However, some of the representations, alongside Finn’s approach to teaching with them, created 
difficulties for students that needed to be carefully navigated. Some of the representations that 
he used presented a restricted view of halves, and yet others were overly inclusive of non-
examples of halves. Illustrating a restricted conception of halves, Finn misrepresented the 
number of ways to partition a square into halves by stating there are only four rather than 
infinite. Additionally, he incorrectly declares some objects, such as the maraca, cannot be 
partitioned evenly. These statements limit students’ conceptions of halves and undermine a 
relational understanding of partitioning shapes evenly. Alternatively, an overly inclusive 
characterisation of halves was promoted as Finn confounded concepts of halves with 
approximate symmetry. A disconnection arose between objects that can	be partitioned evenly 
and those that were	 partitioned evenly in half. Finn missed opportunities to facilitate a 
discussion about this issue which may have allowed the misconceptions to be more explicitly 
addressed. 
7.3.3 	 Finn’s	warrants	for	using	representations	when	teaching.	
The current section addresses Finn’s warrants for choosing fraction representations for 
teaching. Subsequent to observing Finn’s teaching, his warrants for choosing the 
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representations in the lesson were explored in Interview	3.	Finn’s considerations for choosing 
the fraction representations in his lesson were analysed using the categories of warrants for 
representations as proposed by Ball (1988a): Mathematics,	Learning,	Learners	and Context. 
 
One of the main warrants that Finn considered for his fraction lesson was Learning.	 Finn 
believed that learning is best supported through concrete activities.	For example, Finn chose to 
use wooden blocks because they enabled a “hands-on approach” (Finn, Interview 3) which he 
felt was beneficial as it supported the students’ “different learning styles” (Finn, Interview 3). 
This suggests that Finn’s view of learning mathematics is that it is best facilitated when learners 
are provided with their preferred mode of representation, for example, kinaesthetic activities. 
Additionally, Finn believed representations should reflect real life scenarios. He thought that his 
lessons were engaging “if it’s real life stuff” (Finn, Interview 3). The motivation to use real life 
examples also came from Finn’s consideration of his students as Learners.	When asked why he 
chose to use drawings of sandwiches as a representation of halves, Finn replied: 
I just thought about real life applications. Because it’s kindergarten, you’ve got to be able 
to – oh, I suppose any time – you’ve got to be able to make sure they relate to it, and 
halves are pretty easy to relate to [the] real world. (Finn, Interview 3) 
Finn stated he used real life examples to connect with students’ own experiences as well as to 
assess their previous knowledge. However, he expressed that he also prepared examples in case 
the students did not supply appropriate representations: 
So just before [the lesson] we’d always do a lot of questions to start off the lesson to 
gauge the prior knowledge and I just thought of about five or six things where you could 
bring up halves and kids would be familiar with it, just as a backup, and then ask kids 
first and see if they had it….It just takes a bit of planning before, I think that’s one of the 
things I learnt too. You think “oh, they’re just going to give you the answers,” but then 







This demonstrates that Finn anticipated the particular needs of his students as Learners,	
attempting to increase the accessibility	 of the representation by choosing ones that were 
familiar to students.	Finn was also prepared to supply appropriate fraction representations if 
students could not.	However, sometimes the students would think of representations that Finn 
had not considered: 
Researcher:	Did you have any kids that identified things as halves that weren’t halves? 
Finn:	They were all pretty good. I think…you would just question them on it because sometimes 
they come up with legit [sic] answers and it’s like “wow, I didn’t even look at it.” You just see their 
perspective. 
Researcher: Do you have an example? 
Finn: Like a pencil, because we were talking about how they needed to be equal, and one of the 
kids had a pencil and I was like “but the pencil’s different at the ends” and then one of the kids 
was like “no, but this one’s not” and they had one that was sharpened at both ends. And I was like 
“oh, that’s a good one. Yeah, you can use that.” I guess teaching in general too, you can’t go “oh no, 
you’re wrong,” you’ve got to try and get around it and turn the negative into a positive somehow. 
So that was how I do it, I just ask them and then be like “what about this one?” and lead them 
onto something that was a lot easier. Sometimes the objects that they got were too difficult too, 
they were trying to look at chairs or something and try and work out if it could be cut in half 
instead of looking at something that was cut in half already. So I’d try and draw their focus on 
different objects. (Finn, Interview 3) 
The fraction representations in Finn’s lesson were, at times, generated by the students 
themselves. This demonstrates consideration of the value of Learners’	contributions for drawing 
out fraction concepts. Rather than discounting student suggestions that he perceived as 
inappropriate, Finn pursued a line of reasoning which allowed the students to offer more 
appropriate examples or, alternatively, he directed their attention to other representations. 
Finn described anticipating students’ difficulties with the fraction concepts and his process of 
selecting fraction representations to support their knowledge: 
I figured there were kids there that wouldn’t be able to find half, so before the [lesson]…I 
put stuff out on the table that could be divided in half and was just like “but what about 
what’s over there on the table? Have a look over there.” Sort of like a bit of scaffolding to 
give them guidance but not tell them “you take this one, this can be divided in half.” (Finn, 
Interview 3) 
Finn recognised the importance of planning for fraction representations that were appropriate 
for supporting his students’ understanding of half. This demonstrates a consideration of the 
accessibility	 of the representation for Learners.	 Finn gave further thought to the particular 
demands of teaching kindergarten children, for example, he felt using concrete materials 
supported students’ physical development. He believed that tracing the blocks supported 
students’ “fine motor skills,” and “even if they coloured in the shape, they still had to be in the 
lines and that” (Finn, Interview 3). Finn also accounted for the students’ cognitive needs, 
choosing the wooden blocks to “keep [the students’] attention” (Finn, Interview 3). Similarly, he 
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stated that using the IWB held students’ attention and promoted engagement with the lesson, 
an idea he attributed to the classroom teacher:	
[The classroom teacher] would just generally do something, like have them sit on the 
floor for five or ten minutes and then over to the interactive whiteboard into an activity. 
She said that’s how you sort of keep their concentration by – especially for kindergarten 
– by changing up the situation, so that’s one thing I learnt….[The supervising teacher 
said] “[if] it goes [downhill] then just change because your kids aren’t going to get 
anything out of it anyway. You’re just going to have to revisit it anyway so there’s no 
point.” (Finn, Interview 3) 
By anticipating the time management of his lesson, Finn demonstrated that he considered the 
needs of Learners.	In addition to advice about lesson structure, the classroom teacher had a 
strong influence on the fraction representations that Finn chose. This highlights he drew on the 
classroom teacher’s knowledge to illustrate the Context	of the lesson. Finn discussed drawing on 
the classroom teachers’ expertise to inform his decisions: 
She’d been teaching for so long she’d always say “I’ve worked out what works and what 
doesn’t” and so she’d let me sort of design it. Like if I was going to teach a lesson on it, 
she would sort of come in with suggestions – “oh, yeah, that’s a good one” or “maybe we 
can do this.” (Finn, Interview 3) 
Finn stated that, because of his lack of teaching experience, he “tried to get a lot of positives” 
(Finn, Interview 3) from the classroom teacher. Finn felt that he and the classroom teacher 
“tended to think along the same lines anyway” (Finn, Interview 3). One of the commonalities 
between Finn’s and the classroom teacher’s approach was that they both felt that a teacher’s 
discretion is paramount in selecting content to teach: 
Some things from the syllabus we’d leave out and she’s like “oh that’s not that relevant” 
or “they don’t really need to know it,” like we need to spend more time on more 
important stuff, such as halves and that. But that was good, using her experience….If I 
was running my own class I would have been like “oh jeez, I don’t really want to teach 
this but I will because it’s in the syllabus,” but with her 30 years’, 40 years’ experience 
and she says “no, I’m not doing that.” I like that, the common sense approach as opposed 
to following everything by the book. (Finn, Interview 3) 
From Finn’s comments, it seems he believes that pedagogical decisions are better supported by 
first hand teaching experience rather than consulting the content of the syllabus or other 
sources of instructional guidance. This aligns with Finn’s view that university subjects had not 
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supported the development of his pedagogical knowledge, explored earlier in “Finn’s	developing	
pedagogical	 knowledge.” Whilst it is true that developing effective teaching is a continuous 
process throughout a teacher’s career, it is initiated by preservice teacher education 
programmes (Feiman-Nemser, 2001). Additionally, recent studies suggest that preservice 
teachers demonstrate stronger knowledge of learning theory than inservice teachers (Sonmark, 
Révai, Gottschalk, Deligiannidi, & Burns, 2017). Thus, it is problematic that Finn privileges a 
“common sense” approach over other sources of pedagogical knowledge development or the 
official curriculum as the requirement for what to teach. 
When deciding which fraction representations to use, Finn also considered Mathematical	
warrants. He felt that, being kindergarten students, his students were developmentally ready 
for basic fraction concepts only. When asked about using fraction notation with kindergarten, 
Finn replied “they’re not going to be doing any equations or doing any algorithms with it so they 
don’t need to know how to represent a half with numbers so it wasn’t really necessary” (Finn, 
Interview 3). Similarly, Finn did not see the discrete fraction model as mathematically 
appropriate for kindergarten students: 
Just because of [the students’] level of understanding at the time I think, bringing too 
much confusion and we would have been too broad. They’d probably, if we had of [used 
the] discrete [model] with them, they mightn’t have grasped the halves concept. But just 
because we focused on half within one object, I think they were able to. (Finn, Interview 
3) 
Here, Finn conveys his view that the discrete fraction model would obscure the essential ideas 
that underpin halves, whilst partitioning one area model brings the concept of half to the fore. 
This is a warrant for using area models based on the conceptual essence of this representation, 
again demonstrating consideration of Mathematics	 when choosing representations.	 He 
explained that his lesson addressed the key concepts that underpin halves: 
Because it was only kindergarten, their fraction knowledge only needs to be identifying 
a half as equal and part, so they didn’t go much further than that. So there wasn’t much 
we could say “oh, we didn’t get a chance to cover that.” (Finn, Interview 3) 
Finn points out here that it was important that his students understood the idea that halves are 
equal parts, but he saw this as the extent to which his students could engage with fraction 
concepts. Although a focus on halves being two equal parts meets the fraction outcomes for 
Early Stage 1 as set out by the New South Wales curriculum (New South Wales Board of Studies, 
2012), it also suggests that Finn’s approach is to teach only what is necessary.	The syllabus 
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states “the focus on halves in Early Stage 1 is only a guide. Some students will be able to 
describe other fractions from everyday contexts” (New South Wales Board of Studies, 2012, p. 
52), and thus there is potential for kindergarten students to explore fraction concepts beyond 
halves. While Finn’s warrant aligns with recommendations for students in this stage, it also 
restricts the students to exploring limited fraction concepts. 
Overall, the warrants that Finn gave for choosing fraction representations represent all four of 
Ball’s (1988a) categories of warrants: Learning,	 Learners,	 Context,	 and	 Mathematics.	 Finn 
considered the potential for representations to support students’ Learning	by choosing concrete 
fraction models that reflected real life scenarios. He also considered the ways in which the 
representations suited students’ preferred learning styles. Another consideration Finn made 
concerned the Learners.	He made decisions to increase the accessibility	of the fraction models by 
drawing on students’ own ideas and choosing examples that were familiar to the students. 
Additionally, Finn made allowances for the kindergarten students’ attention spans. Through 
analysis of Finn’s responses in Interview 3, his belief in teaching experience as the foundation of 
pedagogical decisions was highlighted. Finn was guided by the classroom teacher’s discretion as 
to what syllabus content was relevant, espousing the opinion that teaching is informed by 
common sense, a widespread belief held by preservice teachers (Sjølie, 2014). 
7.3.4 Summary	of	Finn’s	syntactic	knowledge.	
The current section summarises Finn’s syntactic knowledge concerning his approach to 
teaching and warrants for choosing fraction representations for teaching. 
 
Finn’s overall perspective of, and approach to, teaching was pragmatic. He viewed the fraction 
concepts that kindergarten students learn as simple and approached them in a straightforward 
manner. He was guided by a “common sense” approach, reinforced by his supervising classroom 
teacher who relied on her years of teaching experience to decide on the content to be taught. 
Finn valued representations that made connections to real life because he felt these 
representations were more likely to be familiar to students and would connect with students’ 
prior knowledge. He drew on student-generated fraction representations but also provided 
 






potential fraction models in the event that students’ contributions were inappropriate. 
Throughout the lesson, Finn demonstrated representational	 fluency as each of the fraction 
representations connected with the essential concepts that underpin halves, that is, two parts 
that are equal. However, difficulties arose with the ways in which some of the fraction 
representations were presented. For example, the students had problems interpreting three-
dimensional objects when rendered as two-dimensional images. Although he did not anticipate 
this issue, Finn addressed the misconception, asking for consensus from the students before 
offering an explanation that the angle of the model skewed the equality of the halves. 
However, other difficulties were either not addressed adequately or not recognised by Finn. One 
issue that occurred was students’ confusion between deciding whether objects had symmetry 
and whether they had been partitioned equally. Finn’s instructions to show how objects “can’t 
be cut in half” (Finn, Lesson Transcript) led students to partition objects with symmetry into 
unequal parts and decide that they were unable to be divided in half. Rather than address this 
with his students, Finn felt that “everything actually can be divided in half” (Finn, Lesson 
Transcript) and believed his lesson was successful as long as his students were “still recognising 
the difference” (Finn, Lesson Transcript) between halves and non-examples of halves. Yet it was 
the task directions Finn gave that obscured the lesson objectives. Subsequent to the lesson, 
students would likely not distinguish between fraction models that were able	to be partitioned 
in half from those that had	been partitioned equally. Another potential issue was Finn’s limited 
view of the ways that a square can be bisected. Despite the number of ways being infinite 
(provided the partitioning line passes through the square’s centre), Finn explicitly stated there 
are only four possibilities. This limitation of Finn’s fraction knowledge transferred directly to 
his lesson, resulting in the presentation of misleading information to the students. Both 
examples of the issues that arose with the fraction representations demonstrated that Finn’s 
substantive knowledge of fractions impacted on his syntactic knowledge. His belief that 
anything can be partitioned equally in half and that there are only four ways to bisect a square 
has the potential to engender student misconceptions. As a summation, Figure 7-16 presents 







Finn began the GradDipEd with well-developed procedural skills for calculating with fractions 
and was confident in his mathematical proficiency. Finn demonstrated some conceptual 
understanding of the fraction calculations, yet the degree to which the fraction modelling could 
support the development of his knowledge was limited by his view that only pragmatic 
activities for fraction instruction were worthy of attention. Rather than developing his own 






syntactic:	Seizing teachable moments, 
limited knowledge potentially misleading 
students.  
Representational	fluency: Multiple 
representations with same conceptual 
essence to draw out fraction concept. 
Conceptual	knowledge:	His limited 
conceptual knowledge restricted possible 
fraction representations.	
Conceptual	essence	
- Simple fraction models 
(area) to draw out concept 
of halves 
- Other representations 
deemed too complex 
(notation and discrete 
model) 
Learning	as	reflection	of	doing:	Pragmatic 




- Learning styles 
- Real life 
Limited	to	what	students	need:	Only 
considered ‘practical’ knowledge as useful 
rather than developing own knowledge or 
drawing on professional knowledge base. 
Personal	experiences	of	students:	students 
can connect with personal narrative or with 
ownership in finding own representations. 
Accessibility	
- Real life examples 
- Familiarity to students 
- Connect to prior 
knowledge 
- Learner generated 
representations 
Interest	
- Attention span 
Pragmatic	view:	Only what is relevant to 
the classroom context is useful i.e. 
development of pedagogical repertoire 
only; excludes possibility of expanding his 
own content knowledge. 
Difficulties	arising	with	presentation:	3D 
objects rendered as 2D images; limiting 
possibility of partitioning into halves; 
distinction between symmetry and 
examples of halves. 
Feasibility	








GradDipEd subjects as irrelevant for the work of teaching because he deemed it too complex for 
primary school students. His pedagogical reasoning about the fraction lesson was guided by 
what he called “common sense” and used his own discretion as to what parts of the syllabus to 
include. Although Finn’s initial calculational view of mathematics expanded to be inclusive of 
teaching halves to kindergarten without the use of fraction notation, he retained the conception 
of the goal of mathematics as eventually discarding fraction models when students are able to 
derive numerical results from calculations.  
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Chapter	8 Discussion	
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate preservice teachers’ use and knowledge of 
fractions and fraction representations over the course of a Graduate Diploma of Education 
program. Through a cross-case analysis of three preservice teacher case studies, four themes 
arose as the research questions were addressed. These themes were mapped to the conceptual 
diagram used throughout the case chapters and the relationships between the three constructs 
(perceptions, substantive knowledge, and syntactic knowledge) were interrogated. The themes 
are explored in the order presented in the conceptual diagram. 
 
The first theme concerned the preservice teachers’ perceptions of fractions as contrasted with 
their substantive knowledge. Secondly, relationships were explored between the preservice 
teachers’ substantive knowledge and their syntactic knowledge of fraction representations. 
Specifically, connections were demonstrated between (a) substantive knowledge and their 
teaching approach, yet disconnections were evident between (b) their substantive knowledge 
and the warrants they used for choosing fraction representations. Thirdly, the connection 
between the preservice teachers’ approaches to teaching and the warrants they cited for 
choosing fraction representations was explored. Finally, a comparison was made between the 
preservice teachers’ perceptions and their approaches to teaching. 
8.1 Theme	1:	Dissonance	Between	Preservice	Teachers’	Perceptions	
and	Their	Substantive	Knowledge	
The first theme constructed from the analysis of data relates to the preservice teachers’ 
perceptions and development of fraction knowledge. The analysis drew out a tension between 
the ostensible knowledge demonstrated through preservice teachers’ responses to the 
examination items and the substantive knowledge of fractions as demonstrated through more 
in-depth probing in the Fraction	Interpretation	tasks.	The disconnection between the depth of 
1. Perceptions	




knowledge of fraction ideas demonstrated in these representations, through examination 
responses compared with verbal responses in interview, suggests a lack of representational 
fluency. That is, the preservice teachers demonstrated a limited capability to fluently transfer 
ideas between different fraction representations.	Through analysis of the preservice teachers’ 
learning and teaching tasks, problems were highlighted within the preservice teachers’ content 
knowledge. However, the participating preservice teachers generally lacked awareness of the 
limitations of their content knowledge. This foregrounds the underlying issues with the 
preservice teachers’ perceptions of mathematics. 
 
Literature shows that preservice teachers need to have conceptual knowledge of fractions in 
order to teach about fractions effectively, yet they often have difficulty explaining the meaning 
of fraction operations (Alenazi, 2016; Chinnappan & Forrester, 2014; Jansen & Hohensee, 2016; 
Jung, 2016; Toluk-Uçar, 2009). Having conceptual knowledge of fractions means developing 
fraction sense, including an understanding of: the five sources of meaning for ; measurement 
and fractions as numbers; quantities and covariance; proportional reasoning; unitising and 
reasoning up and down; sharing and comparing; the effect of operating on fractions; and a 
sensemaking disposition. The current study adds to the body of knowledge in this area by 
highlighting some of the barriers to developing conceptual knowledge of fractions and fraction 
representations. Two specific factors were identified as limiting the improvement of preservice 
teachers’ conceptual knowledge: (a) preservice teachers’ perceptions of the sufficiency of their 
knowledge; and (b) their lack of awareness of the degree to which their knowledge had 
changed. To differing degrees, both served to prevent the preservice teachers from actively 
challenging their current conceptions of fractions. 
In the case study chapters, profiles of the preservice teachers described their understanding of 
fractions and fraction representations and their conceptions of mathematics more generally. 
These broad profiles indicated their beliefs about, attitudes towards, and knowledge of 
mathematics and fractions. For example, there were many indicators that Fran and Finn began 
the GradDipEd with good knowledge of fractions. Firstly, they both felt confident in their prior 
1. Perceptions	
3. Syntactic knowledge	
2. Substantive knowledge 
Theme 1 
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knowledge of mathematics (and fractions) which, based on their good marks throughout their 
schooling experiences and in advanced mathematics subjects in their final year of high school, 
seemed justified. Additionally, before instruction in the GradDipEd, they both achieved correct 
answers across all fraction items on the Pretest.	Thus, using their results on the Pretest	as a 
measure, both Finn and Fran apparently possessed reasonable knowledge of fractions before 
beginning their teacher education course. However, a more comprehensive investigation into 
these responses, through the lens of Barmby et al.’s (2009) Representational-Reasoning model 
of understanding, revealed the preservice teachers’ knowledge was less robust than correct pre-
test and past success indicated. Although the preservice teachers’ responses to the Pretest items 
suggested good procedural skill, the connections between the fraction representations 
constructed in examination responses were used as a proxy for their internal representations 
and indicated the preservice teachers’ tendency to rely on calculations to express their 
reasoning throughout both university subjects.	This is problematic because relying on solutions 
demonstrated through fraction notation alone means correct answers could conceal faulty 
reasoning (Wong & Evans, 2011). Thus, there was a mismatch between the preservice teachers’ 
presumptions of content knowledge adequacy based on procedural fluency and the 
development of their conceptual understanding. Although the participants felt their knowledge 
was sufficient, they based this on their abilities to manipulate fraction notation rather than a 
deeper understanding of the mathematics behind the notation and procedures. 
Examples of the preservice teachers’ reliance on fraction notation for other teaching and 
learning activities highlight the limitations of the preservice teachers’ prior knowledge and their 
fraction sense. For instance, the first Fraction	 Interpretation	 task	 indicated that all three 
preservice teachers (including Fran and Finn who demonstrated reasonable procedural skill) 
relied on fraction notation to interpret models of fraction division: 
x Only Finn was able to successfully interpret the solution to the division problem from 
the models, yet he also personally expressed a dependence on the fraction notation. 
x Fran relied upon fraction notation, using the numerical labels on the fraction models in 
order to map the fraction notation to the models. This showed the limits of her 
conceptual understanding as simple manipulation of notation. Consequently, Fran 
interpreted two of the four fraction models incorrectly. 
x Fiona felt she needed to complete the fraction division algorithm before attempting FI	
task	1,	yet completing the algorithm and obtaining the numerical solution did not enable 
her to interpret sufficient conceptual meaning from any of the fraction models. She 
continued to demonstrate confusion in FI	task	2	where she replicated an inappropriate 
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model. She was unable to reason with the models (as was the expected outcome of the 
task), which confounded rather than clarified her thinking. 
One of the challenges of initial teacher education is to support preservice teachers to transition 
from their prior knowledge of fraction notation to engaging conceptually with fraction models 
and language (Luo et al., 2011). This study adds to current understandings of the ways 
preservice teachers transition between fraction representations by highlighting the difficulties 
that these preservice teachers had with interpreting the fraction models as a result of relying on 
fraction notation to reason about fraction division. For example, even after instruction in Subject	
1	and Subject	2,	none of the preservice teachers identified that particular fraction models were 
problematic (for example, none of the preservice teachers recognised that one model 
represented fraction multiplication). Although this may indicate that the preservice teachers 
took it for granted that all models were appropriate, failure to distinguish between appropriate 
and inappropriate models suggest their conceptual knowledge of fraction division and 
multiplication was not sufficient to successfully interpret the given fraction models. This is 
problematic considering that an integral part of the role of a mathematics educator is 
interpreting students’ thinking from their representations (Dreher & Kuntze, 2015; 
Shaughnessy, 2011; Siegler et al., 2010; Walkoe, 2015). In order for preservice teachers to make 
sense of the complexity of students’ reasoning, preservice teachers’ own conceptual 
understanding of fraction operations must be sufficient for diagnosing children’s 
misconceptions. If preservice teachers are to successfully use representations of fractions to 
serve as bridges between mathematics and the real world and students’ ideas and the real 
world, these connections must first be apparent to the preservice teachers and held as 
connected knowledge (Barmby et al., 2009). In other words, for preservice teachers to 
successfully transition from fraction notation to fraction models, they need to recognise the 
conceptual connections between models and the fraction operations. 
There were further indications of inconsistencies within	 preservice teachers’ own content 
knowledge. Tasks such as the FI	 tasks	 highlighted that these teachers gave contradictory 
explanations for fraction concepts yet were unaware of the conflict. For example, Fran used the 
conceptual language of division by a fraction and the language of multiplication by a fraction to 
describe the same	division operation (in the second FI	task), yet she did not seem to recognise 
this contradiction. Holding beliefs that contradict one another without being aware of the 
contradiction is a consequence of a belief system where ideas are dogmatically held in isolation 
(Beswick, 2006). The disconnection demonstrated between Fran’s conceptions, as described 
through the lens of Representational-Reasoning (Barmby et al., 2009), suggests that Fran’s 
reasoning between representations is at a basic level, indicative of instrumental understanding. 
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In other words, her content knowledge of fraction multiplication and division is held in discrete 
conceptual knots that are not linked through robust reasoning. 
Similar to Fran and Finn, Fiona adopted a calculational approach to learning fractions during 
the GradDipEd	program. However, in comparison to the other participants, Fiona was less 
successful in the learning tasks. She demonstrated limited prior fraction knowledge, exhibiting 
difficulties in completing the Pretest fraction items and misapplying fraction algorithms which 
indicated these were rote learned and lacked the support of conceptual understanding (Jones, 
2006). Moreover, Fiona demonstrated similar strategies to those used by primary students in 
her response to the Pretest items (cf. McNamara, 2006). Although she was able to model a “real 
life” fraction division problem in the Pretest,	it is possible that Fiona relied on the context of the 
problem to solve this item. Over-reliance on context has also been observed in other studies, for 
example, in a study conducted by Alenazi (2016), preservice teachers were able to solve 
contextual problems, yet at times did so without recognising them as fraction division 
situations. The teachers failed to transfer their understanding of fraction division back to the 
fraction notation. Similar to Alenazi’s participants, Fiona may have employed a problem solving 
approach based on the contextual information in the item rather than drawing on more 
substantive knowledge of fraction concepts. She seemed unaware of the conceptual knowledge 
for the fraction notation or relationships between the process and notation as indicated by her 
incorrect use of algorithms throughout the Pretest. Thus, even though she completed items 
correctly, she appears to have only a limited conceptual understanding of the underlying 
fraction concepts. 
Fiona seemed to be aware of her limited knowledge at the commencement of the GradDipEd,	
communicating a lack of confidence in her fraction knowledge and expressing anxiety about 
doing mathematics. Yet she felt that her conceptual knowledge had improved as a result of the 
mathematics subjects because of the decrease in her calculational mistakes. However, Fiona’s 
responses to the items in the final examination demonstrated little improvement since the 
beginning of her initial teacher education. Analysis indicated that her learning approach 
emphasised the proceduralisation of modelling and calculating with fractions. Thus, her 
measure of content knowledge improvement was founded on calculational skills rather than 
conceptual understanding. Fiona indicated that she would be prompted to improve her content 
knowledge further only if she felt it was insufficient for teaching, thus relying on an awareness 
of her own knowledge. An analysis of the two Fraction	Interpretation	tasks and her examination 
responses (particularly Exam	3	at the conclusion of Subject	2) suggested that Fiona not only 
relied on procedures to solve fraction situations but that the instrumental nature of her content 
knowledge prevented her from applying procedures correctly. Thus, Fiona’s perception of her 
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knowledge as having deepened conceptually suggests that she also lacked awareness of the 
limitations of her conceptual knowledge, perhaps because she used procedural skill as a 
measure of her own content knowledge. As Ball and McDiarmid (1992) highlight, preservice 
teachers’ understandings of mathematics can actually impact on their “capacity to increase, 
deepen, or change their understanding of their subject matter for teaching” (p. 20). Beginning 
the teacher education course with limited conceptual understanding of fractions, coupled with a 
calculational view of mathematics, seems to have impeded Fiona’s potential for engaging with 
the fraction content, thus limiting the development of her substantive and syntactic knowledge. 
If Fiona had better awareness of the knowledge needed for teaching, she may have recognised 
the insufficiencies in her knowledge beyond calculational skill. 
A tension arises here between the preservice teachers’ perceptions of their own knowledge and 
the fraction sense they demonstrate. Although each of the preservice teachers demonstrated 
areas of weakness in their conceptual knowledge of fractions, these teachers did not identify the 
difficulties themselves and were confident in their own content knowledge of fractions after 
completing the GradDipEd. For example, Finn consistently stated that his content knowledge 
was sufficient for teaching primary school mathematics. He questioned the value of the 
university subjects because he felt his content knowledge was already adequate. Finn, like many 
preservice teachers (American Mathematical Society, 2012), believed there was little for him to 
learn in terms of the primary school mathematics content. Both Finn and Fran’s calculational 
approach to mathematics had been successful throughout high school and, consequently, 
neither this approach nor their knowledge had been sufficiently challenged. The success of 
calculational approaches may account for preservice teachers’ overconfidence, according to 
Yeping and Kulm (2008), preventing them from recognising the insufficiency of their knowledge 
and, consequently, may have impeded the development of deeper conceptual understanding. In 
other words, once preservice teachers believe their content knowledge to be sufficient, there is 
no impetus to improve the knowledge. Further, this highlights the need for mathematics teacher 
education to disrupt preservice teachers’ perceptions of their knowledge in ways that allow 
them to reflect on previously held notions. Challenging their previous knowledge may call 
attention to any misconceptions or areas requiring a strengthening of conceptual knowledge. 
Whilst studies have found that confidence in mathematical content knowledge leads teachers to 
be innovative with their teaching (Gabriele & Joram, 2007; Gresham, 2008; Hurrell, 2013), it is 
important to note that unless grounded in a deep understanding of pedagogy, teachers with 
higher levels of content knowledge are less likely to demonstrate quality teaching practices 
(Dawson, 1999; Kahan, Cooper, & Bethea, 2003; Monk, 1994). For example, Finn’s perception of 
kindergarten curriculum content as simple strengthened the confidence he felt about the 
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sufficiency of his knowledge for teaching kindergarten. Although Finn felt confident with the 
mathematical content, data from the current study showed gaps in his understanding of the 
fraction concepts, evident through his misrepresentation of fraction concepts that he saw as 
“basic.” This suggests that the disconnection between preservice teachers’ perceptions of their 
own content knowledge and their demonstrated substantive knowledge of fractions impacts 
their teaching practice. There is need here for initial teacher education to address preservice 
teachers’ perceptions of their own content knowledge and for these teachers to develop further 
reflective practices to challenge their own understandings. 
8.1.1 Summary	of	theme	1.	
Preservice teachers’ perceptions of their own content knowledge and the development of their 
conceptual knowledge contrasted with their fraction sense as demonstrated through the 
teaching and learning tasks analysed in the current study. Overconfidence in, or lack of, prior 
knowledge, coupled with a lack of awareness of the cognitive demands of teaching fractions, 
seems to have interfered with the improvement of conceptual knowledge. Overall, the source of 
the tension between preservice teachers’ perceptions and their substantive knowledge seems to 
stem from their epistemological view of mathematics. Indications of this disconnection 
manifested as belief in the sufficiency of their own knowledge, or alternatively, as an 
overestimation of their content knowledge improvements through the mathematics subjects. 
Both disconnections stem from the preservice teachers’ perceptions of mathematics as 
calculational. According to this view, proficiency in procedural skill constitutes sufficient 
understanding and thus the preservice teachers, by virtue of possessing or developing skill with 
procedures for both the fraction algorithms and fraction modelling, felt that their knowledge 
was either sufficient or had improved over the course of the teacher education course. Ball 
(1988b) calls attention to the need to challenge preservice teachers’ prior knowledge and that 
many of these teachers need to ‘unlearn’ their conceptions of mathematics teaching and 
learning in order to advance it. The teachers in Ball’s study confronted the limitations in their 
own knowledge and came to acknowledge that “math isn't just about memorising formulas” (p. 
44). The current study points to the need for the preservice teachers not only to improve their 
conceptual understanding of fractions, but to recognise insufficiencies in their content 
knowledge and actively seek to advance their understanding. To enable this, the study suggests 
preservice teachers need to engage in reflective practices for them to recognise and challenge 
their epistemological view of mathematics. Possible strategies could include teaching and 
learning tasks that explicitly prompt preservice teachers’ self-analysis such as a explicit 





In relation to the preservice teachers’ substantive and syntactic knowledge, two sub-themes will 
be discussed. The first theme, 2(a), looks at the preservice teachers’ substantive knowledge of 
students’ likely difficulties with fraction representations and the approach the preservice 
teachers took for teaching with fraction representations, illustrating the connections between 
knowledge and pedagogical actions. The second theme, 2(b), examines the preservice teachers’ 
substantive knowledge and the warrants they gave for choosing fraction representations. 
 
8.2.1 Theme	2(a):	Substantive	knowledge	vs.	teaching	approach.	
Although preservice teachers had developed some substantive knowledge about the 
pedagogical considerations needed for implementing certain types of fraction representations, 
tensions were highlighted by the analysis between the pedagogical theory and the preservice 
teachers’ approaches to teaching with fraction representations.  
 
An important part of the substantive knowledge teachers need is pedagogical knowledge of the 
likely difficulties that children will have with certain types of fraction representations in order 
to anticipate and plan for addressing these problems (Siegler et al., 2010). Although all three 
preservice teachers demonstrated knowledge of the misconceptions that children experience 
with certain types of fraction representations, there were several examples where the 
preservice teachers did not employ this knowledge in order to anticipate students’ difficulties. 
1. Perceptions	 2. Substantive knowledge 
Theme 2 (a) 
Theme 2 (b) 
3. Syntactic knowledge	
1. Perceptions	 2. Substantive knowledge 
Theme 2 (a) 
3. Syntactic knowledge	
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For example, the preservice teachers had difficulty with diagnosing children’s issues as 
represented in items in the examinations. Additionally, the participants’ teaching episodes 
illustrate disconnections between substantive and syntactic knowledge. A notable example 
comes from the case of Fiona. Despite admitting that she had learned from both the university 
subjects and the assigned textbook (Booker et al., 2010) about the difficulties children have 
with evenly partitioning circles, Fiona implemented circular area models into her fraction 
lesson. Circular fraction models present many difficulties for children (see for example Barmby, 
Bolden, Raine, & Thompson, 2013; Clarke, 2011; Moss & Case, 1999; Witherspoon, 2002) and 
thus, unsurprisingly, Fiona’s students demonstrated misconceptions when using these models, 
partitioning the models in a grid-like pattern that created unequal pieces. Reflecting on her 
lesson, Fiona recalled learning that this would likely happen, yet did not plan appropriate 
pedagogical strategies to address it. Thus, Fiona’s substantive knowledge of the probable 
difficulties students have with particular fraction representations did not appear to influence 
her choice of representation, nor her preparation of ways to support students to avoid the 
common misconceptions. Compared with her substantive knowledge, a much stronger influence 
on her pedagogical decisions seems to have come from her own school experiences with using 
circular fraction models. Both Finn and Fiona recalled circular models as prominent fraction 
representations in their own school experiences of learning about fractions. This is not 
surprising as circles are the most commonly used fraction models in primary school and 
consequently many preservice teachers rely on these models for their own teaching (Ball, 
1988a). Yet circular models are problematic for students and there is currently a push away 
from using these models11. Rather than considering the conceptual implications of circular 
models, Fiona seems comfortable employing fraction models with which she had experience. A 
reliance on knowledge already held before initial teacher education again suggests that 
preservice teachers may not be examining their own prior conceptions and as a result accepting 
it as adequate. 
In addition to the selection of representations, teachers’ mathematical content knowledge also 
mediates all stages of lesson planning and delivery (Kahan et al., 2003; J.-E. Lee, Lim, & Kim, 
2016). Accordingly, Fiona’s limited fraction sense seemed to influence her inadequate 
pedagogical response. As explored in her case chapter, Fiona did little to address the issue of 
unequal pieces – merely directing the students to modify their own model by replicating 
another student’s. However, in the interview subsequent to the lesson, Fiona recalled having 
asked the students to physically compare the play dough pieces to identify that they were 
                                                             
11 For example, in the United States, the curriculum now emphasises fractions as numbers which makes a smoother 
transition to using operations later (Zimba, 2016). 
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different sizes. Ideally, Fiona would have identified the pieces as unequal in order to support the 
children's developing understanding. However, that she did not do this suggests that her 
conceptual knowledge was inadequate for responsive mathematics teaching. As A. G. Thompson 
et al. (1994) emphasise, in order to respond to students’ mathematical needs, preservice 
teachers require “a conceptual understanding of the subject matter the problems address” (p. 
91). This claim is also supported by Kahan et al. (2003) who maintain that mathematical 
content knowledge is a foundational factor in being able to recognise and capitalise on 
teachable moments. This points to the mediating role that Fiona’s content knowledge of 
fractions played in her limited ability to operationalise substantive knowledge of particular 
types of fraction representations. That is, her limited content knowledge of fractions 
undermined her pedagogical response to students’ fraction misconceptions. Her substantive 
knowledge of the difficulties that students would likely have was not translated into syntactic 
knowledge of how to teach with these representations. Additionally, this teaching episode 
foregrounds the tension between preservice teachers’ substantive knowledge of the difficulties 
students are likely to experience with certain types of fraction representations and the 
syntactical knowledge of how to address the problems through instructional decisions. As Ball 
(1988a) also found, preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge can limit their capacity to act 
on their pedagogical intentions. Thus, developing Fiona’s content knowledge of fractions may 
have allowed her to employ her substantive knowledge to effectively address children’s 
difficulties. 
A further illustration of the relationship between substantive and syntactic knowledge comes 
from the case of Finn. His conceptual knowledge of fractions supported his syntactic knowledge 
for some of the fraction representations in his fraction lesson but not for all. An example where 
Finn successfully drew on his fraction content knowledge was when using two-dimensional 
renderings of three-dimensional objects. Although Finn had not considered the potential 
confusion for students, he remained focused on the conceptual underpinnings of the model and 
helped address the students’ misconceptions when students found the drawing problematic 
during his lesson. This is an example where, before teaching the lesson, Finn lacked the 
substantive knowledge of the difficulties the specific fraction representation presented for 
students. However, his conceptual understanding of the fraction ideas supported his syntactic 
knowledge in a way that allowed him to address students’ difficulties in the moment. It is 
possible that conceptual understanding of fractions can ease the tension between substantive 
and syntactic knowledge and allow preservice teachers to effectively address fraction concepts. 
Although ideally Finn would have recognised and planned to address his students’ potential 
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difficulties, his substantive knowledge of fractions allowed him to mitigate the oversight of 
using misleading fraction representations. 
In another example, limitations in Finn’s content knowledge undermined his syntactic 
knowledge. Although he successfully drew on his substantive knowledge of a number of ways a 
square can be partitioned in half and highlighted for students the conceptual underpinnings of 
halves (that is, two pieces that are equal in size), he presented four examples as constituting the 
total range of possibilities for partitioning a square in half. A more mathematically accurate 
approach would be to leave the possibilities open, suggesting to students there were further 
examples that would not be explored currently. Although it seems reasonable not to discuss 
with kindergarten the infinite possible ways to partition a square in half, explicitly limiting 
students’ ideas of fractions and the fraction models that are considered reasonable has 
repercussions for their future mathematical understandings. Finn’s misrepresentations of the 
mathematical implications suggests he was not aware of these possibilities himself. If preservice 
teachers are unaware of the limitations of their own knowledge, they are likely to misrepresent 
fraction ideas or limit students’ exploration of the content. Teachers should pre-emptively 
consider the implications of the content they teach (Lui & Bonner, 2016; Shaughnessy, 2011; 
Tirosh, 2000). Teachers need a larger view of the mathematical landscape, a knowledge that 
Ball and Bass (2009) term “horizon knowledge” of mathematics. This kind of knowledge 
connects the ideas currently being taught with larger mathematical structures and anticipates 
what students may encounter in future years. This also points to the need for broad conceptual 
understanding among preservice teachers beyond the content specified in the syllabus for the 
particular year level. Finn’s apparent lack of knowledge of the mathematical horizon, part of his 
overall fraction content knowledge (Ball & Bass, 2009), exposed his syntactic knowledge about 
how to reason with fraction models and led to a misrepresentation of fraction ideas. The 
findings of the current study illustrate the importance of teachers having a comprehensive 
understanding of “a pedagogically powerful representation for a topic” (Ma, 2010, p. 83) which 
includes the limitations of particular representations in order to teach with them. Finn, 
however, limited his learning of fraction concepts to those he believed would apply to teaching 
the kindergarten class. In this case, his misplaced belief in the adequacy of his own content 
knowledge of fractions for teaching children limited his ability to operationalise his substantive 
knowledge concerning fraction representations. In other words, challenging his prior 
knowledge may have highlighted gaps in his substantive knowledge that, when addressed, 
would support his syntactic knowledge. 
Previous studies show that preservice teachers’ limited content knowledge prevents them from 
being able to act on a commitment to teach conceptually (Capraro et al., 2005; Charalambous, 
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2015; Snider, 2016). The current study exemplifies how substantive knowledge influences 
preservice teachers’ syntactic knowledge. Examples were presented of limited substantive 
knowledge undermining the preservice teachers’ intention to illustrate fraction concepts and, 
alternatively, good substantive knowledge supporting preservice teachers to address 
conceptual issues in-the-moment. However, Fiona’s teaching episode highlights that preservice 
teachers’ limited content knowledge can undermine their teaching practice even when they 
possess substantive knowledge of students’ likely difficulties. Thus, the current study contends 
that weak content knowledge compromises the operationalisation of preservice teachers’ 
substantive knowledge of fraction representations. In other words, it is not enough to know 
about	 the misconceptions children may have about particular fraction representations; 
preservice teachers need to develop deep conceptual understanding of the mathematical issues 
at hand to address these effectively when teaching. Although strong content knowledge that 
includes deliberate use of representations with an understanding of their limitations would 
enable preservice teachers to respond to teachable moments, this knowledge would ideally 




The second sub-theme of the tensions arising between the preservice teachers’ substantive and 
syntactic knowledge emerged between the apparent knowledge these teachers had developed 
about choosing fraction representations and the actual justifications or warrants they gave for 
using certain types of fraction representations in their fraction lessons. 
 
The aims of initial teacher education include developing preservice teachers’ abilities to discern 
best practices that are supported by literature. Specifically in mathematics teacher education, 
the goal is for beginning teachers to draw from current research when establishing reasons for 
their pedagogical choices. However, the warrants the participants of the current study 
expressed for choosing representations of fraction ideas generally did not indicate they had 
1. Perceptions	 2. Substantive knowledge 
Theme 2 (b) 
3. Syntactic knowledge	
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considered the ideas and research presented in Subject	1 about effective fractions instruction. 
Each of the preservice teachers had demonstrated substantive knowledge of fraction 
representations and implications for using them in practice through their interviews and 
concept maps. Despite this, the participating preservice teachers frequently gave superficial 
reasons for their pedagogical choices and demonstrated a surface understanding of pedagogical 
theory for including particular models in their teaching. Figure 8-1 presents a summary of the  
 
Figure	8‐1	Summary	of	preservice	teachers'	warrants	for	choosing	fraction	representations	
participants’ given reasons or warrants	 for choosing fraction representations. The figure 
includes Ball’s (1988a) categories for reasoning (including Mathematics, Learning, Learners, and 
Context) and summarises the preservice teachers’ justifications for their choice of fraction 
representations. Subsequently, the depth of their pedagogical reasoning was analysed. This 
analysis highlighted that the preservice teachers drew on their content and pedagogical 
knowledge of fractions (as demonstrated through their concept maps) in a limited way. For 
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example, Fiona was less concerned with the ways that the representations enhanced the 
students’ cognitive engagement with mathematical content than with the learners’ emotional 
engagement (Fredricks et al., 2004). She prioritised students’ enjoyment with the learning 
materials over the potential difficulties or accessibility of the fraction concepts for students, 
valuing whether the representations presented ‘novelty’ for students or whether they evoked 
students’ excitement. Further, both Fran and Finn warranted students’ “learning styles,” which 
is reasoning based on a theory that students each have specific modes that best support their 
learning. This suggests that they drew on the research, yet in a superficial way. For example, the 
participating preservice teachers believed incorporating hands-on representations would 
support “kinaesthetic” learners. However, the theory of learning styles finds little support from 
research (for a review, see Pashler, McDaniel, Rohrer, & Bjork, 2008). The analysis of the 
preservice teachers’ warrants showed that other reasons given by Fiona and Finn were vague as 
to the specific ways the representations would support students’ learning, such as stating a 
representation was “visual,” or “hands-on.” 
These warrants are common justifications used for the incorporation of manipulative materials, 
yet, as Ball (1992) points out, “understanding does not travel through the fingertips and up the 
arm” (p. 47). The materials that teachers use to draw out fraction ideas do not inherently 
contain these concepts, thus the representations are tools for meaning-making rather than 
simple carriers of mathematical ideas. The preservice teachers’ warrants assume ‘hands-on’ 
representations are engaging and provide access to conceptual ideas without consideration of 
the necessity for “opportunities for talk and exchange” (Ball, 1992, p. 47). Thus, the preservice 
teachers’ warrants lack depth of reasoning that considers the requisite  pedagogical support. To 
facilitate these discussions, preservice teachers need to understand the conceptual meanings of 
the selected fraction representations as part of a wider complex of interrelated understandings 
of fractions more generally. Concordantly, this requires the preservice teachers to possess deep 
substantive knowledge of fraction concepts themselves. However, these warrants appear to 
show that the preservice teachers did not consider the mathematical implications for the 
particular representational choices they made. 
Additionally, warrants that privileged the preservice teachers’ personal perspectives of fraction 
representations above students’ experiences highlight a further tension between preservice 
teachers’ substantive and syntactic knowledge. Each of the preservice teachers at some point 
justified their pedagogical decisions based on personal experiences and preferences, either the 
anticipation of student needs and difficulties as based on the preservice teachers’ own (Fiona), 
or the source of some of the fraction representations employed in their fraction lessons as 
drawn from their own preferences (Fran and Finn). Tension emerges here between choosing 
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representations that are most pedagogically appropriate and the problems of restricting the 
selection to the preservice teachers’ personal preferences. Warrants that are based on the 
preservice teachers’ personal experiences of fraction representations assume that students’ 
thinking and approaches will mirror their own. Importantly, the use of a representation occurs 
within a context and, as Ball (1988a) highlights, the feasibility	of a representation must be 
considered based on (a) how reasonable it is in that setting, and (b) whether the teacher feels 
he or she can “pull it off” (p. 176). However, choosing representations based on (b) means the 
preservice teachers may be limited by their own “comfort and skill” (p. 176) with particular 
representational types rather than foregrounding students’ needs. Founding pedagogical 
reasoning on the teacher’s own preferences may ignore the conceptual essence of the fraction 
representations and risks perpetuating the misconceptions the preservice teachers themselves 
hold. The findings of the current study thus articulate the tension between substantive and 
syntactic knowledge. The preservice teachers’ pedagogical reasoning drew on their prior 
substantive knowledge rather than connecting the syntactic and substantive knowledge 
recommended by the university subjects. 
8.2.3 Summary	of	theme	2.	
The second theme concerns the relationship between substantive and syntactic knowledge, 
specifically focusing on preservice teachers’ substantive knowledge and its connection with (a) 
teaching approaches and (b) warrants for choosing fraction representations. The first sub-
theme focused on the participants’ abilities to apply their substantive knowledge of fraction 
representations. In particular, it drew out the idea that preservice teachers’ approaches to 
teaching fractions was mediated through their content knowledge. For example, the level of 
content knowledge influenced whether the participants addressed children’s likely difficulties 
with fraction representations effectively. The second-sub theme illustrated the superficiality of 
the preservice teachers’ warrants for using fraction representations in their own teaching. 
Factors were identified that influenced the selection of fraction representations, including 
preservice teachers’ own comfort with the fraction representation, children’s preferred 
“learning styles,” and children’s enjoyment. The preservice teachers’ warrants did not appear to 
consider the conceptual essence of the representations or their mathematical appropriateness. 
Thus, the warrants that the participants gave for selecting fraction representations were not 






The third theme arose from examining the preservice teachers’ espoused beliefs about quality 
mathematics pedagogy that underpinned the warrants they had for teaching with fraction 
representations. Specifically, this theme was highlighted through the conflict between the 
pedagogical theory underpinning best practice presented in the mathematics subjects and the 
reality of teaching in a primary school classroom. 
 
Research indicates that teachers’ beliefs about mathematics influence their pedagogical practice 
(L. C. Hart, 2002; Jao, 2017; Kerr, 2011; Maasepp & Bobis, 2015; Swars, Hart, Smith, Smith, & 
Tolar, 2007; A. L. White, Way, Perry, & Southwell, 2006). The case of Fran illustrates how the 
reasoning underlying fraction representation selection can be disconnected from the approach 
taken to teaching with these representations. In teaching a lesson on fractions, Fran’s 
pedagogical decisions were limited by the resources available and she would have liked to have 
more ‘tactile’ and ‘visual’ representations to support kinaesthetic learners. Although these 
beliefs align with a reform-oriented approach, Fran still conducted her lesson with a 
calculational focus. Fran supported the students’ procedural skills in converting between 
percentages, decimals, and common fractions rather than developing their conceptual 
understanding of the connections between the fraction forms. Her lesson presented 
mathematics as a set of procedures to be learned without the support of a meaningful rationale 
for executing them or guidance in determining appropriate situations in which to apply the 
procedures. The contradiction between Fran’s articulated goals and her teaching approach is 
more than simply having restricted access to manipulatives. As Ball (1992) points out, concrete 
materials do not guarantee effective instruction in and of themselves, and the way Fran 
employed the chosen fraction model (a hundreds grid) did not emphasise the underlying 
1. Perceptions	
3. Syntactic knowledge	
2. Substantive knowledge 
Theme 3 
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fraction ideas, instead relying on procedural strategies for using this representation. Thus, her 
teaching actions did not match her espoused pedagogical beliefs. 
Fran’s calculational view of mathematics informed her pedagogical decisions. Despite espousing 
the benefits of a reform-oriented pedagogical approach, she maintained her initial view of 
fractions as synonymous with fraction notation, using other fraction representations only to 
illustrate the fraction notation rather than the underlying fraction concepts. This example 
highlights the disconnection between these preservice teachers’ perceptions of effective 
pedagogical practice and their approaches to teaching. Although preservice teachers may 
develop reform-oriented pedagogical beliefs during initial teacher education, these beliefs are 
not guaranteed to “manifest themselves in classroom decision-making and practices with their 
own students” (Swars et al., 2007, p. 333). The current study illustrates how discrepancies can 
arise between preservice teachers’ espoused pedagogical beliefs and their teaching practice. For 
example, Fran’s belief in teaching conceptually was not reflected in the instrumental way she 
used the hundreds grid to support calculations with fraction notation. 
The current research also identifies possible explanatory factors for the disconnect between 
belief and practice. The case of Fran illustrates the effect that school experiences focused on 
fraction notation have on teachers’ pedagogical decisions. Fran recalled instruction in high 
school that was strongly focused on learning procedures for manipulating fraction algorithms 
using fraction notation. As Ainley, Pratt, and Hansen (2006) note, learning mathematics 
encompasses both the mathematical ideas and how mathematical ideas are evaluated and 
valued. Thus, when mathematics is presented as a set of facts, rules, and procedures to be 
followed, such as learning the ways that fraction notation may be manipulated, it encourages 
learners to view mathematics instrumentally (Kerr, 2011). This not only has implications for 
preservice teachers who are entering teacher education with such a belief system of 
mathematics learning, but also for the ways that preservice teachers will, in turn, represent 
mathematics for their students (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999; Cross, 2009; Löfström & 
Pursiainen, 2015). All three participating preservice teachers recalled similar experiences when 
learning about fractions in high school, describing instruction that was focused on fraction 
notation. Although Finn and Fiona took a relatively conceptual approach to their teaching of 
early years students suggesting that they might also take a conceptual approach to teaching 
older students, it is also possible that their calculational orientation to fractions would lead 
them to teach later grades with a traditional approach.  
As Ball et al. (2001) highlight, teachers represent mathematics as a discipline to their students 
through their approaches to teaching. The composition of tasks, explanations, choice of 
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representations and responses to students all present a certain perspective of the “substance 
and the nature of mathematical knowledge” (p. 47). Fran’s calculational orientation to 
mathematics presented a particular view of mathematics. Ball et al. (2001) describe the 
presentation of mathematics in such classrooms as “synonymous with computation” where 
students practice procedures and “neither the meaning of the concepts nor the principles 
underlying the procedure [are] addressed” (p. 48). The case of Fran illustrates such an approach 
to teaching fractions despite her pedagogical beliefs hinting at a more conceptual orientation. 
8.3.1 Summary	of	theme	3.	
Through the exploration of the relationship between aspects of the preservice teachers’ 
syntactic knowledge, one preservice teacher case highlighted a disconnect between her 
pedagogical intentions and actual teaching approach. Despite her belief in reform-oriented 
mathematics teaching, Fran emphasised procedural calculations rather than focusing on the 
underlying conceptual meanings. Fran espoused a conceptually-based view of mathematics as 
advocated by the university subjects, yet her syntactic knowledge was represented by her 
calculational approach. This suggests that her prior school experience of mathematics as a 
series of rules and procedures informed her epistemological views of mathematics. 
Furthermore, the case of Fran points to tensions within the participants’ syntactic knowledge as 
their reasons for choosing fraction representations are not always reflected in their approaches 
to teaching with them. 
8.4 Theme	4:	Preservice	Teachers’	Perceptions	of	Learning	vs.	
Approaches	to	Teaching	in	a	Primary	School	Classroom	Setting	
The fourth theme concerns the preservice teachers’ perceptions of learning in a university 
setting compared with children’s learning in a primary classroom teaching environment. This 
theme articulates the preservice teachers’ approaches to learning in the university setting as 
influenced by their perception of the objectives of teacher education. Additionally, the theme 
explores the (dis)connections between preservice teachers’ perceptions of best practice for 
mathematics teaching and their experiences of teaching in primary school. 
 




The interaction between the participants’ perceptions and their approaches to teaching and 
learning played out in several ways. Firstly, there were indications that the participating 
preservice teachers’ approaches to learning mathematics in the content and pedagogy subjects 
undermined the development of their knowledge. For example, Fiona expressed a need to 
“revise,” “go over” and “practise” fraction calculations before being able to teach them to 
primary students. Fiona did not seem to focus on challenging her own conceptual 
understanding which would be expected of university-level learners, rather, she seemed 
focused on using the mathematics subjects to reinforce her procedural skills. Further, her 
strategy for learning to model fraction situations reflected a rote learning approach. Similarly, 
Fran believed that her knowledge development was best supported by executing lots of practice 
examples. Although Fran held reform-oriented beliefs for teaching mathematics in primary 
school classrooms, she approached her own learning at university in a traditional manner. This 
contrast was also observed in a study by Sjølie (2014) where preservice teachers who valued 
“rich” approaches reflecting constructivist views for teaching in primary schools expected their 
own experiences of learning at university to reflect traditional practices influenced by the 
transmission model of learning. Fran believed that, as a result of the mathematics subjects, she 
now looks for the rationale behind the procedures. However, she described learning to model 
fraction operations by practising modelling to the point of automaticity. The description of her 
learning approach fits more closely with rote learning rather than drill and practice that 
emphasises conceptual meaning. Osana and Royea (2011) similarly found that preservice 
teachers actively sought to remember techniques when learning about fractions, making their 
problem solving approaches highly proceduralised. This proceduralisation of problem solving 
hinders preservice teachers’ abilities to connect meaningfully with the representations (Ball, 
1990a; Mack, 1990; Osana & Royea, 2011). Sjølie (2014) contends that unless preservice 
teachers can apply a conceptually-focused view of learning to their own mathematical 
knowledge development, it is difficult for them to later support students to be successful 
learners through a conceptual teaching approach. Taken together, these findings suggest that 
the participants’ perceptions of learning mathematics at university impacted their pedagogical 
approach when teaching mathematics. In order to develop these teachers’ conceptual 
knowledge, their perceptions of a university learning setting must first be addressed. The case 
of Fran illustrates the conflict between her goal of developing deeper knowledge of fractions 
and the way she approached learning mathematics. Fran’s view of what it means to learn 
mathematics had not shifted and remained focused on a calculational approach. In turn, her 
pedagogical decisions reflected a procedural approach to teaching fractions. These calculational 
approaches to learning in the university setting taken by the preservice teachers in the current 
study seem to align with their own experiences of a traditional mathematics education. 
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This thesis argues that the approaches the participating preservice teachers used to learn 
mathematics in university limited their conceptual knowledge development. A possible way to 
challenge the preservice teachers’ rote learning approaches would be to have them construct 
their own fraction models. Osana and Royea (2011) found the students in their study were 
likely to rote learn content when the fraction models were preconstructed. In agreement with 
the NCTM (2000), Osana and Royea recommend that learners compose their own 
representations and relate these back to fraction algorithms rather than using set fraction 
models. Although the participants of the current study composed their own representations for 
some items of the examinations, these were in response to contextual fraction problems. 
Providing real life connections in the fraction items likely guided the composition of the fraction 
models as participants could draw on contextual cues. For the contextless fraction items, 
including the Fraction	Interpretation	tasks, the preservice teachers still adopted a memorisation 
approach to modelling. It is possible that the rote learning of the fraction models observed in 
the current study allowed the preservice teachers to replicate appropriate models in their 
teaching and learning activities so as not to highlight the lack of conceptual depth of their 
understanding. Consistent with a conceptual change approach (Vosniadou, Baltas, & 
Vamvakoussi, 2007), the preservice teachers need to feel dissatisfied with their existing views 
and perceive new views as comprehensible, plausible and useful. In other words, preservice 
teachers’ rote learning methods need to fail them in order to serve as motivation for seeking a 
new learning approach. Their current approaches to learning needs to be contradicted or 
challenged and the advantages of a conceptual learning approach need to be made apparent to 
the preservice teachers (Duit, Treagust, & Widodo, 2008). By constructing and	justifying	their 
own models, it is possible the deficiencies in the preservice teachers’ conceptual understanding 
of modelling fraction operations would become more evident to them. Additionally, fraction 
models should only be linked back to fraction algorithms once the model has been developed, 
rather than constructing connections from the algorithm to the models (Osana & Royea, 2011). 
Another factor that reinforced the preservice teachers’ calculational approaches to mathematics 
was the experience of teaching mathematics. Preservice teachers’ ideals and expectations are 
often challenged by their first experience of how actual classrooms operate (Dicke, Elling, 
Schmeck, & Leutner, 2015). Preservice teachers may experience tensions between their 
expectations of mathematics pedagogy as represented by teacher education and that presented 
in the classroom. This tension can undermine the initial teacher education curriculum if the 
knowledge system of the mentoring classroom teacher does not align with that promoted by the 
university (Sonmark et al., 2017). For example, Fran felt conflict between the traditional 
teaching approach advocated by her supervising teacher and the reform-oriented methods 
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promoted by the university subjects. This points to factors beyond initial teacher education that 
contribute to the difficulty preservice teachers have in applying best practice. For example, good 
mentoring is essential in order for supervising teachers to support preservice teachers’ 
understandings of best practice (Hobson, Ashby, Malderez, & Tomlinson, 2009). However, some 
classroom teacher supervisors, such as Fran’s, adhere to traditional teaching perspectives and 
approaches themselves, as well as holding dualist views of theory and practice (Sundli, 2007). 
Despite personally believing in reform-based teaching, Fran adopted teaching practices more 
closely aligned with traditional views of pedagogy, demonstrating that teacher education 
curricula can be partially overwritten by preservice teachers’ professional experience (Sonmark 
et al., 2017). For Fran, the contrast between the teaching approach advocated by the classroom 
teacher and the reform-oriented practices promoted by the mathematics university subjects 
impacted her perception of best practice, ultimately privileging the traditional pedagogy. As 
argued in the research literature on in-school experiences, preservice teachers struggle to 
reconcile the sometimes differing views of teaching represented by the university and actual 
classrooms (Sjølie, 2014). 
Alternatively, when the participants’ view of teaching mathematics aligned with those of the 
supervising classroom teacher, the preservice teachers’ initial perceptions were reinforced. 
Finn saw effective teaching practice as informed by “common sense” and personal experience, a 
view endorsed by his supervising classroom teacher. Further, Finn talked about the university 
curriculum in disparaging ways, suggesting he was not driven to capitalise on this access to new 
knowledge through the university initial teacher education curriculum. Commonly, preservice 
teachers hold traditional views of pedagogy as the simple dissemination of knowledge to 
students which requires little deliberation on behalf of the teacher (Sjølie, 2014). Subsequently, 
preservice teachers expect that the purpose of teacher education subjects is to provide them 
with teaching ‘tricks’ (Loughran, 2006). The case of Finn illustrates the influence that preservice 
teachers’ views of learning in university have on whether they take advantage of opportunities 
to learn from initial teacher education, as highlighted by recent studies (König, 2017; Sonmark 
et al., 2017). Finn tended to dichotomise the role of university learning with that of the practice 
of teaching, seeing university as a source of theoretical content disconnected from classroom 
teaching and experiences. Subsequently, he was dismissive of the value of the content of the 
university subjects, believing that pedagogical content was best learned during his professional 
experience. The case of Finn highlights the difficulty of promoting research-based best practice 
when preservice teachers perceive teaching mathematics as straightforward and even more so 
when it is reinforced by supervising teachers or mentors. 
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A suggestion to help bridge preservice teachers’ views of learning in university settings and in 
primary school settings comes from Sjølie (2014) who advocates that preservice teachers 
should reflect on their own learning. Conceivably, this reflection would promote awareness and, 
ideally, critical analysis of different pedagogical approaches. Finn’s view of teaching as being 
informed by common sense rather than research-based best practice may have been challenged 
through an interrogation of the ideas presented in the mathematics subjects about reform-
oriented teaching. When a preservice teacher, for example Fiona, perceives conceptual growth 
in his or her mathematical understanding by engaging with the fraction modelling, the teacher 
seems to value the content of the mathematics subjects. However, Finn’s supervising teacher 
reinforced his view of primary school mathematics teaching as informed by common sense. It 
would be difficult for teacher educators to challenge Finn’s current attitude towards teaching 
mathematics if it aligned with that of the supervising classroom teacher. This points to the 
supervising teacher’s role in challenging preservice teachers’ perceptions. To illustrate, even 
when the preservice teachers’ views of best practice were more closely aligned with those 
promoted by the university, such as in the case of Fran, the supervising teacher’s influence on 
teaching approaches was very strong. In order for the participants to address the tensions 
between the different pedagogical approaches being advocated, they must first be aware of the 
conflicts. It is possible that if Fran had reflected on her teaching approach she may have 
identified that it did not promote conceptual understanding of the fraction ideas, encouraging 
her to modify her approach. As L. C. Hart (2002) points out, reflection is essential for promoting 
change in teachers’ actions. It allows teachers to “make connections between their thoughts and 
actions and to recognize, expose, and confront contradictions and inconsistencies” (p. 6). 
Although the pedagogical beliefs of classroom teachers vary widely and may not match 
philosophies promulgated by the university, preservice teachers are expected to navigate this 
tension. The practice of critical reflection may not result in preservice teachers becoming 
“agents of change,” yet deeper consideration of the teaching actions of classroom teachers and 
the participants themselves supports preservice teachers to make informed pedagogical 
decisions (Sjølie, 2014). 
8.4.1 Summary	of	theme	4.	
The final theme pertains to the relationship between preservice teachers’ perceptions and their 
approaches to teaching. Firstly, preservice teachers had expectations of the outcomes of the 
teacher education course which did not necessarily match their approaches to learning. Despite 
the intention of some of the preservice teachers to develop deeper conceptual understanding of 
fractions, the learning methods they used, such as revising and practising the fraction modelling 
and algorithms, proceduralised problem solving processes. This undermined the purpose of the 
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fraction	modelling	process,	 that	 is,	 to	promote	reasoning	about	 fraction	concepts	as	a	reform-
based	teaching	practice.	Finn,	on	the	other	hand,	dismissed	the	value	of	the	university	subjects,	
seeing	 the	 teaching	 of	 primary	 mathematics	 content	 as	 best	 guided	 by	 “common	 sense.”	
Additionally,	 the	 participants	 perceived	 a	 theory/practice	 divide	 between	 the	 mathematics	
pedagogy	 as	 presented	 through	 Subjects	 1	 and	 2	 compared	 with	 its	 representation	 in	 the	
primary	 classroom.	 When	 classroom	 teachers’	 beliefs	 conflict	 with	 those	 espoused	 by	 the	
university,	 preservice	 teachers	 need	 further	 support	 to	 recognise	 and	 challenge	 their	 own	
beliefs.	 For	 all	 preservice	 teachers,	 epistemological	 views	 of	 mathematics	 seemed	 to	 have	
influenced	their	perceptions	of	mathematics	at	university.	The	calculational	views	held	by	 the	
preservice	 teachers	 seemed	 to	 influence	 their	 beliefs	 of	 learning	 mathematics	 content	 as	
internalising	 procedures.	 The	 preservice	 teachers’	 perceptions	 thus	 need	 to	 be	 challenged	 in	
ways	 that	 make	 clear	 the	 need	 for	 improvement	 and	 prompt	 conceptual	 shifts	 in	 their	
knowledge.	Procedural	views	of	mathematics	seem	to	present	barriers	for	improving	preservice	
teachers’	conceptual	understanding	of	fractions.	To	initiate	conceptual	change	in	the	preservice	
teachers’	 knowledge,	 they	 need	 to	 develop	 an	 awareness	 of	 their	 founding	 epistemological	
views	 of	 mathematics.	 The	 participants	 demonstrated	 little	 critical	 reflection	 about	 their	
perceptions	 of	 mathematics.	 A	 shift	 is	 needed	 in	 their	 perception	 of	 mathematics	 for	 the	




Thus	 far,	 this	 chapter	 has	 presented	 four	 main	 themes	 concerning	 preservice	 teachers’	
perceptions	and	knowledge	of	fractions	and	fraction	representations.	To	reiterate,	these	themes	

























Figure	 8‐2	 Mapping	 themes	 between	 preservice	 teachers'	 perceptions	 and	 substantive	 and	
syntactic	knowledge	
The four themes explored the (dis)connections between the preservice teachers’: 
1. perceptions and substantive knowledge; 
2. substantive knowledge and syntactic knowledge, including: 
a. approach to teaching; 
b. the warrants  used for selecting fraction representations; 
3. approaches to teaching and warrants for selecting fraction representations; and 
4. perceptions and approach to teaching. 
For each of these themes, a constant influencing factor was the preservice teachers’ 
epistemological views of mathematics. In the first theme, a dissonance was illustrated between 
preservice teachers’ perceptions and their substantive knowledge. These teachers’ views of 
mathematics as calculational meant that they approached assessments of their own knowledge, 
such as examinations, through a procedural lens. Some of the preservice teachers demonstrated 
knowledge of fraction algorithms, yet their responses to the examination items did not indicate 
deep conceptual knowledge. Additionally, the preservice teachers felt their own content 
knowledge to be sufficient for teaching. This characterisation was misleading as a closer 
interrogation of their conceptual knowledge revealed limitations, for example, using superficial 
cues to interpret fraction models. For the preservice teachers to recognise the weaknesses in 
their content knowledge, it seems necessary for them to unlearn their conceptions of 
mathematics as calculations. 
The second theme was concerned with the (dis)connections between substantive and syntactic 
knowledge. This theme firstly suggested ways that content knowledge facilitated the 
participants’ substantive knowledge. Specifically, an illustration was presented of conceptual 
understanding informing teaching approaches when addressing children’s difficulties. When the 
preservice teachers did not challenge their own understandings of the primary school 
curriculum, they were likely to treat the mathematics as straightforward rather than address 
the complexities their students saw in the content. This theme suggested that, in order for 
preservice teachers to recognise and pre-empt common difficulties that students experience, 
teachers themselves need conceptions of mathematics that emphasise regularities and ways of 
reasoning logically about mathematics. Secondly, this theme drew out the relationship between 
the participants’ substantive knowledge of fractions and the warrants they used for choosing 
fraction representations. None of the participating preservice teachers reflected on the 
underlying conceptual meanings when selecting fraction representations. Additionally, the 
superficial nature of their warrants suggests that their conceptions of teaching mathematics did 
not emphasise the need for drawing out fraction ideas in a meaningful way. 
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The third theme addressed the divergence between preservice teachers’ approaches to teaching 
fractions and their warrants for using representations. When the participants’ teaching 
approaches emphasised procedures rather than conceptual meaning, their reform-oriented 
pedagogical beliefs were exposed as only superficially held. In other words, holding a 
calculational view of mathematics may undermine reform-oriented conceptual teaching 
intentions. This theme suggests that the participants’ teaching approaches were dominated by 
their epistemological views of mathematics, and unless they hold a conceptually-driven image 
of mathematics, these teachers may not adopt reform-oriented pedagogy even when it is 
explicitly taught and modelled in the initial teacher education program. The disconnection 
between preservice teachers’ espoused pedagogical beliefs and their teaching practice has 
implications for the way that mathematics as a discipline is represented. Epistemological views 
of mathematics as a collection of rules and facts to be memorised are perpetuated when 
teachers prioritise the use of algorithms and finding numerical solutions in their lessons. 
Despite reform-oriented views of quality mathematics teaching, one participating preservice 
teacher still taught with a calculational orientation. In order to address the disconnection 
between belief and practice, preservice teachers need to be made aware of, and address, these 
discrepancies. 
Finally, the fourth theme explored preservice teachers’ perceptions compared with their 
approaches to teaching in a primary school classroom setting. From this focus, preservice 
teachers’ rote learning approaches to revising and memorising the fraction content in the 
mathematics subjects of the initial teacher education course suggested a conception of 
mathematics as the internalisation of procedures. This epistemological position may have 
prevented the preservice teachers from interrogating the conceptual meaning of fraction ideas 
and subsequently improving their own conceptual knowledge. Views of primary school 
mathematics as straightforward and informed by common sense also undermined 
opportunities for preservice teachers to develop their own knowledge, for example, by 
supporting the belief in the sufficiency of their prior knowledge. A suggestion to help disrupt 
these views is to encourage preservice teachers to reflect further on their own knowledge and 
epistemological characterisations of mathematics in light of reform orientations and conceptual 
approaches to teaching and learning. 
8.5.1 Cross‐case	analysis:	A	model	emphasising	the	epistemological	views	of	
preservice	teachers.	
Overall, all three participating preservice teachers saw mathematics as a collection of rules and 
procedures, that is, they held a calculational view of mathematics. This perspective permeated 
and mediated their approaches to learning the mathematical content in the university subjects. 
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The preservice teachers’ focus on numerical calculations reinforced the perceived adequacy of 
their content knowledge. However, this calculational orientation to mathematics contrasted 
with the conceptual orientation advocated in the GradDipEd mathematics subjects and reform 
approaches to mathematics teaching and learning more generally. These subjects promoted 
research-based best practice, yet preservice teachers’ prior epistemological views of 
mathematics as calculations were resistant to change and had a greater impact on their learning 
approaches than the mathematics subjects. Additionally, the participants’ epistemological views 
of mathematics influenced their approaches to teaching fractions. At times, the preservice 
teachers’ calculational orientations were reinforced, such as when endorsed by the classroom 
teacher’s approach to teaching or when it allowed success on measures such as the 
examinations. Despite the conceptual approach promoted by the university subjects, the 
preservice teachers did not challenge their initial views and thus their orientations were not 
disrupted. The participants’ calculational views of mathematics continued to inform the way 
they approached the modelling of fractions. It is hypothesised that the perception of 
mathematics as procedures to obtain numerical solutions served as a barrier to the 
improvement of the preservice teachers’ conceptual knowledge. In turn, this limited content 
knowledge seems to have prevented the operationalisation of substantive knowledge of 
fractions as syntactic knowledge. 
The preservice teachers’ epistemological views of mathematics seemed to have been influenced 
by their previous mathematical experiences. Research confirms that the way that preservice 
teachers view mathematics is informed by their prior-to-university educational experiences 
(Bransford et al., 1999; Kagan, 1992; Kerr, 2011). For example, preservice teachers who 
experienced mathematics as procedural steps involving replacing numbers in formulas led to 
the perception of mathematics as instrumental (Kerr, 2011). It is important for preservice 
teachers to experience a constructivist learning environment in which mathematics is 
represented as a meaningful and creative pursuit (L. C. Hart, 2002). Despite the intentions of the 
university mathematics content and pedagogy subjects to engage the preservice teachers with 
reform-oriented practice, the participants of the study maintained their calculational views of 
mathematics. This, in turn, influenced their approaches to learning and teaching mathematics. 
The findings of the current study suggest that preservice teachers’ (a) perceptions of teaching 
and learning, (b) substantive knowledge, and (c) syntactic knowledge are underpinned by their 
views of mathematics as a discipline, that is, their epistemological views of mathematics. This 
relationship is depicted in Figure 8-3, illustrating the foundational nature of epistemological 






These results have several implications for key stakeholders, explored in the next chapter 
following a summary of the key findings of the thesis. The chapter then closes with the 
limitations of the study and some recommendations for future research.   
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Chapter	9 Conclusion	
The present study aimed to investigate the development of preservice primary teachers’ 
knowledge about teaching fractions. The research focused on these teachers’ understanding and 
use of fraction representations. The topic of fractions is one of the most challenging for 
preservice teachers and the current study aimed to further understand the difficulties these 
teachers experience. A qualitative research methodology and, more specifically, case study 
methods were used to explore three preservice teachers’ knowledge and perceptions of 
teaching and learning about fractions during their initial teacher education program. Data were 
collected from the teaching and learning activities completed throughout the year-long 
program, including from examinations and the participants’ professional experience. 
Additionally, research instruments were developed to collect data specifically for the study 
including interviews, concept maps, and fraction interpretation interview tasks. These data 
were analysed through a Representational-Reasoning model of understanding (Barmby et al., 
2009), firstly through a within-case analysis to investigate each preservice teacher’s 
understanding and use of fractions and fraction representations. Subsequently, cross-case 
analysis using constant comparison methods explored themes in the data in light of the 
preservice teachers’: perceptions of mathematics teaching and learning; substantive knowledge; 
and syntactic knowledge, comprising orientations towards mathematics (A. G. Thompson et al., 
1994) and warrants for choosing representations (Ball, 1988a). A summary of the findings of 
the study is presented in this chapter before exploring the implications of these findings. This 
chapter concludes with limitations and recommendations for future inquiry. 
9.1 Summary	of	the	Investigation:	Key	Findings	
In order to investigate preservice teachers’ use and understanding of fraction representations, 
the current study posed the following research questions: 
RQ1. How do preservice teachers’ understandings of fractions and fraction representations 
develop over a teacher education program? 
RQ2. How and why do preservice teachers use fraction representations for learning and 
teaching tasks over the course of a teacher education program? 
These research questions were addressed broadly through the findings presented in the case 
study chapters (Chapters 5-7) and explored through four key themes (Chapter 8). The current 
section gives a summary of these findings in response to each of the research questions. 
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The first research question concerned the participants’ understandings of fraction concepts and 
fraction representations. Over the course of the GradDipEd,	it was expected that changes would 
occur in the preservice teachers’ substantive and syntactic knowledge. An understanding of 
these changes was sought through the data collected, including consideration of explanatory 
factors. Through an analysis of the participants’ knowledge and its development, several key 
findings were articulated. Firstly, despite the explicit attention in the university mathematics 
subjects to advance fraction knowledge, the preservice teachers’ substantive knowledge of 
fractions saw limited development. Through the examinations, superficial improvements were 
demonstrated in the procedural skills of one preservice teacher with the other two participants 
maintaining adequate calculational abilities. However, an analysis of the participants’ fraction 
sense indicated little qualitative change in their fraction knowledge. All three participating 
teachers exhibited a reliance on fraction notation both to articulate their understandings and 
reason about fraction situations. Secondly, although the preservice teachers could articulate 
some relevant pedagogical knowledge of fraction representations from the university 
mathematics subjects, such as the likely difficulties certain representations may present for 
children, the participants’ syntactic knowledge of the representations was limited by their 
content knowledge of fractions. Examples illustrated where content knowledge supported 
preservice teachers’ use of fraction representations when teaching, yet other vignettes indicated 
that limited conceptual understanding of the mathematical content undermined efforts to 
address children’s fraction misconceptions. 
The second research question concerned the ways preservice teachers use and reason about 
fraction representations for learning and teaching tasks. This was interrogated through an 
analysis of the participants’ syntactic knowledge and their perceptions of mathematics, teaching 
and fractions. Firstly, despite the emphasis in the mathematics subjects on supporting the 
development of preservice teachers’ conceptual knowledge, the approaches adopted by the 
participants for learning about fractions emphasised memorisation and sought automaticity 
with modelling and calculating fractions. This proceduralisation of the problem solving process 
hindered participants’ abilities to connect meaningfully with the representations. These 
preservice teachers’ use of fraction representations for learning tasks reflected their 
perceptions of learning at university as reinforced by traditional didactic practices. Their 
expectations of the mathematics subjects was that these subjects would present teaching ideas 
to be reproduced rather than as a means to develop their own content knowledge. The 
participants saw primary school mathematics teaching as informed by common sense or 
teaching experience rather than to be advanced through research-based evidence or initial 
teacher education curricula. 
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Disconnections were also highlighted between the preservice teachers’ perceptions of, and 
approaches to, teaching mathematics in primary school. For example, one participant’s belief in 
teaching conceptually was undermined by her calculational view of mathematics, resulting in a 
teaching approach that emphasised the steps of procedures for operating with fractions. 
Furthermore, the way the participants used fraction representations in their teaching did not 
reflect consideration of the conceptual essence of the representations as advocated in the 
university subjects. The warrants that the participants cited for choosing the fraction 
representations in their lessons tended to be informed by their own experiences from school or 
superficial reasons such as children’s enjoyment. Thus, the warrants the preservice teachers 
cited did not align with their syntactic knowledge of fraction representations. 
The research project highlighted that participants’ knowledge and use of fraction 
representations were intricately intertwined with their epistemological views of mathematics. 
These teachers held a view of mathematics as a body of rules and procedures to be learned 
rather than a reform-oriented view of mathematics as a body of knowledge that describes the 
world in meaningful ways which grounded the content and pedagogy of the subjects. The 
calculational views held by the preservice teachers influenced their beliefs about both the 
teaching and the learning of fractions. They approached the improvement of their own 
knowledge through internalising procedures rather than challenging their conceptual 
understanding of fraction concepts. As a result, their procedural views of mathematics 
presented barriers for improving their conceptual understanding of fractions. In their teaching, 
the participants’ views of mathematics impacted their pedagogical decisions and contrasted 
with the reform-oriented pedagogical practices described in curriculum documents and 
advocated by the university content and pedagogy mathematics subjects. The study shows that  
preservice teachers’ perceptions of their learning of mathematics for teaching were not 
challenged in ways that prompted conceptual shifts in their knowledge and teaching 
approaches. 
9.2 Implications	of	the	Study	
The current study adds to understandings of primary preservice teachers’ development of 
knowledge about fractions and fraction representations. The findings of the research have 
implications for several stakeholders. Firstly, the results of the research have implications for 
initial teacher education, including for the teacher education program, professional experience, 
and for preservice teachers. Secondly, the findings of the current study have potential to inform 
policy decisions regarding the preparation and certification of preservice teachers. Finally, the 
thesis adds to theoretical discourse concerning representations in mathematics and explores a 
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potential conceptual grounding for developing preservice teachers’ knowledge for teaching 
mathematics. 
9.2.1 Implications	for	preservice	teachers	and	teacher	education.	
The current study highlighted the importance of the epistemological views of mathematics that 
preservice teachers bring with them to university (Ball, 1990a; Gill, Ashton, & Algina, 2004). The 
findings of the study suggested that the views preservice teachers hold about	mathematics as a 
discipline are foundational for: perceptions of teaching mathematics; substantive knowledge of 
fractions and fraction representations; and syntactic knowledge, including approaches to 
teaching and the warrants cited for the selection of fraction representations. Thompson et al.’s 
(1994) orientations, including conceptual,	 calculational, and computational	 orientations,	
provided a valuable framework for the study to characterise preservice teachers’ views of 
teaching and learning mathematics. The findings of the current study made clear the need to 
address preservice teachers’ orientations for learning and teaching mathematics with a view to 
improving their conceptual knowledge and encouraging a reform-oriented approach to 
teaching. Extrapolating from these findings, there are several implications for initial teacher 
education, including for the teacher education program, professional experience and, for 
preservice teachers. 
Initial	teacher	education	program.	
The results of the research highlight that preservice teachers’ knowledge of fraction 
representations is potentially a fruitful starting place for encouraging a shift towards conceptual 
pedagogical practices. For example, at times the warrants that preservice teachers cited for 
choosing fraction representations were based on their own comfort with, and knowledge of, the 
representations. Thus, supporting preservice teachers to challenge and improve their 
knowledge of, and confidence with, using fraction representations may further expand their 
pedagogical repertoire. Simultaneously, preservice teachers could cast a more critical eye on 
their pedagogical warrants by further considering the conceptual implications of using fraction 
representations. Ball’s (1988a) categories of warrants could be useful in this critical analysis. In 
the current study, they were used to interrogate and characterise the participants’ pedagogical 
reasoning about fraction representations and suggested these teachers overlooked the 
mathematical implications of the representations. To provide a guiding framework for 
preservice teachers to focus on mathematical concepts as criteria to evaluate fraction 
representations (and mathematical representations more generally), Ball’s warrants could be 
introduced into the initial teacher education curriculum. It is possible that providing preservice 
teachers with an explicit guideline to focus their attention on the conceptual essence of the 
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representations could be a focus for developing their reasoning about representations in light of 
the mathematical implications and considerations of learning theory, needs of children and 
contextual factors. 
Furthermore, although the university mathematics content and pedagogy subjects advocated a 
conceptual orientation to teaching by encouraging meaningful approaches to using 
representations, all participants remained calculational in their orientations to teaching and 
learning fractions, proceduralising the process of calculating with, and modelling, fractions. 
Preservice teachers need to be aware of, and open to, challenging their own epistemological 
assumptions about teaching and learning mathematics, yet this requires a foundational 
knowledge of constructive dispositions for teaching. As Meaney and Lange (2012) note, 
preservice teachers’ views of what it means to be a teacher of mathematics are typically drawn 
from their own experiences of being a student. Preservice teachers are at a crucial point in their 
careers because they are in the process of transitioning from student to teacher and have not 
yet had opportunities to draw on institutional identities for teaching. Thus, their views of what 
it means to learn and teach about mathematics come from their pre-program identities (da 
Ponte & Chapman, 2008). To address the developing identities of preservice teachers, initial 
teacher education has an important role in raising the level of their awareness. Although 
experiences with teaching children and engaging in professional practices assist in developing 
teacher identities (Grossman, Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009; Meaney & Lange, 2012), the 
current study highlighted the importance of prompting preservice teachers to examine their 
own approaches to mathematics during	the initial teacher education program. It is important 
for preservice teachers to recognise underlying relationships between how they approach their 
own	learning of mathematics and their views of teaching mathematics to children. 
A suggestion to prompt preservice teachers to recognise and redress their calculational views of 
mathematics is to further encourage these teachers to engage in critical self-reflection practices. 
Self-reflection, such as through explicit discussions about one’s own knowledge, can be used to 
effectively challenge and develop preservice teachers’ perspectives of mathematical theory 
(Sjølie, 2014). Self-reflection is also a valuable catalyst for improving preservice teachers’ 
fraction understandings (Seah, 2013). Preservice teachers’ opportunities and inclinations 
towards reflecting on their content knowledge are more effective in supporting their knowledge 
development compared with the affordances provided by teaching practice for knowledge 
development (And, Tomer, & Tamir, 1990; Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1995). The current 
study seems consistent with this research because the participants’ experiences with teaching 
in a primary classroom did not seem to challenge their content knowledge of fractions. 
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Additionally, when the preservice teachers in the current study engaged in self-reflection, it led 
to questioning their own approaches to learning mathematics. 
However, the initial teacher education program curriculum could have encouraged self-
reflection more explicitly. Despite Fran’s deliberations, she did not subsequently change her 
learning approach. This may be because there was no explicit requirement for preservice 
teachers to critically reflect on their learning approaches or views of mathematics as a means to 
interrogate their own practices. Furthermore, the tasks that were set for these preservice 
teachers did not necessarily provide opportunity to highlight the limitations of their knowledge. 
Encouraging self-reflection may involve tasks that comprise a component of what Kapur (2008) 
terms productive	 failure. This teaching strategy involves the use of complex problem solving 
tasks designed intentionally with structural problems and given to learners without provision 
of support mechanisms (Kapur, 2014). The structural elements that can enhance difficulty 
include the composition and sequencing of the task itself and withholding supports, such as 
scaffolding, tools, resources, or assistance provided by an expert. The intention of productive 
failure is to prompt learners to challenge their understandings in the process of generating 
solutions. It is possible that, through tasks that prompt preservice teachers to confront the 
limitations of their knowledge, prior knowledge and assumptions about mathematics could be 
re-evaluated. For example, designing tasks where the problem solving choices are specifically 
designed to reveal underlying reasoning or skill with that type of system could highlight faulty 
reasoning or processing. Kapur’s (2014) research indicates that learners who engaged in these 
kinds of tasks also developed “significantly greater conceptual understanding and ability to 
transfer to novel problems” (p. 1008). It is possible that if fraction tasks that promoted 
productive failure were embedded in the mathematics subjects, preservice teachers may have 
been more likely to encounter and interrogate their conceptual knowledge as well as their 
approaches to learning. 
Professional	experience.	
The study also has implications beyond the university-based portion of the initial teacher 
education. The current study also included an exploration of the preservice teachers’ 
professional experiences in a classroom setting. Results highlighted tensions between 
preservice teachers’ epistemologies of mathematics and the portrayal of mathematics in a 
primary classroom, impacting on the ability of preservice teachers to successfully implement 
effective mathematics teaching practices. Across both school and university contexts, complex 
interactions occurred between the preservice teachers, supervising classroom teachers, and 
teacher educators. For example, preservice teachers experienced conflict between the reform-
oriented pedagogies endorsed by teacher educators and the more traditional practices to which 
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some classroom teachers subscribed. Research has already established that more collaboration 
is warranted between primary school educators and teacher educators for the purpose of 
aligning theoretical and practical elements of initial teacher education (Grossman et al., 2009; 
Sjølie, 2014). The current study adds to this body of knowledge by illustrating the impact of the 
conflicting accounts of best practice in university and school settings on preservice teachers’ 
pedagogical approaches. As the current study suggests, the participants’ calculational views of 
mathematics persisted and, in some cases, were reinforced by the supervising teacher’s 
expectations. The differences in epistemological positions held by university educators and 
classroom teachers creates challenges for preservice teachers as they navigate the teaching 
space. It is imperative that epistemological views of mathematics are addressed within initial 
teacher education because once preservice teachers begin their teaching careers, there are 
limited opportunities to deepen conceptual understandings and pedagogical content knowledge 
(Norton, 2012). Yet teacher educators need to acknowledge that preservice teachers are not 
given free agency to implement their own curricula or teaching strategies (Wideen, Mayer-
Smith, & Moon, 1998). Initial teaching practice occurs in a real context that impacts didactic 
decisions. The ability of preservice teachers to implement change is limited by many factors, for 
example, the expectations of classroom teachers. Thus it is important to interrogate the 
respective epistemological views of mathematics held by supervising classroom teachers and 
preservice teachers to work towards establishing a common foundation for the teaching of 
mathematics consistent with reform-based approaches. Partnerships between teacher 
educators and classroom teachers can assist in creating a shared discourse to enhance the 
classroom teacher’s abilities to effectively support preservice teachers’ pedagogical practice 
(Carroll, 2005). 
Recommendations have been made, such as from Hobson et al. (2009), to provide professional 
development for classroom teacher mentors to support preservice teachers to teach 
conceptually. Commonly, the integration of the content of teacher education courses with 
professional experience is left to individual teachers, leading to fragmented practice and theory 
(Ball, 2000). Additionally, given that some of the supervising teachers of participants involved 
in the current study espoused traditional views of mathematics teaching, it is possible that 
professional development could be of benefit to these mentoring teachers. The current study 
suggests epistemological views of mathematics are fundamental to teaching approaches, thus 
explicitly addressing mentor teachers’ conceptions of teaching and learning mathematics in 
school settings may increase the alignment with pedagogical views advocated in initial teacher 




The current study also has implications for preservice teachers. Specifically, the participants 
involved in the current study were afforded opportunities to reflect on their fraction 
understandings through participating in the research activities. However, although these 
teachers expressed the desire to improve their content or pedagogical knowledge for teaching 
mathematics, they took up opportunities to question their assumptions about, and conceptions 
of, mathematics in a limited way. Although the preservice teachers may have felt they had 
sufficiently addressed the learning outcomes of the initial teacher education program, the 
implications of the study are that these teachers need to problematise the kinds of knowledge 
and dispositions needed for teaching in the contemporary context. As the current study 
emphasised, the undercurrent of calculational views evident in the preservice teachers’ learning 
approaches were reflected clearly in their teaching approaches. The findings of the current 
research illustrated calculational views of mathematics and highlighted the issues with teachers 
adopting this perspective. Through the rich descriptions of the participant cases, preservice 
teachers may identify similarities in their own views of mathematics or gaps within their own 
knowledge. 
The findings of this thesis strongly suggest that preservice teachers need to engage in reflexive 
practices with an explicit aim to interrogate their own epistemological views of mathematics. In 
line with the recommendations from Towers (2013), preservice teachers benefit from stronger 
connections between the content of the university and the experiences they have with teaching 
the content. Challenging preservice teachers’ initial views need to be driven by the desire to 
change their practice to reflect reform-oriented, research-based, best practice. Thus, the catalyst 
for change lies in the power of their own self-reflection. 
9.2.2 Implications	for	policy	development.	
The current research has implications for the policies that govern initial teacher education. The 
assumptions that underpin some of these policies will now be explored and some 
considerations for future iterations of policy suggested. The study took place at a time when the 
landscape of teacher education was shifting. Changes that specifically impact preservice 
teachers of primary mathematics included the introduction of a national curriculum, new 
policies outlining criteria for entry into initial teacher education and measures for the 
graduation and accreditation of beginning teachers. These policy changes make assumptions 
about the knowledge required for effective teaching of mathematics as well as which measures 
are appropriate for assessing this knowledge. To provide evidence-based recommendations for 
reforms to policy, studies need to address the improvement of the quality of the preservice 
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teacher cohort (TEMAG, 2014). Importantly, research is needed into the two crucial 
mechanisms that act as gateways into the teaching profession: entry into initial teacher 
education and certification to teach. The findings of the current study have implications for 
policies guiding these mechanisms including (1) the criteria for the recruitment and (2) the 
accreditation of preservice teachers. 
Firstly, Chapter 1 highlighted issues with the current entry requirements for initial teacher 
education programs. For example, although the National Program Standards set expectations 
that teacher entrants will be “broadly equivalent to those of the top 30 per cent of the 
population” (TEMAG, 2014, p. 78), there is presently no minimum requirement for mathematics 
achievement12 for entry into an initial teaching program in New South Wales (Board of Studies, 
2016). This suggests that, at a policy level, there is an assumption that the top 30 per cent of 
university entrants have sufficient knowledge of mathematics for primary school teaching. Yet, 
only half of all entrants meet this criteria13, and there are indications that entrants’ academic 
achievements have been declining (AITSL, 2014; Ingvarson, 2013). Despite policies that seem to 
require higher entry-level qualifications, further justification is needed for assumptions about 
the characteristics of preservice teachers that are presumed to support effective teaching, for 
example, the relationship between their mathematical achievements as high school students 
and subsequent performance as a teacher. The findings of the current study suggest that even 
those preservice teachers who were adequately successful in high school mathematics subjects 
do not necessarily possess deep conceptual knowledge of the primary school-level topic of 
fractions. Thus, future policy development needs to consider carefully the links between 
conceptual knowledge and readiness to teach. How the foundational knowledge, 
understandings, and dispositions of teacher education entrants are assessed has implications 
for the quality of the preservice teacher cohort. Rather than solely relying on measures such as 
ATAR14 rankings which give little indication of preservice teachers’ conceptual knowledge, 
perhaps additional instruments that give a broader picture of candidates’ mathematical 
backgrounds and conceptions could also be implemented, such as portfolio performance-based 
assessments (Pullin, 2017). This could be implemented at the level of the initial teacher 
education programs to place preservice teachers appropriately in content knowledge subjects. 
Rich assessment is especially important for those candidates who do not enter into initial 
teacher education with an ATAR (about a third of entrants at the time of the current study; 
                                                             
12 The current requirements are that entrants must achieve “at least three Higher School Certificate Band 5 results, 
one of which must be English” (Board of Studies, 2016, p. 36). 
13 Data indicate that around 50% of entrants to initial teacher education programs in Australia in 2012 were ranked 
in the bottom 70% of high school graduates (DIICCSRTE, 2013). 
14 The ATAR (Australian Tertiary Admission Rank) is the ranking given to high school graduates based on their final 
year assessments. 
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AITSL, 2015) which includes the participants here. Although arguably more time-consuming 
and difficult to implement, performance-based assessments may allow better discrimination 
between the quality of content knowledge of teacher education entrants. Drawing on these 
kinds of assessment gives a more detailed illustration of preservice teachers’ mathematical 
understanding which may also support initial teacher education programs to address these 
teachers’ needs more effectively. 
In addition to the measures used for entrance into initial teacher education programs, there are 
further requirements preservice teachers must meet before graduating. Currently, one of the 
measures used to assess the suitability of candidates is the Literacy And Numeracy Test for 
Initial Teacher Education (LANTITE; Australian Council for Educational Research, 2017), which 
is a multiple choice test that assesses a limited range of mathematical ability and numeracy 
skills. However, the link between this exit assessment and readiness to teach has not been 
established. With the current focus on encouraging a reform-oriented approach to teaching, 
standardised tests for accreditation need to assess preservice teachers’ abilities to reason 
mathematically about problems as well as their abilities to diagnose and address student 
difficulties. Whilst authors such as H. Wu (2010, 2011) emphasise the importance of knowing 
procedures, there are consequences of only considering calculational skills. In the current study, 
for example, the preservice teachers’ calculational skills were adequate according to the 
available measures. The problem noted, however, was in their understanding of the underlying 
fraction concepts and their epistemological views of mathematics. The adequacy of calculational 
skill masked an underlying lack of conceptual knowledge and appropriate epistemological 
grounding for the work of teaching children. Calculational adequacy may be easy to measure 
but, as the current study illustrates, it may not translate into effective teaching practices. 
Preservice teachers need conceptual understanding in order to support children’s reasoning 
(Bartell et al., 2013) and the current research illustrated the implications that epistemological 
views of mathematics have for preservice teachers’ learning and teaching approaches. This 
suggests the importance of assessing graduating teachers’ conceptual understanding and their 
conceptions of mathematics. 
Graduate teachers, according to the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (AITSL, 
2011), need to “demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the concepts, substance and 
structure of the content and teaching strategies of the teaching area” (p. 10). However, as Lloyd 
(2013) points out, there is no requirement for these teachers to demonstrate the higher order 
thinking or critical analysis needed to inform instructional decisions which would be a clearer 
indication of readiness to teach. Just as calls have been made for examinations to better capture 
children’s knowledge (e.g., Black et al., 2012), the current study highlights the importance for 
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accreditation measures be better indicators of preservice teachers’ conceptual understanding 
and epistemological views of mathematics. 
9.2.3 Contribution	to	theoretical	discourse.	
The current research adds to the theoretical discourse about fraction knowledge for teaching in 
several ways. Firstly, this study began new conceptual groundwork for understanding 
preservice teachers’ fraction knowledge. A representational systems lens further elucidated the 
complexity (Smith, 2002), underpinning ideas and concepts (Lamon, 2012), and the difficulty 
(Olanoff et al., 2014) of learning and teaching about fractions. Secondly, the current study 
employed a new theoretical lens as a window into preservice teachers’ thinking. Prior to the 
current study, little research had adopted a Representational-Reasoning framework (Barmby et 
al., 2009) to examine preservice teachers’ knowledge. Through Barmby et al.’s lens, the current 
study used preservice teachers’ external representations as a proxy to explore their internal 
representations and the strength of the connections in these teachers’ mental network. The 
study proposed three categories of external fraction representations – fraction models, fraction 
notation, and fraction language. Preservice teachers need integrated knowledge of these 
representations to teach effectively, enabling diagnosis of student difficulties and conceptual 
teaching approaches. There have been calls (e.g., Luo et al., 2011) for further research into the 
transition that preservice teachers must make from the symbolic fraction notation to using 
fraction models thoughtfully. Through an interrogation of the preservice teachers’ use and 
knowledge of fraction representations, the current study illustrated the difficulties with making 
this transition, further indicating that reliance on fraction notation stemmed from their 
epistemological views of mathematics as calculational. The current thesis contributes to 
theoretical discourse by foregrounding the influence that preservice teachers’ epistemological 
views of mathematics have on their perceptions, substantive knowledge, and syntactic 
knowledge of fractions. Furthermore, the study framed preservice teachers’ approaches	 to	
teaching and pedagogical	reasoning for selecting fraction representations through Thompson et 
al.’s (1994) orientations and Ball’s (1988a) warrants. The synthesis of these two frameworks 
showed that preservice teachers’ epistemological views of mathematics mediated both teaching 
approaches and pedagogical reasoning. 
The findings of the study further suggest that epistemological views informed by prior 
experiences of mathematics as a discipline are highly resistant to change. The influence of 
school experiences is strong considering the cumulative time that the participants would have 
spent in primary and high school mathematics classes, likely more than two thousand hours. 
These experiences represented mathematics as a discipline, subsequently guiding their 
epistemological views of mathematics. This was evident in the language the participants used to 
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describe their mathematical practices. All participants described their school experiences with 
fractions as emphasising procedures and memorisation through fraction notation. It is perhaps 
unsurprising, then, that the participants held calculational views of mathematics. These views 
were resistant to change and impacted their teaching and learning of fractions during the 
GradDipEd.	These findings point to a broader issue with the representations and perceptions of 
mathematics in school and society. The negative attitudes and feelings towards mathematics in 
general has a pervasive effect on how individuals see mathematics (Klinger, 2006) and school 
children, as apprentices of learning practices, have internalised these attitudes. The persistence 
of these attitudes calls into question reform efforts from the past couple of decades. If 
theoretical discourse is to further the understanding of preservice teachers’ approaches to 
teaching and learning mathematics, an interrogation is needed of the wider mathematical 
landscape in which preservice teachers develop their perceptions of mathematics (Wideen et 
al., 1998).  
Overall, the findings of the current study have many implications for teacher education, 
preservice teachers, policy development, and theoretical discourse. However, the scope of the 
study is necessarily finite and its limitations point to areas of potential future research work to 
further the understandings about preservice teachers’ fraction knowledge. 
9.3 Limitations	and	Recommendations	of	the	Research	
As with any research, the current study has both strengths and limitations. For example, the 
nature of the case study means an in-depth, rather than expansive, understanding was sought 
(Yin, 2012). Whilst this served to examine the complexity of participants’ knowledge and 
perceptions, this methodology limits the possibility of making generalised conclusions. For 
example, the study gives limited insight into the relationship and impact of the initial teacher 
education course on the knowledge development of the broader preservice teacher cohort or 
preservice teachers in different contexts. 
Additionally, whilst the study involved three preservice teachers as cases over the course of 
their initial teacher education, it did not interrogate the larger structural bodies that exercised 
influence on the initial teacher education program, such as university culture or the wider 
profession of teaching. The current study gathered an extensive data set that would not be 
feasible to collect or analyse when studying an entire cohort of teachers. However, research 
using a survey instrument specifically designed to measure preservice teachers’ conceptual 
knowledge and epistemological views may be able to extend the investigation to a larger sample 
size of preservice teachers in order to measure changes in their knowledge and perceptions or 
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better understand if these results apply more widely. A survey instrument could also test how 
different facets might respond to different teacher pedagogies.  
The findings of the current study suggest that future studies should specifically investigate the 
influences of previous school experiences to help preservice teachers better understand their 
impact on preservice teachers’ epistemologies. Although research indicates that preservice 
teachers’ epistemological views can be changed (Howard, McGee, Schwartz, & Purcell, 2000), 
further research is needed into the specific program elements that can effect the desired 
changes. For example, there have been some initial indications that the representational 
approach adopted by the current study can improve preservice teachers’ attitudes to teaching 
and learning mathematics (see also, Bolden et al., 2013) alongside their conceptual knowledge 
(Chinnappan, Forrester, & Thurtell, 2012). The current study demonstrated that the 
representational approach prompted a degree of reflexivity for preservice teachers, yet further 
studies might investigate preservice teachers’ attitudes towards the representational teaching 
and learning activities and possible relationships to their mathematical perspectives. 
Furthermore, teacher development is a continuous process that does not end with initial 
teacher education. The scope of the current study included a one-year program – the 
GradDipEd. Extending the timeframe of documentation beyond GradDipEd completion would 
allow insight into the ways in which the participants’ knowledge and perceptions of 
mathematics and mathematics teaching develop during their beginning teaching practice. How 
preservice teachers transition into professional roles in the initial years of teaching is a result of 
shifting from theoretical learning to experience-based insights (Feiman-Nemser, 2001). It 
would be worthwhile investigating the initial teaching years as the teachers gain experience 
teaching with fraction representations. 
Lastly, the present study focused on the initial education of preservice teachers, yet did not set 
out to measure the impact that the preservice teachers’ lessons had on their students’ learning. 
Thus, no conclusions can be made about the efficacy of the preservice teachers’ fraction lesson 
(and teaching approach) on students’ understandings. This suggests the merit of future work 
investigating the impact of preservice teachers’ perceptions, knowledge, and epistemological 
views of mathematics on student learning outcomes. 
9.4 A	Final	Word	
The act of writing a thesis is more than simply reviewing literature, enacting a methodology, 
reporting data, and collating chapters. As with teaching primary school mathematics, a 
procedural approach only superficially addresses the complex ideas and systems at work. A 
conceptual view of mathematics means developing a “rich conception of situations, ideas and 
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relationships among ideas” (A. G. Thompson et al., 1994, p. 86) and thus a conceptual approach 
to researching mathematics education must consider these relationships deeply. Reflecting on 
the conceptual shifts that have occurred in my own understanding of what it means to learn and 
teach mathematics has highlighted the crucial role that epistemological views of mathematics 
play, not only for the ways preservice teachers approach teaching and learning, but for my role 
as a teacher educator. Undertaking this doctoral thesis has prompted me to question my own 
assumptions about the nature of mathematics, which will impact my approach to engaging and 
challenging the perceptions of future cohorts of preservice teachers.  
Pursuant to the completion of this thesis, I aim to take a multi-faceted approach to improving 
the mathematics education of preservice teachers. Firstly, my teaching practice will aim to 
explicitly highlight for preservice teachers the prior conceptions and assumptions they bring to 
the classroom. Secondly, I aim to problematise the epistemological views of mathematics in 
order for preservice teachers to change perspectives that do not support conceptual teaching 
approaches. Concordantly, my future research will pursue better understanding of the 
complexity of the beliefs preservice teachers have about learning, teaching, mathematics, and 
their teaching identities. Thirdly, I aim to further develop instructional approaches that 
emphasise the improvement of preservice teachers’ mathematics knowledge coupled with 
research strategies aiming to refine the measures of knowledge change. 
More broadly, undertaking this doctoral thesis prompted a reflection about the perception of 
mathematics in general society. It is not difficult to find examples of people disparaging their 
own mathematical abilities or those who question the utility of having more than simple 
procedural skill with mathematics. Concerningly, these negative attitudes are widely taken as 
acceptable and even inevitable. Because of the rapid technological advances that seem almost 
ubiquitous today, many assume that the accessibility and ease of use of digital tools minimises 
the value of deeply understanding the underlying processes. Yet the increasingly complex 
demands placed on individuals for the successful participation in society requires deeper 
conceptual understanding of mathematics (Koeno P. E. Gravemeijer, Stephan, Julie, Lin, & 
Ohtani, 2017). It is my hope that this thesis, in some small capacity, contributes to a shift in the 
perception of deep understanding of mathematics as not only necessary but valued. In writing 
this thesis, I join the mathematics education discourse and begin the lifelong pursuit of 
empowering others to do the same.  
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET FOR UNIVERSITY TUTORS 
An	 investigation	of	preservice	teachers’	mathematical	knowledge	 for	 teaching	 fractions	
with	representations	
Hi, my name is Elise Thurtell, and I’m a student from the University of Wollongong. I’m looking 
to conduct research as part of my Doctor of Philosophy of Education. I write to seek your 
approval and assistance to conduct this research, involving you as the university tutor and your 
students as participants. 
 
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 
The purpose of this research is to investigate how preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge 
for teaching about fractions, and the ways in which preservice teachers’ mathematical 
knowledge for teaching, develops when teaching about fractions. 
 
METHOD AND DEMANDS ON PARTICIPANTS 
This project will take place in your normal tutorial setting whilst you are conducting two 
lessons on fractions. This first is the tutorial task where preservice teachers discuss a 
hypothetical teaching scenario, and the second is observation of the preservice teachers’ 
presentations. With consent, these lessons will be filmed and I will take field notes throughout. I 
am also intending to take photographs of some student work samples. By consenting to 
participate in this research, you agree to allow me to observe the preservice teachers’ 
interactions in these lessons. Your involvement may include assisting students as they 
participate in the lesson. The focus of the research is not to assess your teaching, but you may be 
filmed during the course of the lessons.  
 
Prior to the lesson’s commencement, it would be necessary for me to visit your class before the 
lesson in order to familiarise your students with myself and with the video recording 
equipment. 
 
POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS 
I can foresee no risks or inconveniences to you if you choose to be involved in this study. 
Students in your class who do not consent will still be able to participate fully in the lesson, 
being seated out of the camera’s view. This study will provide a deeper understanding of the 
development of preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge about fractions including how 
children’s representations influence this knowledge. The new understandings this research 
uncovers could have implications for the future mathematical education of preservice teachers 
and further research into mathematical knowledge for teaching, as well as for teacher 
educators. Please be assured that the identities of all participants involved in the study will 
remain confidential and pseudonyms will be used. Participation in the study is completely 
voluntary and you or your students can withdraw themselves and their data at any point during 
the project with no detrimental consequences. 
 
FUNDING AND BENFITS OF THE RESEARCH 
If you consent to being involved in this study you can be assured that your participation is 
invaluable to educational theory and practice. This research is socially responsible and 
significant in that findings would contribute greatly to our understanding of ways in which to 
your students’ mathematical knowledge. 
 
ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS 
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This study has been reviewed by the NSW Department of Education and Communities (DEC) 
and the University of Wollongong’s Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Science, 
Humanities and Behavioural Science). If you have any ethical concerns you can contact the 
Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong on (02) 42214457 
or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
 
Should you require any further information regarding the study, please feel free to contact 
members of the research team. They will be available and more than happy to answer any 
questions you may have. 
 
















Dr Tricia Forrester 
Faculty of Education 














CONSENT FORM FOR UNIVERSITY TUTORS 
 
An investigation of preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching 
fractions with representations 
Researcher: Elise Thurtell 
 
This is an invitation to assist a study conducted by researchers at the University of 
Wollongong. The purpose of the research is to investigate how representations of 
fractions support preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge. This study will map 
the ways in which preservice teachers use representations to explain their thinking to 
others, develop their own knowledge, and illustrate key mathematical ideas. Your 
participation in this research project is completely voluntary. Your decision about 
whether or not to participate will have no impact on your role as a tutor for EDGD815. 
If you choose to participate, you are free to withdraw consent at any time. 
 
Consent to participate 
By signing below I am indicating my consent in assisting in a year-long research 
project conducted by Elise Thurtell and Dr. Tricia Forrester. I acknowledge that this 
study is not assessing or studying my teaching and that the research is focused on 
investigating preservice teachers. I recognise that I may be incidentally filmed or audio 
recorded. I understand that the data collected will not identify me, and will be used 
primarily for a PhD thesis, and in summary form for journal publication, and I consent 
for it to be used in that manner. I also acknowledge that I have read through the 
information provided by the researchers regarding this project, and can withdraw this 
consent at any time throughout the study. 
 
I consent to having student groups within my tutorials concerning fractions 
filmed, acknowledging that it will be used for research purposes only. I will be 
consulted about the manner in which this takes place, and I will have sufficient prior 
notice of the dates and times of these sessions. 
 
I consent to having copies of my students’ work collected, with their 
permission, throughout the year, such as responses to test questions, work 
samples from tutorials, and assessments submitted for EDGD815 and EDGD811 
 
If students’ consent is granted, I agree to having my students’ assessment tasks, 
such as presentations, filmed within the tutorials, acknowledging that it will be 
used for research purposes only. 
 
 
Signed ............................................................  Date ........../.........../……..... 
 
Name (please print)  ......................................................................  
 
If you have any enquires about the research, you can contact Dr. Tricia Forrester on 
(02) 42215307 and/or Elise Thurtell on 0419 624 593. If you have any concerns or 
complaints regarding the way the research is or has been conducted, you can contact 
the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong on 
(02) 4221 4457 or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
[phone number] [phone number] 






PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET FOR PRESERVICE 
TEACHERS 
An	 investigation	of	preservice	teachers’	mathematical	knowledge	 for	 teaching	 fractions	
with	representations	
 
Hi, my name is Elise Thurtell, and I’m a student from the University of Wollongong. I’m looking 
to conduct research as part of my Doctor of Philosophy of Education. I write to seek your 
approval and assistance to conduct this research, involving yourself, the classroom teacher you 
are teaching with and your students as participants. 
 
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 
The purpose of this research is to investigate how preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge 
for teaching about fractions, and the ways in which preservice teachers’ mathematical 
knowledge for teaching, develops when teaching about fractions as a result of children’s 
responses. 
 
METHOD AND DEMANDS ON PARTICIPANTS 
This project will take place in your normal classroom setting during your second professional 
experience whilst you are conducting the lesson on fractions required by your university 
course. With consent, this lesson will be filmed, and I will take field notes throughout. I am also 
intending to take photographs of some student work samples. By participating in this research, 
you will be asked to take part in a 30 minute interview at a time convenient for you before and 
after this lesson. These interviews are designed to ask you about what you plan to teach, your 
knowledge of fractions, and your perceptions of fraction representations. Your involvement will 
also include assisting students as they participate in the lesson. 
 
Prior to the lesson’s commencement, it would be necessary for me to visit your class before the 
lesson in order to familiarise your students with myself, and with the video recording 
equipment. 
 
POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS 
I can foresee no risks or inconveniences to you if you choose to be involved in this study, apart 
from the time involved in undertaking the interviews. Students in your class who do not consent 
will still be able to participate fully in the lesson, being seated out of the camera’s view. This 
study will provide a deeper understanding of the development of preservice teachers’ 
mathematical knowledge about fractions including how children’s representations influence 
this knowledge. The new understandings this research uncovers could have implications for the 
future mathematical education of preservice teachers and further research into mathematical 
knowledge for teaching. Please be assured that the school and identities of all participants 
involved in the study will remain confidential. Participation in the study is completely voluntary 
and you or your students can withdraw themselves and their data at any point during the 
project with no detrimental consequences. 
 
FUNDING AND BENFITS OF THE RESEARCH 
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If you consent to being involved in this study you can be assured that your participation is 
invaluable to educational theory and practice. This research is socially responsible and 
significant in that findings would contribute greatly to our understanding of ways in which to 
support your, and your students’, mathematical knowledge. 
 
ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS 
This study has been reviewed by the NSW Department of Education and Communities (DEC) 
and the University of Wollongong’s Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Science, 
Humanities and Behavioural Science). If you have any ethical concerns you can contact the 
Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong on (02) 42214457 
or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
 
Should you require any further information regarding the study, please feel free to contact 
members of the research team. They will be available and more than happy to answer any 
questions you may have. 
 
















Dr Tricia Forrester 
Faculty of Education 





PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS	
Dear Teacher, 
Hi, my name is Elise Thurtell, and I’m a student from the University of Wollongong. I’m looking 
to conduct research as part of my Doctor of Philosophy of Education. The project is entitled 
Investigating	preservice	primary	teachers’	mathematical	knowledge	for	teaching	fractions	
with	representations.	I write to seek your approval and assistance to conduct this research, 
involving yourself, the preservice teacher you are supervising and your students as participants. 
 
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 
The purpose of this research is to investigate how preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge 
for teaching develop when teaching about fractions as a result of children’s responses. 
 
METHOD AND DEMANDS ON PARTICIPANTS 
This project will take place in your normal classroom setting whilst the preservice teacher you 
are supervising is conducting a lesson on fractions, required by their university course. With 
consent, this lesson will be filmed, and I will take field notes throughout. I am also intending to 
take photographs of some student work samples. By participating in this research, you may be 
filmed incidentally during the lesson, however, the focus of the research is on the preservice 
teacher. 
 
Prior to the lesson’s commencement, it would be necessary for you to assist me in gaining 
parental consent for their child(ren) to participate in the research. I would also love to visit your 
class before the lesson in order to familiarise your students with myself, and with the video 
recording equipment. 
 
POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS 
I can foresee no risks or inconveniences to participants involved in this study, apart from the 
time involved in taking part in the lesson. Students who do not consent will still be able to 
participate fully in the lesson, being seated out of the camera’s view. This study will provide a 
deeper understanding of the development of preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge 
about fractions including how children’s representations influence this knowledge. The new 
understandings this research uncovers could have implications for the future mathematical 
education of preservice teachers and further research into mathematical knowledge for 
teaching. Please be assured that the school and identities of all participants involved in the 
study will remain confidential. Participation in the study is completely voluntary and you or 
your students can withdraw themselves and their data at any point during the project with no 
detrimental consequences. 
 
FUNDING AND BENFITS OF THE RESEARCH 
If you consent to being involved in this study you can be assured that your participation is 
invaluable to educational theory and practice. This research is socially responsible and 
significant in that findings would contribute greatly to the preservice teacher’s understanding of 
ways in which to support their students’ mathematical knowledge. 
 
ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS 
This study has been reviewed by the NSW Department of Education and Communities (DEC) 
and the University of Wollongong’s Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Science, 
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Humanities and Behavioural Science). If you have any ethical concerns you can contact the 
Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong on (02) 42214457 
or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
 
Should you require any further information regarding the study, please feel free to contact 
members of the research team. They will be available and more than happy to answer any 
questions you may have. 
 
Thank you for your interest in this study. 
 
 













Dr Tricia Forrester 
Faculty of Education 










Your child has been invited to participate in a research project conducted by Elise Thurtell as 
part of a Doctor of Philosophy (Education) for the University of Wollongong. The project is 
entitled Investigating	preservice	primary	 teachers’	mathematical	knowledge	 for	 teaching	
fractions	with	representations. This study is focused on researching a preservice (university 
student) teacher, however, to observe their teaching I would like to film the class. This means 
that your child may be filmed during this lesson. This is a rare opportunity for your child to be 
involved in research that has never been conducted before and has the potential to inform 
teaching practice and enhance student engagement and understanding. All students from your 
child’s class have been invited to participate in this study. It would be so wonderful to have 
every student consent in order to really capture how the preservice teacher engages the whole 
class. I write to seek your approval to conduct research about preservice teachers by allowing 
your child to be filmed during the lesson. 
	
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 
The purpose of this research is to investigate how preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge 
for teaching develops when teaching about fractions as a result of children’s responses. 
 
METHOD AND DEMANDS ON PARTICIPANTS 
The preservice teacher who is completing his or her professional experience in your child’s 
classroom is going to teach a lesson on fractions. This is a requirement of their university 
course, and your child will have the opportunity to participate fully in this lesson, regardless of 
whether they wish to be a participant of this research or not. The lesson may involve use of the 
interactive whiteboard, fraction bars, counters, or other hands-on activities. As a researcher, I’d 
love to have the opportunity to film this lesson, take notes throughout, and photograph some 
samples of student work, being careful to omit any names of the students. 
 
POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS 
I can foresee no risks or inconveniences to participants involved in this study, apart from the 
time involved in the fractions lesson, however, this lesson will take place whether I conduct 
research or not. This research project provides a unique opportunity to provide a deeper 
understanding of the development of preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge about 
fractions including how children’s representations influence this knowledge. The new 
understandings this research uncovers could have implications for the future mathematical 
education of preservice teachers and further research into mathematical knowledge for 
teaching. Please be assured that your child’s identity will remain confidential. Participation in 
the study is completely voluntary and you or your child can withdraw themselves and their 
data at any point during the project with no detrimental consequences. 
 
FUNDING AND BENFITS OF THE RESEARCH 
If you consent to your child being involved in this study you can be assured that their 
participation is invaluable to educational theory and practice. This research is socially 
responsible and significant in that would contribute greatly to the preservice teacher’s 
understanding of ways in which to support their students’ mathematical knowledge. 
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ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS 
This study has been reviewed by the NSW Department of Education and Communities (DEC) 
and the University of Wollongong’s Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Science, 
Humanities and Behavioural Science). If you have any ethical concerns you can contact the 
Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong on (02) 42214457 
or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
Should you require any further information regarding the study, please feel free to contact 
members of the research team. They will be available and more than happy to answer any 









Should you approve of your child’s participation in the project please complete the attached 
consent forms with your child and return them as soon as possible to your child’s classroom 
teacher. 
 








Dr Tricia Forrester 
Faculty of Education 









You have been invited to be part of a project that Elise Thurtell (a PhD student from the 
University of Wollongong) is organising as part of her studies to be a teacher. The project is 
called Investigating	 preservice	 primary	 teachers’	mathematical	 knowledge	 for	 teaching	
fractions	with	representations. Elise is doing this project because she wants to learn more 
about the best ways teachers can teach their students and make learning interesting and fun.  
 
WHAT WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO DO 
Have	fun	with	fractions!	
If you choose to be part of this project you will be working in a classroom with the teacher from 
university, your teacher and your classmates. Your teacher from the university has prepared a 




Elise will be coming along to the lesson, and she is going to film it. This is because she wants to 
find out how the teacher from university teaches you about fractions. What you say during the 
lesson is really important, because it shows how the teachers listens to you and answers your 
questions. Elise will also take notes about how the lesson is going. 
 
Another very important thing is the drawings you draw, the building you make, or what you do 
on the interactive white board because this is what your teacher might ask you about. This can 
also help Elise to find out what everyone is doing in the lesson, and what is being taught about 
fractions. 
 
IT IS YOUR CHOICE 
There is no risk to you if you want to be a part of this project. It is just like another lesson at 
school and it is safe. If you decide that you don’t want to be a part of the project that is ok. You 
don’t have to be involved, and you can still be a part of the lesson. Even if you decide on the day 
that you don’t want to be on film anymore, that will be fine and you won’t be filmed. It is your 
choice and completely up to you. If you want to be a part of the project, talk about it with your 
parent/caregiver and write your name on the piece of paper attached to this one. 
 
WHY BE PART OF THE PROJECT? 
This is a wonderful opportunity for you to learn new things about fractions and have fun 
making models and drawings that you can share with your friends and family! Learning about 
fractions can help you in other subjects at school and at home! 
 
Thank you for your interest in this study, I hope to see you soon in class -  
Elise 
 
ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS 
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This study has been reviewed by the NSW Department of Education and Communities (DEC) 
and the University of Wollongong’s Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Science, 
Humanities and Behavioural Science). If you have any ethical concerns you can contact the 
Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong on (02) 42214457 
or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
 
Should you require any further information regarding the study, please feel free to contact 
members of the research team. They will be available and more than happy to answer any 




PhD student  









Dr Tricia Forrester 
Faculty of Education 








As a candidate for a Doctorate of Philosophy (Education), I, Elise Thurtell wish to invite one of 
your teachers to participate in a research project conducted by the University of Wollongong. 
The project is entitled Investigating	preservice	primary	teachers’	mathematical	knowledge	
for	teaching	fractions	with	representations.	 I write to seek your approval and assistance to 
conduct research in your school with the teacher who is supervising (insert	name	of	preservice	
teacher). The purpose of this research is to investigate the ways in which preservice teachers’ 
mathematical knowledge for teaching develop when teaching about fractions as a result of 
children’s responses 
 
The project would involve the preservice teacher conducting a (30‐60,	depending	on	the	year	
level	of	the	student) minute lessons with their class of students. This lesson would take place 
during regular class time in a classroom that would at all times be supervised by the classroom 
teacher, and is already part of a mathematics subject that the preservice teachers are 
completing at university. During this lesson, students would be engaged in a lesson composed 
by the preservice teacher, and reviewed by the university tutor and classroom teacher, designed 
to support student understandings of fractions through the use of representations or models. 
Students may be asked to use a variety of materials such as an interactive whiteboard, counters, 
fractions bars, etc. to represent and work with fraction ideas. 
 
Your approval would enable the researcher (Elise Thurtell) to conduct data collection in the 
form videotaping this lesson, as well as taking photographs of student work samples and taking 
field notes throughout the lesson. A combination of all of these methods will serve to strengthen 
the research data. This application has been reviewed by the NSW Department of Education and 
Communities (DEC) and the University of Wollongong’s Human Research Ethics Committee. 
Please find attached to this letter the Participant Information Sheets and Consent Forms for 
classroom teachers, children and parents/caregivers. 
 
The findings of this research will be published in the form of a thesis and potentially shared in 
educational journals. A report of the study will be provided to the NSW Department of 
Education and Communities (DEC) and also made available at request to the principal, teachers 
and parents/caregivers of students involved in the study. Please be assured that the school and 
all participants involved in the study will remain confidential. If there are any ethical concerns 
you can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong 
on (02) 42214457 or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
 
Should you require any further information regarding the study, please do not hesitate to 
contact members of the research team. We will be more than happy to answer any questions 














Dr Tricia Forrester 
Faculty of Education 







Research	 Title:	 Investigating preservice primary teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching 
fractions with representations	
Researcher’s	Name: Elise Thurtell 
 
I have been given information about Investigating	preservice	primary	teachers’	mathematical	knowledge	
for	 teaching	 fractions	with	 representations. I have discussed this project with Elise Thurtell who is 
conducting this research as part of a Doctor of Philosophy of Education degree supervised by Dr Tricia 
Forrester and [co-supervisor] from the Faculty of Education at the University of Wollongong. 
 
I understand that potential burdens associated with this study include the time involved in teaching the 
fractions lesson during regular class, and the two 30 minute interviews and I have had an opportunity to 
ask Elise Thurtell any questions I may have about the implications of this and other aspects of the 
research and my participation. I understand that my involvement in this project is voluntary and I am free 
to refuse to participate and to withdraw from the research at any time, with no adverse consequences.   
 
I am aware that if I consent to participate in this project I will be asked to teach a fractions lesson that will 
be filmed, and field notes taken, supporting students’ fraction knowledge and implementing fraction 
representations. I am aware that all the lesson will be video recorded to assist in data analysis and that 
they will not be shown to any audience except the researcher. I also recognise that student work samples 
may be photographed (with parental consent), relating to their use of fraction representations, but that 
all data used for the study will remain confidential, containing pseudonyms to ensure participant and 
school anonymity. I appreciate that my involvement in the study will include two 30 minute interviews, 
conducted at a time convenient for me before and after the lesson. I am aware that the interviews will be 
audio recorded to assist in data analysis and that they will not be shown to any audience except the 
researcher. 
	
If I have any enquires about the research, I can contact Elise Thurtell on [phone number] and/or Dr. 
Tricia Forrester on [phone number]. If I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research 
is or has been conducted, I can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University 
of Wollongong on 4221 4457 or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
 
By signing below I am indicating my consent to participate in the research. I understand that the data 
collected from my participation will be used primarily for a PhD thesis, and may also be used in summary 
form for journal publication, and I consent for it to be used in that manner. 
 
Signed ...................................................................... Date ......./....../......  
 





Research Title: Investigating preservice primary teachers’ mathematical knowledge for 
teaching fractions with representations 
Researcher’s	Name: Elise Thurtell 
 
I have been given information about Investigating preservice primary teachers’ mathematical knowledge for 
teaching fractions with representations. I have discussed this project with Elise Thurtell, who is conducting this 
research as part of a Doctor of Philosophy of Education degree supervised by Dr Tricia Forrester and [co-
supervisor] from the Faculty of Education at the University of Wollongong. 
	
I understand that potential burdens associated with this study include the time involved in supervising the lesson 
that the preservice teacher will conduct during regular class and I have had an opportunity to ask Elise Thurtell 
any questions I may have about the implications of this and other aspects of the research and my participation. I 
understand that my involvement in this project is voluntary and I am free to refuse to participate and to 
withdraw from the research at any time, with no adverse consequences.   
	
I am aware that if I consent to participate in this project I will be filmed, and field notes will be taken, during a 
lesson taught by a preservice teacher, supporting students’ fraction knowledge and implementing fraction 
representations. I am aware that all the lesson will be video recorded to assist in data analysis and that they will 
not be shown to any audience except the researcher. I also recognise that student work samples may be 
photographed (with parental consent), relating to the preservice teachers’ responses to their use of fraction 
representations, but that all data used for the study will remain confidential, containing pseudonyms to ensure 
participant and school anonymity. 
	
If I have any enquires about the research, I can contact Elise Thurtell on [phone number] and/or Dr. 
Tricia Forrester on [phone number]. If I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research 
is or has been conducted, I can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University 
of Wollongong on 4221 4457 or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
 
By signing below I am indicating my consent to participate in the research. I understand that the 
data collected from my participation will be used primarily for a PhD thesis, and may also be used 
in summary form for journal publication, and I consent for it to be used in that manner. 
 
 
Signed ...................................................................... Date ......./....../......  
 
 






Research Title: Investigating preservice primary teachers’ mathematical knowledge for 
teaching fractions with representations	
Researcher’s	Name: Elise Thurtell 
Supervisors’	Names: Dr Tricia Forrester and [co-supervisor] 
 
I have read the participant information sheet and have had the opportunity to ask the 
researcher any further questions that I may have had. I understand that my participation in this 
research project is voluntary and I may withdraw at any time from the study without it affecting 
my treatment at school in any way. 
 
I understand that risks to me in this study are minimal. I have read through the information 
provided with a parent/caregiver regarding my role in the project and therefore understand 
that by consenting to participation in the study I will attend a fractions lesson during which I 
will create representations or models of fractions. I am aware that these lessons will be video 
recorded but only viewed by the researcher. I also understand that photographs may be taken 
of my work for the purpose of analysing the preservice teachers’ responses to my participation 
in the lesson. I am aware that my name will not be used to identify my work or comments in the 
study and that my information will remain confidential. 
 
If I have any enquires about the research, I can contact Elise Thurtell on [phone number] and/or 
Dr. Tricia Forrester on [phone number]. If I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way 
the research is or has been conducted, I can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics 
Committee, University of Wollongong on 4221 4457 or by email at rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. 
 
By signing below I am consenting to: (Please tick boxes) 
 
□ Participating in a lesson about fractions which will be filmed (viewed only by researcher). 
□ Having photographs of my work taken and used for research purposes only 
 
I understand that information from me will be used for a thesis and possibly other published 
studies and I consent for it to be used in this manner. 
 
I give permission for my child .............................................. (Please insert your child’s name) to 
participate in this research. 
 
Parent/ Guardian Signature ................................................... Date ......./....../...... 
 
Name (please print)   ........................................................... 
 






x Can you give a definition of what a representation is? 
o What comes to mind when you think of representations? 
o How do teachers use representations? How do students use representations? 
o How do you think representations can help teaching? 
o What factors might influence when and how you use representations? 
x Would you like to add any other thoughts about representations? 
	
Fraction	representations	
x Which fraction representations are you likely to use? Which ones do you use? 
o To work out a problem? To demonstrate to another person? 
x What are some benefits of using representations of fractions in your teaching? 
x Can you think of any barriers to using certain fraction representations in your teaching? 
 What might prevent you from using a certain representations? 
o What might prevent students from using certain representations? 




x What has helped with your knowledge of teaching? 
x What has helped with your mathematics knowledge? 
o What kind of representations? 
o Has the presentation/tutorial activity/peers/tutor/lecture/practice helped? 
How? 
o Do you think modelling fractions has helped your understanding? Why/why 
not? 
Additional	information 
x Is there anything else about your experiences concerning fractions and fraction 




x What experiences have you had with mathematics? What level of study have you 
completed in mathematics? 
x How do you feel about mathematics in general? How confident are you as a user of 
mathematics? 
x What experiences have you had with fractions and fraction representations? 
o For example, primary school, high school, work, home, other university 
courses/subjects.  
x How do you feel about fractions? Are you confident when working with fractions? 
x Have you had any teaching experience before? If so, what, when, with whom? 
 
Perception	of	fractions	
x What comes to mind when you think of fractions? 
x Can you describe some representations of fractions? 
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Subject	1	
x Has your pedagogical/content knowledge changed during Subject	1?	
o If so, what contributed to the development? (Did the tutorials and/or lecture 
content support your knowledge of fractions? Content knowledge and/or 
pedagogical knowledge?) 
o If not, what prevented development? 
x Did the fraction modelling in Subject	1	help you to understand fractions? 
o If so, in what way(s)? (Pedagogical and/or content knowledge) 
o If not, why do you think it has not helped? 
x What did you think of the tutorial(s) and the approach taken to teaching fractions? 
 
Initial	professional	experience	
x What school/stage/class will you be teaching on your initial professional experience? 
x What have you discussed with your supervising classroom teacher? 
x Do you anticipate that you will teach fractions? 
x What are some common misconceptions or children’s errors concerning fractions? 
x What do students at this Stage/Year typically know/are expected to do with fractions? 
o What might be some of your students’ responses to fraction activities? 
o What might your students previously have experienced in terms of fractions? 





x Has your pedagogical/content knowledge changed during Subject	1?	
o If so, what contributed to the development? (Did the tutorials and/or lecture 
content support your knowledge of fractions? Content knowledge and/or 
pedagogical knowledge?) 
o If not, what prevented development? 
x Did the fraction modelling in Subject	1	help you to understand fractions? 
o If so, in what way(s)? (Pedagogical and/or content knowledge) 
o If not, why do you think it has not helped? 
x What did you think of the tutorial(s) and the approach taken to teaching fractions? 
 
Initial	professional	experience	
x Did you teach/observe any fraction lessons? 
o If so: 
 What did students at this Stage/Year know? What were students 
expected to do with fractions? What were your students’ previous 
experiences with fractions? 
 Can you describe the lesson? What aspect of fractions was the focus? 
 What fraction representations were used? How were they used? (Was 
modelling fractions useful in the your classroom? Why/why not?) 
 Were any fraction misconceptions evident? 
 What were some of your students’ responses to the fraction activities? 
o If not: 
 Were fractions involved incidentally in another lesson? Can you give an 
example? 
 Can you talk about the use of representations in general? How did you 




x Have you considered what aspect of fractions you will cover? 
x Can you tell me about any ideas you may have had? 





x Has your pedagogical/content knowledge changed during Subject 2? 
o If so, what contributed to the development? (Tutorials and/or lectures, content 
knowledge and/or pedagogical knowledge) 
o If not, what prevented development? 
x Did the fraction modelling in Subject	2	help you to understand fractions? 
o If so, in what way(s)? (Pedagogical and/or content knowledge) 
o If not, why do you think it has not helped? 
x What did you think of the tutorial(s) and the approach taken to teaching fractions? 
	
Minor	professional	experience	
x What did students at this Stage/Year know? What were students expected to do with 
fractions? What were your students’ previous experiences with fractions? 
x Can you describe the lesson? 
o What aspect(s) of fractions was the focus? 
o Did you introduce the topic or build on previous lessons?  
o What fraction representations were used? How did you use the fraction 
representation(s)? 
 Had the students used those representations before (perhaps in other 
mathematics topics of KLAs)? 
 Do you think this was beneficial/flawed in any way? 
 What are some other representations you might have used? 
 Were there any barriers to using the fraction representation(s)? 
 How did the students respond to the fraction representation(s) you 
used? 
 Were any fraction misconceptions evident? 
x What guided/impacted on your teaching decisions and planning? 
o Is that how you would have liked to teach the lesson? What would you change? 
o Did you anticipate the understanding/misconceptions/responses from the 
students?  
x Were fractions involved incidentally in another lesson? Can you give an example? 
x Can you talk about the use of representations in general? How did you use them? How 




x Has your pedagogical/content knowledge changed during Subject	2?	
o If so, what contributed to the development? (Tutorials and/or lectures, content 
knowledge and/or pedagogical knowledge) 
o If not, what prevented development? 
x Did the fraction modelling in Subject	2	help you to understand fractions? 
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o If so, in what way(s)? (Pedagogical and/or content knowledge) 
o If not, why do you think it has not helped? 
x What did you think of the tutorial(s) and the approach taken to teaching fractions? 
	
Major	professional	experience	
x Which Stage/Year did you teach? 
x How did your experience differ from/reflect the minor PEx? 
x What did students at this Stage/Year know? What were students expected to do with 
fractions? What were your students’ previous experiences with fractions? 
x Did you teach/observe a fraction lesson? 
o What aspect(s) of fractions was the focus? 
o Did you introduce it or build on previous lessons?  
o What fraction representations were used? How did you use the fraction 
representation(s)? 
 Had the students used those representations before (perhaps in other 
mathematics topics of KLAs)? 
 Do you think this was beneficial/flawed in any way? 
 What are some other representations you might have used? 
 Were there any barriers to using the fraction representation(s)? 
 How did the students respond to the fraction representation(s) you 
used? 
 Were any fraction misconceptions evident? 
o What guided/impacted on your teaching decisions and planning? 
o Is that how you would have liked to teach the lesson? What would you change? 
o Did you anticipate the level of understanding/misconceptions/responses from 
the students?  
x Were fractions involved incidentally in another lesson? Can you give an example? 
x Can you talk about the use of representations in general? How did you use them? How 






Participants were shown the symbolic equation  and asked to comment on four different 
fraction representations (see figure below). Two of the representations shown, Fraction	Models	
1 and 4, were accurate representations using a number line and area model respectively, while 
Fraction	Model	2 shows the multiplication  with an area model and Fraction	Model	3 depicts 
the sub-procedure of   3 using a number line.  





Model shown to participants:
  
[Explanation: The model is a number line (length 
model) that shows one whole (1) partitioned into 
sixths (tick marks). Five-sixths is labelled using 
fraction notation and a dashed line. Arcs are drawn 
between each third of the whole, indicating that there 




Model shown to participants:	
	
[Explanation: The model is an area model that shows the 
multiplication . The whole (the rectangle) is partitioned 
into sixths horizontally and thirds vertically. Five-sixths of 
one-third are outlined with bold boxes – two groups of two-





Model shown to participants:	
	
[Explanation: This model shows the sub-procedure of 
3. The model is a number line (length model) that 
shows three wholes (3) partitioned into sixths (tick 
marks). Five-sixths is labelled using fraction notation. 
Arcs are drawn represent each set of 5/6, with the 
three iterations of 5/6 shown as equivalent to 2 1/2.] 
Fraction	Model	4	
[Appropriate]	
Model shown to participants:	
	
[Explanation: The model is an area model that shows five-
sixths alongside 2 1/2 thirds. Each piece is labelled using 
fraction notation and the sixths are grouped into two to 
show the equivalence between one-third and two-sixths.] 
 
The participants were the asked to comment on each representation’s form and how it relates 
to the problem . They were also asked to rate the models from the most to least 
appropriate representation, and which representation(s) they would use for teaching fraction 
division.   
                                                             





Q1 A recipe for one cake calls for  of a cup of coconut. If 2  cups of coconut were used 
to make cakes for a bake sale, how many cakes were made? 
a) Make a number sentence to represent this problem and complete the calculation. 
b) Draw a conceptual model of the problem and solution and explain your model. 
Q2 How does  compare in size to ? How do you know? 
Q3 Is  more or less than ? How do you know? 
Q4 Are 70  and 70 3 equivalent? How do you know? 
Q5 Show three different ways that  can be represented. 
Q6 Put these fractions in ascending order: , , ,  
Q7 Find  
Q8 Find  
Q9 Find  
Q10 Find  
Exam	1	  
Q1 Complete these calculations; provide a brief explanation and show your working. 
1  
Exam	2	  
Q1 A piece of string is 3  metres long. If  of a metre of string is needed for tying each 
brown paper package, how many can be tied? 
Q2 How does  compare in size to ? How do you know? Explain your answer. 
Q3 Is  more or less than ? How do you know? Explain your answer. 
Q4 Are 80  and 80 5 equivalent? How do you know? Explain your answer. 
Q5 Show three different ways that  can be represented. 
Q6 Complete this calculation; provide a brief explanation and show your working. 8
2  
Q7 Complete this calculation; provide a brief explanation and show your working. 6
3  
Exam	3	  
Q1 This is Lee’s answer to the following task:  
a) Calculate 2  




I. Where did she go wrong in her calculations? 
II. What are the problems with her model? 
III. What would a correct calculation look like? 








































 PST approach to modelling -  rote learn 3 4
 PST content knowledge 17 367
 connecting fractions with other mathematics 2 9
 Demonstrates conceptual knowledge 8 32
 Demonstrates instrumental knowledge 7 63
 Demonstrates procedural and conceptual understanding 6 12
 Demonstrates procedural knowledge 15 42
 Demonstrates pseudo conceptual knowledge 9 37
 Demonstrates some content or conceptual knowledge 7 27
 Describes own knowledge 4 16
 Fraction or other concept in real life 6 20
 Modelling operations 4 18
 no evidence of knowledge 1 1
 PST fraction curriculum knowledge 4 19
 PST misconception 6 26
 PST thinking through 3 7
 PSTs definition of fraction or representation 6 26
 silly mistake 2 2
 PST epistemological view of maths 11 80
 PST knowledge change 1 4
 has content knowledge changed 5 23
 has pedagogical knowledge changed 5 18
 Is PEx helpful 3 6
 Is uni helpful 6 29
 What helped content knowledge 4 5
 PST pedagogical knowledge, disposition and beliefs 6 98
 assessment o f kids 6 15
 PST confidence for teaching and or fractions 5 14
 PST teaching strategies for student difficulties 1 1
 PSTs beliefs about what you need to know as a teacher 1 1
 PSTs changing roles 2 7
 PSTs'  knowledge of level of students 5 30
 what helped pedagogical knowledge 2 3
 PST representational knowledge beliefs 9 141
 Children's difficulties with fraction representations 6 58
 Experiences of learner' s difficulties 3 9
 PSTs multiple reps 3 13
 PSTs own representations 1 1
 Sequencing representations 6 25
 abstraction 6 21
 Source of rep 0 0
 source of rep - online internet 2 3
 source of rep - teacher education guide 1 1
 source of rep - textbook 1 1
 Teaching with rep 11 150
 teaching with rep - addressing student difficulty 3 7
 Teaching with rep - Comments on using textbook 4 9
 teaching with rep - conceptual use 3 3
 teaching with rep - concrete 3 10
 teaching with rep - food 5 7
 Teaching with rep - misleading or confusing use 6 31
 teaching with rep - multiple reps 5 11
 Teaching with rep - non-example 2 12
 Teaching with rep - practice 7 13
 teaching with rep - prior knowledge of students 4 11
 teaching with rep - purposeless 2 2
 teaching with rep - scenario 3 8
 Teaching with rep - sharing 6 18
 teaching with rep - superficial 2 7
 Warrants based on what PST say 3 12
 Context 0 0
 warrant - feasible 1 1
 warrant - practical 1 2
 Learners 1 1
 Warrant -  learning needs of kids 4 14
 warrant - to develop other skills 1 1
 Warrant familiar with students 4 7
 Warrant fun 5 6
 Warrant kids do it for themselves 3 4
 Warrant kids'  interests 3 7
 Warrant on task 2 3
 warrant prior knowledge of students 2 3
 Learning 0 0
 Warrant concrete 5 79
 Warrant differentiation 3 6
 Warrant food 4 17
 Warrant helpful (no details) 2 3
 Warrant manipulate 1 2
 Warrant real life 5 26
 Warrant visual 5 39
 Mathematics 1 1
 conceptual essence of rep 5 11
 Warrant Avoid misconception 4 6
 Warrant break it down 2 2
 Warrant Easier or harder 5 25
 Warrant mathematics concept 3 3
 PST 0 0
 Warrant - from own knowledge 4 8
 Warrant - textbook 3 5
 Warrant confusing or difficult for PST 3 10
 Warrant PST familiar with 5 20
 Warrant syllabus or curriculum 4 15
 warrant - not the same thing all the time 1 1
 warrant - remember 1 1
 warrant - theory 1 3
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Appendix	L Coding	from	stage	3:	Perspectives	
This set of codes characterises the views of preservice teachers about mathematics, fractions, and their own mathematical knowledge.	
Node	 Description	 Example	quote	
1. Feelings towards 
mathematics or 
fractions 
This set of codes categorises statements preservice teachers made related to emotional responses to mathematics and 
fractions. 
Negative This category codes preservice teachers’ 
responses that conveyed a negative view 
of mathematics or fractions. 
“I find that more often than not I remember things that were bad and not good. I 
don’t know. I remember being really, really maths anxious at school” (Fiona, 
Interview 1). 
Neutral This category codes preservice teachers’ 
responses that conveyed neither a 
positive or negative view of mathematics 
or fractions. 
“No, I had a pretty good [teacher], I liked maths at school, well I didn’t like it, but I 
preferred it over English” (Finn, Interview 3). 
Positive This category codes preservice teachers’ 
responses that conveyed a positive view 
of mathematics or fractions. 
“No, [fractions are] not scary for me, in fact I enjoy them” (Fran, Interview 1). 
2. Own content 
knowledge 
This set of codes relates to statements by preservice teachers about their content knowledge of fractions. 
Perceptions of 
ability 
This code describes preservice teachers’ 
comments regarding perceptions of their 
own mathematical abilities. 
“I don’t know either. I don’t know how they’re related, well, I do, but maybe that’s 
just my crappy maths knowledge” (Fiona, Interview 1). 
Perceptions of 
knowledge change 
This code refers to preservice teachers’ 
comments regarding changes in their 
knowledge. 
“Well, we didn’t do much more, you know, like it was all stuff I’d seen before or in 
class, so it was just putting it into practice, you know. Just thinking how to show 
half and what would make sense, not really, no, I don’t think my own thinking 
changed. Just the teaching part, you know” (Fiona, Interview 2). 
Assistive factors This code identifies factors that 
preservice teachers felt supported 
fraction content knowledge. 
“I guess what helps me with my fractions is that I’ve done harder maths, you 
know, things like algebra, so it’s had to become more abstract, and now when you 
go back, it’s kind of simple” (Fran, Interview 1). 
Unhelpful factors This code identifies factors that 
preservice teachers did not feel 
supported fraction content knowledge. 
“Uni annoys me a bit because they through so much boring stuff that you’re not 
going to do in the classroom and you, common sense is going to overrule it so, you 
think I’m not gonna do that” (Finn, Interview 2). 
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Appendix	M Coding	from	stage	3:	Substantive	knowledge	
This set of codes characterises preservice teachers’ knowledge of fractions and fraction representations. 
Node	 Description	 Example	quote	
1. Content knowledge 
of fractions 
This code identifies preservice teachers’ 
responses that can be examined for 
evidence of fraction ideas. 
“I guess that’s dividing it then, so if you divided that by three, you’d get five over 
six, so it’s kind of the opposite part of the problem. But then to relate it back to 
that, the actual equation, I have no idea” (Fiona, Interview 4). 
2. Pedagogical 
knowledge 
This set of codes characterises the preservice teachers’ knowledge, perceptions, and feelings towards using fraction 




This code relates to statements made by 
preservice teachers about the role and 
utility of fraction representations for 
teaching. 
“Like the doubling, when I did the doubling, when I went from like half to two 
over four to four over eight, type thing, whereas a number line you’d be able to 
show the in between parts as well, so one, I don’t know, one quarter is also 
equal to two eighths. It shows it. It’s more detailed I guess” (Finn, Interview 1). 
Description of fraction 
representations 
This code refers to examples of 
preservice teachers’ providing detailed 
accounts of fraction representations. 
“Representations are different ways of expressing fractions. And different ways 
of teaching about fractions….The obvious symbolic representation comes to 
mind, using discrete objects to represent fractions, the whole/part relationship, 






This code describes preservice teachers’ 
beliefs about their knowledge of fraction 
representations and their ability to use 
them for teaching. 
“I know there’s a term for it, I just can’t remember. But sometimes I’m not very 
good at keeping up with how the different representations are categorised and 





This set of codes characterises preservice teachers’ approaches for, and knowledge of, teaching fractions using fraction representations. 
Node	 Description	 Example	quote	
1. Using fraction 
representations for 
teaching 
This set of codes characterises preservice teachers’ approaches to using fraction representations for teaching. 
Emphasis on 
calculating 
This code describes an example of using a 
fraction representation to facilitate the 
calculation of fractions. 
“If I have 24 out of 100 and that was 24%, what would 5 need to be?...Put your 
hand up if you can convert this into a fraction. 19% means how many out of 
100?” (Fran, Lesson Transcript). 
Emphasis on fraction 
idea 
This code describes an example of using a 
fraction representation to emphasise 
underlying fraction meanings. 
“So there’s a big piece and a small piece. [Points to the big piece] Would that be 
the big piece or the small piece? [Students chorus ‘big’]. And would that be the 
small piece? [Points to the small piece, students chorus ‘yes’]. So if we share it 
between two people, would that be equal? [Students chorus ‘no’]. So, it’s not 
cut in half then is it? Because it’s not…? [Students: Equal] It’s not equal” (Finn, 
Lesson Transcript). 
Misleading use This code refers to an example of 
preservice teachers using fraction 
representations in a way that 
misrepresents a fraction concept. 
“Ok, so the truth is that our sandwich can’t be cut in half any more than what 
you just did. So it can be cut in half like this, it can be cut in half like this, it can 
be cut in half like this, and lastly it can be cut in half like that” (Finn, Lesson 
Transcript). 
2. Warrants for 
choosing fraction 
representations 
This set of codes relates to the pedagogical reasoning that preservice teachers cited for selecting fraction representations 
for teaching. 
Mathematics This set of codes refer to reasons for 
using fraction representations that 
consider mathematical properties. 
“Just because of [the students’] level of understanding at the time I think, 
bringing too much confusing and we would have been too broad. They’d 
probably, if we had of [used the] discrete [model] with them, they mightn’t 
have grasped the halves concept. But just because we focused on half within 
one object, I think they were able to” (Finn, Interview 3). 
Learning This set of codes refers to considerations 
made about the nature of learning when 
selecting fraction representations. 
“I think the plan was to have them see sort of the number of people, so that 
they had a reference so it wasn't just me talking as well. So there was a visual 
to look at” (Fiona, Interview 3). 
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Node	 Description	 Example	quote	
Learners This set of codes refers to preservice 
teachers considerations for choosing 
fraction representations based on beliefs 
about learners. 
“We’d always do a lot of questions to start of the lesson to gauge the prior 
knowledge and I just thought of about five or six things where you could bring 
up halves and kids would be familiar with it” (Finn, Interview 3). 
Context This set of codes refers to preservice 
teachers’ consideration of the context in 
which learning takes place when selecting 
fraction representations. 
“It just comes from, probably my own personality and the way that, where 
things come from. Knowing how a word has come about sometimes, the 
etymology of a word or what it means can help, can assist your understanding” 




This set of codes locates the preservice teachers’ expression of fraction ideas.	
Node	 Description	 Assessment	
(a) Five sources of 
meaning for a/b 
This code refers to preservice teachers demonstration 
of the five sub-constructs of fractions – the part‐whole,	
measure,	quotient,	ratio,	and operator	sub-constructs. 
Correct interpretation of worded contextual problem (Q1) and 
application of an appropriate fraction operation (division), 
demonstrating an understanding of fractions as division. 
(b) Measurement and 
fractions as numbers 
This code locates examples of fractions expressed as a 
value or a measurement conveyed by preservice 
teachers. 
Using an additive rather than a multiplicative scheme to add 
fractions, disregarding the fractions	as	numbers. 
(c) Quantities and 
covariance 
This code locates examples of preservice teachers 
making comparisons between quantities and 
considering the way quantities change together. 




This code refers to multiplicative reasoning about 
proportional change and relationships as 
demonstrated by preservice teachers. 
Demonstrated equivalence of the size of parts that make up the 
whole in fraction models to reason about proportions. 
(e) Unitising and 
reasoning up and 
down 
This code is related to examples of preservice teachers 
identifying and working with units. 
Coordination of three units – four quarter-cups as one cup, two 
and a half cups, and the identification of ten quarter-cups. 
(f) Sharing and 
comparing 
This code identifies examples of preservice teachers 
treating fractions as division. 
Partitioning wholes in order to divide an amount into equal 
groups. 
(g) Operating with 
fractions 
This code locates examples of preservice teachers’ 
quantitative intuitions for the effect of operating with 
fractions. 
Discriminating between representations of multiplication and 
division with fractions. 
(h) Sensemaking 
disposition 
This code indicates preservice teachers’ disposition 
towards making sense of fractions and their 
operations. 
Analysing and responding to the conceptual meaning of the 
operations. For example,  expressing the effect of operating with 
fractions such as division as finding the number of sixths in three 




This set of codes locates examples of preservice teachers using fraction representations for teaching and learning tasks. 












“What works for me is when I 
was first taught to add fractions 
and things like that there was a 
very strict procedure. So we had 
to change pens, for example if 
we’re doing, like showing 
equivalent fractions, we’d have 
to change pens and use red pen 
to write times two on the top 
and times two on the bottom 
and show all of our working” 
(Fran, Interview 1). 
“I definitely think I’ve learned, I 
mean, I wasn’t that confident to 
begin with. I think I still just need 
a lot of practice, just going over 
things before I get it. I’m still not 
100%, like I think I still have 
more to learn, just like the actual 
maths of it.…Like doing fractions, 
actually adding and subtracting 
and that. Sometimes I just need 
to remember, like go back over it 
and do more of them” (Fiona, 
Interview 2). 
“If I have 24 out of 100 and 
that was 24%, what would 
5 need to be?” 
 
“Put your hand up if you 
can convert this into a 
fraction. 19% means how 
many out of 100?” 
 
“If 0.5 is 50% and the next 
question is 0.2, is it 2% or 
20%” 
(Fran, Lesson Transcript) 
“Well you’ve got your five over six 
here, so it’s five over six divided by a 
third and it’s got sort these weird, 
these jumps here and they’re kind of, 
on the other one, it was dividing into 
three, and it is here, but not in the 
same way so I’m trying to figure out 
if maybe, but the five over six is 
there, so that can’t, the three can’t be 
the whole, can it? Do you know what 
I mean? Because that’s out of one, 
that’s, here the whole’s three” 











“Well I think I just knew that 
when I drew this I probably 
went ‘represent a half, represent 
a quarter, hold on, this doesn’t 
make sense, I’m not going to get 
the answer that I need, got to 
start again and like think about 
it a different way’” (Fran, 
Interview 3). 
“What I’ve learned about 
fractions is that there are many, 
many, many different ways for 
people to learn about fractions 
and I think probably at the 
beginning of the year, you could 
give me, you know, any fraction 
algorithm or whatever and I’d be 
able to do it and go through the 
motions and divide, subtract, 
multiply….So I think, that 
knowledge hasn’t changed but 
what has changed is that I could 
probably think of five or six 
different ways to present 
fractions” (Fran, Interview 4). 
“So there’s a big piece and a 
small piece. Would that be 
the big piece or the small 
piece? And would that be 
the small piece? So if we 
share it between two 
people, would that be 
equal? So, it’s not cut in half 
then is it? Because it’s 
not…? It’s not equal” (Finn, 
Lesson Transcript). 
“[The fraction model] shows the area 
the same,…they’re underneath….And 
the one sixth here doesn’t make up a 
full third, whereas…that’s a sort of 
shows the equivalence which makes 





This set of codes relates to the pedagogical reasoning that preservice teachers cited for selecting fraction representations for teaching. 
Node	 Description	 Example	quote	
1. Mathematics This set of codes refer to reasons for using fraction representations that consider mathematical properties. 
Conceptual 
essence 
This code identifies examples where preservice 
teachers consider the way fraction ideas are 
illustrated by fraction representations. 
“We had to go sort of through that again because a few of them would have like big chunks, 
and then smaller ones and it was quite a bit harder. [The students said] Look there’s three 
parts! No, but remember, is it equal? So I guess it was good in that was to drum into them the 
whole equal parts things” (Fiona, Interview 3). 
Address 
misconception 
This code refers to examples of preservice 
teachers selecting fraction representations to 
address children’s misconceptions about 
fractions. 
“I tried to think about the misconceptions when I was doing it, yeah, like the not starting 
with whole objects, so I like, I used the sandwich on the board instead” (Finn, Interview 2). 
Difficulty This code relates to preservice teachers 
considering the level of difficulty that certain 
fraction representations present for children. 
“I guess I just thought that once I’d presented the hundreds block, and explained what it was 
and said ‘look, it’s as easy as counting the numbers’” (Fran, Interview 3). 
2. Learning This set of codes refers to considerations made about the nature of learning when selecting fraction representations. 
Properties This code presents preservice teachers’ 
reasoning about the concrete, visual, or abstract 
nature of fraction representations. 
“I guess, just because, well like the playdough was really hands-on” (Fiona, Interview 3). 
Differentiation This code describes the preservice teachers’ 
reasoning about how fraction representations 
can facilitate content differentiation. 
“So rather than just asking the question, getting them to come up with responses. So it was 
good in that way. I could differentiate. It was flexible” (Fran, Interview 3). 
Real life This code collates preservice teachers’ 
comments about fraction representations that 
are related to real life concepts. 
“I just thought about real life applications, because it’s kindergarten, like it’s all, you’ve got to 
be able to, oh, I suppose any time, you’ve got to be able to make sure they relate it, and 
halves are pretty easy to relate to real world, so just before it we’d always do a lot of 
questions to start of the lesson to gauge the prior knowledge” (Finn, Interview 3). 
Learning 
as recall 
This code presents preservice teachers’ 
comments that support the view of learning as 
recall. 
“I just think if you can introduce stuff like that and come up with examples that kids 
remember, you never know when that’s going to come in handy one day” (Fran, Interview 
3). 
3. Learners This set of codes refers to preservice teachers considerations for choosing fraction representations based on beliefs about learners. 
Learning 
styles 
This code refers to preservice teachers’ beliefs 
that individual children have preferred modes of 
learning facilitated by types fraction 
representations. 
“I’d probably use it in conjunction with other methods to cater for a diversity of learning 
styles as well, because we didn’t have that, you know tactile things for the kinaesthetic 
learners, you know the visual” (Fran, Interview 3). 
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Node	 Description	 Example	quote	
Accessibility This code refers to examples of preservice 
teachers considering the comprehensibility of 
fraction representations to children. 
“We’d always do a lot of questions to start of the lesson to gauge the prior knowledge and I 
just thought of about five or six things where you could bring up halves and kids would be 
familiar with it” (Finn, Interview 3). 
Learners’ 
enjoyment 
This code identifies examples of preservice 
teachers considering the enjoyment of children 
when selecting fraction representations. 
“They seemed to like the idea of using play dough as a bit of fun, and it was kind of ‘oh my 
gosh we’re playing with play dough’” (Fiona, Interview 3). 
Interest This code identifies examples of preservice 
teachers considering children’s interest when 
selecting fraction representations. 
“I think it was more based on the amount of engagement they could get. Instead of how, it 
was more like what they’re doing to bring in their interest, like you said, if you’re doing it for 
a while you’ve got to keep their attention” (Finn, Interview 2). 
4. Context This set of codes refers to preservice teachers’ consideration of the context in which learning takes place when selecting fraction 
representations. 
Feasibility This code identifies examples of preservice 
teachers’ consideration of the feasibility of 
fraction representations. 
“With [the classroom teacher’s] 30 years, 40 years experience and she says ‘no, I’m not doing 
that’, and I like that, you know, the common sense approach, as opposed to following 
everything by the book” (Finn, Interview 3). 
Source This code locates preservice teachers’ responses 
that identify the source(s) of the fraction 
representations. 
“Someone told me they’d done something similar for kindergarten group to talk about 
halves, so I sort of took it, hers had some stuff in it that was too easy” (Fiona, Interview 3). 
 
